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Foreword by the Chairperson
Energy is the backbone of the economy with the
Energy Regulator as a key enabler in advancing
economic growth within South Africa. This is not
only from a growth point of view, but also in terms of
job creation and social upliftment. In this regard, the
availability of reliable, affordable and clean energy is
central to stimulating productive capacity, leading to
sustainable economic and social development.
It is important to consider the socio-economic
environment within which NERSA is operating and
the context that will determine the strategic direction
of the organisation over the next five years.
The global energy map is changing, with potentially
far reaching consequences for energy markets. It
is being redrawn by the resurgence in oil and gas
production in the United States, a retreat from nuclear
power in some countries, continued rapid growth in
the use of wind and solar technologies and the global
spread of unconventional gas production.
Global growth is in low gear, the drivers of economic
activity are changing, and downside risks persist.
China and a growing number of emerging market
economies are coming off cyclical peaks. Their
growth rates are projected to remain much above
those of the advanced economies, but below the
elevated levels seen in recent years, for both cyclical
and structural reasons.
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The world energy system is facing key challenges
which include meeting the world’s ever-growing
energy needs (led by rising incomes and populations
in emerging economies); providing access to energy
for the world’s poorest; and bringing the world
towards meeting its climate change imperatives. All
these make it extremely difficult to put the global
energy system onto a more sustainable path, yet this
path must be found.
Looking ahead, global activity is expected to
strengthen moderately, but the risks to the forecast
remain to the downside. The impetus is projected to
come from the advanced economies, where output
is expected to expand at a pace of about 2% in 2014,
approximately 0.75 percentage points more than in
2013. The abovementioned global developments have
had a direct bearing on the South African economy
through various linkages.
It is important to note that despite the growth in
renewable or low carbon sources of energy, fossil
fuels remain dominant in the global energy mix.
Coal has met nearly half of the rise in global energy
demand over the last decade, growing faster than the
total for renewable energy. World coal consumption
has risen at an average rate of 1.3% per year, from 147
quadrillion British thermal unit (Btu) in 2010 and the
projection is that it will rise to 180 quadrillion Btu in
2020 and 220 quadrillion Btu in 2040.

The United Nations declared 2012 an International
Year of Sustainable Energy for All (SE4ALL) with
three main objectives to be achieved by 2030,
namely, (i) universal access to modern forms of
energy; (ii) doubling the share of renewable energy
in the total energy mix; and (iii) doubling the rate of
energy efficiency improvements. Consequently, the
African Heads of State and Governments endorsed
the Programme for Infrastructure Development in
Africa (PIDA) as the continent’s highest priority
infrastructure programme. These declarations, and
many others, require country action plans to take
into account the SE4ALL objectives, and the same
would be required of regulators in regulating the
energy industry.
On the regional front, the Southern African
Development Community (SADC) is facing critical
challenges. Access to electricity in the region is still
limited – access in rural areas is below 10% in eight of
the 15 SADC states. The region is a net importer of
petroleum products with implications on the balance
of payments and subsequent budget implications for
most member states. Though reserves of oil and gas
are found in some of the member states, the limited
refinery capacity still forces the region to import
most of the refined products.
On the home front, South Africa faces challenges
regarding the security of supply, especially within

the electricity and petroleum industries. During the
five years of this strategic plan, the construction
of the Medupi and Kusile coal fired power stations
as well as Transnet Pipelines’ New Multi-Product
Pipeline should be completed. This, together with
the introduction of renewable energy Independent
Power Producers into the electricity grid will assist in
alleviating these capacity constraints.
The growth of the gas market in South Africa remains
a challenge, given the paucity of domestic natural
gas and the substantial investment cost involved for
new entrants.
The pivotal role that NERSA plays is underpinned
by its mandate that is enshrined in the National
Energy Regulator Act, 2004 (Act No. 40 of 2004),
the Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4 of
2006), the Gas Act, 2001 (Act No. 48 of 2001) and the
Petroleum Pipelines Act, 2003 (Act No. 60 of 2003)
and is also aligned to the objectives of our government.

will continue to align its regulatory mechanisms
with the transformation of the energy sector by
ensuring the development of a sustainable energy
mix that comprises coal, solar, wind, hydro, gas
and nuclear energy. NERSA will also continue to
execute its mandate in such a manner that the
country’s energy constraints are addressed in order
to create a conducive environment for growth
and to endeavour to strike a fair balance between
the interests of consumers on the one hand and
regulated entities on the other hand. This is done
to ensure that government policy objectives are
achieved, customer needs are met and the energy
industries are sustainable in the long run.
I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge
the important work that the Members of the
Energy Regulator, the management team and
staff are executing and would like to encourage a
collective and innovative spirit in implementing the
legislative mandate of NERSA and future strategic
programmes.

In regulating the electricity, piped-gas and petroleum
pipelines industries, NERSA adheres to the regulatory
principles of transparency; neutrality; consistency
and predictability; independence; accountability;
integrity; efficiency; and public interest.
In line with the Honourable President Jacob Zuma’s
State of the Nation Address on 17 June 2014, NERSA

Jacob RD Modise
Chairperson: National Energy Regulator
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Introduction by the Chief Executive Officer
The National Energy Regulator (NERSA) was
established on 1 October 2005. In terms of the National
Energy Regulator Act, 2004 (Act No. 40 of 2004). Its
mandate is to regulate the electricity industry in terms
of the Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4 of
2006), regulate the piped-gas industry in terms of
the Gas Act, 2001 (Act No. 48 of 2001), and regulate
the petroleum pipelines industry in terms of the
Petroleum Pipelines Act, 2003 (Act No. 60 of 2003).
NERSA must perform such other functions as may be
assigned to it by or under these Acts.
NERSA is expected to implement its mandate and to
proactively take the necessary regulatory decisions
in anticipation of and in response to the changing
circumstances in the energy industry.
We are acutely aware that whilst NERSA’s mandate is
derived from legislation governing and prescribing its
role and functions, the performance and consequently
the relevance of NERSA must be informed by the
tangible impact, benefits and meaningfulness of its
work for the citizens of our country.
The role of NERSA is to ensure the development
and sustainability of the electricity, piped-gas and
petroleum pipelines industries, while facilitating the
affordability of and accessibility to these industries to
balance the economic interests of all stakeholders to
ensure sustainable socio-economic development of
South Africa and a better life for all.
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The focus of the Strategic Plan reflects the renewed
sense of urgency in increasing delivery on the
mandate of NERSA as well as evaluating the impact
of our actions.
The Strategic Plan focuses on improving the planning,
monitoring and evaluation of NERSA through ensuring
that the plan contains SMART strategic objectives.
The implementation plans that we have developed are
not only realistic but also robust.
In developing this Strategic Plan, the mandate
of NERSA as well as key policy priorities were
taken into account. These policy priorities include
the Government’s fourteen outcomes, which is
based on Government’s Medium Term Strategic
Framework (MTSF) that clearly articulates the
agenda of the Government. The set of 14 outcomes
were developed to reflect the desired development
impacts Government seeks to achieve, given
Government’s policy priorities. It also includes the
National Development Plan (NDP) which is a plan
for the country to eliminate poverty and reduce
inequality by 2030 through uniting South Africans,
unleashing the energies of its citizens, growing an
inclusive economy, building capabilities, enhancing
the capability of the state and leaders working
together to solve complex problems. Other key
policy priorities taken into consideration include the
National Infrastructure Plan and the Industrial Policy
Framework.

In this Strategic Plan, NERSA has formulated the five
strategic outcome-oriented goals which will guide its
programmes for the next 5 years. These are:
1.
To facilitate Security of Supply in order to support
sustainable socio-economic development in
South Africa;
2. To facilitate investment in and access to
infrastructure in the energy industry in support
of sustainable socio-economic development in
South Africa;
3. To promote competitive and efficient functioning
as well as orderly development of the energy
industry in order to sustain socio-economic
development in South Africa;
4. To facilitate affordability of and accessibility to
the energy industry to balance the economic
interests of all stakeholders in support of socioeconomic development of South Africa and a
better life for all; and
5. To position and establish NERSA as a credible
and reliable regulator in order to create regulatory
certainty.
NERSA takes skills development and capacity building
in energy regulation seriously. Consequently, a certified
qualification in energy regulation has been developed
and to date twenty one learners obtained this
qualification, most of whom are currently occupying
full-time positions within the organisation. NERSA will
continue to enroll learners into this programme during
the five years of this Strategic Plan.

Official sign-off
Apart from the internal capacity building
programmes in energy regulation, NERSA is also
contributing to broader society understanding of
energy regulation through hosting training and
development courses and an Economic Regulators
Conference (in partnership with the University of
Johannesburg) that can be attended by external
parties.
NERSA is aware that the National Energy Regulator
Act, 2004 (Act No. 40 of 2004); Gas Act, 2001
(Act No. 48 of 2001); and Electricity Regulation
Act, 2006 (Act No. 4 of 2006) are in the process
of being amended. These amendments may
have an impact on the mandate of NERSA. Any
consequential amendments to the Strategic Plan
will be fully motivated and communicated to the
relevant authorities once this becomes necessary.
I am proud to say, NERSA is not only enthused
but also ready and inspired to meet the delivery
challenges of the next five years

It is hereby certified that this Strategic Plan was developed by the Energy Regulator with inputs
from the Executive Management of NERSA.
The Strategic Plan takes into account all the relevant policies, legislation and other mandates
for which NERSA is responsible. It accurately reflects the strategic outcome oriented goals
and objectives which NERSA will endeavour to achieve over the period 2015/16 to 2019/20.
This Strategic Plan was prepared in line with the approved Strategic Plan (2012/13 – 2016/17)
of NERSA.

Esther Viljoen 					
Senior Manager: Strategic Planning and Monitoring

Zanele Ngwepe 				
Chief Financial Officer

Phindile Baleni (née Nzimande)
Chief Executive Officer (Accounting Officer)
Phindile Baleni (née Nzimande)
Chief Executive Officer

Approved by:

JRD Modise					
Chairperson (on behalf of the Accounting Authority)
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AFUR

African Forum for Utility Regulators

MCEP

Manufacturing Competitive Enhancement Programme

APP

Annual Performance Plan

MTEF

Medium-term Expenditure Framework

B-BBEE

Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment

MTSF

Medium Term Strategic Framework

CBM

Coal Bed Methane

MW

Megawatt

CNG

Compressed Natural Gas

NDP

National Development Plan

DoE

Department of Energy

NERSA

National Energy Regulator

EEDSM

Energy Efficiency and Demand Side Management

NIPF

National Industrial Policy Framework

EPP

Electricity Pricing Policy

NMPP

New Multi-Product Pipeline

ESI

Electricity Supply Industry

NFI

Non-Financial Information

FBE

Free Basic Electricity

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

PASA

Petroleum Association of South Africa

GHG

Greenhouse gases

PE(R)STEL

GJ

Gigajoule

Political,
Economic,
Regulatory,
Environmental and Legal

GTL

Gas-to-liquid

PICC

Presidential Infrastructure Coordinating Committee

HDI/ HDSA

Historically Disadvantaged Individuals/ South Africans

PFMA

Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999)

IBT

Inclining Block Tariff

PPA

Power purchase agreement

ICT

Information and Communication Technologies

RESAP

Renewable Energy Strategy and Action Plan

IDM

Integrated Demand Management

SAPP

The Southern African Power Pool

IEA

International Energy Agency

RIA

Regulatory Impact Assessment

IPAP

Industrial Policy Action Plan

ROMPCO

Republic of Mozambique Pipeline Investment Company

IPPs

Independent Power Producers

SADC

Southern African Development Community

IRP

Integrated Resource Plan

SCOA

Standard Chart of Accounts

ISO

International Organisation for Standardization

SFF

Strategic Fuel Fund

Ke

Cost of equity

SIP

Strategic Integrated Project

Liquefied Natural Gas

SQAM

Standards, Quality Assurance, Accreditation and Metrology

LNG

Social,

Technological,
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Executive Summary
The National Energy Regulator (NERSA) is a
regulatory authority established as a juristic person
in terms of Section 3 of the National Energy
Regulator Act, 2004 (Act No. 40 of 2004). NERSA’s
mandate is to regulate the electricity, piped-gas
and petroleum pipelines industries in terms of
the Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4
of 2006), Gas Act, 2001 (Act No. 48 of 2001) and
Petroleum Pipelines Act, 2003 (Act No. 60 of 2003).
The structure of the Energy Regulator consists of
nine members, five of whom are part-time and four
are full-time, including the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO). The Energy Regulator is supported by
personnel under the direction of the CEO.
Whilst the mandate of NERSA is derived from
legislation governing and prescribing the role and
functions of the Regulator, the performance and
consequently the relevance of the Regulator must
be informed by the tangible impact and benefits of
its work on the citizens of South Africa. The creation
of public value focus necessitates a move in the
strategic thrust of NERSA towards an impact-driven
performance focus.
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Availability of reliable, affordable and clean energy from
a national-planning context is central to stimulating
productive capacity leading to sustainable economic
and social development. Therefore, NERSA’s Strategic
Plan reflects the strategic role of effective regulation
of the electricity, piped-gas and petroleum pipelines
industries. The strategy of NERSA over the past five
years has been aligned towards its mission and vision,
emphasising NERSA as a key enabler in advancing
economic growth and social development within South
Africa. This document represents a revision to the
currently approved NERSA Strategic Plan (2012/13 2016/17). It is not an entirely new strategy but rather an
updating of the existing strategy. The recent elections
and new term of government necessitates this revision
and also presents an opportunity to adjust the plans in
a manner that will adequately address any challenges
that may have been identified or changes in the
legislative and policy environment. The review of the
five-year Strategic Plan thus identifies new challenges,
updates existing information and provides an update to
what has already been achieved. The structure of the
strategic plan follows the guidelines from the National
Treasury Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual
Performance Plans.

National Planning Context
The Government obtains a five year political mandate
through the process of democratic elections. The
execution of this mandate is funded through the
fiscus. Accountability to the nation and transparency
as well as prudency in the usage of public resources
is the stated rationale for the introduction of
the Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual
Performance Plans (Framework) by National Treasury
in August 2010. The Framework for Strategic Plans
and Annual Performance Plans is applicable to all
national and provincial departments, constitutional
institutions and public entities in the development of
their strategic plans.
The Framework was issued in terms of the mandates
set out in sections 215 and 216 of the Constitution.
These mandates require that national, provincial,
municipal and public entity budgets and budgetary
processes must promote transparency, accountability
and the effective financial management of the
economy, debt and the public sector. The mandate
further grants the National Treasury the power to
ensure both transparency and expenditure control
in each sphere of government. The necessary legal
basis for the implementation of this Framework is
informed by the revised Treasury Regulations 30
issued in terms of the Public Finance Management
Act, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999) (PFMA). Compliance is
therefore mandatory.

According to the Framework for Strategic Plans
and Annual Performance Plans and the Treasury
Regulations, NERSA is required to:
•
Produce and table a Strategic Plan with a fiveyear planning horizon, outlining the planned
sequencing of projects and programme
implementation
and
associated
resource
implications and other prescribed information;
•
Produce and table an Annual Performance
Plan including forward projections for a further
two years, consistent with the mediumterm expenditure framework (MTEF) period,
with annual and performance targets, where
appropriate, for the current financial year and the
MTEF period;
•
Identify a core set of indicators needed to monitor
institutional performance;
•
Adopt a quarterly reporting system, including
submission of agreed information to the Minister
of Energy (Executive Authority) and Department
of Energy (responsible department); and
•
Ensure that there is alignment of reporting
between the Strategic Plan, Annual Performance
Plan, budget and annual and quarterly reports.
Even though NERSA has an approved Strategic Plan
(2012/13 – 2016/17) the Framework prescribes that
a new Strategic Plan should be prepared during the
course of the first budget cycle following a national

election. In South Africa, a national election was held
on 7 May 2014 and therefore a new Strategic Plan has
to be developed for the period 2015/16 to 2019/20.
Strategic Plans and Annual Performance Plans
are intended to provide a basis for evaluating the
organisational performance of public institutions.
Strategic Plans identify strategically important
outcomes orientated goals and objectives linked to
key policy priorities from government, against which
medium term results can be measured and evaluated
by Parliament, provincial legislatures and the public.
Whilst the mandate of NERSA is derived from legislation
governing and prescribing the role and functions of
the Regulator, the performance and consequently the
relevance of the Regulator must be informed by the
tangible impact and benefits of its work on the citizens
of South Africa. The creation of public value focus
necessitates a move in the strategic thrust of NERSA
towards an impact driven performance focus.
Availability of reliable, affordable and clean energy
from a national planning context is central to
stimulating productive capacity leading to sustainable
economic and social development. Therefore NERSA’s
Strategic Plan reflects the strategic role of effective
regulation of the electricity, piped-gas and petroleum
pipelines industries.

Strategic Plan
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Part A: Strategic Overview
1.

Vision

NERSA strives to regulate the South African electricity,
piped-gas and petroleum pipelines industries by
ensuring that the most efficient and effective industries
are in place to exceed the requirements of existing
and future energy customers. This is encapsulated in
our vision statement, which is:
“To be a recognised world-class leader
in energy regulation”
In this context, being “world-class” means that NERSA:
•
Is recognised as a leader within the league of
Regulators.
•
Regulates the energy industry within its mandate
without losing sight of its shared vision and values.
•
Creates an environment that has low regulatory
risk as viewed by all stakeholders.
•
Promotes competition and competitiveness
and continues to provide sound, objective and
professional regulation of monopolies given the
existing socio-economic conditions.
•
Subscribes to the best regulatory practices
and standards, including corporate governance
principles.
•
Continually evaluates its performance and
benchmark itself against the “best-in-class energy
regulators in the world”.
•
Is passionate and sensitive to the needs of its
stakeholders, especially employees, consumers,
energy suppliers and government, to ensure
equity.
•
Is considered as an efficient and effective regulator.
•
Encourages new ideas, innovation, processes
and systems that engender economic efficiency,
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•

effectiveness and continuous improvement to
meet its aim to be a learning organisation.
Maintains synergy between input, work processes
and results through its capable, diverse, highly
motivated and dedicated teams.

2. Mission
By regulating the energy industry in accordance with
government laws and policies, NERSA makes a valuable
contribution to the socio-economic development and
prosperity of the people of South Africa. Our mission
statement, commits NERSA:
“To regulate the energy industry in accordance
with government laws and policies, standards
and international best practices in support of
sustainable and orderly development”

purpose of sustainable development
•

Excellence: In our commitment to obtain the best
results, we promote growth and development of
our staff, and benchmarks ourselves against the
“best-in-class” energy regulators across the globe

•

Innovation:
As a learning organisation, we
strive to set trends and promote creativity by
challenging the norm in order to continuously
improve

•

Integrity: Being honest, fair and sincere with all
stakeholders and amongst ourselves

•

Responsibility: We take responsibility
ownership of our actions and decisions

•

Professionalism: We are committed to the
maintenance of high standards of professional
competence, interdependence between our
teams using effective communication channels to
treat everybody as stakeholders

•

Pride: We take pride in what we do

3. Values
Values are the expression of what we stand for and
how we will conduct ourselves. In this context and
in addition to our commitment to comply with the
requirements of Section 9 (11) of the National Energy
Regulator Act, 2004 (Act No. 40 of 2004) and its Code
of Conduct, we have adopted the following values:
•

Passion: We conduct our business with a sense
of urgency and commitment and are proud to be
part of NERSA

•

Spirit of Partnership: In working with all our
stakeholders we deliver on our promises for the

and

4. Regulatory Principles
In regulating the three industries, NERSA must
adhere to sound principles and approaches to
be able to deliver on its mandate and achieve its
objectives. NERSA has given consideration both
to international best practice, as well as to the key
principles stated in the “AFUR framework for utility
regulation in Africa”.

Following
the
completion
of
the
report
Benchmarking the National Energy Regulator of
South Africa against international good practice,
NERSA reviewed the literature on good regulatory
principles and identified the good regulatory
principles that emerge strongly and consistently as
international good practice.

capture by some customer groups is also
necessary for successful regulation.
•

Accountability: The Energy Regulator should
be accountable for its actions and decisions.
Independence must not be confused with the
lack of accountability.

Underpinned by NERSA’s legal mandate, NERSA
adopted the following internationally accepted
regulatory principles to underpin its regulatory
approach:

•

Integrity: The Energy Regulator should exercise
honesty, fairness and sincerity in the management
of the Energy Regulator’s affairs and in all its
dealings with stakeholders.

Transparency: The Energy Regulator is required
to explain its decisions and processes to regulated
entities and other interested parties, implying
that the data or information that the decision is
based on, is readily available and the reasoning
behind it is readily explained. This covers public
consultation and accessibility.

•

Efficiency: The Energy Regulator should
make the best use of resources to further the
regulatory objectives by exercising objectivity
and commitment to evidence-based strategies
for improvement.

•

Public Interest: The Energy Regulator should
endeavour to take decisions in the interest of the
public as far as possible.

•

•

Neutrality: The Energy Regulator should be
neutral to all market players without favouring
one or other group (non-discrimination).

•

Consistency and Predictability: Decisions must
be consistent and should have a reasonable
degree of predictability based on previous rulings
in similar cases.

•

Independence: The independence of the Energy
Regulator from the regulated companies is a
prerequisite for any sound regulatory system.
Independence from political influence is also
desirable to ensure long-term stability of
regulatory practices. Avoidance of regulatory

5. Legislative and other mandates
NERSA is the regulatory authority established in terms
of the National Energy Regulator Act, 2004 (Act No. 40
of 2004) with the mandate to “undertake the functions
of the National Electricity Regulator as set out in the
Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4 of 2006),
undertake the functions of the Gas Regulator as set out
in the Gas Act, 2001 (Act No. 48 of 2001), undertake
the functions of the Petroleum Pipelines Regulatory
Authority as set out in the Petroleum Pipelines Act,
2003 (Act No. 60 of 2003) and to perform such other

functions as may be assigned to it by or under these
Acts”. NERSA’s mandate is anchored on the following
four primary Acts:
•
National Energy Regulator Act, 2004 (Act No. 40
of 2004);
•
Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4 of
2006) (ERA);
•
Gas Act, 2001 (Act No. 48 of 2001); and
•
Petroleum Pipelines Act, 2003 (Act No. 60 of
2003).
The regulatory functions of NERSA, as contained in
relevant legislation, are summarised as follows:
•
Issuing of licences with conditions;
•
Setting and/or approving tariffs and prices;
•
Monitoring and enforcing compliance with licence
conditions;
•
Dispute resolution including mediation, arbitration
and the handling of complaints;
•
Gathering, storing and disseminating industry
information;
•
Setting of rules, guidelines and codes for the
regulation of the three industries;
•
Determining of conditions of supply and
applicable standards;
•
Consulting with government departments and
other bodies with regard to industry development
and regarding any matter contemplated in the
three industry Acts;
•
Expropriating land as necessary to meet the
objectives of the relevant legislation;
•
Registration of import and production facilities;
and
•
Performing any activity incidental to the
execution of its duties

Strategic Plan
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Part A: Strategic Overview
NERSA derives its revenue by, amongst others,
imposing prescribed levies and licence fees on the
regulated industries following a prescribed transparent
procedure. In this regard, the following Acts govern
the imposition of such levies and licence fees:
•
Gas Regulator Levies Act, 2002
(Act No. 75 of 2002);
•
Petroleum Pipelines Levies Act, 2004
(Act No. 28 of 2004); and
•
Section 5B of the Electricity Act, 1987
(Act No. 41 of 1987).
Apart from the mentioned legislation that anchors
NERSA’s mandate and the imposition of levies
and licence fees, the following facilitating and
foundational legislation are also applicable to
NERSA’s conduct of its business:
•
The Public Finance Management Act, 1999
(Act No. 1 of 1999) (PFMA), which specifies the
accounting of NERSA as a Section 3A Public
Entity;
•
The Promotion of Access to Information Act,
2000 (Act No. 2 of 2000) (PAIA), which
determines the way that NERSA has to treat
access to information;
•
The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act,
2000 (Act No. 3 of 2000) (PAJA), which
determines just administrative action of NERSA;
•
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa,
1996; and
•
All other applicable laws of the Republic of South
Africa.
OBJECTS OF THE ACTS
Each one of the industry-specific Acts that NERSA
is deriving its mandate from has certain objects that
should be achieved if NERSA carries out its functions
as defined in these Acts.
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The objects of the Electricity Regulation Act as
stipulated in Section 2 of the Act, are to:
•
Achieve the efficient, effective, sustainable and
orderly development and operation of electricity
supply infrastructure in South Africa;
•
Ensure that the interests and needs of present
and future electricity customers and end users
are safeguarded and met, having regard to the
governance, efficiency, effectiveness and longterm sustainability of the electricity supply
industry within the broader context of economic
energy regulation in the Republic;
•
Facilitate investment in the electricity supply
industry;
•
Facilitate universal access to electricity;
•
Promote the use of diverse energy sources and
energy efficiency;
•
Promote competitiveness and customer and end
user choice; and
•
Facilitate a fair balance between the interests of
customers and end users, licensees, investors in
the electricity supply industry and the public.
The objects of the Gas Act as stipulated in Section 2
of the Act, are to:
•
Promote the efficient, effective, sustainable
and orderly development and operation of gas
transmission, storage, distribution, liquefaction
and re-gasification facilities and the provision
of efficient, effective and sustainable gas
transmission, storage, distribution, liquefaction,
re-gasification and trading services;
•
Facilitate investment in the gas industry;
•
Ensure the safe, efficient, economic and
environmentally
responsible
transmission,
distribution, storage, liquefaction and regasification of gas;
•
Promote companies in the gas industry
that are owned or controlled by historically

•

•
•
•
•
•

disadvantaged South Africans by means of
licence conditions so as to enable them to
become competitive;
Ensure that gas transmission, storage, distribution,
trading, liquefaction and re-gasification services
are provided on an equitable basis and that the
interests and needs of all parties concerned are
taken into consideration;
Promote skills development among employees in
the gas industry;
Promote employment equity in the gas industry;
Promote the development of competitive markets
for gas and gas services;
Facilitate gas trade between the Republic and
other countries; and
Promote access to gas in an affordable and safe
manner.

The objects of the Petroleum Pipelines Act as
stipulated in Section 2 of the Act, are to:
•
Promote competition in the construction and
operation of petroleum pipelines, loading facilities
and storage facilities;
•
Promote the efficient, effective, sustainable
and orderly development, operation and use of
petroleum pipelines, loading facilities and storage
facilities;
•
Ensure the safe, efficient, economic and
environmentally responsible transport, loading
and storage of petroleum;
•
Promote equitable access to petroleum pipelines,
loading facilities and storage facilities;
•
Facilitate investment in the petroleum pipeline
industry;
•
Provide for the security of petroleum pipelines
and related infrastructure;
•
Promote companies in the petroleum pipeline
industry that are owned or controlled by
historically disadvantaged South Africans, by

•
•
•

means of licence conditions to enable them to
become competitive;
Promote the development of competitive markets
for petroleum products;
Promote access to affordable petroleum
products; and
Ensure an appropriate supply of petroleum to
meet market requirements.

•
•
•
•
•

third party access to transmission and storage
facilities;
expropriation procedures and timelines;
mechanisms to promote historically
disadvantaged South Africans;
mediation and arbitration procedures; and
price regulation principles and procedures.

PETROLEUM PIPELINES INDUSTRY REGULATIONS
The objects of the National Energy Regulator Act as
stipulated in Section 1 of the Act, is to:
•
Establish a National Energy Regulator for the
regulation of the electricity, piped-gas and
petroleum pipelines industries
REGULATIONS
ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY REGULATIONS
The Electricity Regulation Act gives the Minister
of Energy the power to make Regulations in terms
of which NERSA must discharge its mandate. The
Minister has published the following Regulations:
•
Electricity Regulations for Expropriation on
behalf of a licensee;
•
Electricity Regulations for compulsory norms
and standard for reticulation services;
•
Electricity Regulations on deviation from set or
approved tariffs; and
•
Revised New Generation Regulations were issued
on 4 May 2011.

The Petroleum Pipelines Act gives the Minister of Energy
the power to make Regulations in terms of which NERSA
must discharge its mandate. The Minister published the
Regulations in terms of the Petroleum Pipelines Act on 4
April 2008. The Regulations deal with, amongst others:
•
third party access to storage facilities;
•
setting of tariffs for petroleum pipelines and
approval of tariffs for petroleum loading and
storage facilities;
•
expropriation procedures and timelines;
•
mechanisms to promote historically
disadvantaged South Africans; and
•
mediation and arbitration procedures.

5.1. Policy mandates

PIPED-GAS INDUSTRY REGULATIONS

NERSA’s mandate is further derived from written
government policies developed by the Minister of
Energy in terms of the Electricity Regulation Act,
Gas Act and Petroleum Pipelines Act. According to
the Electricity Regulation Act, Gas Act and Petroleum
Pipelines Act, NERSA must make decisions that are
not at variance with published government policy.

The Gas Act gives the Minister of Energy the power
to make Regulations in terms of which NERSA
must discharge its mandate. The Minister published
Regulations in terms of the Gas Act on 20 April 2007.
These Regulations deal with, amongst others:

The relevant policies and plans applicable are:
•
White Paper on Energy Policy for South Africa of
1998;
•
Electricity Pricing Policy (EPP) of the South
African Electricity Supply Industry;

•
•
•

•

Free Basic Electricity Policy;
White Paper on Renewable Energy Policy for
South Africa of 2003;
Energy Security Master Plan: Liquid fuels
published by the Department of Energy in 1998
and 2007; and
Integrated Resource Plan 2010-30.

Section 36 of the Gas Act incorporates an Agreement
between the then Minister of Minerals and Energy,
the Minister of Trade and Industry and Sasol Limited
concerning the introduction of natural gas by pipeline
from the Republic of Mozambique into South Africa
(“The Agreement”). This Agreement concerns the
regulatory regime applicable to one particular
participant in the piped-gas industry, Sasol Limited,
and binds the regulator by bestowing a special
regulatory dispensation to Sasol Limited (“Sasol”).
Certain / most of the provisions of this Agreement
came to an end on 25 March 2014, e.g. Clause A on
Minimum gas supply objectives, and was replaced by
the provisions of the Gas Act.

5.2. NERSA’s contribution to
Government’s Medium Term Strategic
Framework

Over and above the above stated policies, NERSA is
also expected to contribute to Government’s fourteen
outcomes, which is based on Government’s Medium Term
Strategic Framework (MTSF) that clearly articulates the
agenda of the Government. The set of 14 outcomes were
developed to reflect the desired development impacts
Government seeks to achieve, given Government’s
policy priorities. Each tier of government as well as
public entities are required to base their own planning
for the medium term expenditure framework on these
priorities and outcomes. As a public entity NERSA
will contribute to the following six outcomes that the
Minister of Energy has committed to:
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OUTCOME 2:
A long and healthy life for all South Africans

•

NERSA contributes through facilitating the wider
use of electricity instead of coal and wood as energy
sources by all South Africans and thus improving
respiratory health, amongst others by:
•
Taking affordability into consideration when
setting and/or approving tariffs and prices;
•
Determining inclining block tariffs and free
basic electricity tariffs to protect the low
income electricity consumers;
•
Facilitating the conclusion of Power Purchase
Agreements between the buyer and the
renewable
energy
Independent
Power
Producers;
•
Regulating in a manner which facilitates security
of supply; and
•
Policy advocacy with regards to cleaner fuels.

OUTCOME 6:
An efficient, competitive and responsive economic
infrastructure network

OUTCOME 4:
Decent employment through inclusive economic
growth

OUTCOME 8:
Sustainable human settlements and improved quality
of household life

By facilitating investment in the energy industry and
thereby contributing to economic growth, leading to
decent employment, NERSA contributes through:
•
Licensing and the setting and/or approving of
tariffs and prices. In this manner NERSA creates
pre-conditions towards the achievement of this
outcome;
•
Approving renewable energy licensees to
ensure that the socio-economic development
commitments specified in the DoE bidding
process are met;
•
Promoting companies that are owned and
controlled
by
Historically
Disadvantaged
Individuals (HDIs) to become competitive; and

NERSA contributes through:
•
Facilitating access to energy services;
•
Facilitating reliability of supply;
•
Monitoring maintenance of infrastructure;
•
Compliance monitoring with licence conditions;
•
Taking affordability into consideration when
setting and/or approving tariffs and prices;
•
Determining inclining block tariffs and free basic
electricity tariffs to protect the low income
electricity consumers;
•
Promoting energy efficiency in licencees and in
the NERSA building; and
•
Dispute
resolution,
including
mediation,
arbitration and handling of complaints.
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Regulating in a manner which facilitates security
of supply.

NERSA contributes through:
•
Setting rules and frameworks that facilitate the
building of new infrastructure;
•
Setting and/or approving cost reflective tariffs
and prices that encourage efficient investment;
•
Facilitating and enforcing (piped-gas) 3rd party
access to facilities;
•
Monitoring compliance and undertaking technical
audits leading to regular maintenance and
refurbishment of the infrastructure and therefor
to the improvement in quality of supply; and
•
Promoting competition and competitiveness.

OUTCOME 10:
Environmental assets and natural resources that are
well protected and continually enhanced
NERSA has a mandate for environmental protection
and remediation through the industry specific Acts
that it administers. NERSA contributes through:
•
Incorporating compliance with the National
Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act
No. 107 of 1998) as well as decommissioning
remediation and the funding thereof into licence
conditions;
•
Promoting energy efficiency in licencees and in
the NERSA building;
•
Facilitation of the implementation of the
Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) through
considering concurring with determinations made
by the Minister of Energy in line with section 34
of the Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4
of 2006);
•
Monitoring the implementation of the IRP, the
Integrated Energy Plan (once promulgated)
and the Gas Utilisation Master Plan (once
promulgated); and
•
Facilitating the transition to a low carbon economy.
OUTCOME 12:
An efficient, effective and development oriented
public service and an empowered, fair and inclusive
citizenship
NERSA contributes through:
•
Transparent Processes;
•
All decisions and reasons thereof are made public
through being published on the website;
•
The public is invited to make comments prior
to decisions being made (written or in public
hearing);

•
•

•
•
•

Customer education;
Training and development of staff and
stakeholders, including training to electricity
distributors on the completion of the forms
requesting information from them;
Participating in the Clean Energy Education and
Empowerment Programme;
Corporate Social Investment activities; and
Techno Girls programme where ten girls from
grade 9 to grade 12 are exposed to NERSA’s
activities through visits to the organisation during
school holidays.

5.3. NERSA’s contribution to the National
Development Plan
The National Development Plan (NDP) is a plan
for the country to eliminate poverty and reduce
inequality by 2030 through uniting South Africans,
unleashing the energies of its citizens, growing an
inclusive economy, building capabilities, enhancing
the capability of the state and leaders working
together to solve complex problems.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
HIGH-LEVEL OBJECTIVES TO BE ACHIEVED
BY 2030
The high level objectives of the NDP are to:
•
Reduce the number of people who live in
households with a monthly income below R419
per person (in 2009 prices) from 39 percent to
zero; and
•
Reduce inequality, as measured by the Gini
Coefficient, from 0.69 to 0.6.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
ENABLING MILESTONES
17.
1.

Increase employment from 13 million in 2010 to
24 million in 2030.

18.

Raise per capita income from R50 000 in 2010
to R120 000 by 2030.
Increase the share of national income of the
bottom 40 percent from 6 percent to 10 percent.
Establish a competitive base of infrastructure,
human resources and regulatory frameworks.
Ensure that skilled, technical, professional and
managerial posts better reflect the country’s
racial, gender and disability makeup.
Broaden ownership of assets to historically
disadvantaged groups.
Increase the quality of education so that all
children have at least two years of preschool
education and all children in grade 3 can read
and write.
Provide affordable access to quality health care
while promoting health and wellbeing.
Establish effective, safe and affordable public
transport.
Produce sufficient energy to support industry
at competitive prices, ensuring access for poor
households, while reducing carbon emissions
per unit of power by about one-third.
Ensure that all South Africans have access to
clean running water in their homes.
Make high-speed broadband internet universally
available at competitive prices.
Realise a food trade surplus, with one-third
produced by small-scale farmers or households.
Ensure household food and nutrition security.
Entrench a social security system covering all
working people, with social protection for the
poor and other groups in need, such as children
and people with disabilities.
Realise a developmental, capable and ethical
state that treats citizens with dignity.
Ensure that all people live safely, with an
independent and fair criminal justice system.
Broaden social cohesion and unity while

19.

redressing the inequities of the past.
Play a leading role in continental development,
economic integration and human rights.

CRITICAL ACTIONS
1.

A social compact to reduce poverty and
inequality,
and
raise
employment
and
investment.
2. A strategy to address poverty and its impacts
by broadening access to employment,
strengthening the social wage, improving public
transport and raising rural incomes.
3. Steps by the state to professionalise the public
service, strengthen accountability, improve
coordination and prosecute corruption.
4. Boost private investment in labour-intensive
areas, competitiveness and exports, with
adjustments to lower the risk of hiring younger
workers.
5. An education accountability chain, with lines of
responsibility from state to classroom.
6. Phase in national health insurance, with a focus
on upgrading public health facilities, producing
more health professionals and reducing the
relative cost of private health care.
7. Public infrastructure investment at 10 percent
of gross domestic product (GDP), financed
through tariffs, public-private partnerships,
taxes and loans and focused on transport,
energy and water.
8. Interventions
to
ensure
environmental
sustainability and resilience to future shocks.
9. New spatial norms and standards – densifying
cities, improving transport, locating jobs where
people live, upgrading informal settlements and
fixing housing market gaps.
10. Reduce crime by strengthening criminal justice
and improving community environments.
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NERSA’S CONTRIBUTION:
Even though NERSA contributes indirectly to most
of the enabling milestones, NERSA contributes
specifically to the following pertinent enabling
milestones:
Enabling Milestone 4:
Establish a competitive base of infrastructure,
human resources and regulatory frameworks
NERSA contributes through:
•
Publication of rules, codes and guidelines for
the regulation of the electricity, piped-gas and
petroleum pipelines industries;
•
Setting rules and frameworks that facilitate the
building of new infrastructure;
•
Setting and/or approving cost reflective tariffs
and market related prices that encourage
investment;
•
Facilitating and enforcing (piped-gas) 3rd party
access to facilities;
•
Monitoring compliance through undertaking
technical audits leading to regular maintenance
and refurbishment of infrastructure and thus
contributing to an increase in quality of supply;
•
Transparent Processes;
•
All decisions and reasons thereof are made
public through being published on the NERSA
website;
•
The public is invited to make comments prior
to decisions being made (written or in public
hearing);
•
Customer education; and
•
Setting targets for becoming a more credible,
reliable, efficient and effective regulator.
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Enabling Milestone 5:
Ensure that skilled, technical, professional and
managerial posts better reflect the country’s racial,
gender and disability makeup
NERSA contributes through:
•
Development and implementation of an
Employment Equity Plan;
•
Development and implementation of the Youth
Employment Accord;
•
Implementation of a Learnership Programme as
well as an Internship Programme;
•
Training and development of staff and
stakeholders; and
•
Techno Girls programme where ten girls from
grade 9 to grade 12 are exposed to NERSA’s
activities through visits to the organisation during
school holidays.
Enabling Milestone 6:
Broaden ownership of
disadvantaged groups

assets

to

historically

NERSA contributes through:
•
Licensing and the setting and/or approving of
tariffs and prices. In this manner NERSA creates
pre-conditions towards the achievement of this
milestone;
•
Issuing licences to eligible applicants to
facilitate the meeting of stated socio-economic
development targets;
•
Facilitating and enforcing (piped-gas) 3rd party
access to facilities;
•
Promoting companies that are owned and
controlled
by
Historically
Disadvantaged
Individuals (HDIs) to become competitive; and
•
Regulatory advocacy for strengthening the
powers of the Regulator.

Enabling Milestone 10:
Produce sufficient energy to support industry
at competitive prices, ensuring access for poor
households, while reducing carbon emissions per
unit of power by about one-third
This enabling milestone encompasses the mandate of
NERSA. NERSA thus contributes through:
•
Regulating in a manner which facilitates security
of supply;
•
Taking affordability into consideration when
setting and/or approving tariffs and prices;
•
Determining inclining block tariffs and free basic
electricity tariffs to protect the low income
electricity consumers;
•
Facilitating the conclusion of Power Purchase
Agreements between the buyer and the renewable
energy Independent Power Producers;
•
Registration of gas importation and production
facilities;
•
Facilitating access to electricity in setting aside
some funds for the Electrification Cross-subsidy
as part of determining electricity prices;
•
Incorporating compliance with the National
Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act No.
107 of 1998) into licence conditions;
•
Promoting energy efficiency in general in South
Africa and in particular in the NERSA building;
•
Facilitation of the implementation of the Integrated
Resource Plan (IRP) through considering concurring
with determinations made by the Minister of
Energy in line with section 34 of the Electricity
Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4 of 2006);
•
Monitoring the implementation of the IRP;
•
Development and implementation of the Grid Code
for renewable energy to facilitate the introduction
of renewable energy power producers;
•
Facilitating the transition to a low carbon economy;

•
•

Regulatory advocacy with regards to cleaner
fuels policy; and
Monitoring the implementation of the Gas
Utilisation Master Plan (once promulgated).

5.4. NERSA’s contribution to the National
Infrastructure Plan
The South African Government adopted a National
Infrastructure Plan in 2012 that intends to transform
our economic landscape while simultaneously creating
significant numbers of new jobs, and to strengthen
the delivery of basic services. The plan also supports
the integration of African economies.
The New Growth Path sets a goal of five million
new jobs by 2020, identifies structural problems
in the economy to be overcome and points to
opportunities in specific sectors and markets or
“jobs drivers”. The first jobs driver is infrastructure:
laying the basis for higher growth, inclusivity and
job creation.
In order to address these challenges and goals, Cabinet
established the Presidential Infrastructure Coordinating
Committee (PICC), to:
•
coordinate,
integrate
and
accelerate
implementation;
•
develop a single common National Infrastructure
Plan that will be monitored and centrally driven;
•
identify who is responsible and hold them to
account; and
•
develop a 20-year planning framework beyond
one administration to avoid a stop-start pattern to
the infrastructure roll-out.
Under their guidance, 18 strategic integrated projects
(SIPs) have been developed.

THE 18 STRATEGIC INTEGRATED PROJECTS (SIPS)

SPATIAL SIPS

The SIPs cover social and economic infrastructure
across all nine provinces (with an emphasis on lagging
regions).

1.
2.
3.

The SIPs include catalytic projects that can fast-track
development and growth. Work is being aligned
with key transversal areas, namely human settlement
planning and skills development.

ENERGY SIPS
1.

SIP 8: Green energy in support of the South
African economy
Support sustainable green energy initiatives
on a national scale through a diverse range
of clean energy options as envisaged in the
Integrated Resource Plan (IRP2010).
Support bio-fuel production facilities.

2.

SIP 9: Electricity generation to support socioeconomic development
Accelerate the construction of new electricity
generation capacity in accordance with the
IRP2010 to meet the needs of the economy
and address historical imbalances.
Monitor implementation of major projects
such as new power stations: Medupi, Kusile
and Ingula.

3.

SIP 10: Electricity transmission and distribution
for all
Expand the transmission and distribution
network to address historical imbalances,
provide access to electricity for all and
support economic development.
Align the 10-year transmission plan, the
services backlog, the national broadband
roll-out and the freight rail line development
to leverage off regulatory approvals, supply
chain and project development capacity.

THE SIPS COMPRISE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Five geographically-focused SIPs;
Three spatial SIPs;
Three energy SIPs;
Three social infrastructure SIPs;
Two knowledge SIPs;
One regional integration SIP; and
One water and sanitation SIP.

Following are all the SPIs in each of these categories
with detail on Government’s planned intervention on
the Energy SIPs.
GEOGRAPHICALLY-FOCUSED SIPS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SIP 1: Unlocking the northern mineral belt with
Waterberg as the catalyst;
SIP 2: Durban-Free State-Gauteng logistics and
industrial corridor;
SIP 3: South-Eastern node and corridor
development;
SIP 4: Unlocking the economic opportunities in
North West; and
SIP 5: Saldanha-Northern Cape development
corridor.

SIP 6: Integrated municipal infrastructure project
SIP 7: Integrated urban space and public transport
programme
SIP 11: Agri-logistics and rural infrastructure
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SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE SIPS
1.
2.
3.

SIP 12: Revitalisation of public hospitals and other
health facilities
SIP 13: National school build programme
SIP 14: Higher education infrastructure

•
•

KNOWLEDGE SIPS
•
1.
2.

SIP 15: Expanding access to communication
technology
SIP 16: SKA and Meerkat

Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) through
considering concurring with determinations made
by the Minister of Energy in line with section 34
of the Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4
of 2006);
Monitoring the implementation of the IRP;
Facilitating the transition to a low carbon
economy; and
Regulatory advocacy with regards to cleaner
fuels policy.

•

•
•
•
•

SIP 9: Electricity generation to support socioeconomic development

•

REGIONAL SIP
1.

SIP 17: Regional integration
cooperation and development

for

African

WATER AND SANITATION SIP
1.

SIP 18: Water and sanitation infrastructure

NERSA’S CONTRIBUTION:
Even though NERSA contributes indirectly to
more than just the energy SIPs, NERSA contributes
specifically to the energy SIPs as follows:
SIP 8: Green energy in support of the South African
economy
NERSA contributes through:
•
Facilitating the conclusion of Power Purchase
Agreements between the buyer and the
renewable energy Independent Power Producers;
•
Incorporating compliance with the National
Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act No.
107 of 1998) into licence conditions;
•
Facilitation of the implementation of the
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NERSA contributes through:
•
Regulating in a manner which facilitates security
of supply and investment;
•
Facilitating the conclusion of Power Purchase
Agreements between the buyer and the
renewable energy Independent Power Producers;
•
Setting rules and frameworks that facilitate the
building of new infrastructure;
•
Setting and/or approving cost reflective tariffs
and prices that encourage investment;
•
Monitoring compliance through undertaking
technical audits leading to regular maintenance
and refurbishment of infrastructure and thus
contributing to an improvement in quality of
supply.
SIP 10: Electricity transmission and distribution
for all
NERSA contributes through:
•
Facilitating access to electricity in setting aside
some funds for the Electrification Cross-subsidy
as part of determining electricity prices;
•
Taking affordability into consideration when
setting and/or approving tariffs and prices, while

•

allowing a provision for expansion of current
operations;
Determining inclining block tariffs and free basic
electricity tariffs to protect the low income
electricity consumers;
Facilitating and enforcing (piped-gas) 3rd party
access to facilities;
Facilitating reliability of supply;
Determining
benchmarks
and
monitoring
maintenance of infrastructure;
Auditing of the implementation of the
Transmission Development Plan;
Monitoring compliance with licence conditions;
and
Dispute
resolution,
including
mediation,
arbitration and handling of complaints.

5.5. NERSA’s contribution to the National
Industrial Policy Framework
The Industrial Policy Framework (NIPF) determined
the framework for continuous improvement and
upscaling of concrete industrial development
interventions. The implementation of the NIPF is
done through the Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP)
of which successive iterations seek to scale up
interventions over rolling three year periods with a
ten year outlook on desired economic outcomes. The
latest published IPAP is for 2012/13 – 2014/15.The NIPF
has the following core objectives:
•
To facilitate diversification beyond the economy’s
current reliance on traditional commodities and
non-tradable services that require the promotion
of value-addition, characterised particularly
by the movement into non-traditional tradable
goods and services that compete in export
markets and against imports;
•
To ensure the long-term intensification of South

•

•

•

Africa’s industrialisation process and movement
towards a knowledge economy;
To promote a labour-absorbing industrialisation
path, with the emphasis on tradable labourabsorbing goods and services and economic
linkages that create employment;
To promote industrialisation, characterised
by the increased participation of historically
disadvantaged people and marginalised regions
in the industrial economy; and
To contribute towards industrial development
in Africa with a strong emphasis on building
the continent’s productive capacity and secure
regional economic integration.

IPAP represents a range and mix of policies that are
critical to achieve a scaled-up industrial policy and a
shift towards strengthening the productive side of the
economy in general. These include:
i.
Stronger articulation between macro- and microeconomic policies;
ii. The development of a range of integrated
and aligned incentive programmes including
the Manufacturing Competitive Enhancement
Programme (MCEP);
iii. Industrial financing channeled to real economy
sectors;
iv. Promotion of public procurement to raise
domestic production and employment in a
range of sectors. This does not include the need
for the alignment of B-BBEE and the industrial
development objectives and the encouragement
of private procurement processes to support
localisation;
v. Developmental trade policies that deploy trade
measures in a selected and strategic manner,
including tariffs, enforcement and Standards,
Quality Assurance, Accreditation and Metrology
(SQAM) measures. These should be deployed

together with stronger interventions to prevent
illegal imports and customs fraud;
vi. Competition and regulation policies that lower
costs for productive investments and for poor
and working-class households;
vii. Skills and innovation policies that are aligned to
sectoral priorities;
viii. Interventions designed to stimulate sub-regional
growth, including in key sectors and value chains
by way of the SEZ policy and programmes;
ix. Interventions
that
give
expression
to
Government’s commitment to regional economic
development and integration in Africa; and
x. The deployment of these policies in general and
in relation to more ambitious sector strategies,
building on the significant platforms.
NERSA’S CONTRIBUTION:
Even tough NERSA contributes indirectly to a range
of these policies, NERSA contributes specifically to
the following policies:

•
•

Agreements between the buyer and the
renewable energy Independent Power Producers;
Registration of gas importation and production
facilities; and
Development and implementation of the
Grid Code for renewable energy to facilitate
the introduction of renewable energy power
producers.

Policy IX:
Interventions that give expression to Government’s
commitment to regional economic development and
integration in Africa
NERSA contributes through:
•
Founding member and a current member of the
Executive Committee of the African Forum for
Utility Regulators; and
•
Member of and current chair of the Regional
Electricity Regulatory Association.

Policy Vi:
Competition and regulation policies that lower
costs for productive investments and for poor and
working-class households
NERSA contributes through:
•
Regulating in a manner which facilitates security
of supply and investment;
•
Taking affordability into consideration when
setting and/or approving tariffs and prices, while
allowing a provision for expansion of current
operations;
•
Determining inclining block tariffs and free basic
electricity tariffs to protect the low income
electricity consumers;
•
Facilitating the conclusion of Power Purchase
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5.6. Relevant court rulings
The following table represents all the court cases that are pending. There has been no ruling yet.
Item
1.

2.

Plaintiff/
Applicant

Defendant/
Respondent

Visigro Investment

NERSA and
Strategic Fuel
Fund (SFF)
Association

Petroleum Pipelines Issue relates to an operation licence issued to SSF

CENTLEC and
NERSA

Electricity

Association for
Body Corporates
bodies of
townhouses, flats
and retirement
villages (ACBOT)

Industry

Cause of Action

Synopsis: Visigro, a Property Developer who has built a residential estate known as the Burgundy
Estates up to the boundary wall of the SFF tank farm in Milnerton, is challenging NERSA’s
decision to issue an operation licence to SFF for the tank farm. Visigro alleges, amongst others,
that the decision failed to take into consideration the health and safety of the people residing
around the tank farm. NERSA contests this assertion.
Issue relates to licensee’s metering policy
Synopsis: ACBOT represents a large number of residents of townhouses, flats and retirement
villages in Bloemfontein within the area of supply of CENTLEC (an entity of the Mangaung
Metropolitan Municipality responsible for electricity supply). ACBOT took CENTLEC to court
for the review of its metering policy.
The court ordered that the matter be referred to NERSA for resolution.

3.

4.

NERSA

Eskom

Fuel Firing
Systems Refineries
(FFS)

Petroleum
Pipelines

Midvaal and
NERSA

Electricity

Issue relates to revocation of a licensee issued by NERSA
Synopsis: After applying for a licence to NERSA and being issued with one, FFS expressed a
view that its licensed facility should not have been licensed in terms of the Petroleum Pipelines
Act. Members of the Regulator were invited to visit the facility for an inspection. It was then
concluded that the licence was indeed erroneously issued. NERSA must now approach the High
Court for the revocation of the licence.
Issue relates to the electricity supply areas.
Synopsis: Midvaal municipality applied for the amendment of its electricity distribution licence to
NERSA to add other areas of supply. Eskom filed an objection against the application on the basis
that some of the areas applied for are supplied by them. A public hearing was held on the matter
and all the affected parties made presentations. The Energy Regulator approved the amendment
of the municipal licence. Eskom took the Energy Regulator’s decision to court for review.
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Item
5.

Plaintiff/
Applicant

Defendant/
Respondent

NCP

Ekurhuleni Metro/
NERSA

Industry

Cause of Action

Electricity

The issue relates to the tariff charged by licensee
Synopsis: The applicant, NCP referred a dispute for arbitration to NERSA against the unfair
treatment on tariffs charged by Ekurhuleni.
An arbitration process was undertaken by NERSA and NCP was not satisfied with the award and
took the matter to court for review.

6.

PG Group and
Others

NERSA and Sasol
Gas

Piped-Gas

Issues relates to the approved maximum prices of gas and approved transmission tariffs for
Sasol Gas
Synopsis: PG Group and Others, together called the Gas Users Group (GUG) are unhappy about
the maximum prices of gas and transmission tariffs approved for Sasol Gas by NERSA, which
came into operation on 26 March 2014. GUG submits that the prices are excessive and therefore
seek an order to review and set aside the abovementioned approvals by NERSA as well as an
order to review and set aside the methodology used by NERSA to consider the abovementioned
maximum price application, or declaring such methodology to be invalid for purposes of such
consideration. NERSA contests the assertion by the applicants.

7.

8.

Autocast South
Africa and Other

Matjabeng Local
Municipality

NERSA, Nelson
Mandela Bay
Metropolitan
Municipality and
Minister of Energy

Electricity

Eskom and NERSA

Electricity

Issue relates to the NERSA approved tariffs for a licensee
Synopsis: NERSA approved Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality 2013/14 electricity
tariffs in terms of the tariff guideline for municipalities. The applicants are unhappy about
NERSA’s decision and allege that the decision resulted in a tariff increase above the guideline
and it makes their business unsustainable.
Issue relates to the licensee’s non-payment of its electricity account
Synopsis: Eskom served the municipality with a notice to terminate the supply of electricity to
the whole of the Matjhabeng municipal area. Based on the notice, the municipality applied to the
High Court for an interdict against Eskom from disconnecting its supply.
No relief has been sought against NERSA by the municipality; therefore NERSA did not file any
papers in court.
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Item
9.

Plaintiff/
Applicant

Defendant/
Respondent

Ekundustria
Industries
Association

City of Tshwane
Metropolitan
Municipality and
NERSA

Industry

Cause of Action

Electricity

Issue relates to the resale of electricity and the reseller’s non-payment of its electricity account.
Synopsis: The reseller of electricity, Mpumalanga Economic Growth Agency, was paid for
electricity used by the industries occupying the industrial premises owned by the reseller. It is
alleged that the reseller has not been paying the money collected from the industries to the City
of Tshwane, which resulted in the account being in arrears. The City of Tshwane issued a notice
to disconnect the electricity supply to the area. Ekandustria applied to court for an interdict
against the City of Tshwane from disconnecting the supply of electricity to the industries.
No relief has been sought against NERSA by the applicant; therefore NERSA did not file any
papers in court.

10.

Cornelia
Magdalena and
Johannes Schwab

City of Tshwane
Metropolitan
Municipality and
NERSA

Electricity

Issue relates to the resale of electricity.
Synopsis: In this matter the applicant, Cornelia Magdalena and Johannes Schwab, are residents
in a residential area controlled and administered by a body corporate. The body corporate took
a resolution to change the reseller of electricity to the area and appointed a new reseller. The
applicant refused to be supplied by the new reseller and requested to be supplied by the City
of Tshwane. In the court a quo, the application was dismissed. The matter is currently before the
Supreme Court of Appeal and no judgment or order has been made at this stage.
No relief has been sought against NERSA, therefore NERSA did not file any papers in court.

11.

Afrisake NPC and
Others

City of Tshwane
Metropolitan
Municipality; PEU
Capital Partners
(Pty) Ltd; AuditorGeneral; Minister
of Finance; and
NERSA

Electricity

Issue relates to the installation of smart meters and the contract concluded by the licensee for
such installation.
Synopsis: The applicant is a non-profit company that filed an urgent application to the High
Court to order the City of Tshwane to discontinue the installation of equipment for the smart
metering project and that the contracts for the installation of the said equipment concluded by
the City of Tshwane with PEU Capital Partners (Pty) Ltd be declared invalid.
No relief has been sought against NERSA, therefore NERSA did not file any papers in court.
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Item
12.

Plaintiff/
Applicant

Defendant/
Respondent

Industry

Cause of Action

Eugene Benjamin
Osmers and Hazel
Haynes

Eskom and NERSA

Electricity

Issue relates to access to Eskom’s power system.
Synopsis: In this matter the applicants seeks relief to compel Eskom to provide non-discriminatory
access to the power systems to the premises of the Eugene Osmers Trust at Portion 4 of Schalk
Farm 3, Phalaborwa, Limpopo Province and an order to compel Eskom to conclude an agreement
with the Eugene Osmers Trust.
No relief is sought against NERSA.

13.

Eugene Benjamin
Osmers

Eskom and NERSA

Electricity

Issue relates to access to Eskom’s power system.
Synopsis: In this matter the applicants seeks relief to compel Eskom to provide non-discriminatory
access to the power systems to the premises of Eugene Benjamin Osmers at Portion 25 of
Silonque, Phalaborwa, Limpopo Province and an order to compel Eskom to conclude an
agreement with Eugene Benjamin Osmers.
No relief is sought against NERSA.

5.7. Planned policy initiatives
Although policy formulation is outside of NERSA’s
realm of authority, specific policy gaps were
identified that require ongoing dialogue and strategic
engagement with the Department of Energy in order
to ensure that there is alignment between NERSA’s
strategic direction and the Department’s policy
thrusts.
NERSA advocates the implementation of the White
Paper on Energy Policy of 1998 before the principles
enshrined in the policy and suite of subsequent
legislation are overhauled. As the Energy Regulator
we are aware that the policies of 1998 and consequent
suite of legislation (Gas Act, Petroleum Pipelines

Act, National Energy Regulator Act and Electricity
Regulation Act) which were developed between 2001
and 2006 have been actively implemented since the
establishment of NERSA in October 2005. It is only
now that we are able to give private investors some
certainty regarding energy infrastructure investments
and the level playing field we are expected to provide.
Recent private sector licence applications in the pipedgas and petroleum pipelines industries are a testimony
to the success of government’s liberalisation policies.
The Electricity Regulation Act gives the mandate for
competitive bidding of electricity generation capacity
to the Department of Energy (DoE), following a
Cabinet decision that private sector participation in
the electricity industry be split 70:30 between Eskom

and the private sector, with DoE procuring the plant
and Eskom being the “off-taker”. The procurement
by DoE took much longer than anticipated and in
2007 Cabinet decided that Eskom be designated as
the single buyer of power from Independent Power
Producers (IPP’s) in South Africa and that Eskom will
be responsible for ensuring that adequate generation
capacity is made available and that 30% of the new
power generation capacity is derived from IPP’s.
Apart from the Regulations on the revised New
Generation Capacity, promulgated in May 2011, no
legislation or regulations have been promulgated in
this regard.
The ability of NERSA to enforce compliance is
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constrained by a lack of policy to impose penalties in
cases of non-compliance.
There are developments in the three industries that
are not covered by the current industry-specific Acts.
For example, in the piped-gas industry there are
new technological developments allowing for mobile
storage of compressed natural gas that were not
foreseen when the Gas Act was promulgated in 2001.
Furthermore, with the experience arising from licence
applications, NERSA is aware that licensing is becoming
increasingly complex, involving methodological
analysis of financial, technical and legal considerations.
Experience has also shown that a review of the National
Energy Regulator Act needs to be undertaken in order
to ensure that the gaps that have been identified can
be addressed.

6. Situational analysis
6.1. Performance environment
The performance environment of NERSA is impacted
upon by energy demand and supply trends and
developments in the global, continental, regional and
national environments.

6.1.1. Global Trends
The global energy landscape is evolving at a rapid
pace, reshaping long-held expectations for our energy
future. It is being redrawn by the resurgence in oil and
gas production in the US and could be further reshaped
by a retreat from nuclear power in some countries,
continued rapid growth in the use of wind and solar
technologies and by the global spread of unconventional
gas production. Perspectives for international oil
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markets hinge on Russia’s success in delivering the
same output with old and outdated technology. If new
policy initiatives are broadened and implemented in a
concerted effort to improve global energy efficiency,
this could likewise be a game changer.
The world energy system is facing key challenges
which include: to meet the world’s ever-growing
energy needs (led by rising incomes and populations
in emerging economies); to provide access to the
world’s poorest; and to bring the world towards
meeting its climate change objectives. Exxon Mobil
estimates that there will be an additional two billion
people worldwide by 2040, which will translate into
rising electricity needs for homes and other buildings,
and increasing energy supplies to power industry. All
these make it impossible to put the global energy
system onto a more sustainable path.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) expects global
energy demand to grow by more than one-third over
the period to 2035, with China, India and the Middle
East accounting for more than 60% of the increase.
Although there is a shift away from oil, coal and
nuclear towards natural gas and renewables, energy
demand in the Convention on the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
countries will somewhat remain unchanged.
Despite the growth in renewable or low carbon
sources of energy, fossil fuels remain dominant in
the global energy mix at 82% and this is expected
to only reduce to 75% by 2035. Coal has met nearly
half of the rise in global energy demand over the last
decade, growing faster than total renewable. The rise
in coal demand will depend on the strength of policy
measures that favor lower emissions energy sources
and the deployment of more efficient coal-burning
technologies. Apart from this, the only way in which

renewable energy generation is a viable alternative
for fossil fuel electricity generation currently is
through government subsidies, contributing to rising
electricity prices.
Energy developments in the United States of America
(US) are profound and their effect will be felt well
beyond North America and the energy sector. The
recent rebound in US oil and gas production, driven
by upstream technologies that are unlocking light
tight oil and shale gas resources, is spurring economic
activity and steadily changing the role of North
America in global energy trade. By around 2020 the
IEA projects the US will become the largest global
oil producer; resulting in lower US oil imports to the
extent that North America becomes a net oil exporter
by around 2030. This accelerates the switch in the
direction of international oil towards Asia, putting a
focus on the security of the strategic routes that bring
Middle East oil to Asian markets.
Water needs for energy production are set to grow at
twice the rate of energy demand. Water is essential
to energy production: in power generation; in the
extraction, transport and processing of oil, gas and
coal; and in irrigation of crops used for biofuels. The
IEA estimates that water use will increase by about
85% over the period to 2035. Water is growing in
importance as a criterion for assessing the viability of
energy projects, as population and economic growth
intensify competition for water resources.

6.1.2. Regional Developments
The Southern African Development Community
(SADC) region still faces significant challenges
in energy development and usage. The Regional
Infrastructure Development Master Plan, developed in
2012, highlights the following issues:

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Only 5% of rural areas in the region have any
access to electricity;
SADC falls behind other Regional Economic
Communities in Africa regarding access to
electricity. While 24% of the region’s residents
have access, 36% of the East African Community
residents are connected, as are 44% of the Economic
Community of West African States residents;
An electricity shortage has strained the region
since 2007. Although this shortage was expected
to be corrected by 2014, projects intended to
address the shortage lag behind deadline due to
lack of funding;
Low tariffs, poor project preparation, issues
with Power Purchase Agreements, and absent
regulatory frameworks stunt investment and
financing in the energy sector;
Coal supplies 75% of power generation in
Southern Africa, but is considered a contributing
factor to global warming;
Weak infrastructure and foreign commitments
inhibit use of the region’s abundant petroleum
and natural gas resources; and
Pricing and infrastructure hurdles such as grid
connections, manufacturing, and quality testing
impede development of the region’s renewable
energy potential.

Energy is vital to development in Southern Africa.
Beyond its use in daily life, fuel and electricity catalyse
infrastructure projects that drive both Regional
Integration and economic growth. As the SADC
region industrialises on its path to improved human
development, energy production and distribution will
only increase in importance.
Recognising the fundamental role of energy in
accomplishing its goals, SADC passed the Protocol
on Energy in 1996, which provides a framework

for cooperation on energy policy among SADC
Member States.
The Protocol on Energy acknowledges the importance
of energy in pursuit of the vision of SADC of economic
well-being and poverty eradication in Southern Africa.
In order to best achieve these ends, the Protocol on
Energy invites Member States to cooperate on energy
development, harmonising policies, strategies, and
procedures throughout the region. It also advises
that these policies ensure the security, reliability, and
sustainability of the energy supply, with Member
States cooperating on research and development of
low-cost energy sources applicable to Southern Africa.
Since the adoption of the Protocol on Energy, SADC has
enacted several strategic plans for energy development
in the region: the SADC Energy Cooperation Policy and
Strategy in 1996, the SADC Energy Action Plan in 1997,
the SADC Energy Activity Plan in 2000, the Renewable
Energy Strategy and Action Plan of 2011, and most
recently the Regional Infrastructure Development
Master Plan and its Energy Sector Plan in 2012. These
development strategies set out tangible objectives
for SADC and its Member States for infrastructure
development in energy and its subsectors of woodfuel,
petroleum and natural gas, electricity, coal, renewable
energy, and energy efficiency and conservation.
Although implementation of these strategies has
been slow, the region has made significant strides,
particularly in electricity. At present, nine Member
States of SADC have merged their electricity grids into
the Southern African Power Pool, reducing costs and
creating a competitive common market for electricity
in the region. Similarly, SADC has established the
Regional Electricity Regulatory Association, which
has helped in harmonising the region’s regulatory
policies on energy and its sub-sectors.

While SADC is enacting a number of initiatives to
address these issues, it has identified two chief points
of focus, as follows:
•
Electricity Generation – Southern Africa has
ample resources for electricity generation, though
occasionally lacks the capacity for development.
•
Hydropower and Renewable Energy – Renewable
energy has grown in importance for both regional
and global energy markets.

6.1.3. National Environment
South Africa is reliant on coal as the main primary
energy source in electricity generation in the short to
medium term. Coal is one of the major contributors
to greenhouse gas emissions. This poses a challenge
to NERSA in balancing the electricity needs of
the country with cleaner energy requirements at
affordable costs.
The high unemployment rate and increasing levels of
poverty directly impact NERSA as determination of
pro-poor tariffs is impinged upon by the inability of
citizens to pay for electricity services.
These trends and developments require that NERSA,
in regulating the thee energy industries, be pro-active
and responsive to these factors in so far as they affect
the South African energy sector in terms of:
•
Security of energy supply;
•
Investment in infrastructure;
•
Competitive functioning of the industry; and
•
Affordability and access.
Uncertainty and mixed policy messages about
investment could be contributing to the potential
flight of capital out of South Africa and the continued
challenge to attract much needed investment,
especially in the piped-gas industry.
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The fact that regulatory control in the entire supply
chain of the regulated industries is limited, raises
issues of NERSA’s strategic positioning as well as
policy gaps. Political dialogue is necessary to influence
policy changes in this regard.

Political Factors

The escalation of crude oil prices, as it pertains to
the reliance of the energy sector on crude oil in so
far as input costs are concerned exposes the energy
sector volatility. This places a particular burden on
NERSA in terms of promoting investment into energy
infrastructure; promoting affordable access to energy;

facilitating a conducive environment to the creation
of competition within the industry; and promoting the
entry of historically disadvantaged individuals.
The specific factors considered in the environmental
scan are shown in the tables below:

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Electricity Industry Regulation:
1.

State led infrastructure
expansion

•

Security of supply

•

Regulate in a manner that facilitate sustained security of supply

2.

Climate change
imperatives

•

•

Engage with policy makers to make sure that they are aware of the
impact so that the allocations are realistic.

•

Can impact security of supply because renewable
energy generators cannot contribute to meeting
peak demand and are unreliable in delivery of
energy.
They are currently more expensive

3.

Direct political intervention
in electricity pricing

•

Uncertainty for investment

•
•

Develop a strategic engagement framework with all role players
Communicate – particularly on how decisions are reached (Not
only on website – more proactive)

4.

Municipal distribution

•

Continued price diversion between Eskom and
municipalities
Key national programmes will be undermined
Quality of supply
Undermine service delivery

•
•
•
•

Contribute to the municipal fiscal framework
Advocacy
Approval of municipal tariffs
Limit surpluses that municipalities can accumulate for crosssubsidisation

•
•
•
5.
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Misalignment between
long term planning and
changes in the term of
government
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•

Ineffective long term plans as they might have to be •
changed regularly so as to align them with the new
administration.

Plan in such a way that the impact of a change in government is
minimised.

Political Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation:
1.

Delays in finalisation of
legislative amendments
and developments

•
•

Cost of gas may be too high
Deter entry into the gas mark

•

Continued proactive engagement

2.

Lack of policy on gas
infrastructure investment

•
•

Uncertainty for investment
Lose opportunity to encourage competition in
piped-gad industry
Impede growth of the gas market in SA

•
•
•
•

Regulatory advocacy
Review of current infrastructure plan
Recommend policy changes
Implement the Gas Utilisation Master Plan

•
•

Monitor Transnet financial status
Possible need to intervene in petroleum pipeline regulatory asset
base – competing modes of transport
Highlight the implications of the state led infrastructure expansion
to the policy makers

•

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
1.

2.

State led infrastructure
expansion
•
Transnet Market
Demand Strategy
(R300 bn) possible
higher risks and
Durban dig out port
for R100 bn

•

Possible consolidation of
downstream petroleum
regulation

•

•

Lack of clarity on how expansion is funded – impact
may be higher tariffs
Threats to security of supply

•

NERSA may not be ready for this possible expansion
of its mandate

•
•

Prepare and engage with DoE when it is ready
Be proactive
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Political Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Transversal:
1.

Developmental State

•

Decisions of NERSA could be in conflict with policy

•
•

Assist DoE in creating awareness of policy
Proactive engagement with government

2.

Manage interface between
different policy thrusts of
Government (new growth
path, IPAP2)

•

Decisions of NERSA could be in conflict with policy

•
•
•

Make decisions that are not in conflict with the Acts
Identify points of contribution
Develop a strategic engagement framework on developing
legislation / policy changes
Seek interaction with appropriate departments and structures

•
3.

Policy gaps and
inconsistencies

•
•

Regulatory uncertainly
Lack of credibility of regulatory systems

•
•
•

4.

Discussion / debate around •
nationalisation

Uncertainty for investment

•
•
•
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Review impact on NERSA’s mandate
Comment and proposed amendments for consideration of the
policy maker
Highlight cost of projects, the impact and implications thereof e.g.
Integrated Resource Plan
Provide regulatory certainty through consistent decision making
Ensure investor confidence through our regulatory decisions and
activities
Influence perception of investor risk (particularly in piped-gas)

5.

Review of millennium goals
(2014)

•

NERSA may not assist the country in achieving its
goals

•

Regulate in such a manner that accessibility and affordability is
enhanced

6.

Presidential review on the
organs of state / creation
of a “super regulator” and
collapse all regulators

•

NERSA may cease to exist / be the base of the super
regulator
Regulatory continuity and principles
Regulatory certainty

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Profile NERSA in the public arena
Affirm NERSA’s effectiveness and positioning
Monitor debate
Influence the discussions
Engage with stakeholders
Stakeholder survey
Position NERSA as a low maintenance entity
Highlight the importance of an independent regulator
Improve on current performance
Understand regulatory environment, who are the other regulators
Help / teach / learn from them (other regulators)
Develop a strategic engagement framework on developing
legislation / policy changes
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•
•

Economic Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

•
•

Impact on the ability of the Independent Power
Producers to access the industry
High electricity prices to industrial consumers

•
•
•

Enforce Third Party Access
Add dispatch rules to the Grid Code
Proactively contribute to legislative amendments

Electricity Industry Regulation:
1.

Lack of competition in
electricity supply industry

2.

Subsidies in Industry

•

Subsidies cause wrong investment decisions

•

Review subsidy framework as far as within the Energy Regulator’s
control and rationalise application of subsidies.

3.

Electricity Price to
commerce in the
municipalities has reached
a critical level

•

Commerce and industry closing down

•
•
•

Harmonise tariffs
Influence tariff structures
Check actual application of tariffs yields expected result.

4.

Impact of poverty

•

Lack of affordability and accessibility

•

Focus on pro-poor regulation

5.

Perception of imbalance
between supply and
demand

•

Security of supply

•
•

Allow primary energy cost as a pass through cost
Monitor System Performance and be proactive in interacting with
stakeholders

6.

Increased consumption of
energy by China and India

•

Security of supply

•
•

Regulate the stock piles
Promote the introduction of renewable energy in the energy mix
(taking into account its limitations)
Increase the number of days that the coal stock piles must be kept

•
7.

Inter-dependency of SADC
on SA economy

•

SADC countries’ power plans not realised

•
•

8.

Low and slow growth of
the GDP

•

Depressed economy leading to less disposable
income which in turn would result in an increase in
bad debt and an ESI that is not economically viable.

•

Create space to be able to facilitate the realisation of SADC
countries’ power plans
Review role in international trade and become an active role player.
Ensure that electricity price increases are kept to the minimum by
enforcing efficient licensee operations and that pro-poor regulation
is strengthened
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Economic Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

•

Barrier to competitive outcomes (price
discrimination and access)
Likely perpetuation of current monopoly in the
industry

•
•
•

Enforce Third Party Access
Enforce maximum prices methodology and Tariff Guidelines
Proactively contribute to legislative amendments

No growth in the gas market

•
•
•

Price certainty
Regulatory / policy certainty
Fast-track development of Gas Utilisation Master Plan intended to
guide required gas infrastructure investment

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation:
1.

Lack of competition in gas
industry

•
2.

Lack of infrastructure
investment

•

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
1.

User pays vs.
developmental state

•

Decisions of NERSA could be in conflict with policy

•
•

Assist DoE in creating awareness of policy
Proactive engagement with government

2.

Investment climate and
investor expectations of
Rate of Return

•

Investors may not invest

•

Review cost of equity

3.

HDI participation

•

No 3rd party access to storage facilities

•

Develop a strategic engagement framework on developing
legislation / policy changes

Transversal:
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1.

Risk of EURO debt
default and the impact on
emerging markets

•
•

Decisions not in line with global developments
Funding of projects more challenging

•
•
•

Review of tariffs in line with developments
Promote energy conservation
Create public awareness

2.

Impact of environmental
levies on prices

•

Impossible to facilitate achievement of affordable
energy services

•
•

Highlight impact of environmental levies to policy makers
“pro-poor” regulation

3.

Capital flight (foreign and
local)

•

Capital leaving SA

•

Create regulatory certainty

4.

Impact of the wave of
industrial action

•

Entities not prepared

•

Encourage entities to have better risk management interventions
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Regulatory Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Compliance monitoring
and enforcement of licence
conditions

•
•

•

2.

An overlap in regulatory
mandate with other
regulators or institutions

•

Lack of cooperation may lead to delay in decision
making

•

MoUs with the appropriate regulators or institutions

3.

Insufficient coordination
in regulating electricity
industry

•
•

Inconsistent policy messages deterring investment
Incorrect signals sent to the market

•

Strengthen internal coordination and strategic interactions with
government structures

•

Difficult to effectively enforce regulatory mandate

•
•

Gas Act review and National Energy Regulator Act review
Cooperate with other regulators to reduce confusion and
unnecessary regulatory burden and cost

Electricity Industry Regulation:
1.

Security and quality of supply
Affordability and accessibility of electricity

•

Advocate for empowering/ governing legislation to provide for
punitive measures to be used for non-compliance
Work with different institutions in the country such as National
Treasury, Auditor-General

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation:
1.

Light handed approach
of current regulatory
framework and weak
enforcement powers

2.

•
Regulatory gaps and
fragmentation of legislation •
(gas) (not regulating entire
value chain)

Unnecessary regulatory burden
Unintended consequences (e.g. High distribution
tariffs)

•

Develop a strategic engagement framework on developing
legislation / policy changes

3.

Lack of experience in
regulating new activities

•

Inappropriate regulation of new activities

•
•
•

Research and benchmarking
Training
Study tours yielding positive results in staff performance

4.

Information asymmetry

•

Possible incorrect decisions taken due to lack of
accurate / adequate information for decision making

•
•
•
•

Develop ways of collecting relevant data
Audits
Benchmarks
Implement the Regulatory Reporting Manuals to overcome
information asymmetry
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Regulatory Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation (Continued):
5.

Legacy of discriminatory
Market Value Pricing

•

Continuation of the utilisation of the regulatory
provisions of the Sasol Agreement

•
•

Implementation of the Maximum Price for Gas methodology
Monitoring Sasol Gas’ compliance with the provisions of the Gas Act

6.

Concurrent jurisdiction
regarding the regulation
of gas

•

Lack of cooperation may lead to delay in decision
making

•

Development and implementation of MOUs and MOAs with
regulators with concurrent jurisdiction

7.

Fragmentation of the
regulation of gas

•

Investor uncertainty

•

Regulatory advocacy

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
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1.

Lack of consistency
in policy focus and
applications by different
regulators

•

No Regulatory certainty

•
•

Harmonise regulatory methodologies (internally and externally)
Regulatory advocacy

2.

Possible market
interventions by
Government:
•
biofuels
•
strategic stocks
•
security of supply
•
cleaner fuels 2

•

NERSA may not be adequately prepared

•
•

Make submissions on drafts published for comment
Engage with relevant Departments to try and have adequate
warning

3.

Petroleum Pipelines
Regulations on Regulatory
Asset Base and 3-5 year
review

•

Investors may not invest

•

Persuade DoE to amend Regulations

4.

DoE regulation of transport •
margins in petrol price
regulation

Sub optimal use of transport modes

•

Engage DoE on regulatory factors affecting pipeline volumes
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Regulatory Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Transversal:
1.

Information asymmetry

•

Possible incorrect decisions taken due to lack of all
relevant information available

•
•
•
•
•

Develop ways of collecting relevant data
Regulatory Reporting System for financial data
Regulatory Reporting System phase 2 (nonfinancial data)
Audits
Benchmarks

2.

Management of concurrent
jurisdiction

•
•

Regulatory overlap
No clear roles and responsibilities

•
•
•
•

Conclude MoUs and MoAs with other regulators
Regulatory advocacy
Co-operate and help other regulators
Build closer relationships with other regulators

3.

Perception of
independence of the
Regulator

•

Uncertainty for investment

•
•

Develop a strategic engagement framework with all role players
Communicate – particularly on how decisions are reached (Not
only on website – more proactive)

4.

Guidelines for cross border
trading

•

Establishment of Regional Regulator may occur if
NERSA does not take an active role
Arising of conflicts and conflicts of interest in the
Regulatory landscape
Disjointed and unharmonised approach to cross
boarder trading in the region

•

NERSA needs to take Active Role and interest in SAPP, RERA and
AFUR issues.
NERSA needs to regulate international trade actively in energy
matters.
NERSA needs to implement the guidelines for cross boarder
trading at national level.

•
•
5.

•
Implementation of
regulatory programmes
and projects approved at
continental and regional level

•
•

•
NERSA may not be in a position to contribute to
continental and regional matters that may have an impact
on the energy industry, and the country as a whole

NERSA needs to incorporate continental and regional programmes in
its regulatory activities (since RSA is a member and an important role
player in regional and continental structures, e.g. RERA and AFUR)
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Social Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Electricity Industry Regulation:
1.

Information asymmetry

•

Possible incorrect decisions taken due to lack of all
relevant information available

•
•
•
•
•

Develop ways of collecting relevant data
Regulatory Reporting System for financial data
Regulatory Reporting System phase 2 (nonfinancial data)
Audits
Benchmarks

2.

Insufficient coordination
in regulating gas and
electricity industries

•
•

Inconsistent policy messages deterring investment
Incorrect signals sent to the market

•

Strengthen internal coordination and strategic interactions with
government structures

3.

Management of concurrent
jurisdiction

•
•

Regulatory overlap
No clear roles and responsibilities

•
•
•
•

Conclude MoUs and MoAs with other regulators
Regulatory advocacy
Co-operate and help other regulators
Build closer relationships with other regulators

4.

Perception of
independence of the
Regulator

•

Uncertainty for investment

•
•

Develop a strategic engagement framework with all role players
Communicate – particularly on how decisions are reached (Not
only on website – more proactive)

•

No meaningful transformation of gas industry

•

Licence conditions – define ways to implement mandate to enable
HDSAs to become competitive via licence conditions. Once Gas
Amendment Bill is promulgated, make reference to minimum
targets to be attained over a specific period in line with B-BBEE
Enforce rules in terms of requirements for measures to promote
HDSAs information

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation:
1.

HDI participation

•
2.

Skills development

•
•

•
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Monitor construction plans
Ensure skills transfer in interactions with specialist
service providers (e.g. skills transfer clauses in
service level agreements with consultants)
Training and development

•

Inadequate skills to match new technically inclined developments
upstream

Social Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
1.

Uncontrolled building on
pipeline servitudes

•

Security of supply

•

Increase pressure on licensees to consult with municipalities

2.

Public knowledge of
positioning of pipelines

•

NERSA could be blamed leaks

•

Monitor licensees liaison with municipalities

Transversal:
1.

High level of
unemployment

•

Political instability that can affect delivery of
infrastructure to the poor

•
•

Internship and Learnership programmes
NERSA can use tariffs to allow licensees to employee young people
as apprentice

2.

Service delivery protests
(consumer activism)

•
•

Alienated and marginalised communities
Potential increase in tariffs

•
•
•
•
•

Customer education
Public consultation
Mediation
Funding mechanisms
Need for policy clarity on tariff reducing instruments (State of
Nation address)

3.

Resistance to energy
infrastructure close to
settlements

•

Security of supply

•

Ensure that it is ready for expropriation proceedings in terms of the
Electricity Regulation Act
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Technological Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Electricity Industry Regulation:
1.

Technological innovation
e.g. Smart Grid

•
•

Security of supply
Stranded assets

•
•
•
•

Set Rules
Monitor compliance
Protect user information
Customer education

2.

Renewable Generation

•
•

Security of supply
SA not meeting environmental targets

•
•
•

Licence
Dispatch rules
Grid code

3.

Gas as primary energy
source

•

Security of supply

•

Regulatory advocacy

4.

Nuclear Generation

•

Security of supply

•
•
•

Licensing
Customer education
Skills upgrade for NERSA

5.

Energy efficiency

•

Revenue shortfall for municipalities/distributors

•

Advocate for a different funding model for municipalities so that
they don’t have to depend mainly on electricity revenues.

•
•

Unregulated gas activities (risk)
Deters entry and investment

•
•

Develop a strategic engagement framework on developing
legislation / policy changes
Incentivise through tariffs, prices and licensing

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation:
1.
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Regulatory framework lags
technological innovation

2.

Lack of piped-gas
infrastructure for new
technology (Liquefied
Natural Gas, regasification,
Compressed Natural Gas,
Floating Liquefied Natural
Gas, Liquefied Natural Gas
tanks etc.)

•

Deters investment and growth of downstream
industry

•
•

Legislative amendments (e.g. CNG)
Request policy clarity (National Treasury on fuel levy)

3.

Resistance to new gas
technology (e.g. Shale Gas
hydraulic fracturing)

•

SA misses out on opportunity to replace crude
imports with domestic GTL

•
•
•

Regulatory advocacy
Research
Proactive participation where possible (task teams)
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Technological Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
1.

Use of pipeline threatened
by the use of alternative
forms of energy

•

Lower volumes will lead to higher tariffs

•

NERSA cannot stop future technological change, it is something
that always happens

2.

Fragmentation of the
different types of fuel –
losing economies of scale

•

•
•

Encourage rationalisation of grades and specifications
Licence tanks to store more than one type of product

•

Lower volumes will lead to higher tariffs. Higher
Transnet Pipeline costs as there are higher interface
volumes
Reduce available storage capacity for individual
products
Reduces 3rd party access

•

NERSA lagging behind changes in technology

•

Monitor and understand the impact of technological developments
on revenue streams and households
Engage, research and understand

•

Transversal:
1.

Mode of transport is
changing

•

Environmental Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Electricity Industry Regulation
1.

Environmental activism

•

Security of supply

•

Regulatory Advocacy

2.

Embedded and selfgeneration

•

Municipal sustainability

•
•

Engage with stakeholders
Regulate tariff to minimise impact on municipalities (Selfgenerators will only be paid up to a maximum of 80% of the
corresponding Eskom tariff)

3.

Growing awareness of
environmental factors

•

SA not meeting its reduction in greenhouse gas
emission targets

•

Utilise the Multi-Year Price Determination to facilitate contributing
towards the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions

4.

Carbon tax policy

•

Increase in the price of electricity  more bad debt
 less economically viable ESI

•

Bring this to the attention of policy makers emphasising the
detrimental effect it would have on a developmental state like the
RSA.
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Environmental Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation:
1.

Environmental activism,
global warming, carbon
taxes and emissions
reduction

•

Gas market cannot grow

•

Regulatory Advocacy to promote gas as a more attractive option
and environmentally friendly energy source

2.

Shale Gas hydraulic
fracturing perceived as an
environmental threat

•
•

SA misses out on shale gas potential
SA misses out on an opportunity to become energy
self-sufficient

•
•
•

Research
Regulatory advocacy
Participate in national debate on shale gas and task teams where
possible

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
1.

Reduction of carbon
emissions – punitive taxes
applied

•
•

•
Additional cost to the economy with no alternative
fuel source of any scale
Taxes applied by the economy cannot respond to the •
signal

Point out to Treasury the issues that indicate that the tax will not
have the desired effect
Show Treasury that there are no viable alternatives to the
proposed tax

SA not meeting its environmental targets
Lack of affordability

Encourage and facilitate cooperation and coordination between
decision making bodies
Allowing Transnet to recover land rehabilitation costs
Develop an integrated view going forward

Transversal:
1.

Environmental levies and
Carbon tax

•
•

•
•
•
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2.

Delays in issuing
environmental Impact
Assessments

•

Security of supply

•

Participate in the dialogue and educate the public regarding key
environmental issues and NERSA decisions

3.

Health and Safety

•

Possible environmental disasters such as Petroleum/
Gas leaks from pipelines, wind turbine blades flying
off etc.

•

NERSA to ensure that it discharges its responsibility regarding
health and safety
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Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor
•

Electricity Industry Regulation:
1.

Electricity Regulation Act
under review

•

NERSA’s views not taken into consideration

2.

Independent System and
Market Operator Bill not
yet passed

•
•

NERSA not ready when the Independent System and •
•
Market Operator Bill becomes operational
•
It may not do the intended

Regulatory Advocacy
Proactively start preparing for a change in structures
In licensing structures – businesses that can be ringfenced

Regulatory Principles
compromised

•
•
•

Loss of credibility
Listed as Regulatory Risk
Subject to liability claims

•

Make sure all decisions are done in accordance with sound
regulatory principles.

•
•
•

Cost of gas may be too high
Deter entry into the gas market
Weak mandate on regulation of piped gas

•
•
•

Continued proactive engagement during the amendment of the
Gas Amendment Bill
Comments on provisions of the Bill submitted to DoE
Participate in public consultation workshops organised by DoE

•
•

Prepare and engage with DoE when it is ready
Be proactive

3.

Regulatory Advocacy

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation:
1.

Legislative amendments
and developments

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
1.

Fragmentation of
legislations – possible
consolidation of
downstream petroleum
legislation

•

NERSA may not be ready for this possible expansion
of its mandate

Strategic Plan
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Legal Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Transversal:
1.

National Energy Regulator
Amendment Bill

•
•

NERSA’s views not taken into consideration
NERSA not ready when the National Energy
Regulator Amendment Bill becomes operational

•
•

Regulatory Advocacy
Proactively start preparing for a change in mandate

2.

Ability to influence
supplementary legislation

•

NERSA’s views not included

•

3.

Compliance with regulatory
requirements (Public
Finance Management Act
and others)

•

Develop a strategic engagement framework on developing
legislation / policy changes
Regulatory advocacy

4.

Electricity and Gas
reticulation in the
constitution

5.

Fragmentation of
legislations

6.

Infrastructure Development •
Act

Expectation to fund out of tariff and tax instead of
by investment.

•
•

Learn how it will be implemented
NERSA needs a clear view of what funding model should be

7.

Pending legal cases

Uncertainty on regulatory decisions and tools

•

Ensured that the legal cases are finalised in order to review
regulatory decisions and/or tools where necessary.

•

CHALLENGES AND PRIORITIES
The environmental scan/situational analysis of
NERSA’s performance environment identified industry
specific challenges and priorities that have informed
the formulation of the strategic objectives and the
programmes as indicated in the Strategic Plan (2015/16–
2019/20) and the Annual Performance Plan (2015/16 –
2017/18). The identified challenges are listed below and
linked to identified priorities in respect of each of the
three industries being regulated by NERSA as well as
with respect to the transversal regulatory environment.
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ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY REGULATION
Challenges

Priorities

Power system operating under “emergency” conditions

•

Creation of a conducive and appropriate environment for emergency power system conditions
Grid Code adjustment to declare emergency conditions

•
•

•

Compliance enforcement
Alignment with determinations in tariffs, maintenance, capex and operations

Efficient and cost-effective infrastructure development
Delays in the commissioning of Medupi, Kusile, Ingula

Sustainability of some of the municipal electricity distributors •

•
•

•
Facilitating affordability of electricity services
Electricity prices have increased steeply over the last 5
years

Development of an appropriate embedded/distributed generation and energy efficiency regulatory
framework/environment
Funding/ revenue structures of municipalities and Eskom
Facilitation of embedded generation technologies to improve electricity access
Determination of appropriate benchmarks, price/tariff structures and performance levels
Construction, refurbishment, operation and maintenance costs
Resellers price determinations

High number of customer complaints

•

Installed supply (capacity) exceeds the demand (peak)

Eskom should increase its electricity availability factor in line with international best practise

Limited success on EEDSM (even though Eskom managed to
avoid building a new power station, they did not manage to
reduce the load factor)

Target high load factor programmes

Introduction of RE IPP’s

Monitor:
•
Performance against forecast production – Regulator has to know how reliable new sources of
supply are (how accurate – predicted day before) - monitoring
•
Impact on system operations (to mitigate against renewable intermittence)
•
Financial impact of long-term PPAs

Shareholder “pressure / influence”

Regulatory advocacy

Introduction of Smart Grids and Smart meters including roof- •
top solar PV
•

Establishment of customer and end-user fora
Reduce customer complaints and improve customer service

Regulatory framework
Technical norms, standards, codes and rules

Strategic Plan
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PIPED-GAS INDUSTRY REGULATION
Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•

Priorities

•
Role of gas in the energy mix
Lack of anchor customer(s)
Hurdles to gas infrastructure development
Inadequate competition
Limited domestic gas reserves
Lack of access to the existing gas import facility (was the
case for 10 years)

•

•

•

•
•
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Regulatory issues
Policy issues
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Development of a gas market
Monitor development of new gas sources (Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG), shale gas, Coal Bed
Methane (CBM), etc.)
Advocacy/influence on DoE regarding policy interventions
Inputs on relevant legislative amendments
Participate in the development of the Gas Utilisation Master Plan
Enforce regulations through gas volumes thresholds for eligible customers
Approve maximum prices
Develop guidelines and enforce third party access
Sending correct price signals
Monitor and approve maximum prices/tariffs decisions
Implement Regulatory Reporting Manuals to overcome information asymmetry
Promote entry and competition
License conditions – excise undeveloped licensed distribution areas
Facilitate and enforce third party access to existing infrastructure
Advocacy and coordination at exploration stage, e.g. liaising with Petroleum Association of
South Africa (PASA) and INP
Liaise and coordinate with INP on cross-border pipeline issues
Conduct Competition assessment
Pro-active identification of opportunities in gas distribution and trading in particular (e.g.
implementation of provisions of eligible customers, facilitation of third party access to
infrastructure)
Create regulatory certainty
Build a reputation as a credible and predictable regulator
Disseminate information about the industry through workshops and media platforms
Fill policy gaps by participating in review of Gas Act and Regulations

Regulatory Advocacy

PETROLEUM PIPELINES INDUSTRY REGULATION
Challenges

Priorities

“Procurement” of regulated infrastructure

Regulatory advocacy with regards to the amendment of the Petroleum Pipelines Act and Regulations
to bidding rounds

Cost benefit of regulating storage facilities is unfavourable

Regulatory advocacy with regards to the amendment of the Petroleum Pipelines Act

Increasing complexity and challenged/ contested licence Adjust staff complement and skills appropriately
applications (more resources needed per application)
Cost of equity (Ke) needs to be “right”: Too low leads to Review cost of equity
no investment. Too high leads to a 60 year burden on the
economy (tariff methodology)
Inconsistent tariff decisions regarding Regulatory Asset
Base / useful life of asset

Regulatory advocacy with regards to the amendment of the Regulations

Government interventions in petroleum markets

Continue to engage DoE on:
•
biofuels
•
strategic stocks
•
security of supply
•
cleaner fuels 2

Transnet financial position

Monitor Transnet Ltd expansion plans and possible impacts on Transnet Pipelines

Transnet New Multi-Product Pipeline (NMPP) construction Transnet “prudently acquired” investigation
delays and cost over runs
Concurrent jurisdiction issues

•
•

Legal challenges

Seeks short term solutions by cooperation with other regulators (DoE, Transnet National Ports
Authority and National Ports Regulator)
Seek longer term solutions by persuading policy makers to amend Acts and Regulations

Defend Visigro (and other?) legal actions

Strategic Plan
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TRANSVERSAL REGULATORY
Challenges

Priorities

Information Asymmetry

•
•

Implementation of the Regulatory Reporting Manuals (Financial and Non-Financial)
Regulatory Reporting System remedial and enhancement

Assess NERSA’s processes and methodologies against best •
in world practices through regulatory analysis, research, •
•
benchmarking and auditing
•

Regulatory Impact Analysis / Assessment
Benchmarking of regulatory decisions
Harmonisation of regulatory methodologies and processes (internal and external)
Regulatory process refinement
Decisions and Reasons for Decision
Sequencing of activities
Language

Consumer Advocacy

Consumer Education
Improve access of customers to public hearing notices

•
•

Coordinate NERSA activities with other regulators with Memoranda of Understanding
concurrent as well as consequential / complementary /
articulated jurisdiction
Advise policy makers of NERSA views, policy gaps and Regular communication with Policy Maker(s)
NERSA’s mandate

6.2. Stakeholder Analysis and
Engagement
NERSA is dependent on sound relationships with
stakeholders based on trust and credibility. However,
trust is built by keeping channels of communication
open and clear, and by making sure that all publics
have access to information, by consulting and
listening to stakeholders and by being open, honest
and transparent at all times.
The Stakeholder Analysis and Engagement Strategy
is aligned to the Integrated Communication Strategy
and implemented according to the Action Plans
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within the Strategy. In order to understand the
important stakeholders of NERSA as well as all factors
impacting on the relationship between NERSA and its
stakeholders, an approach was followed to segment
stakeholders into specific groups:
1.

NORMATIVE STAKEHOLDER GROUP

Normative groups provide the authority for NERSA to
function and the organisation is dependent on their
co-operation and goodwill. They are our strategic
stakeholders and are critical for NERSA in the
accomplishment of its mission. They have the ability
to influence the course of our regulatory functions or

existence. These target groups include the Portfolio
Committee on Energy, all Parliamentarians and
government departments such as the Ministry and
Department of Energy, Ministry and Department of
Public Enterprises, Ministry and Department of Finance
(National Treasury), Ministry and Department of Local
and Provincial Government and Auditor-General.
NERSA should be actively involved in interacting with
decision-makers such as Parliament, and Government.
Strategic partnerships with international donors,
funders and communities such as NORAD, USAid,
DFID, AUSAid, NZODA and Daneda are also vital for
NERSA to operate more effectively and efficiently
through the funding of capacity building and
knowledge sharing projects.

The approach in dealing with these stakeholders is to
keep them informed through regular consultation and
monitoring of developments within the energy industry.
2.

•

•

-

FUNCTIONAL GROUPS

Functional groups directly affect many of the dayto-day activities of NERSA. It’s most important
target group is its employees because the credibility
of NERSA is mainly determined by the output
of its employees. Various employees interact on
different levels and on a regular basis with external
stakeholders and they act as the doors and windows
of the organisation. The better informed they are,
the more efficient and credible NERSA is perceived
to be. This means that well-informed, empowered and
committed NERSA staff can play a very important
role as ambassadors of the organisation. However,
this group also includes Regulator members who
have an influence on the functions and policies of the
organisation, as well as interact on a strategic level
with government and parliamentarians. The functional
groups can be divided into the following sub-groups:
•

NERSA needs to keep their functional stakeholders
informed and involved about developments within
NERSA and the energy industry on a regular basis. This
will ensure loyalty by staff and keep them motivated
to perform effectively and efficiently.

A management public such as the Executive
Management and Heads of Departments;
A specialised public, which consists mainly of
Functional experts and professionals in the
technical, financial, economic, customer and
support services areas who communicate
horizontally and across channels within the
organisation;
An administrative public -people who work mainly
with administrative tasks and who communicate
across organisational boundaries.

NERSA’s vision is to be a recognised world-class leader
in energy regulation. In order to achieve this vision,

‘An informed employee is a happy and productive
employee’.
3.

PUBLIC GROUPS

Public groups are those dependent on the organisation
for the rendering of a specific service and those who
are affected by the decision-making of NERSA. They
include the following:

These stakeholders need to be engaged and
encouraged to actively participate in the Energy
Regulator’s processes by being open, honest and
transparent at all times. This will create credibility and
confidence of NERSA’s ability to effectively execute
its mandate.
4.

•

•

Utilities and suppliers
Eskom, Eskom Enterprises, Metro Councils Local
Municipalities, Other Distributors, PetroSA, iGas,
Shell, Transnet, Sasol Gas, All big oil companies,
Sasol, Spring Lights Gas, Egoli Gas and Engen.
It is mutually beneficial to maintain a meaningful
relationship by sharing needs, perceptions
and values. Important to share information on
new projects, progress made on existing ones,
successes and breakthroughs
Customers
Industrial: they are major stakeholders of
NERSA and account for 35% of the electrical
energy consumed in South Africa. They
play an important role in the economic
growth, prosperity and development of
South Africa They have a major interest
in the outcome of the management and
restructuring of the electricity industry
NERSA needs to form close relationships
with them through active involvement,
engagement and participation in energy-

related activities, which have a bearing on
the business of energy intensive consumers
Commercial, agricultural, and residential
(urban/rural): NERSA needs to form
closer relationships with them through
active involvement, engagement and
participation,

DIFFUSED GROUPS

Diffused groups are particular types of stakeholders
who are concerned about protecting the rights
of other people. They include the media, nongovernmental
organisations,
community-based
organisations, special interest groups such as
academic institutions, associations/organisations/
Unions. NERSA needs to form closer relationships
with them through active involvement, engagement
and participation,
NERSA need to engage and interact with these
stakeholders as partners and not as enemies. In this
regard, pro-active actions will be taken to sensitise
them of and clarify to them NERSA’s role and
functions.

Strategic Plan
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6.3. Organisational environment
Following is the approved NERSA Organisational Structure:

Energy Regulator

FTRM primarily
responsible
for Electricity
Regulation

FTRM primarily
responsible
for Piped-Gas
Regulation

FTRM primarily
responsible for
Petroleum Pipelines
Regulation

CEO

SLA

CEO’s Office
Operations
(COO) (6)

SLA
SLA

Electricity
Regulation
(ELR) (3)

Electricity
Infrastructure
Planning
(EIP) (10)
Electricity
Pricing and
Tariffs
(EPT) (16)
Electricity
Regulatory
Reform
(ERR) (5)
Electricity Licensing,
Compliance and
Dispute Resolution
(ELC) (19)
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Petroleum
Pipelines
Regulation
(PPR) (6)

Piped Gas
Regulation
(GAR) (6)
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Gas Pricing and
Tariffs
(GPT) (5)

Gas Licensing,
Compliance
and Dispute
Resolution
(GLC) (8)

Petroleum
Pipelines Tariffs
(PPT) (8)

Petroleum
Licensing,
Compliance and
Dispute
Resolution
(PLC) (5)

Finance and
Administration
(CFO) (2)

Human
Resources
(CHO) (2)

Corporate
Services
(COS) (2)

Legal
Advisory
Services
(LAS) (5)

Human
Resources
(HRD) (5)

Special
Support Units
(SSU)

Finance and
Administration
(FAD) (13)

Regulator
Support
(RSU) (15)

Communication
and Stakeholder
Management
(CSM) (10)

Regulatory
Analysis and
Research
(RAR) (3)

International
Coordination and
partnerships
(ICP) (3)

Strategic
Planning and
Monitoring
(SPM) (3)

Information
Resources
Management
(IRM) (12)

Internal Audit
(IAU) (5)

In 2011/12, the Energy Regulator approved an
organisational structure with a staff compliment of
177 as well as the implementation of this structure. As
at the end of 2013/14, the structure is 95% populated.
The lack of specialised industry specific technical
skills in both core business and support functions
makes NERSA utilise consultants from time to time.
NERSA is committed to resourcing the organisation
appropriately to achieve its goals.

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

Electricity Regulation (ELR)

Executive

3

Electricity Pricing and Tariffs (EPT)

16

Electricity Licensing, Compliance and Dispute Resolution
(ELC)

19

Electricity Regulatory Reform (ERR)

5

Electricity Infrastructure Planning (EIP)

10

Executive

6

Gas Pricing and Tariffs (GPT)

5

Gas Licensing, Compliance and Dispute Resolution
(GLC)

8

Piped-Gas Regulation (GAR)
STAFF COMPLEMENT
The table below summarises the staff complement of
NERSA.

TOTAL NERSA

Petroleum Pipelines Regulation Executive
(PPR)
Petroleum Pipelines Tariffs (PPT)

6
8

Petroleum Licensing, Compliance and Dispute Resolution
(PLC)
Finance and Administration (CFO) Executive
Human Resources (CHO)
Corporate Services (COS)

Specialised Support Units (SSU)

2

Finance and Administration (FAD)

13

Executive

2

Human Resources (HRD)

5

Executive

2

Legal Advisory Services (LAS)

5

Communication and Stakeholder Management (CSM)

10

International Co-ordination and Partnerships (ICP)

3

Information Resources Management (IRM)

12

Internal Audit (IAU)

5

Strategic Planning and Monitoring (SPM)

3

Regulator Support (RSU)

15

CEO’s Office Operations (COO)

6

Regulatory Analysis and Research (RAR)
Total Number of NERSA staff

5

3
177
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ORGANISATIONAL CHALLENGES
The table below highlights the specific organisational challenges and priorities:
Challenges

Priorities

Legislative amendment
•
National Energy Regulator Amendment Bill
•
Electricity Regulation Amendment Bill
•
Gas Amendment Bill
•
Independent System and Market Operator Bill
•
Gas Utilisation Master Plan

•
•

Organisational Review
Alignment towards regulatory methodology harmonisation

Attraction and retention of requisite skills

•
•
•
•

Integrated Human Resources Strategy
Improved Human Resource Policies, Procedures and Systems
Culture recalibration
Conditions of Service

Enabling technology

•
•
•

Business Process Review
ICT Systems Review
Records Management enhancement

Conducive working environment

•
•
•

Refurbishment of the NERSA building
Health, safety and environmental improvements
Culture recalibration

Image of NERSA

•
•

Repositioning of NERSA’s image (brand positioning)
Repositioning with stakeholders

6.4. Description of the strategic planning
process

with the Energy Regulator and lastly, sessions are held
with the divisions within the organisation.

Strategic planning at NERSA is carried out at three
different levels. The first strategic planning session
is held with the Regulator Executive Committee (a
Subcommittee of the Energy Regulator consisting of
the four Full-Time Regulator Members) as well as the
direct reports to the CEO. The second session is held

At the Regulator Executive Committee session,
preparations for the Energy Regulator strategic planning
session is finalised by interrogating the environment that
NERSA operates in from a global, continental, regional
and national perspective. Challenges and priorities
facing the three industries being regulated by NERSA
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Towards ISO
Certification

as well as the transversal regulatory and organisational
environments are identified and discussed. The output
of this session is presentations to the Energy Regulator
with the Regulator Executive Committee’s view on all
the issues that were discussed.
At the Energy Regulator strategic planning session, the
focus is on the development of the Strategic Plan as
this provides the strategic direction of the organisation

for the upcoming five years. The Energy Regulator
therefore develops the vision, mission, values,
regulatory principles, mandate, strategic outcome
oriented goals, strategic objectives and programmes
in light of the environmental scan, challenges and
priorities as presented and discussed. The output of
this session is a Strategic Plan with a five year planning
horison.
Once the strategic direction for the organisation has
been finalised by the Energy Regulator, divisional
strategic planning sessions are held, where the strategic

direction is operationalised through the development
of key performance indicators and targets. The output
of these sessions is an Annual Performance Plan with
three year annual targets and detailed quarterly targets
for the first year.
Once the Strategic Plan and Annual Performnace Plan
have been finalised, the Energy Regulator approves
both before submission to the Minister of Energy, in line
with the timeframes as prescribed in the Framework
for Strategic Plans and Annual Performnace Plans as
published by National Treasury.

7. Strategic outcome oriented
goals
The strategic outcome oriented goals of NERSA
are cascaded from the mandate and reflect the key
policy priorities of government. These goals attest
to NERSA’s role in facilitating the achievement of
the national socio-economic and socio-political
development agenda. The strategic outcome oriented
goals, within the limit of NERSA’s mandate are:

Strategic Outcome Oriented Goal 1:

To facilitate Security of Supply in order to support sustainable socio-economic development in South Africa

Goal Statement

To facilitate through regulation of the electricity, piped-gas and petroleum pipelines industries that South Africa’s current and
future energy needs are secured

Strategic Outcome Oriented Goal 2:

To facilitate investment in and access to infrastructure in the energy industry in support of sustainable socio-economic
development in South Africa

Goal Statement

To facilitate investment in new infrastructure and maintenance of existing infrastructure through regulating the electricity, pipedgas and petroleum pipelines industries

Strategic Outcome Oriented Goal 3:

To promote competitive and efficient functioning as well as orderly development of the energy industry in order to sustain
socio-economic development in South Africa

Goal Statement

To promote efficiency, competition and competitiveness to lower the costs of energy provision and to promote the orderly
development of the industries, through licensing and registration

Strategic Outcome Oriented Goal 4:

To facilitate affordability of and accessibility to the energy industry to balance the economic interests of all stakeholders in
support of socio-economic development of South Africa and a better life for all

Goal Statement

To balance the needs of all stakeholders and contribute to Government’s targets of affordability and accessibility by setting
prices and tariffs in a cost reflective manner with an emphasis on pro-poor regulation

Strategic Outcome Oriented Goal 5:

To position and establish NERSA as a credible and reliable regulator in order to create regulatory certainty

Goal Statement

To ensure regulatory certainty through adherence to the regulatory principles of transparency, neutrality, consistence and
predictability, independence, accountability, integrity; efficiency, and public interest

Strategic Plan
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PART B: PROGRAMME AND SUB-PROGRAMME PLANS
7.1 Strategic objectives

delivery responsibility within NERSA’s mandate.

The strategic objectives of NERSA expressed as the
desired end state of the energy industry are stated as:
•
Promote energy supply that is certain and secure
for current and future user needs;
•
Create a regulatory environment that facilitates
investment in energy infrastructure;
•
Promote competition and competitiveness within
the energy industry;
•
Promote regulatory certainty within the energy
industry;
•
Promote accessible and affordable energy for all
citizens; and
•
Establish and position NERSA as a credible and
reliable regulator.

The above programmes’ strategic objectives are
discussed below in respect of each of the three
industries being regulated by NERSA as well as
with respect to the transversal regulatory and
organisational environment

In order to achieve its outcome oriented goals NERSA
will deliver on its strategic objectives through the
following structured programmes:
•
Setting and/or approving tariffs and prices;
•
Licensing and registration;
•
Compliance monitoring and enforcement;
•
Dispute resolution including mediation, arbitration
and the handling of complaints;
•
Setting of rules, guidelines and codes for the
regulation of the three industries; and
•
Establishing NERSA as an efficient and effective
regulator.
Collectively the programmes form the core regulatory
functions of NERSA as stipulated in the mandate. The
programmes are defined as the main areas of service
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With regards to resource considerations, Section 13
of the National Energy Regulator Act requires the
following:
•
The National Energy Regulator must perform its
functions in accordance with the Public Finance
Management Act;
•
The National Energy Regulator must keep
separate accounts for the electricity, piped-gas
and petroleum pipelines regulatory functions;
and
•
The costs of the National Energy Regulator must
be shared between the electricity, piped-gas
and petroleum pipelines regulatory functions in
proportion to the costs incurred by the Energy
Regulator in respect of each of those regulatory
functions.
In view of the above, a methodology was developed
in order to ring-fence the budgets and financial
statements for the three regulated industries.
Using this methodology the resource considerations
for every programme will be divided into the three
regulated industries as well as aggregated across the
organisation.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY REGULATION
Electricity Industry Regulation Programme 1: Setting and/or approval of tariffs and prices
Strategic Objective 1.1:

To ensure financially sustainable supply of electricity by municipalities and private distributors

Objective Statement

To approve municipal tariffs that ensure the financial viability and sustainability of all licensed municipal distributors while also protecting
the poor from rapidly increasing electricity prices.

Baseline

•
•

Strategic Objective 1.2:

To ensure affordability of electricity supply to low-income households

Objective Statement

To ensure affordability of electricity supply through pro-poor regulation

Baseline

•
•
•

100% of tariff applications of licensed distributors approved within 60 days of receipt of complete application.
Published Guidelines for Municipal tariff increases and Benchmarks for 2015/16

One report on the monitoring of the implementation of IBTs by licensed distributors in South Africa eligible for IBT implementation
considered by the relevant Subcommittee
Free Basic Electricity Rate for 2014/15 approved and communicated
One report on FBE offering by municipalities, considered

Strategic Objective 1.3:

To facilitate the sustainability of electricity supply by Eskom

Objective Statement

The approve Eskom’s revenue requirements and prices/tariffs that allows for the sustainability of Eskom and therefore the overall viability
of the electricity supply industry.

Baseline

•
•
•

Two reports on the analysis of Eskom’s actual performance against the Regulator’s decision of the MYPD 3, considered
Approved Electricity Retail Tariff Structural Adjustments (ERTSA) of Eskom for 2015/16 in line with statutory guidelines for tabling in
Cabinet by 15 March 2015
Documented Reasons for Decision for MYPD2 and MYPD3 Regulatory Clearing Account reviews

Electricity Industry Regulation Programme 2: Licensing and registration
Strategic Objective 2.1:

To control entry and ensure orderly development of the electricity industry

Objective Statement

•
•

Baseline

To ensure that all licence applications for entry into the ESI conform to the requirements of the Electricity Regulation Act and IRP rules;
and
To ensure that NERSA oversee orderly development of the electricity industry

100% of licence applications processed within 120 days from receipt of all required information

Strategic Plan
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Electricity Industry Regulation Programme 3: Compliance monitoring and enforcement
Strategic Objective 3.1:

To promote the quality and reliability level of electricity supply

Objective Statement

To ensure that all licensees comply with their licence condition, codes and regulatory standards

Baseline

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 distribution audit reports on the state of compliance of licensees with licence conditions considered
6 generation audit reports on the state of compliance of power stations with licence conditions considered
6 transmission audit reports on the state of compliance of Main Transmission Substations with licence conditions
2 progress reports on the monitoring of the implementation of the corrective action plans by non-complying licensees
1 generation, 1 transmission and 1 distribution report on state of compliance in the electricity industry published on NERSA website
One audit report on the review of the annual performance of IDM for 2013/14 considered
One monitoring report on the implementation of the corrective action plan received from Eskom based on the audit findings of
2012/13 IDM performance considered
One audit report on Eskom’s Transmission Network Development 2013/14 projects for compliance with the South African Grid Code,
considered and published on NERSA website
One monitoring report on the implementation of the corrective action plan received from Eskom based on the audit finding for the
2013/14 network projects considered
Two monitoring reports on the performance and progress of Renewable Energy projects considered by the Energy Regulator for
2014/15, considered and published on the NERSA website

Electricity Industry Regulation Programme 4: Dispute resolution including mediation, arbitration and handling of complaints
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Strategic Objective 4.1:

To create a fair balance between the needs of all stakeholders

Objective Statement

To ensure that there is fair play within the electricity supply industry amongst all the stakeholders including end-customers and licensees

Baseline

•
•

Strategic Plan

80% of disputes/ complaints closed within 180 days from receipt
One report on the trends regarding to the status of disputes and complaints in the electricity industry considered by the relevant
Subcommittee and published on the NERSA website

Electricity Industry Regulation Programme 5: Setting of rules, guidelines and codes for the regulation of the electricity industry
Strategic Objective 5.1:

To ensure non- discriminatory access to as well as safe and reliable operation of the electricity infrastructure

Objective Statement

To ensure requests for amendment and/or exemptions to the codes by interested and affected parties including new entrants (IPPs) are
considered

Baseline

•
•

100% of applications from the ESI relating to fair and equitable access to electricity infrastructure requiring exemptions to the South
African distribution and transmission grid code, considered within 90 days from receipt of application
100% of applications from the ESI relating to fair and equitable access to electricity infrastructure requiring amendment to the South
African distribution and transmission grid code, considered within 90 days from receipt of application

PIPED-GAS INDUSTRY REGULATION
Piped-Gas Industry Regulation Programme 1: Setting and/or approval of tariffs and prices
Strategic Objective 1.1:

To provide piped-gas price certainty

Objective Statement

To ensure affordable, equitable and reasonable gas prices

Baseline

100% of maximum price applications are considered by the relevant Subcommittee within 120 days after date of publication of preliminary
assessment of maximum price application

Strategic Objective 1.2:

To provide piped-gas tariff certainty

Objective Statement

To ensure affordable, equitable and reasonable tariffs

Baseline

•
•

100% of transmission tariff applications are considered by the relevant Subcommittee within 120 days after date of publication of
preliminary assessment of tariff application
4 calculations and publication of the ROMPCO tariff for volumes below 120 million Gigajoule

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation Programme 2: Licensing and registration
Strategic Objective 2.1:

To ensure orderly development of the piped-gas industry by efficient licensing

Objective Statement

To issue licences to piped-gas infrastructure in order to ensure the orderly development of the piped-gas industry in an efficient manner

Baseline

100% of licence applications considered by the relevant Subcommittee within 60 days from date of close of public comment period or
period of applicant’s response to objections received.

Strategic Objective 2.2:

To ensure orderly development of the piped-gas industry by efficient registration of gas imports and production

Objective Statement

To register gas import and production facilities in order to ensure the orderly development of the piped-gas industry in an efficient manner

Baseline

100% of registration applications of gas imports and production are processed and considered within 120 days from date of receipt of
complete application.

Strategic Plan
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Piped-Gas Industry Regulation Programme 3: Compliance monitoring and enforcement
Strategic Objective 3.1:

To ensure the supply of 120m GJ p.a. from Mozambique to South Africa (in terms of Schedule One of the Agreement)

Objective Statement

To ensure sufficient gas to supply current and future users.

Baseline

•
•

Strategic Objective 3.2:

To create a reputable competitive, sustainable and safe industry by enforcing compliance with licence conditions

Objective Statement

To enhance compliance with licence conditions and thus creating a reputable competitive, sustainable and safe industry

Baseline

4 inspections conducted, non-compliance notices issued (if necessary) and inspection reports considered

Strategic Objective 3.3:

To advise government on the impact of the implementation of the Regulatory Agreement

Objective Statement

The Regulatory Agreement came to an end on 25 March 2014 and NESRA has to advise government of the impact of the Agreement

Baseline

Agreed scope for impact analysis of the provisions of the Regulatory Agreement

Assessed 12 monthly volume balance reports
Conducted 2 audits on the ROMPCO pipeline

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation Programme 4: Dispute resolution including mediation, arbitration and handling of complaints
Strategic Objective 4.1:

To ensure fairness and equity in the piped-gas market

Objective Statement

To ensure that investigations into received complaints as well as initiated investigations are concluded

Baseline

•
•

50% of complaint investigations completed within 12 months and a report on findings considered
50% of initiated complaints investigated within 12 months and a report on findings considered

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation Programme 6: Establishing NERSA as an efficient and effective regulator
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Strategic Objective 6.1:

To engage in the debate on gas policy and legislation

Objective Statement

To influence policy and legislation applicable to the gas industry through regulatory advocacy and interaction with the Department of
Energy

Baseline

One report considered by the relevant Subcommittee inputs/comments made regarding further amendments to the Gas Act

Strategic Objective 6.2:

To facilitate understanding of the regulatory framework by stakeholders

Objective Statement

To ensure regulatory certainty and a firm understanding of the Energy Regulator’s decisions by stakeholders.

Baseline

One report considered by the relevant Subcommittee on stakeholder workshops / meetings

Strategic Plan

PETROLEUM PIPELINES INDUSTRY REGULATION
Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation Programme 1: Setting and/or approval of tariffs and prices
Strategic Objective 1.1:

To promote access to petroleum products, security of supply and investment in the petroleum pipelines industry

Objective Statement

Through the setting and approving of tariffs, NERSA promotes security of supply and investment in the petroleum pipelines industry

Baseline

60% of pipeline, storage and loading facility tariff applications considered within 8 months of receipt of complete application

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation Programme 2: Licensing and registration
Strategic Objective 2.1:

To promote the efficient, effective, sustainable and orderly development, operation and use of petroleum pipelines infrastructure

Objective Statement

Through licensing of petroleum pipelines facilities NERSA will promote the efficient, effective, sustainable and orderly development,
operation and use of petroleum pipelines infrastructure

Baseline

•
•

100% of licence applications will be decided upon within the timelines as prescribed in Section 19(1) of the Petroleum Pipelines Act
Within 60 days after being identified, unlicensed facilities are investigated and considered (determined licensable or not)

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation Programme 3: Compliance monitoring and enforcement
Strategic Objective 3.1:

To monitor infrastructure utilisation and 3rd party access

Objective Statement

To ensure that all petroleum pipelines infrastructure is efficiently and effectively utilised and shared amongst the owners and prospective
users of the infrastructure

Baseline

One report on trends regarding utilisation of storage facilities and 3rd party access, considered

Strategic Objective 3.2:

To monitor the development of infrastructure

Objective Statement

To monitor and report on the development of infrastructure in the petroleum pipelines industry in order to facilitate investment and ensure
orderly development in the industry

Baseline

Four reports on the construction of new facilities, considered

Strategic Objective 3.3:

To monitor licencees’ compliance with statutory reporting requirements

Objective Statement

To ensure that all licencees adhere to statutory reporting requirements, analyse these reported information and publish results in order to
facilitate informed decision-making in the petroleum pipelines industry

Baseline

Four reports considered by the relevant Subcommittee on licencees’ compliance with statutory reporting requirements

Strategic Plan
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Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation Programme 4: Dispute resolution including mediation, arbitration and handling of complaints
Strategic Objective 4.1:

To promote the efficient, effective, sustainable and orderly development, operation and use of petroleum pipelines infrastructure

Objective Statement

To ensure that all complaints received regarding licensed activities are investigated and resolved within 60 days of receipt.

Baseline

Within 60 days of receipt, all complaints are investigated and considered

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation Programme 5: Setting of rules, guidelines and codes for the regulation of the petroleum pipelines industry
Strategic Objective 5.1:

To enhance regulatory certainty

Objective Statement

To ensure transparency, openness and predictability, leading to regulatory certainty, publishing tariff methodologies

Baseline

Tariff methodologies published and reviewed when necessary

Strategic Objective 5.2:

Enhancing the regulatory dispensation

Objective Statement

To enhance the regulatory dispensation through regulatory advocacy regarding amendments to petroleum legislation, regulations and
government policies

Baseline

One report on contributions towards alignment between relevant Petroleum legislation and regulations and government policies

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation Programme 6: Establishing NERSA as an effective and efficient regulator
Strategic Objective 6.1:

To promote Security of Supply

Objective Statement

To gather industry information on demand and supply; and to forecast future demand and supply for petroleum products in order to
monitor security of inland supply and to facilitate proper planning for future capacity expansion

Baseline

Two reports on the inland supply forecast

TRANSVERSAL REGULATORY
Transversal Regulatory Programme 6: Establishing NERSA as an effective and efficient regulator
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Strategic Objective 6.1:

To determine the impact of regulatory decisions

Objective Statement

To ensure that the impact of regulatory decisions are monitored in order to assist the Energy Regulator in determining whether the
objectives and envisaged impact of the decisions were reached

Baseline

Conduct impact assessment of regulatory decisions

Strategic Objective 6.2:

To empower stakeholders with relevant energy industry as well as economic regulatory knowledge and information

Objective Statement

To facilitate a broadening of knowledge on the relevant energy industries as well as economic regulation and thereby empowering stakeholders

Baseline

•
•
•

Strategic Plan

Approved concept for the publication of the NERSA Economic Regulation Journal (name of Journal still to be finalised)
Quarterly newsletters published
Undertake 30 stakeholder engagement and education programmes

ORGANISATIONAL
Organisational Programme 6: Establishing NERSA as an effective and efficient regulator
Strategic Objective 6.1:

To create an efficient and effective world class organisation

Objective Statement

To create an efficient and effective organisation in line with the vision of NERSA (To be a recognised world-class leader in energy regulation)
through the conducting of an organisational review, a comprehensive Information and Communication Technology (ICT) systems review,
moving towards ISO certification and training and development of NERSA staff

Baseline

•
•
•
•

Strategic Objective 6.2:

To position and promote the good image of NERSA

Objective Statement

To position and promote NERSA as a recognised world-class leader in energy regulation so that the general public and stakeholders are
aware of and appreciate and support the role and actions of the Energy Regulator.

Baseline

Conduct a comprehensive customer and stakeholder perception and satisfaction survey in order to obtain baseline values

Strategic Objective 6.3:

To improve the effectiveness of the financial processes, systems and procedures

Objective Statement

To improve the effectiveness of the financial processes, systems and procedures to enable NERSA to meet its mandate and set targets
including meeting the set BEE targets in support of government initiatives of the alleviation of poverty and wealth redistribution. To ensure
effective delivery of services related to security, asset care, hospitality and facilities management

Baseline

•
•

Strategic Objective 6.4:

To influence energy sector policy development and amendments to legislation through regulatory and policy advocacy

Objective Statement

To engage in regulatory and policy advocacy to influence policy changes and establish cooperation with other regulators to address issues
of concurrent jurisdiction.

Baseline

Approved proposals / comments on policy changes (if and when necessary)

Conducting of the organisational review with an approved implementation plan
85% of staff undergoing training and development
Conducted a comprehensive Information and Communication Technology (ICT) systems review
Implementation of selected “to be” business processes that will assist in obtaining ISO certification

Unqualified audit
100% of creditors paid within 30 days after all relevant documentation have been received

Strategic Plan
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7.2 Resource considerations
To give effect to section 13(2) and (3) of National
Energy Regulator Act, 2004 (Act No. 40 of 2004),
the Energy Regulator has approved the following ring
fencing principles:
i.

all direct costs attributable to each of the three
industries must be allocated to that industry

ii.

the direct staff compliment in the industryspecific functions is used to proportionately
allocate the remaining (common) costs to the
respective industries

iii.

the common costs allocation ratio for electricity,
piped-gas and petroleum pipelines industries is
58%:21%:21%.

and suggested enhancements to the controls and
processes.
The Internal Audit Unit reports administratively to the
Chief Executive Officer and functionally to the Audit
and Risk Committee of the Energy Regulator, and has
full, unrestricted access to all organisational activities,
records, property and personnel.
The NERSA risk management process is formally
sponsored at Energy Regulator level, as evidenced by
the Audit and Risk Committee and the Operational
Risk Committee. The Risk Monitoring Manager
proactively maintains the strategic risk register. This
is done by ensuring that each risk identified has a
mitigating control and the risk owners are responsible
for implementing these controls.

A comprehensive strategic risk register is developed
annually and is attached to the Annual Performance
Plan.

The Audit and Risk Committee monitors the
implementation of an integrated fraud prevention
plan in order to minimise the risk and opportunity
for crime and irregularities, in particular, fraud. A
fraud prevention hotline is available for reporting all
suspicious irregular activities.

In line with the requirements of the Public Finance
Management Act and the Treasury Regulations,
the Internal Audit Unit provides the Audit and Risk
Committee and management with assurance that
the internal controls are adequate and effective. This
is achieved by means of an independent, objective
appraisal and evaluation of the risk management
processes, internal controls and governance
processes, as well as by identifying corrective actions

In terms of the Public Audit Act, 2004 (Act No. 25
of 2004), the Auditor-General is responsible for
independently auditing and reporting on the financial
statements in conformity with the South African
Generally Recognised Accounting Principles and
Generally Accepted Accounting Practise as well as
auditing the performance against predetermined
objectives, information communication technology
and human resources.

7.3 Risk management
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Foreword by the Chairperson
The National Energy Regulator of South Africa
(NERSA) was established on 1 October 2005. In terms
of the National Energy Regulator Act, 2004 (Act No.
40 of 2004), its mandate is to regulate the electricity
industry in terms of the Electricity Regulation Act,
2006 (Act No. 4 of 2006), regulate the piped-gas
industry in terms of the Gas Act, 2001 (Act No. 48 of
2001), and regulate the petroleum pipelines industry in
terms of the Petroleum Pipelines Act, 2003 (Act No. 60
of 2003). NERSA must perform such other functions as
may be assigned to it by or under these Acts.
In regulating the electricity, piped-gas and petroleum
pipelines industries, NERSA adheres to the regulatory
principles of transparency; neutrality; consistency and
predictability; independence; accountability; integrity;
efficiency; and public interest.
The Annual Performance Plan of NERSA for the
period 2015/16 – 2017/18 is informed by the proposed
five-year Strategic Plan (2015/16 – 2019/20). It reflects
government’s long term plans as outlined in the
medium-term expenditure framework (MTEF). The
Plan indicates NERSA’s contribution to service delivery
through the link to government’s 14 outcomes as well
as NERSA’s contribution to the National Development
Plan, the National Infrastructure Plan and the National
Industrial Policy Framework.
Priorities which have guided the development of the
Annual Performance Plan are as stated in the Strategic
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Plan. These pertain to the challenges South Africa
faces regarding security of supply, especially within the
electricity and petroleum industries, therefore requiring
a focus on new electricity generation capacity and the
introduction of renewable energy into the energy mix.

Performance targets have been set against each
strategic objective outlined in the Strategic Plan.
Specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and timebound key performance indicators will ensure
achievement of the strategic objectives.

Energy infrastructure, especially in the electricity
industry, requires major refurbishment and in certain
cases replacement. The growth of the gas market in
South Africa remains a challenge, given the paucity of
domestic natural gas and the substantial investment
cost involved for new entrants. A priority for NERSA
is to facilitate infrastructure investment through
predictable and transparent regulation.

Adequate resourcing of the organisation as well
as the quarterly performance reviews will ensure
the assessment of the overall performance of each
programme against this Annual Performance Plan.

The need to diversify the energy sources in this country,
with the emphasis shifting towards sustainability into
the future, the introduction of renewable energy, gas
and independent power producers into the grid, will
be a priority for the times ahead.

The Energy Regulator fully endorses this Annual
Performance Plan and commits to supporting
its implementation. I would like to take this
opportunity to acknowledge the important work
that the Regulator Members, management team and
staff are executing and would like to encourage a
collective and innovative spirit in implementing the
legislative mandate of NERSA and future strategic
programmes.

NERSA will also prioritise facilitation of the entry of
new players into the energy sector, particularly in light
of the generally monopolistic nature of the electricity,
piped-gas and petroleum pipelines industries, as well
as balancing the needs of all stakeholders.
Increasing levels of poverty and unemployment
necessitate the continued focus on pro-poor regulation
in a bid to ensure affordability and accessibility of
energy to the poor.

Jacob RD Modise
Chairperson: National Energy Regulator

Official sign-off
It is hereby certified that this Annual Performance Plan was developed by the Energy Regulator
with inputs from the Executive Management of NERSA. It was prepared in line with the approved
Strategic Plan (2012/13 – 2016/17) as well as taking into consideration the proposed Strategic
Plan (2015/16 – 2019/20) of NERSA and accurately reflects the performance targets which
NERSA will endeavour to achieve given the resources made available in the budget for 2015/16.

Esther Viljoen 					
Senior Manager: Strategic Planning and Monitoring

Zanele Ngwepe 				
Chief Financial Officer

Phindile Baleni (née Nzimande)
Chief Executive Officer (Accounting Officer)

Approved by:

JRD Modise					
Chairperson (on behalf of the Accounting Authority)
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PART A
Strategic overview

Part A: Strategic overview
1.

Updated situational analysis

This Annual Performance Plan has been developed
based on the approved Strategic Plan (2012/13
– 2016/17) as well as the recommended revised
Strategic Plan (2015/16 – 2019/20). NERSA undertook
an environmental scan to assess the factors within the
performance environment which would impact on the
execution of its mandate through the implementation
of the Annual Performance Plan.

1.1. Performance environment
The performance environment of NERSA is impacted
upon by energy demand and supply trends and
developments in the global, continental, regional and
national environments.

1.1.1. Global Trends
The global energy landscape is evolving at a rapid pace,
reshaping long-held expectations for our energy future.
It is being redrawn by the resurgence in oil and gas
production in the US and could be further reshaped by a
retreat from nuclear power in some countries, continued
rapid growth in the use of wind and solar technologies
and by the global spread of unconventional gas
production. Perspectives for international oil markets
hinge on Russia’s success in delivering the same output
with old and outdated technology. If new policy initiatives
are broadened and implemented in a concerted effort
to improve global energy efficiency, this could likewise
be a game changer.
The world energy system is facing key challenges
which include: to meet the world’s ever-growing
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energy needs (led by rising incomes and populations
in emerging economies); to provide access to the
world’s poorest; and to bring the world towards
meeting its climate change objectives. Exxon Mobil
estimates that there will be an additional two billion
people worldwide by 2040, which will translate into
rising electricity needs for homes and other buildings,
and increasing energy supplies to power industry. All
these make it impossible to put the global energy
system onto a more sustainable path.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) expects
global energy demand to grow by more than onethird over the period to 2035, with China, India
and the Middle East accounting for more than
60% of the increase. Although there is a shift away
from oil, coal and nuclear towards natural gas and
renewables, energy demand in the Convention on
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) countries will somewhat
remain unchanged.
Despite the growth in renewable or low carbon
sources of energy, fossil fuels remain dominant in
the global energy mix at 82% and this is expected
to only reduce to 75% by 2035. Coal has met nearly
half of the rise in global energy demand over the last
decade, growing faster than total renewable. The rise
in coal demand will depend on the strength of policy
measures that favor lower emissions energy sources
and the deployment of more efficient coal-burning
technologies. Apart from this, the only way in which
renewable energy generation is a viable alternative
for fossil fuel electricity generation currently is
through government subsidies, contributing to rising
electricity prices.

Energy developments in the United States of America
(US) are profound and their effect will be felt well
beyond North America and the energy sector. The
recent rebound in US oil and gas production, driven
by upstream technologies that are unlocking light
tight oil and shale gas resources, is spurring economic
activity and steadily changing the role of North
America in global energy trade. By around 2020 the
IEA projects the US will become the largest global
oil producer; resulting in lower US oil imports to the
extent that North America becomes a net oil exporter
by around 2030. This accelerates the switch in the
direction of international oil towards Asia, putting a
focus on the security of the strategic routes that bring
Middle East oil to Asian markets.
Water needs for energy production are set to grow at
twice the rate of energy demand. Water is essential
to energy production: in power generation; in the
extraction, transport and processing of oil, gas and
coal; and in irrigation of crops used for biofuels. The
IEA estimates that water use will increase by about
85% over the period to 2035. Water is growing in
importance as a criterion for assessing the viability of
energy projects, as population and economic growth
intensify competition for water resources.

1.1.2. Regional Developments
The Southern African Development Community
(SADC) region still faces significant challenges
in energy development and usage. The Regional
Infrastructure Development Master Plan, developed in
2012, highlights the following issues:
•
Only 5% of rural areas in the region have any
access to electricity;

•

•

•

•

•

•

SADC falls behind other Regional Economic
Communities in Africa regarding access to
electricity. While 24% of the region’s residents
have access, 36% of the East African Community
residents are connected, as are 44% of the Economic
Community of West African States residents;
An electricity shortage has strained the region
since 2007. Although this shortage was expected
to be corrected by 2014, projects intended to
address the shortage lag behind deadline due to
lack of funding;
Low tariffs, poor project preparation, issues
with Power Purchase Agreements, and absent
regulatory frameworks stunt investment and
financing in the energy sector;
Coal supplies 75% of power generation in
Southern Africa, but is considered a contributing
factor to global warming;
Weak infrastructure and foreign commitments
inhibit use of the region’s abundant petroleum
and natural gas resources; and
Pricing and infrastructure hurdles such as grid
connections, manufacturing, and quality testing
impede development of the region’s renewable
energy potential.

Energy is vital to development in Southern Africa.
Beyond its use in daily life, fuel and electricity catalyse
infrastructure projects that drive both Regional
Integration and economic growth. As the SADC
region industrialises on its path to improved human
development, energy production and distribution will
only increase in importance.
Recognising the fundamental role of energy in
accomplishing its goals, SADC passed the Protocol
on Energy in 1996, which provides a framework for
cooperation on energy policy among SADC Member
States.

The Protocol on Energy acknowledges the
importance of energy in pursuit of the vision of SADC
of economic well-being and poverty eradication
in Southern Africa. In order to best achieve these
ends, the Protocol on Energy invites Member States
to cooperate on energy development, harmonising
policies, strategies, and procedures throughout the
region. It also advises that these policies ensure
the security, reliability, and sustainability of the
energy supply, with Member States cooperating
on research and development of low-cost energy
sources applicable to Southern Africa.
Since the adoption of the Protocol on Energy,
SADC has enacted several strategic plans for
energy development in the region: the SADC
Energy Cooperation Policy and Strategy in 1996,
the SADC Energy Action Plan in 1997, the SADC
Energy Activity Plan in 2000, the Renewable Energy
Strategy and Action Plan of 2011, and most recently
the Regional Infrastructure Development Master
Plan and its Energy Sector Plan in 2012. These
development strategies set out tangible objectives
for SADC and its Member States for infrastructure
development in energy and its subsectors of
woodfuel, petroleum and natural gas, electricity,
coal, renewable energy, and energy efficiency and
conservation.
Although implementation of these strategies has
been slow, the region has made significant strides,
particularly in electricity. At present, nine Member
States of SADC have merged their electricity grids into
the Southern African Power Pool, reducing costs and
creating a competitive common market for electricity
in the region. Similarly, SADC has established the
Regional Electricity Regulatory Association, which
has helped in harmonising the region’s regulatory
policies on energy and its subsectors.

While SADC is enacting a number of initiatives to
address these issues, it has identified two chief points
of focus, as follows:
•
Electricity Generation – Southern Africa has
ample resources for electricity generation, though
occasionally lacks the capacity for development.
•
Hydropower and Renewable Energy – Renewable
energy has grown in importance for both regional
and global energy markets.

1.1.3.

National Environment

South Africa is reliant on coal as the main primary
energy source in electricity generation in the short to
medium term. Coal is one of the major contributors
to greenhouse gas emissions. This poses a challenge
to NERSA in balancing the electricity needs of
the country with cleaner energy requirements at
affordable costs.
The high unemployment rate and increasing levels of
poverty directly impact NERSA as determination of
pro-poor tariffs is impinged upon by the inability of
citizens to pay for electricity services.
These trends and developments require that NERSA,
in regulating the thee energy industries, be pro-active
and responsive to these factors in so far as they affect
the South African energy sector in terms of:
•
Security of energy supply;
•
Investment in infrastructure;
•
Competitive functioning of the industry; and
•
Affordability and access.
Uncertainty and mixed policy messages about
investment could be contributing to the potential
flight of capital out of South Africa and the continued
challenge to attract much needed investment,
especially in the piped-gas industry.
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The fact that regulatory control in the entire supply
chain of the regulated industries is limited, raises
issues of NERSA’s strategic positioning as well as
policy gaps. Political dialogue is necessary to influence
policy changes in this regard.
The escalation of crude oil prices, as it pertains to
the reliance of the energy sector on crude oil in so
far as input costs are concerned exposes the energy

Political Factors

sector volatility. This places a particular burden on
NERSA in terms of promoting investment into energy
infrastructure; promoting affordable access to energy;
facilitating a conducive environment to the creation
of competition within the industry; and promoting the
entry of historically disadvantaged individuals.
The specific factors considered in the environmental
scan are shown in the tables below:

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor
•

Electricity Industry Regulation:
1.

State led infrastructure
expansion

•

Security of supply

2.

Climate change
imperatives

•

Engage with policy makers to make sure that they are aware of the
impact so that the allocations are realistic.

•

•
Can impact security of supply because renewable
energy generators cannot contribute to meeting
peak demand and are unreliable in delivery of energy.
They are currently more expensive

3.

Direct political intervention
in electricity pricing

•

Uncertainty for investment

•
•

Develop a strategic engagement framework with all role players
Communicate – particularly on how decisions are reached (Not
only on website – more proactive)

4.

Municipal distribution

•

Continued price diversion between Eskom and
municipalities
Key national programmes will be undermined
Quality of supply
Undermine service delivery

•
•
•
•

Contribute to the municipal fiscal framework
Advocacy
Approval of municipal tariffs
Limit surpluses that municipalities can accumulate for crosssubsidisation

Ineffective long term plans as they might have to be
changed regularly so as to align them with the new
administration.

•

Plan in such a way that the impact of a change in government is
minimised.

•
•
•
5.
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Misalignment between long •
term planning and changes
in the term of government
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Regulate in a manner that facilitate sustained security of supply

Political Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
1.

Delays in finalisation of
legislative amendments
and developments

•
•

Cost of gas may be too high
Deter entry into the gas market

•

Continued proactive engagement

2.

Lack of policy on gas
infrastructure investment

•
•

Uncertainty for investment
Lose opportunity to encourage competition in
piped-gad industry
Impede growth of the gas market in SA

•
•
•
•

Regulatory advocacy
Review of current infrastructure plan
Recommend policy changes
Implement the Gas Utilisation Master Plan

•
•

Monitor Transnet financial status
Possible need to intervene in petroleum pipeline regulatory asset
base – competing modes of transport
Highlight the implications of the state led infrastructure expansion
to the policy makers

•

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
1.

2.

State led infrastructure
expansion
•
Transnet Market
Demand Strategy
(R300 bn) possible
higher risks and
Durban dig out port
for R100 bn

•

Possible consolidation of
downstream petroleum
regulation

•

•

Lack of clarity on how expansion is funded – impact
may be higher tariffs
Threats to security of supply

•

NERSA may not be ready for this possible expansion
of its mandate

•
•

Prepare and engage with DoE when it is ready
Be proactive
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Political Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Transversal:
1.

Developmental State

•

Decisions of NERSA could be in conflict with policy

•
•

Assist DoE in creating awareness of policy
Proactive engagement with government

2.

Manage interface between
different policy thrusts of
Government (new growth
path, IPAP2)

•

Decisions of NERSA could be in conflict with policy

•
•
•

Make decisions that are not in conflict with the Acts
Identify points of contribution
Develop a strategic engagement framework on developing
legislation / policy changes
Seek interaction with appropriate departments and structures

•
3.

Policy gaps and
inconsistencies

•
•

Regulatory uncertainly
Lack of credibility of regulatory systems

•
•
•

4.

Discussion / debate around •
nationalisation

Uncertainty for investment

•
•
•
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Review impact on NERSA’s mandate
Comment and proposed amendments for consideration of the
policy maker
Highlight cost of projects, the impact and implications thereof e.g.
Integrated Resource Plan
Provide regulatory certainty through consistent decision making
Ensure investor confidence through our regulatory decisions and
activities
Influence perception of investor risk (particularly in piped-gas)

5.

Review of millennium goals
(2014)

•

NERSA may not assist the country in achieving its
goals

•

Regulate in such a manner that accessibility and affordability is
enhanced

6.

Presidential review on the
organs of state / creation
of a “super regulator” and
collapse all regulators

•

NERSA may cease to exist / be the base of the super
regulator
Regulatory continuity and principles
Regulatory certainty

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Profile NERSA in the public arena
Affirm NERSA’s effectiveness and positioning
Monitor debate
Influence the discussions
Engage with stakeholders
Stakeholder survey
Position NERSA as a low maintenance entity
Highlight the importance of an independent regulator
Improve on current performance
Understand regulatory environment, who are the other regulators
Help / teach / learn from them (other regulators)
Develop a strategic engagement framework on developing
legislation / policy changes

•
•
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Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Electricity Industry Regulation:
1.

Lack of competition in •
electricity supply industry
•

Impact on the ability of the Independent Power
Producers to access the industry
High electricity prices to industrial consumers

•
•
•

Enforce Third Party Access
Add dispatch rules to the Grid Code
Proactively contribute to legislative amendments

2.

Subsidies in Industry

•

Subsidies cause wrong investment decisions

•

Review subsidy framework as far as within the Energy Regulator’s
control and rationalise application of subsidies.

3.

Electricity Price to
commerce in the
municipalities has reached
a critical level

•

Commerce and industry closing down

•
•
•

Harmonise tariffs
Influence tariff structures
Check actual application of tariffs yields expected result.

4.

Impact of poverty

•

Lack of affordability and accessibility

•

Focus on pro-poor regulation

5.

Perception of imbalance
between supply and
demand

•

Security of supply

•
•

Allow primary energy cost as a pass through cost
Monitor System Performance and be proactive in interacting with
stakeholders.

6.

Increased consumption of
energy by China and India

•

Security of supply

•
•

Regulate the stock piles
Promote the introduction of renewable energy in the energy mix
(taking into account its limitations)
Increase the number of days that the coal stock piles must be kept

•
7.

Inter-dependency of SADC
on SA economy

•

SADC countries’ power plans not realised

•
•

8.

Low and slow growth of
the GDP

•

Depressed economy leading to less disposable
income which in turn would result in an increase in
bad debt and an ESI that is not economically viable.

•

Create space to be able to facilitate the realisation of SADC
countries’ power plans
Review role in international trade and become an active role player.
Ensure that electricity price increases are kept to the minimum by
enforcing efficient licensee operations and that pro-poor regulation
is strengthened
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Economic Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation:
1.

Lack of competition in gas •
industry
•

Barrier to competitive outcomes (price
discrimination and access)
Likely perpetuation of current monopoly in the
industry

•
•
•

Enforce Third Party Access
Enforce maximum prices methodology and Tariff Guidelines
Proactively contribute to legislative amendments

2.

Lack of infrastructure
investment

No growth in the gas market

•
•
•

Price certainty
Regulatory / policy certainty
Fast-track development of Gas Utilisation Master Plan intended to
guide required gas infrastructure investment

•

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
1.

User pays vs.
developmental state

•

Decisions of NERSA could be in conflict with policy

•
•

Assist DoE in creating awareness of policy
Proactive engagement with government

2.

Investment climate and
investor expectations of
Rate of Return

•

Investors may not invest

•

Review cost of equity

3.

HDI participation

•

No 3rd party access to storage facilities

•

Develop a strategic engagement framework on developing
legislation / policy changes

Transversal:
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1.

Risk of EURO debt
default and the impact on
emerging markets

•
•

Decisions not in line with global developments
Funding of projects more challenging

•
•
•

Review of tariffs in line with developments
Promote energy conservation
Create public awareness

2.

Impact of environmental
levies on prices

•

Impossible to facilitate achievement of affordable
energy services

•
•

Highlight impact of environmental levies to policy makers
“pro-poor” regulation

3.

Capital flight (foreign and
local)

•

Capital leaving SA

•

Create regulatory certainty

4.

Impact of the wave of
industrial action

•

Entities not prepared

•

Encourage entities to have better risk management interventions
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Regulatory Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Compliance monitoring
and enforcement of licence
conditions

•
•

•

2.

An overlap in regulatory
mandate with other
regulators or institutions

•

Lack of cooperation may lead to delay in decision
making

•

MoUs with the appropriate regulators or institutions

3.

Insufficient coordination
in regulating electricity
industry

•
•

Inconsistent policy messages deterring investment
Incorrect signals sent to the market

•

Strengthen internal coordination and strategic interactions with
government structures

Electricity Industry Regulation:
1.

Security and quality of supply
Affordability and accessibility of electricity

•

Advocate for empowering/ governing legislation to provide for
punitive measures to be used for none compliance
Work with different institutions in the country such as National
Treasury, Auditor-General
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Regulatory Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

•

Difficult to effectively enforce regulatory mandate

•
•

Gas Act review and National Energy Regulator Act review
Cooperate with other regulators to reduce confusion and
unnecessary regulatory burden and cost

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation:
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1.

Light handed approach
of current regulatory
framework and weak
enforcement powers

2.

•
Regulatory gaps and
fragmentation of legislation •
(gas) (not regulating entire
value chain)

Unnecessary regulatory burden
Unintended consequences (e.g. High distribution
tariffs)

•

Develop a strategic engagement framework on developing
legislation / policy changes

3.

Lack of experience in
regulating new activities

•

Inappropriate regulation of new activities

•
•
•

Research and benchmarking
Training
Study tours yielding positive results in staff performance

4.

Information asymmetry

•

Possible incorrect decisions taken due to lack of
accurate / adequate information for decision making

•
•
•
•

Develop ways of collecting relevant data
Audits
Benchmarks
Implement the Regulatory Reporting Manuals to overcome
information asymmetry

5.

Legacy of discriminatory
Market Value Pricing

•

Continuation of the utilisation of the regulatory
provisions of the Sasol Agreement

•
•

Implementation of the Maximum Price for Gas methodology
Monitoring Sasol Gas’ compliance with the provisions of the Gas Act

6.

Concurrent jurisdiction
regarding the regulation
of gas

•

Lack of cooperation may lead to delay in decision
making

•

Development and implementation of MOUs and MOAs with
regulators with concurrent jurisdiction

7.

Fragmentation of the
regulation of gas

•

Investor uncertainty

•

Regulatory advocacy
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Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
1.

Lack of consistency
in policy focus and
applications by different
regulators

•

No Regulatory certainty

•
•

Harmonise regulatory methodologies (internally and externally)
Regulatory advocacy

3.

Possible market
interventions by
Government:
•
biofuels
•
strategic stocks
•
security of supply
•
cleaner fuels 2

•

NERSA may not be adequately prepared

•
•

Make submissions on drafts published for comment
Engage with relevant Departments to try and have adequate
warning

4.

Petroleum Pipelines
Regulations on Regulatory
Asset Base and 3-5 year
review

•

Investors may not invest

•

Persuade DoE to amend Regulations

5.

DoE regulation of transport •
margins in petrol price
regulation

Sub optimal use of transport modes

•

Engage DoE on regulatory factors affecting pipeline volumes
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Regulatory Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Transversal:
1.

Information asymmetry

•

Possible incorrect decisions taken due to lack of all
relevant information available

•
•
•
•
•

Develop ways of collecting relevant data
Regulatory Reporting System for financial data
Regulatory Reporting System phase 2 (nonfinancial data)
Audits
Benchmarks

2.

Management of concurrent
jurisdiction

•
•

Regulatory overlap
No clear roles and responsibilities

•
•
•
•

Conclude MoUs and MoAs with other regulators
Regulatory advocacy
Co-operate and help other regulators
Build closer relationships with other regulators

3.

Perception of
independence of the
Regulator

•

Uncertainty for investment

•
•

Develop a strategic engagement framework with all role players
Communicate – particularly on how decisions are reached (Not
only on website – more proactive)

4.

Guidelines for cross border
trading

•

Establishment of Regional Regulator may occur if
NERSA does not take an active role
Arising of conflicts and conflicts of interest in the
Regulatory landscape
Disjointed and unharmonised approach to cross
boarder trading in the region

•

NERSA needs to take Active Role and interest in SAPP, RERA and
AFUR issues.
NERSA needs to regulate international trade actively in energy
matters.
NERSA needs to implement the guidelines for cross boarder
trading at national level.

•
•
5.
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•
Implementation of
regulatory programmes
and projects approved at
continental and regional level
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•
•

•
NERSA may not be in a position to contribute to
continental and regional matters that may have an impact
on the energy industry, and the country as a whole

NERSA needs to incorporate continental and regional programmes in
its regulatory activities (since RSA is a member and an important role
player in regional and continental structures, e.g. RERA and AFUR)

Social Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Electricity Industry Regulation:
1.

Information asymmetry

•

Possible incorrect decisions taken due to lack of all
relevant information available

•
•
•
•
•

Develop ways of collecting relevant data
Regulatory Reporting System for financial data
Regulatory Reporting System phase 2 (nonfinancial data)
Audits
Benchmarks

2.

Insufficient coordination
in regulating gas and
electricity industries

•
•

Inconsistent policy messages deterring investment
Incorrect signals sent to the market

•

Strengthen internal coordination and strategic interactions with
government structures

3.

Management of concurrent
jurisdiction

•
•

Regulatory overlap
No clear roles and responsibilities

•
•
•
•

Conclude MoUs and MoAs with other regulators
Regulatory advocacy
Co-operate and help other regulators
Build closer relationships with other regulators

4.

Perception of
independence of the
Regulator

•

Uncertainty for investment

•
•

Develop a strategic engagement framework with all role players
Communicate – particularly on how decisions are reached (Not
only on website – more proactive)

•

No meaningful transformation of gas industry

•

Licence conditions – define ways to implement mandate to enable
HDSAs to become competitive via licence conditions. Once Gas
Amendment Bill is promulgated, make reference to minimum
targets to be attained over a specific period in line with B-BBEE
Enforce rules in terms of requirements for measures to promote
HDSAs information

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation:
1.

HDI participation

•
2.

Skills development

•
•

•

Monitor construction plans
Ensure skills transfer in interactions with specialist
service providers (e.g. skills transfer clauses in
service level agreements with consultants)
Training and development

•

Inadequate skills to match new technically inclined developments
upstream
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Social Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
1.

Uncontrolled building on
pipeline servitudes

•

Security of supply

•

Increase pressure on licensees to consult with municipalities

2.

Public knowledge of
positioning of pipelines

•

NERSA could be blamed leaks

•

Monitor licensees liaison with municipalities

Transversal:
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1.

High level of
unemployment

•

Political instability that can affect delivery of
infrastructure to the poor

•
•

Internship and Learnership programmes
NERSA can use tariffs to allow licensees to employee young people
as apprentice

2.

Service delivery protests
(consumer activism)

•
•

Alienated and marginalised communities
Potential increase in tariffs

•
•
•
•
•

Customer education
Public consultation
Mediation
Funding mechanisms
Need for policy clarity on tariff reducing instruments (State of
Nation address)

3.

Resistance to energy
infrastructure close to
settlements

•

Security of supply

•

Ensure that it is ready for expropriation proceedings in terms of the
Electricity Regulation Act
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Technological Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Electricity Industry Regulation:
1.

Technological innovation
e.g. Smart Grid

•
•

Security of supply
Stranded assets

•
•
•
•

Set Rules
Monitor compliance
Protect user information
Customer education

2.

Renewable Generation

•
•

Security of supply
SA not meeting environmental targets

•
•
•

Licence
Dispatch rules
Grid code

3.

Gas as primary energy
source

•

Security of supply

•

Regulatory advocacy

4.

Nuclear Generation

•

Security of supply

•
•
•

Licensing
Customer education
Skills upgrade for NERSA

5.

Energy efficiency

•

Revenue shortfall for municipalities/distributors

•

Advocate for a different funding model for municipalities so that
they don’t have to depend mainly on electricity revenues.

•
•

Unregulated gas activities (risk)
Deters entry and investment

•
•

Develop a strategic engagement framework on developing
legislation / policy changes
Incentivise through tariffs, prices and licensing

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation:
1.

Regulatory framework lags
technological innovation

2.

Lack of piped-gas
infrastructure for new
technology (Liquefied
Natural Gas, regasification,
Compressed Natural Gas,
Floating Liquefied Natural
Gas, Liquefied Natural Gas
tanks etc.)

•

Deters investment and growth of downstream
industry

•
•

Legislative amendments (e.g. CNG)
Request policy clarity (National Treasury on fuel levy)

3.

Resistance to new gas
technology (e.g. Shale Gas
hydraulic fracturing)

•

SA misses out on opportunity to replace crude
imports with domestic GTL

•
•
•

Regulatory advocacy
Research
Proactive participation where possible (task teams)
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Technological Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
1.

Use of pipeline threatened
by the use of alternative
forms of energy

•

Lower volumes will lead to higher tariffs

•

NERSA cannot stop future technological change, it is something
that always happens

2.

Fragmentation of the
different types of fuel –
losing economies of scale

•

•
•

Encourage rationalisation of grades and specifications
Licence tanks to store more than one type of product

•

Lower volumes will lead to higher tariffs. Higher
Transnet Pipeline costs as there are higher interface
volumes
Reduce available storage capacity for individual
products
Reduces 3rd party access

•

NERSA lagging behind changes in technology

•

Monitor and understand the impact of technological developments
on revenue streams and households
Engage, research and understand

•

Transversal:
1.

Mode of transport is
changing

•

Environmental Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Electricity Industry Regulation:
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1.

Environmental activism

•

Security of supply

•

Regulatory Advocacy

2.

Embedded and selfgeneration

•

Municipal sustainability

•
•

Engage with stakeholders
Regulate tariff to minimise impact on municipalities (Selfgenerators will only be paid up to a maximum of 80% of the
corresponding Eskom tariff)

3.

Growing awareness of
environmental factors

•

SA not meeting its reduction in greenhouse gas
emission targets

•

Utilise the Multi-Year Price Determination to facilitate contributing
towards the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions

4.

Carbon tax policy

•

Increase in the price of electricity  more bad debt
 less economically viable ESI

•

Bring this to the attention of policy makers emphasising the
detrimental effect it would have on a developmental state like the
RSA
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Environmental Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation:
1.

Environmental activism,
global warming, carbon
taxes and emissions
reduction

•

Gas market cannot grow

•

Regulatory Advocacy to promote gas as a more attractive option
and environmentally friendly energy source

2.

Shale Gas hydraulic
fracturing perceived as an
environmental threat

•
•

SA misses out on shale gas potential
SA misses out on an opportunity to become energy
self-sufficient

•
•
•

Research
Regulatory advocacy
Participate in national debate on shale gas and task teams where
possible

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation
1.

Environmental activism,
global warming, carbon
taxes and emissions
reduction

•
•

•
Additional cost to the economy with no alternative
fuel source of any scale
Taxes applied by the economy cannot respond to the •
signal

Point out to Treasury the issues that indicate that the tax will not
have the desired effect
Show Treasury that there are no viable alternatives to the proposed
tax

SA not meeting its environmental targets
Lack of affordability

Encourage and facilitate cooperation and coordination between
decision making bodies
Allowing Transnet to recover land rehabilitation costs
Develop an integrated view going forward

Transversal:
1.

Environmental levies and
Carbon tax

•
•

•
•
•

2.

Delays in issuing
environmental Impact
Assessments

•

Security of supply

•

Participate in the dialogue and educate the public regarding key
environmental issues and NERSA decisions

3.

Health and Safety

•

Possible environmental disasters such as Petroleum/
Gas leaks from pipelines, wind turbine blades flying
off etc

•

NERSA to ensure that it discharges its responsibility regarding
health and safety
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Legal Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor
•

Electricity Industry Regulation:
1.

Electricity Regulation Act
under review

•

NERSA’s views not taken into consideration

2.

Independent System and
Market Operator Bill not
yet passed

•
•

NERSA not ready when the Independent System and •
•
Market Operator Bill becomes operational
•
It may not do the intended

Regulatory Principles
compromised

•
•
•

Loss of credibility
Listed as Regulatory Risk
Subject to liability claims

•

•
•
•

Cost of gas may be too high
Deter entry into the gas market
Weak mandate on regulation of piped gas

•

3.

•
•

Regulatory Advocacy
Regulatory Advocacy
Proactively start preparing for a change in structures
In licensing structures – businesses that can be ringfenced
Continued proactive engagement during the amendment of the
Gas Amendment Bill
Comments on provisions of the Bill submitted to DoE
Participate in public consultation workshops organised by DoE

Piped-Gas Industry Regulation:
1.

Legislative amendments
and developments

•
•

Continued proactive engagement during the amendment of the
Gas Amendment Bill
Comments on provisions of the Bill submitted to DoE
Participate in public consultation workshops organised by DoE

•
•

Prepare and engage with DoE when it is ready
Be proactive

Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation:
1.
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Fragmentation of
legislations – possible
consolidation of
downstream petroleum
legislation

•
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NERSA may not be ready for this possible expansion
of its mandate

Legal Factors

Impact if factor is not addressed

NERSA response to the factor

Transversal:
1.

National Energy Regulator
Amendment Bill

•
•

NERSA’s views not taken into consideration
NERSA not ready when the National Energy
Regulator Amendment Bill becomes operational

•
•

Regulatory Advocacy
Proactively start preparing for a change in mandate

2.

Ability to influence
supplementary legislation

•

NERSA’s views not included

•

3.

Compliance with regulatory
requirements (Public
Finance Management Act
and others)

•

Develop a strategic engagement framework on developing
legislation / policy changes
Regulatory advocacy

4.

Electricity and Gas
reticulation in the
constitution

5.

Fragmentation of
legislations

6.

Infrastructure Development •
Act

Expectation to fund out of tariff and tax instead of
by investment.

•
•

Learn how it will be implemented
NERSA needs a clear view of what funding model should be

7.

Pending legal cases

Uncertainty on regulatory decisions and tools

•

Ensured that the legal cases are finalised in order to review
regulatory decisions and/or tools where necessary.

•

CHALLENGES AND PRIORITIES
The environmental scan/situational analysis of
NERSA’s performance environment identified
industry specific challenges and priorities that
have informed the formulation of the strategic
objectives and the programmes as indicated in the

proposed Strategic Plan (2015/16 – 2019/20) and
the proposed Annual Performance Plan (2015/16 –
2017/18). The identified challenges are listed below
and linked to identified priorities in respect of each
of the three industries being regulated by NERSA
as well as with respect to the transversal regulatory
environment.
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ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY REGULATION
Challenges

Priorities

Power system operating under “emergency” conditions

•

Creation of a conducive and appropriate environment for emergency power system conditions
Grid Code adjustment to declare emergency conditions

•
•

•

Compliance enforcement
Alignment with determinations in tariffs, maintenance, capital expenditure and operations

Efficient and cost-effective infrastructure development
Delays in the commissioning of Medupi, Kusile, Ingula

Sustainability of some of the municipal electricity distributors •

Development of an appropriate embedded/distributed generation and energy efficiency
regulatory framework/environment
Funding/ revenue structures of municipalities and Eskom
Facilitation of embedded generation technologies to improve electricity access

•
Facilitating affordability of electricity services
Electricity prices have increased steeply over the last
5 years

Determination of appropriate benchmarks, price/tariff structures and performance levels
Construction, refurbishment, operation and maintenance costs
Resellers price determinations

•
•

High number of customer complaints

•

Installed supply (capacity) exceeds the demand (peak)

Eskom should increase its electricity availability factor in line with international best practise

Limited success on EEDSM (even though Eskom managed to
avoid building a new power station, they did not manage to
reduce the load factor)

Target high load factor programmes

Introduction of Renewable Energy Independent Power
Producers

Monitor:
•
Performance against forecast production – Regulator has to know how reliable new sources of
supply are (how accurate – predicted day before) - monitoring
•
Impact on system operations (to mitigate against renewable intermittence)
•
Financial impact of long-term Power Purchase Agreements

Shareholder “pressure / influence”

Regulatory advocacy

Introduction of Smart Grids and Smart meters including roof- •
top solar PV
•
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Establishment of customer and end-user fora
Reduce customer complaints and improve customer service

Regulatory framework
Technical norms, standards, codes and rules

PIPED-GAS INDUSTRY REGULATION
Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•

Priorities

•
Role of gas in the energy mix
Lack of anchor customer(s)
Hurdles to gas infrastructure development
Inadequate competition
Limited domestic gas reserves
Lack of access to the existing gas import facility (was the
case for 10 years)

•

•

•

•
•

Regulatory issues
Policy issues

Development of a gas market
Monitor development of new gas sources (Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG), shale gas, Coal Bed
Methane (CBM), etc.)
Advocacy/influence on DoE regarding policy interventions
Inputs on relevant legislative amendments
Participate in the development of the Gas Utilisation Master Plan
Enforce regulations through gas volumes thresholds for eligible customers
Approve maximum prices
Develop guidelines and enforce third party access
Sending correct price signals
Monitor and approve maximum prices/tariffs decisions
Implement Regulatory Reporting Manuals to overcome information asymmetry
Promote entry and competition
License conditions – excise undeveloped licensed distribution areas
Facilitate and enforce third party access to existing infrastructure
Advocacy and coordination at exploration stage, e.g. liaising with Petroleum Association of
South Africa (PASA) and INP
Liaise and coordinate with INP on cross-border pipeline issues
Conduct Competition assessment
Pro-active identification of opportunities in gas distribution and trading in particular (e.g.
implementation of provisions of eligible customers, facilitation of third party access to
infrastructure)
Create regulatory certainty
Build a reputation as a credible and predictable regulator
Disseminate information about the industry through workshops and media platforms
Fill policy gaps by participating in review of Gas Act and Regulations

Regulatory Advocacy
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PETROLEUM PIPELINES INDUSTRY REGULATION
Challenges

Priorities

“Procurement” of regulated infrastructure

Regulatory advocacy with regards to the amendment of the Petroleum Pipelines Act and Regulations
to bidding rounds

Cost benefit of regulating storage facilities is unfavourable

Regulatory advocacy with regards to the amendment of the Petroleum Pipelines Act

Increasing complexity and challenged/ contested licence
applications (more resources needed per application)

Adjust staff complement and skills appropriately

Cost of equity (Ke) needs to be “right”: Too low leads to
no investment. Too high leads to a 60 year burden on the
economy (tariff methodology)

Review cost of equity

Inconsistent tariff decisions regarding Regulatory Asset Base
/ useful life of asset

Regulatory advocacy with regards to the amendment of the Regulations

Government interventions in petroleum markets

Continue to engage DoE on:
•
biofuels
•
strategic stocks
•
security of supply
•
cleaner fuels 2

Transnet financial position

Monitor Transnet Ltd expansion plans and possible impacts on Transnet Pipelines

Transnet New Multi-Product Pipeline (NMPP) construction
delays and cost over runs

Transnet “prudently acquired” investigation

Concurrent jurisdiction issues

•
•

Legal challenges
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Seeks short term solutions by cooperation with other regulators (DoE, Transnet National Ports
Authority and National Ports Regulator)
Seek longer term solutions by persuading policy makers to amend Acts and Regulations

Defend Visigro (and other?) legal actions

TRANSVERSAL REGULATORY
Challenges

Priorities

Information Asymmetry

•
•

Implementation of the Regulatory Reporting Manuals (Financial and Non-Financial)
Regulatory Reporting System remedial and enhancement

Assess NERSA’s processes and methodologies against best
in world practices through regulatory analysis, research,
benchmarking and auditing

•
•
•
•

Regulatory Impact Analysis / Assessment
Benchmarking of regulatory decisions
Harmonisation of regulatory methodologies and processes (internal and external)
Regulatory process refinement
Decisions and Reasons for Decision
Sequencing of activities
Language

Consumer Advocacy

•
•

Consumer Education
Improve access of customers to public hearing notices

Coordinate NERSA activities with other regulators with
concurrent as well as consequential / complementary /
articulated jurisdiction

Memoranda of Understanding

Advise policy makers of NERSA views, policy gaps and
NERSA’s mandate

Regular communication with Policy Maker(s)

1.2. Stakeholder Analysis and
Engagement
NERSA is dependent on sound relationships with
stakeholders based on trust and credibility. However,
trust is built by keeping channels of communication
open and clear, and by making sure that all publics
have access to information, by consulting and
listening to stakeholders and by being open, honest
and transparent at all times.
The Stakeholder Analysis and Engagement Strategy
is aligned to the Integrated Communication Strategy
and implemented according to the Action Plans

within the Strategy. In order to understand the
important stakeholders of NERSA as well as all factors
impacting on the relationship between NERSA and its
stakeholders, an approach was followed to segment
stakeholders into specific groups:
1.

NORMATIVE STAKEHOLDER GROUP

Normative groups provide the authority for NERSA
to function and the organisation is dependent
on their co-operation and goodwill. They are our
strategic stakeholders and are critical for NERSA
in the accomplishment of its mission. They have
the ability to influence the course of our regulatory

functions or existence. These target groups include
the Portfolio Committee on Minerals and Energy, all
Parliamentarians and government departments such
as the Ministry and Department of Energy, Ministry
and Department of Public Enterprises, Ministry and
Department of Finance (National Treasury), Ministry
and Department of Local and Provincial Government
and Auditor-General. NERSA should be actively
involved in interacting with decision-makers such as
Parliament, and Government. Strategic partnerships
with international donors, funders and communities
such as NORAD, USAid, DFID, AUSAid, NZODA and
Daneda are also vital for NERSA to operate more
effectively and efficiently through the funding of
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capacity building and knowledge sharing projects.
The approach in dealing with these stakeholders is to
keep them informed through regular consultation and
monitoring of developments within the energy industry.
2.

•

•

A management public such as the Executive
Management and Heads of Departments;
A specialised public, which consists mainly of
Functional experts and professionals in the
technical, financial, economic, customer and
support services areas who communicate
horizontally and across channels within the
organisation;
An administrative public -people who work mainly
with administrative tasks and who communicate
across organisational boundaries.

NERSA’s vision is to be a recognised world-class leader
in energy regulation. In order to achieve this vision,
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on the business of energy intensive consumers
Commercial, agricultural, and residential
(urban/rural): NERSA needs to form closer
relationships with them through active
involvement, engagement and participation,

FUNCTIONAL GROUPS

Functional groups directly affect many of the dayto-day activities of NERSA. It’s most important
target group is its employees because the credibility
of NERSA is mainly determined by the output
of its employees. Various employees interact on
different levels and on a regular basis with external
stakeholders and they act as the doors and windows
of the organisation. The better informed they are,
the more efficient and credible NERSA is perceived
to be. This means that well-informed, empowered and
committed NERSA staff can play a very important
role as ambassadors of the organisation. However,
this group also includes Regulator members who
have an influence on the functions and policies of the
organisation, as well as interact on a strategic level
with government and parliamentarians. The functional
groups can be divided into the following sub-groups:
•

NERSA needs to keep their functional stakeholders
informed and involved about developments within
NERSA and the energy industry on a regular basis. This
will ensure loyalty by staff and keep them motivated
to perform effectively and efficiently.
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‘An informed employee is a happy and productive
employee’.
3.

PUBLIC GROUPS

Public groups are those dependent on the organisation
for the rendering of a specific service and those who
are affected by the decision-making of NERSA. They
include the following:
•

•

Utilities and suppliers
Eskom, Eskom Enterprises, Metro Councils Local
Municipalities, Other Distributors, PetroSA, iGas,
Shell, Transnet, Sasol Gas, All big oil companies,
Sasol, Spring Lights Gas, Egoli Gas and Engen.
It is mutually beneficial to maintain a meaningful
relationship by sharing needs, perceptions
and values. Important to share information on
new projects, progress made on existing ones,
successes and breakthroughs
Customers
Industrial: they are major stakeholders of
NERSA and account for 35% of the electrical
energy consumed in South Africa. They play
an important role in the economic growth,
prosperity and development of South Africa
They have a major interest in the outcome
of the management and restructuring of the
electricity industry NERSA needs to form
close relationships with them through active
involvement, engagement and participation in
energy-related activities, which have a bearing

These stakeholders need to be engaged and
encouraged to actively participate in the Energy
Regulator’s processes by being open, honest and
transparent at all times. This will create credibility and
confidence of NERSA’s ability to effectively execute
its mandate.
4.

DIFFUSED GROUPS

Diffused groups are particular types of stakeholders
who are concerned about protecting the rights
of other people. They include the media, nongovernmental
organisations,
community-based
organisations, special interest groups such as
academic institutions, associations/organisations/
Unions. NERSA needs to form closer relationships
with them through active involvement, engagement
and participation,
NERSA need to engage and interact with these
stakeholders as partners and not as enemies. In this
regard, pro-active actions will be taken to sensitise
them of and clarify to them NERSA’s role and
functions.

1.3. ORGANISATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
Following is the approved NERSA Organisational Structure:

Energy Regulator

FTRM primarily
responsible
for Electricity
Regulation

FTRM primarily
responsible
for Piped-Gas
Regulation

FTRM primarily
responsible for
Petroleum Pipelines
Regulation

CEO

SLA

CEO’s Office
Operations
(COO) (6)

SLA
SLA

Electricity
Regulation
(ELR) (3)

Petroleum
Pipelines
Regulation
(PPR) (6)

Piped Gas
Regulation
(GAR) (6)
Electricity
Infrastructure
Planning
(EIP) (10)

Gas Pricing and
Tariffs
(GPT) (5)

Electricity Pricing
and Tariffs
(EPT) (16)

Gas Licensing,
Compliance
and Dispute
Resolution
(GLC) (8)

Electricity Regulatory
Reform
(ERR) (5)

Electricity Licensing,
Compliance and
Dispute Resolution
(ELC) (19)

Petroleum
Pipelines Tariffs
(PPT) (8)

Petroleum
Licensing,
Compliance and
Dispute
Resolution
(PLC) (5)

Finance and
Administration
(CFO) (2)

Human
Resources
(CHO) (2)

Corporate
Services
(COS) (2)

Legal
Advisory
Services
(LAS) (5)

Human
Resources
(HRD) (5)

Special
Support Units
(SSU)

Finance and
Administration
(FAD) (13)

Regulator
Support
(RSU) (15)

Communication
and Stakeholder
Management
(CSM) (10)

Regulatory
Analysis and
Research
(RAR) (3)

International
Coordination and
partnerships
(ICP) (3)

Strategic
Planning and
Monitoring
(SPM) (3)

Information
Resources
Management
(IRM) (12)

Internal Audit
(IAU) (5)
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In 2011/12, the Energy Regulator approved an
organisational structure with a staff compliment of
177 as well as the implementation of this structure. As
at the end of 2013/14, the structure is 95% populated.
The lack of specialised industry specific technical
skills in both core business and support functions
makes NERSA utilise consultants from time to time.
NERSA is committed to resourcing the organisation
appropriately to achieve its goals.

DIVISION

DEPARTMENT

Electricity Regulation (ELR)

Executive

3

Electricity Pricing and Tariffs (EPT)

16

Electricity Licensing, Compliance and Dispute
Resolution (ELC)

19

Electricity Regulatory Reform (ERR)

5

Electricity Infrastructure Planning (EIP)

10

Executive

6

Gas Pricing and Tariffs (GPT)

5

Gas Licensing, Compliance and Dispute Resolution (GLC)

8

Executive

6

Petroleum Pipelines Tariffs (PPT)

8

Petroleum Licensing, Compliance and Dispute
Resolution (PLC)

5

Finance and Administration
(CFO)

Executive

2

Finance and Administration (FAD)

13

Human Resources (CHO)

Executive

2

Human Resources (HRD)

5

Executive

2

Legal Advisory Services (LAS)

5

Communication and Stakeholder Management (CSM)

10

International Co-ordination and Partnerships (ICP)

3

Information Resources Management (IRM)

12

Internal Audit (IAU)

5

Strategic Planning and Monitoring (SPM)

3

Internal Audit (IAU)

5

Strategic Planning and Monitoring (SPM)

3

Regulator Support (RSU)

15

CEO’s Office Operations (COO)

6
3

Piped-Gas Regulation (GAR)
STAFF COMPLEMENT
The table below summarises the staff complement of
NERSA.

Petroleum Pipelines Regulation
(PPR)

Corporate Services (COS)

Specialised Support Units (SSU)

Regulatory Analysis and Research (RAR)
Total Number of NERSA staff
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TOTAL NERSA

177

ORGANISATIONAL CHALLENGES
The table below highlights the specific organisational challenges and mitigating strategies:
Challenges

Priorities

Legislative amendment
•
National Energy Regulator Amendment Bill
•
Electricity Regulation Amendment Bill
•
Gas Amendment Bill
•
Independent System and Market Operator Bill
•
Gas Utilisation Master Plan

•
•

Organisational Review
Alignment towards regulatory methodology harmonisation

Attraction and retention of requisite skills

•
•
•
•

Integrated Human Resources Strategy
Improved Human Resource Policies, Procedures and Systems
Culture recalibration
Conditions of Service

Enabling technology

•
•
•

Business Process Review
ICT Systems Review
Records Management enhancement

Conducive working environment

•
•
•

Refurbishment of the NERSA building
Health, safety and environmental improvements
Culture recalibration

Image of NERSA

•
•

Repositioning of NERSA’s image (brand positioning)
Repositioning with stakeholders

}

Towards ISO
Certification
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2.

Revisions to legislative and other mandates

NERSA is the regulatory authority established in
terms of the National Energy Regulator Act, 2004
(Act No. 40 of 2004) with the mandate to “undertake
the functions of the National Electricity Regulator
as set out in the Electricity Regulation Act, 2006
(Act No. 4 of 2006), undertake the functions of
the Gas Regulator as set out in the Gas Act, 2001
(Act No. 48 of 2001), undertake the functions of the
Petroleum Pipelines Regulatory Authority as set out
in the Petroleum Pipelines Act, 2003 (Act No. 60 of
2003) and to perform such other functions as may
be assigned to it by or under these Acts”. NERSA’s
mandate is anchored on the following four primary
Acts:
•
National Energy Regulator Act, 2004 (Act No. 40
of 2004);
•
Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4 of
2006) (ERA);
•
Gas Act, 2001 (Act No. 48 of 2001); and
•
Petroleum Pipelines Act, 2003 (Act No. 60 of
2003).
The regulatory functions of NERSA, as contained in
relevant legislation, are summarised as follows:
•
Issuing of licences with conditions;
•
Setting and/or approving tariffs and prices;
•
Monitoring and enforcing compliance with licence
conditions;
•
Dispute resolution including mediation, arbitration
and the handling of complaints;
•
Gathering, storing and disseminating industry
information;
•
Setting of rules, guidelines and codes for the
regulation of the three industries;
•
Determining of conditions of supply and
applicable standards;
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•

•
•
•

Consulting with government departments and
other bodies with regard to industry development
and regarding any matter contemplated in the
three industry Acts;
Expropriating land as necessary to meet the
objectives of the relevant legislation;
Registration of import and production facilities;
and
Performing any activity incidental to the
execution of its duties

NERSA derives its revenue by, amongst others,
imposing prescribed levies and licence fees on the
regulated industries following a prescribed transparent
procedure. In this regard, the following Acts govern
the imposition of such levies and licence fees:
•
Gas Regulator Levies Act, 2002 (Act No. 75 of
2002);
•
Petroleum Pipelines Levies Act, 2004 (Act No. 28
of 2004); and
•
Section 5B of the Electricity Act, 1987 (Act No. 41
of 1987).
Apart from the mentioned legislation that anchors
NERSA’s mandate and the imposition of levies and
licence fees, the following facilitating and foundational
legislation are also applicable to NERSA’s conduct of
its business:
•
The Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act No.
1 of 1999) (PFMA), which specifies the accounting
of NERSA as a Section 3A Public Entity;
•
The Promotion of Access to Information Act,
2000 (Act No. 2 of 2000) (PAIA), which
determines the way that NERSA has to treat
access to information;
•
The Promotion of Administrative Justice Act,

•
•

2000 (Act No. 3 of 2000) (PAJA), which
determines just administrative action of NERSA;
The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa,
1996; and
All other applicable laws of the Republic of South
Africa.

OBJECTS OF THE ACTS
Each one of the industry-specific Acts that NERSA
is deriving its mandate from has certain objects that
should be achieved if NERSA carries out its functions
as defined in these Acts.
The objects of the Electricity Regulation Act as
stipulated in Section 2 of the Act, are to:
•
Achieve the efficient, effective, sustainable and
orderly development and operation of electricity
supply infrastructure in South Africa;
•
Ensure that the interests and needs of present
and future electricity customers and end users
are safeguarded and met, having regard to the
governance, efficiency, effectiveness and longterm sustainability of the electricity supply
industry within the broader context of economic
energy regulation in the Republic;
•
Facilitate investment in the electricity supply
industry;
•
Facilitate universal access to electricity;
•
Promote the use of diverse energy sources and
energy efficiency;
•
Promote competitiveness and customer and end
user choice; and
•
Facilitate a fair balance between the interests of
customers and end users, licensees, investors in
the electricity supply industry and the public.

The objects of the Gas Act as stipulated in Section 2
of the Act, are to:
•
Promote the efficient, effective, sustainable
and orderly development and operation of gas
transmission, storage, distribution, liquefaction
and re-gasification facilities and the provision
of efficient, effective and sustainable gas
transmission, storage, distribution, liquefaction,
re-gasification and trading services;
•
Facilitate investment in the gas industry;
•
Ensure the safe, efficient, economic and
environmentally
responsible
transmission,
distribution, storage, liquefaction and regasification of gas;
•
Promote companies in the gas industry
that are owned or controlled by historically
disadvantaged South Africans by means of
licence conditions so as to enable them to
become competitive;
•
Ensure that gas transmission, storage, distribution,
trading, liquefaction and re-gasification services
are provided on an equitable basis and that the
interests and needs of all parties concerned are
taken into consideration;
•
Promote skills development among employees in
the gas industry;
•
Promote employment equity in the gas industry;
•
Promote the development of competitive markets
for gas and gas services;
•
Facilitate gas trade between the Republic and
other countries; and
•
Promote access to gas in an affordable and safe
manner.

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Promote the efficient, effective, sustainable
and orderly development, operation and use of
petroleum pipelines, loading facilities and storage
facilities;
Ensure the safe, efficient, economic and
environmentally responsible transport, loading
and storage of petroleum;
Promote equitable access to petroleum pipelines,
loading facilities and storage facilities;
Facilitate investment in the petroleum pipeline
industry;
Provide for the security of petroleum pipelines
and related infrastructure;
Promote companies in the petroleum pipeline
industry that are owned or controlled by
historically disadvantaged South Africans, by
means of licence conditions to enable them to
become competitive;
Promote the development of competitive markets
for petroleum products;
Promote access to affordable petroleum
products; and
Ensure an appropriate supply of petroleum to
meet market requirements.

The objects of the National Energy Regulator Act as
stipulated in Section 1 of the Act, is to:
•
Establish a National Energy Regulator for the
regulation of the electricity, piped-gas and
petroleum pipelines industries
REGULATIONS

•
•
•
•

Electricity Regulations for Expropriation on
behalf of a licensee;
Electricity Regulations for compulsory norms and
standard for reticulation services;
Electricity Regulations on deviation from set or
approved tariffs; and
Revised New Generation Regulations were issued
on 4 May 2011.

PIPED-GAS INDUSTRY REGULATIONS
The Gas Act gives the Minister of Energy the power
to make Regulations in terms of which NERSA
must discharge its mandate. The Minister published
Regulations in terms of the Gas Act on 20 April 2007.
These Regulations deal with, amongst others:
•
•
•
•
•

third party access to transmission and storage
facilities;
expropriation procedures and timelines;
mechanisms
to
promote
historically
disadvantaged South Africans;
mediation and arbitration procedures; and
price regulation principles and procedures.

PETROLEUM PIPELINES INDUSTRY REGULATIONS
The Petroleum Pipelines Act gives the Minister of
Energy the power to make Regulations in terms of
which NERSA must discharge its mandate. The Minister
published the Regulations in terms of the Petroleum
Pipelines Act on 4 April 2008. The Regulations deal
with, amongst others:

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY REGULATIONS
The objects of the Petroleum Pipelines Act as
stipulated in Section 2 of the Act, are to:
•
Promote competition in the construction and
operation of petroleum pipelines, loading facilities
and storage facilities;

The Electricity Regulation Act gives the Minister
of Energy the power to make Regulations in terms
of which NERSA must discharge its mandate. The
Minister has published the following Regulations:

•
•

•

third party access to storage facilities;
setting of tariffs for petroleum pipelines and
approval of tariffs for petroleum loading and
storage facilities;
expropriation procedures and timelines;
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•
•

mechanisms
to
promote
historically
disadvantaged South Africans; and
mediation and arbitration procedures.

2.1. Policy mandates
NERSA’s mandate is further derived from written
government policies developed by the Minister of
Energy in terms of the Electricity Regulation Act,
Gas Act and Petroleum Pipelines Act. According to
the Electricity Regulation Act, Gas Act and Petroleum
Pipelines Act, NERSA must make decisions that are
not at variance with published government policy.
The relevant policies and plans applicable are:
•
White Paper on Energy Policy for South Africa of
1998;
•
Electricity Pricing Policy (EPP) of the South
African Electricity Supply Industry;
•
Free Basic Electricity Policy;
•
White Paper on Renewable Energy Policy for
South Africa of 2003;
•
Energy Security Master Plan: Liquid fuels
published by the Department of Energy in 1998
and 2007; and
•
Integrated Resource Plan 2010-30.
Section 36 of the Gas Act incorporates an Agreement
between the then Minister of Minerals and Energy,
the Minister of Trade and Industry and Sasol Limited
concerning the introduction of natural gas by pipeline
from the Republic of Mozambique into South Africa
(“The Agreement”). This Agreement concerns the
regulatory regime applicable to one particular
participant in the piped-gas industry, Sasol Limited,
and binds the regulator by bestowing a special
regulatory dispensation to Sasol Limited (“Sasol”).
Certain / most of the provisions of this Agreement
came to an end on 25 March 2014, e.g. Clause A on
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Minimum gas supply objectives, and was replaced by
the provisions of the Gas Act.

2.2. NERSA’s contribution to
Government’s Medium Term Strategic
Framework
Over and above the above stated policies, NERSA
is also expected to contribute to Government’s
twelve outcomes, which is based on Government’s
Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) that
clearly articulates the agenda of the Government.
The set of 14 outcomes were developed to reflect
the desired development impacts Government seeks
to achieve, given Government’s policy priorities.
Each tier of government as well as public entities are
required to base their own planning for the medium
term expenditure framework on these priorities and
outcomes. As a public entity NERSA will contribute to
the following six outcomes that the Minister of Energy
has committed to:
OUTCOME 2:
A long and healthy life for all South Africans
NERSA contributes through facilitating the wider
use of electricity instead of coal and wood as energy
sources by all South Africans and thus improving
respiratory health, amongst others by:
•
Taking affordability into consideration when
setting and/or approving tariffs and prices;
•
Determining inclining block tariffs and free basic
electricity tariffs to protect the low income
electricity consumers;
•
Facilitating the conclusion of Power Purchase
Agreements between the buyer and the
renewable energy Independent Power Producers;
•
Regulating in a manner which facilitates security
of supply; and
•
Policy advocacy with regards to cleaner fuels.

OUTCOME 4:
Decent employment through inclusive economic
growth
By facilitating investment in the energy industry
and thereby contributing to economic growth,
leading to decent employment, NERSA contributes
through:
•
Licensing and the setting and/or approving of
tariffs and prices. In this manner NERSA creates
pre-conditions towards the achievement of this
outcome;
•
Approving renewable energy licensees to
ensure that the socio-economic development
commitments specified in the DoE bidding
process are met;
•
Promoting companies that are owned and
controlled
by
Historically
Disadvantaged
Individuals (HDIs) to become competitive; and
•
Regulating in a manner which facilitates security
of supply.
OUTCOME 6:
An efficient, competitive and responsive economic
infrastructure network
NERSA contributes through:
•
Setting rules and frameworks that facilitate the
building of new infrastructure;
•
Setting and/or approving cost reflective tariffs
and prices that encourage efficient investment;
•
Facilitating and enforcing (piped-gas) 3rd party
access to facilities;
•
Monitoring
compliance
and
undertaking
technical audits leading to regular maintenance
and refurbishment of the infrastructure and
therefor to the improvement in quality of supply;
and
•
Promoting competition and competitiveness.

•

Monitoring the implementation of the IRP, the
Integrated Energy Plan (once promulgated)
and the Gas Utilisation Master Plan (once
promulgated); and
Facilitating the transition to a low carbon
economy.

building capabilities, enhancing the capability of
the state and leaders working together to solve
complex problems.

OUTCOME 12:
An efficient, effective and development oriented
public service and an empowered, fair and inclusive
citizenship

The high level objectives of the NDP are to:
•
Reduce the number of people who live in
households with a monthly income below R419
per person (in 2009 prices) from 39 percent to
zero; and
•
Reduce inequality, as measured by the Gini
Coefficient, from 0.69 to 0.6.

OUTCOME 8:
Sustainable human settlements and improved quality
of household life
•
NERSA contributes through:
•
Facilitating access to energy services;
•
Facilitating reliability of supply;
•
Monitoring maintenance of infrastructure;
•
Compliance monitoring with licence conditions;
•
Taking affordability into consideration when
setting and/or approving tariffs and prices;
•
Determining inclining block tariffs and free basic
electricity tariffs to protect the low income
electricity consumers;
•
Promoting energy efficiency in licencees and in
the NERSA building; and
•
Dispute
resolution,
including
mediation,
arbitration and handling of complaints.
OUTCOME 10:
Environmental assets and natural resources that are
well protected and continually enhanced
NERSA has a mandate for environmental protection
and remediation through the industry specific Acts
that it administers. NERSA contributes through:
•
Incorporating compliance with the National
Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act No. 107
of 1998) as well as decommissioning remediation
and the funding thereof into licence conditions;
•
Promoting energy efficiency in licencees and in
the NERSA building;
•
Facilitation of the implementation of the
Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) through
considering concurring with determinations made
by the Minister of Energy in line with section 34
of the Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4
of 2006);

NERSA contributes through:
•
Transparent Processes;
•
All decisions and reasons thereof are made public
through being published on the website;
•
The public is invited to make comments prior
to decisions being made (written or in public
hearing);
•
Customer education;
•
Training and development of staff and
stakeholders, including training to electricity
distributors on the completion of the forms
requesting information from them;
•
Participating in the Clean Energy Education and
Empowerment Programme;
•
Corporate Social Investment activities; and
•
Techno Girls programme where ten girls from
grade 9 to grade 12 are exposed to NERSA’s
activities through visits to the organisation during
school holidays.

2.3. NERSA’s contribution to the National
Development Plan
The National Development Plan (NDP) is a plan for the
country to eliminate poverty and reduce inequality by
2030 through uniting South Africans, unleashing the
energies of its citizens, growing an inclusive economy,

HIGH-LEVEL OBJECTIVES TO BE ACHIEVED BY
2030

ENABLING MILESTONES
1.
Increase employment from 13 million in 2010 to
24 million in 2030.
2. Raise per capita income from R50 000 in 2010 to
R120 000 by 2030.
3. Increase the share of national income of the
bottom 40 percent from 6 percent to 10 percent.
4. Establish a competitive base of infrastructure,
human resources and regulatory frameworks.
5. Ensure that skilled, technical, professional and
managerial posts better reflect the country’s
racial, gender and disability makeup.
6. Broaden ownership of assets to historically
disadvantaged groups.
7. Increase the quality of education so that all children
have at least two years of preschool education
and all children in grade 3 can read and write.
8. Provide affordable access to quality health care
while promoting health and wellbeing.
9. Establish effective, safe and affordable public
transport.
10. Produce sufficient energy to support industry
at competitive prices, ensuring access for poor
households, while reducing carbon emissions per
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unit of power by about one-third.
Ensure that all South Africans have access to
clean running water in their homes.
12. Make high-speed broadband internet universally
available at competitive prices.
13. Realise a food trade surplus, with one-third
produced by small-scale farmers or households.
14. Ensure household food and nutrition security.
15. Entrench a social security system covering all
working people, with social protection for the
poor and other groups in need, such as children
and people with disabilities.
16. Realise a developmental, capable and ethical
state that treats citizens with dignity.
17. Ensure that all people live safely, with an
independent and fair criminal justice system.
18. Broaden social cohesion and unity while
redressing the inequities of the past.
19. Play a leading role in continental development,
economic integration and human rights.
11.

CRITICAL ACTIONS
1.
A social compact to reduce poverty and
inequality, and raise employment and investment.
2. A strategy to address poverty and its impacts by
broadening access to employment, strengthening
the social wage, improving public transport and
raising rural incomes.
3. Steps by the state to professionalise the public
service, strengthen accountability, improve
coordination and prosecute corruption.
4. Boost private investment in labour-intensive areas,
competitiveness and exports, with adjustments to
lower the risk of hiring younger workers.
5. An education accountability chain, with lines of
responsibility from state to classroom.
6. Phase in national health insurance, with a focus
on upgrading public health facilities, producing
more health professionals and reducing the
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relative cost of private health care.
Public infrastructure investment at 10 percent of
gross domestic product (GDP), financed through
tariffs, public-private partnerships, taxes and
loans and focused on transport, energy and
water.
8. Interventions
to
ensure
environmental
sustainability and resilience to future shocks.
9. New spatial norms and standards – densifying
cities, improving transport, locating jobs where
people live, upgrading informal settlements and
fixing housing market gaps.
10. Reduce crime by strengthening criminal justice
and improving community environments.
7.

NERSA’S CONTRIBUTION:
Even though NERSA contributes indirectly to most
of the enabling milestones, NERSA contributes
specifically to the following pertinent enabling
milestones:
ENABLING MILESTONE 4:
Establish a competitive base of infrastructure, human
resources and regulatory frameworks
NERSA contributes through:
•
Publication of rules, codes and guidelines for
the regulation of the electricity, piped-gas and
petroleum pipelines industries;
•
Setting rules and frameworks that facilitate the
building of new infrastructure;
•
Setting and/or approving cost reflective tariffs
and market related prices that encourage
investment;
•
Facilitating and enforcing (piped-gas) 3rd party
access to facilities;
•
Monitoring compliance through undertaking
technical audits leading to regular maintenance

•
•
•

•
•

and refurbishment of infrastructure and thus
contributing to an increase in quality of supply;
Transparent Processes;
All decisions and reasons thereof are made public
through being published on the NERSA website;
The public is invited to make comments prior
to decisions being made (written or in public
hearing);
Customer education; and
Setting targets for becoming a more credible,
reliable, efficient and effective regulator.

ENABLING MILESTONE 5:
Ensure that skilled, technical, professional and
managerial posts better reflect the country’s racial,
gender and disability makeup
NERSA contributes through:
•
Development and implementation of an
Employment Equity Plan;
•
Development and implementation of the Youth
Employment Accord;
•
Implementation of a Learnership Programme as
well as an Internship Programme;
•
Training and development of staff and
stakeholders; and
•
Techno Girls programme where ten girls from
grade 9 to grade 12 are exposed to NERSA’s
activities through visits to the organisation during
school holidays.
ENABLING MILESTONE 6:
Broaden ownership of
disadvantaged groups

assets

to

historically

NERSA contributes through:
•
Licensing and the setting and/or approving of
tariffs and prices. In this manner NERSA creates
pre-conditions towards the achievement of this

•

•
•

•

milestone;
Issuing licences to eligible applicants to
facilitate the meeting of stated socio-economic
development targets;
Facilitating and enforcing (piped-gas) 3rd party
access to facilities;
Promoting companies that are owned and
controlled
by
Historically
Disadvantaged
Individuals (HDIs) to become competitive; and
Regulatory advocacy for strengthening the
powers of the Regulator.

•

•
•

•
Enabling Milestone 10: Produce sufficient energy
to support industry at competitive prices, ensuring
access for poor households, while reducing carbon
emissions per unit of power by about one-third
This enabling milestone encompasses the mandate of
NERSA. NERSA thus contributes through:
•
Regulating in a manner which facilitates security
of supply;
•
Taking affordability into consideration when
setting and/or approving tariffs and prices;
•
Determining inclining block tariffs and free basic
electricity tariffs to protect the low income
electricity consumers;
•
Facilitating the conclusion of Power Purchase
Agreements between the buyer and the
renewable energy Independent Power Producers;
•
Registration of gas importation and production
facilities;
•
Facilitating access to electricity in setting aside
some funds for the Electrification Cross-subsidy
as part of determining electricity prices;
•
Incorporating compliance with the National
Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act No.
107 of 1998) into licence conditions;
•
Promoting energy efficiency in general in South
Africa and in particular in the NERSA building;

•
•

Facilitation of the implementation of the
Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) through
considering concurring with determinations made
by the Minister of Energy in line with section 34
of the Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4
of 2006);
Monitoring the implementation of the IRP;
Development and implementation of the
Grid Code for renewable energy to facilitate
the introduction of renewable energy power
producers;
Facilitating the transition to a low carbon
economy;
Regulatory advocacy with regards to cleaner
fuels policy; and
Monitor the implementation of the Gas Utilisation
Master Plan (once promulgated).

2.4. NERSA’s contribution to the National
Infrastructure Plan
The South African Government adopted a National
Infrastructure Plan in 2012 that intends to transform
our economic landscape while simultaneously creating
significant numbers of new jobs, and to strengthen
the delivery of basic services. The plan also supports
the integration of African economies.
The New Growth Path sets a goal of five million new
jobs by 2020, identifies structural problems in the
economy to be overcome and points to opportunities
in specific sectors and markets or “jobs drivers”. The
first jobs driver is infrastructure: laying the basis for
higher growth, inclusivity and job creation.
In order to address these challenges and goals,
Cabinet established the Presidential Infrastructure
Coordinating Committee (PICC), to:
•
coordinate,
integrate
and
accelerate

•
•
•

implementation;
develop a single common National Infrastructure
Plan that will be monitored and centrally driven;
identify who is responsible and hold them to
account; and
develop a 20-year planning framework beyond
one administration to avoid a stop-start pattern
to the infrastructure roll-out.

Under their guidance, 18 strategic integrated projects
(SIPs) have been developed.
THE 18 STRATEGIC INTEGRATED PROJECTS (SIPS)
The SIPs cover social and economic infrastructure across
all nine provinces (with an emphasis on lagging regions).
The SIPs include catalytic projects that can fast-track
development and growth. Work is being aligned
with key transversal areas, namely human settlement
planning and skills development.
The
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SIPs comprise:
Five geographically-focused SIPs;
Three spatial SIPs;
Three energy SIPs;
Three social infrastructure SIPs;
Two knowledge SIPs;
One regional integration SIP; and
One water and sanitation SIP.

Following are all the SPIs in each of these categories
with detail on Government’s planned intervention on
the Energy SIPs.
GEOGRAPHICALLY-FOCUSED SIPS
1.
SIP 1: Unlocking the northern mineral belt with
Waterberg as the catalyst;
2. SIP 2: Durban-Free State-Gauteng logistics and
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3.
4.
5.

industrial corridor;
SIP 3: South-Eastern node and corridor
development;
SIP 4: Unlocking the economic opportunities in
North West; and
SIP 5: Saldanha-Northern Cape development
corridor.

SPATIAL SIPS
1.
SIP 6: Integrated municipal infrastructure project
2. SIP 7: Integrated urban space and public transport
programme
3. SIP 11: Agri-logistics and rural infrastructure
ENERGY SIPS
1.
SIP 8: Green energy in support of the South
African economy
Support sustainable green energy initiatives
on a national scale through a diverse range
of clean energy options as envisaged in the
Integrated Resource Plan (IRP2010).
Support bio-fuel production facilities.
2.

3.
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SIP 9: Electricity generation to support socioeconomic development
Accelerate the construction of new electricity
generation capacity in accordance with the
IRP2010 to meet the needs of the economy
and address historical imbalances.
Monitor implementation of major projects
such as new power stations: Medupi, Kusile
and Ingula.
SIP 10: Electricity transmission and distribution
for all
Expand the transmission and distribution
network to address historical imbalances,
provide access to electricity for all and
support economic development.
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Align the 10-year transmission plan, the
services backlog, the national broadband
roll-out and the freight rail line development
to leverage off regulatory approvals, supply
chain and project development capacity.

SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE SIPS
1.
SIP 12: Revitalisation of public hospitals and other
health facilities
2. SIP 13: National school build programme
3. SIP 14: Higher education infrastructure
KNOWLEDGE SIPS
1.
SIP 15: Expanding access to communication
technology
2. SIP 16: SKA and Meerkat
REGIONAL SIP
1.
SIP 17: Regional integration
cooperation and development

for

African

WATER AND SANITATION SIP
1.
SIP 18: Water and sanitation infrastructure
NERSA’S CONTRIBUTION:
Even though NERSA contributes indirectly to
more than just the energy SIPs, NERSA contributes
specifically to the energy SIPs as follows:

•

•
•
•

107 of 1998) into licence conditions;
Facilitation of the implementation of the
Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) through
considering concurring with determinations made
by the Minister of Energy in line with section 34
of the Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4
of 2006);
Monitoring the implementation of the IRP;
Facilitating the transition to a low carbon
economy; and
Regulatory advocacy with regards to cleaner
fuels policy.

SIP 9: Electricity generation to support socioeconomic development
NERSA contributes through:
•
Regulating in a manner which facilitates security
of supply and investment;
•
Facilitating the conclusion of Power Purchase
Agreements between the buyer and the
renewable energy Independent Power Producers;
•
Setting rules and frameworks that facilitate the
building of new infrastructure;
•
Setting and/or approving cost reflective tariffs
and prices that encourage investment;
•
Monitoring compliance through undertaking
technical audits leading to regular maintenance
and refurbishment of infrastructure and thus
contributing to an improvement in quality of supply.

SIP 8: Green energy in support of the South African
economy

SIP 10: Electricity transmission and distribution for all

NERSA contributes through:
•
Facilitating the conclusion of Power Purchase
Agreements between the buyer and the
renewable energy Independent Power Producers;
•
Incorporating compliance with the National
Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act No.

NERSA contributes through:
•
Facilitating access to electricity in setting aside
some funds for the Electrification Cross-subsidy
as part of determining electricity prices;
•
Taking affordability into consideration when setting
and/or approving tariffs and prices, while allowing

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

a provision for expansion of current operations;
Determining inclining block tariffs and free basic
electricity tariffs to protect the low income
electricity consumers;
Facilitating and enforcing (piped-gas) 3rd party
access to facilities;
Facilitating reliability of supply;
Determining benchmarks and monitoring
maintenance of infrastructure;
Auditing of the implementation of the
Transmission Development Plan;
Monitoring compliance with licence conditions;
and
Dispute
resolution,
including
mediation,
arbitration and handling of complaints.

2.5. NERSA’s contribution to the National
Industrial Policy Framework
The Industrial Policy Framework (NIPF) determined
the framework for continuous improvement and
upscaling of concrete industrial development
interventions. The implementation of the NIPF is
done through the Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP)
of which successive iterations seek to scale up
interventions over rolling three year periods with a
ten year outlook on desired economic outcomes. The
latest published IPAP is for 2012/13 – 2014/15.The NIPF
has the following core objectives:
•
To facilitate diversification beyond the economy’s
current reliance on traditional commodities and
non-tradable services that require the promotion
of value-addition, characterised particularly
by the movement into non-traditional tradable
goods and services that compete in export
markets and against imports;
•
To ensure the long-term intensification of South
Africa’s industrialisation process and movement

•

•

•

towards a knowledge economy;
To promote a labour-absorbing industrialisation
path, with the emphasis on tradable labourabsorbing goods and services and economic
linkages that create employment;
To promote industrialisation, characterised
by the increased participation of historically
disadvantaged people and marginalised regions
in the industrial economy; and
To contribute towards industrial development
in Africa with a strong emphasis on building
the continent’s productive capacity and secure
regional economic integration.

IPAP represents a range and mix of policies that are
critical to achieve a scaled-up industrial policy and a
shift towards strengthening the productive side of the
economy in general. These include:
i.
Stronger articulation between macro- and
micro-economic policies;
ii. The development of a range of integrated
and aligned incentive programmes including
the Manufacturing Competitive Enhancement
Programme (MCEP);
iii. Industrial financing channeled to real economy
sectors;
iv. Promotion of public procurement to raise
domestic production and employment in a
range of sectors. This does not include the need
for the alignment of B-BBEE and the industrial
development objectives and the encouragement
of private procurement processes to support
localisation;
v. Developmental trade policies that deploy trade
measures in a selected and strategic manner,
including tariffs, enforcement and Standards,
Quality Assurance, Accreditation and Metrology
(SQAM) measures. These should be deployed
together with stronger interventions to prevent

illegal imports and customs fraud;
Competition and regulation policies that lower
costs for productive investments and for poor
and working-class households;
vii. Skills and innovation policies that are aligned to
sectoral priorities;
viii. Interventions designed to stimulate subregional growth, including in key sectors and
value chains by way of the SEZ policy and
programmes;
ix. Interventions
that
give
expression
to
Government’s commitment to regional economic
development and integration in Africa; and
x. The deployment of these policies in general and
in relation to more ambitious sector strategies,
building on the significant platforms.
vi.

NERSA’S CONTRIBUTION:
Even though NERSA contributes indirectly to a range
of these policies, NERSA contributes specifically to
the following policies:
POLICY VI:
Competition and regulation policies that lower
costs for productive investments and for poor and
working-class households
NERSA contributes through:
•
Regulating in a manner which facilitates security
of supply and investment;
•
Taking affordability into consideration when
setting and/or approving tariffs and prices, while
allowing a provision for expansion of current
operations;
•
Determining inclining block tariffs and free basic
electricity tariffs to protect the low income
electricity consumers;
•
Facilitating the conclusion of Power Purchase
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Agreements between the buyer and the
renewable energy Independent Power Producers;
Registration of gas importation and production
facilities; and
Development and implementation of the
Grid Code for renewable energy to facilitate
the introduction of renewable energy power

•
•

producers.
POLICY IX:
Interventions that give expression to Government’s
commitment to regional economic development

and integration in Africa
NERSA contributes through:
•
Founding member and a current member of the
Executive Committee of the African Forum for
Utility Regulators; and
•
Member of and current chair of the Regional
Electricity Regulatory Association.

2.6. Relevant court rulings
The following table represents all the court cases that are pending. There has been no ruling yet.
Item
1.

2.

Plaintiff/
Applicant

Defendant/
Respondent

Visigro Investment

NERSA and
Strategic Fuel
Fund (SFF)
Association

Petroleum Pipelines Issue relates to an operation licence issued to SSF

CENTLEC and
NERSA

Electricity

Association for
Body Corporates
bodies of
townhouses, flats
and retirement
villages (ACBOT)

Industry

Cause of Action

Synopsis: Visigro, a Property Developer who has built a residential estate known as the Burgundy
Estates up to the boundary wall of the SFF tank farm in Milnerton, is challenging NERSA’s
decision to issue an operation licence to SFF for the tank farm. Visigro alleges, amongst others,
that the decision failed to take into consideration the health and safety of the people residing
around the tank farm. NERSA contests this assertion.
Issue relates to licensee’s metering policy
Synopsis: ACBOT represents a large number of residents of townhouses, flats and retirement
villages in Bloemfontein within the area of supply of CENTLEC (an entity of the Mangaung
Metropolitan Municipality responsible for electricity supply). ACBOT took CENTLEC to court
for the review of its metering policy.
The court ordered that the matter be referred to NERSA for resolution.

3.
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Fuel Firing
Systems Refineries
(FFS)
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Petroleum
Pipelines

Issue relates to revocation of a licensee issued by NERSA
Synopsis: After applying for a licence to NERSA and being issued with one, FFS expressed a
view that its licensed facility should not have been licensed in terms of the Petroleum Pipelines
Act. Members of the Regulator were invited to visit the facility for an inspection. It was then
concluded that the licence was indeed erroneously issued. NERSA must now approach the High
Court for the revocation of the licence.

Item
4.

Plaintiff/
Applicant

Defendant/
Respondent

Eskom

Midvaal and
NERSA

Industry

Cause of Action

Electricity

Issue relates to the electricity supply areas.
Synopsis: Midvaal municipality applied for the amendment of its electricity distribution licence to
NERSA to add other areas of supply. Eskom filed an objection against the application on the basis
that some of the areas applied for are supplied by them. A public hearing was held on the matter
and all the affected parties made presentations. The Energy Regulator approved the amendment
of the municipal licence. Eskom took the Energy Regulator’s decision to court for review.

5.

NCP

Ekurhuleni Metro/
NERSA

Electricity

The issue relates to the tariff charged by licensee
Synopsis: The applicant, NCP referred a dispute for arbitration to NERSA against the unfair
treatment on tariffs charged by Ekurhuleni.
An arbitration process was undertaken by NERSA and NCP was not satisfied with the award and
took the matter to court for review.

6.

PG Group and
Others

NERSA and Sasol
Gas

Piped-Gas

Issues relates to the approved maximum prices of gas and approved transmission tariffs for
Sasol Gas
Synopsis: PG Group and Others, together called the Gas Users Group (GUG) are unhappy about
the maximum prices of gas and transmission tariffs approved for Sasol Gas by NERSA, which
came into operation on 26 March 2014. GUG submits that the prices are excessive and therefore
seek an order to review and set aside the abovementioned approvals by NERSA as well as an
order to review and set aside the methodology used by NERSA to consider the abovementioned
maximum price application, or declaring such methodology to be invalid for purposes of such
consideration. NERSA contests the assertion by the applicants.

7.

Autocast South
Africa and Other

NERSA, Nelson
Mandela Bay
Metropolitan
Municipality and
Minister of Energy

Electricity

Issue relates to the NERSA approved tariffs for a licensee
Synopsis: NERSA approved Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan Municipality 2013/14 electricity
tariffs in terms of the tariff guideline for municipalities. The applicants are unhappy about
NERSA’s decision and allege that the decision resulted in a tariff increase above the guideline
and it makes their business unsustainable.
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Item
8.

Plaintiff/
Applicant

Defendant/
Respondent

Industry

Cause of Action

Matjabeng Local
Municipality

Eskom and NERSA

Electricity

Issue relates to the licensee’s non-payment of its electricity account
Synopsis: Eskom served the municipality with a notice to terminate the supply of electricity to the
whole of the Matjhabeng municipal area. Based on the notice, the municipality applied to the High
Court for an interdict against Eskom from disconnecting its supply.
No relief has been sought against NERSA by the municipality; therefore NERSA did not file any
papers in court.

9.

Ekundustria
Industries
Association

City of Tshwane
Metropolitan
Municipality and
NERSA

Electricity

Issue relates to the resale of electricity and the reseller’s non-payment of its electricity account.
Synopsis: The reseller of electricity, Mpumalanga Economic Growth Agency, was paid for electricity
used by the industries occupying the industrial premises owned by the reseller. It is alleged that
the reseller has not been paying the money collected from the industries to the City of Tshwane,
which resulted in the account being in arrears. The City of Tshwane issued a notice to disconnect
the electricity supply to the area. Ekandustria applied to court for an interdict against the City of
Tshwane from disconnecting the supply of electricity to the industries.
No relief has been sought against NERSA by the applicant; therefore NERSA did not file any
papers in court.

10.

Cornelia
Magdalena and
Johannes Schwab

City of Tshwane
Metropolitan
Municipality and
NERSA

Electricity

Issue relates to the resale of electricity.
Synopsis: In this matter the applicant, Cornelia Magdalena and Johannes Schwab, are residents
in a residential area controlled and administered by a body corporate. The body corporate took
a resolution to change the reseller of electricity to the area and appointed a new reseller. The
applicant refused to be supplied by the new reseller and requested to be supplied by the City
of Tshwane. In the court a quo, the application was dismissed. The matter is currently before the
Supreme Court of Appeal and no judgment or order has been made at this stage.
No relief has been sought against NERSA, therefore NERSA did not file any papers in court.
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Item
11.

Plaintiff/
Applicant

Defendant/
Respondent

Afrisake NPC and
Others

City of Tshwane
Metropolitan
Municipality; PEU
Capital Partners
(Pty) Ltd; AuditorGeneral; Minister
of Finance; and
NERSA

Industry

Cause of Action

Electricity

Issue relates to the installation of smart meters and the contract concluded by the licensee for
such installation.
Synopsis: The applicant is a non-profit company that filed an urgent application to the High Court
to order the City of Tshwane to discontinue the installation of equipment for the smart metering
project and that the contracts for the installation of the said equipment concluded by the City of
Tshwane with PEU Capital Partners (Pty) Ltd be declared invalid.
No relief has been sought against NERSA, therefore NERSA did not file any papers in court.

12.

Eugene Benjamin
Osmers and Hazel
Haynes

Eskom and NERSA

Electricity

Issue relates to access to Eskom’s power system
Synopsis: In this matter the applicants seeks relief to compel Eskom to provide non-discriminatory
access to the power systems to the premises of the Eugene Osmers Trust at Portion 4 of Schalk
Farm 3, Phalaborwa, Limpopo Province and an order to compel Eskom to conclude an agreement
with the Eugene Osmers Trust.
No relief is sought against NERSA.

13.

Eugene Benjamin
Osmers

Eskom and NERSA

Electricity

Issue relates to access to Eskom’s power system
Synopsis: In this matter the applicants seeks relief to compel Eskom to provide non-discriminatory
access to the power systems to the premises of Eugene Benjamin Osmers at Portion 25 of Silonque,
Phalaborwa, Limpopo Province and an order to compel Eskom to conclude an agreement with
Eugene Benjamin Osmers.
No relief is sought against NERSA.
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2.7. Planned policy initiatives
Although policy formulation is outside of NERSA’s
realm of authority, specific policy gaps were
identified that require ongoing dialogue and strategic
engagement with the Department of Energy in order
to ensure that there is alignment between NERSA’s
strategic direction and the Department’s policy
thrusts.
NERSA advocates the implementation of the White
Paper on Energy Policy of 1998 before the principles
enshrined in the policy and suite of subsequent
legislation are overhauled. As the Energy Regulator
we are aware that the policies of 1998 and consequent
suite of legislation (Gas Act, Petroleum Pipelines
Act, National Energy Regulator Act and Electricity
Regulation Act) which were developed between 2001
and 2006 have been actively implemented since the
establishment of NERSA in October 2005. It is only
now that we are able to give private investors some
certainty regarding energy infrastructure investments
and the level playing field we are expected to
provide. Recent private sector licence applications
in the piped-gas and petroleum pipelines industries
are a testimony to the success of government’s
liberalisation policies.
The Electricity Regulation Act gives the mandate for
competitive bidding of electricity generation capacity
to the Department of Energy (DoE), following a
Cabinet decision that private sector participation in
the electricity industry be split 70:30 between Eskom
and the private sector, with DoE procuring the plant
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and Eskom being the “off-taker”. The procurement
by DoE took much longer than anticipated and in
2007 Cabinet decided that Eskom be designated as
the single buyer of power from Independent Power
Producers (IPP’s) in South Africa and that Eskom will
be responsible for ensuring that adequate generation
capacity is made available and that 30% of the new
power generation capacity is derived from IPP’s.
Apart from the Regulations on the revised New
Generation Capacity, promulgated in May 2011, no
legislation or regulations have been promulgated in
this regard.
The ability of NERSA to enforce compliance is
constrained by a lack of policy to impose penalties in
cases of non-compliance.
There are developments in the three industries that
are not covered by the current industry-specific
Acts. For example, in the piped-gas industry there
are new technological developments allowing for
mobile storage of compressed natural gas that were
not foreseen when the Gas Act was promulgated
in 2001. Furthermore, with the experience arising
from licence applications, NERSA is aware that
licensing is becoming increasingly complex, involving
methodological analysis of financial, technical and
legal considerations.
Experience has also shown that a review of the National
Energy Regulator Act needs to be undertaken in order
to ensure that the gaps that have been identified can
be addressed.

3.

Overview of 2015/16 budget and Medium Term Expenditure Framework 			
(MTEF) estimates

3.1. As per the requirements of the National Energy
Regulator Act, 2004 (Act No. 40 of 2004),
the budget for the regulation of the electricity,
piped-gas and petroleum pipelines industries
has been ring-fenced in order to reflect the cost
of regulating each industry appropriately. The
approved ring-fencing methodology is based on
the following principles:

fencing methodology is therefore still valid.
NERSA is in the process of embarking on an
organisational review. Once this review has
been completed, the revised staff compliment
will be used to revisit the methodology. The
Energy Regulator also has the discretion to
review the ratios should there be indications
of actual ratio’s varying by more than 5%.

3.5. Taking this into account, the total amount that
NERSA will have to recover through levy income
is R 308 944 776 for 2015/16 (2014/15: R 303 678
577) with the specific amounts to be recovered
for the three industries being as follows:
•
•

i.

ii.

•

iii.

Costs that can be directly attributable to an
industry-specific regulatory function will be
charged directly to that function.

3.2. The total NERSA Expenditure Budget amounts to
R332 171 042 for 2015/16 (2014/15: R324 076 178)
with the specific budgets for regulating the three
industries being as follows:

Costs that are not directly attributable to an
industry-specific regulatory function, but are
incurred as common costs in order to support
the three industry-specific regulatory
functions, will be allocated between the three
industry-specific regulatory functions using
the ratio proportionate to the approved staff
complement attributable to the industryspecific function:
The current ratio is 58% for the electricity
industry regulation; 21% for the petroleum
pipeline industry regulation; and 21% for the
piped-gas industry regulation.

3.3. This expenditure budget represents an increase
of 2.5% over the expenditure budget for the
National Energy Regulator for the financial year
2014/15, submitted to the Minister of Energy at
the end of August 2013.

Upon reviewing the ring-fencing methodology
in preparation of the budget for 2015/16, it was
found that there have been no amendments
to the organisational structure since the
approval of the methodology. The ring-

3.4. The total funding requirement for NERSA for
2015/16 is 2.5% more than the funding requirement
of 2014/15. The calculation of this increase
includes refunds to the regulated industries and
interest receivable.

•
•
•

Electricity Industry: R 189 111 563
(2014/15: R 181 729 876)
Piped-gas Industry:
R 69 453 555
(2014/15: R 73 497 604)
Petroleum Pipelines Industry: R 73 605 924
(2014/15: R 68 848 698)

•

Electricity Industry: R 179 665 887
(2014/15: R 173 191 622)
Piped-gas Industry: R 57 701 785
(2014/15: R 64 356 969)
Petroleum Pipelines Industry: R 71 577 104
(2014/154: R 66 129 986)

3.6. The amount to be recovered through levy income
represents an increase of 1.73% over the amount
that had to be recovered for the financial year
2014/15, submitted to the Minister of Energy at
the end of August 2013.
3.7. The expenditure estimates over the three year
period 2015/16 – 2017/18 reflect a decrease of
3.69% from 2015/16 to 2016/17 and an increase
of 5.22% from 2016/17 to 2017/18.
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4.

NERSA Programmes and Purpose of each Programme

4.1. Programme 1: Setting and/or
approval of tariffs and prices
The programme purpose is to set and/or approve
tariffs, prices and charges in order to ensure a fair
balance between the needs of the customer and
the regulated entity. While the customer needs
to be protected against misuse of monopolistic
powers and unnecessary price hikes, the regulated
entities needs to have sufficient income to ensure
that they can continue operating as a going concern
and have enough revenue for the maintenance and
refurbishment of infrastructure.

4.2. Programme 2: Licensing and
registration
The programme purpose is to ensure the orderly
development of the energy industry and to ensure that
all activities related to all operations are licensed and
registered as required by the Electricity Regulation
Act, 2006 (Act No. 4 of 2006), Gas Act, 2001 (Act No.
48 of 2001) and the Petroleum pipelines Act, 2003
(Act No. 60 of 2003).

4.3. Programme 3: Compliance
monitoring and enforcement
The programme purpose is to ensure that all licensees
in the three regulated industries fully comply with
their licence conditions, including those relating to
health, safety, security, environmental standards and
requirements as well as any other standards and
requirements prescribed by the relevant industryspecific legislation. The programme will also ensure
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compliance with directives to govern relations
between a licensee and its end users. Compliance
monitoring will be done in such a way that a fair
balance between the interests of all stakeholders is
encouraged and maintained.

4.4. Programme 4: Dispute resolution,
including mediation, arbitration and
handling of complaints
The programme purpose is to ensure that disputes and
complaints between licensees or between licencees
and customers or end-users are managed effectively
and settled in a manner that is appropriate. This
programme will also ensure that when needed, any
mediation or arbitration required will be done within
prescribed procedures.

4.5. Programme 5: Setting of rules,
guidelines and codes for the
regulation of the three energy
industries
The programme purpose is to ensure the setting
of appropriate rules, guidelines and codes of best
practices in the quest to promote uniformity and
standardise practices in the regulation of the three
energy industries. This will facilitate the creation of
investor confidence and lessen the regulatory burden
on licencees. In order to achieve orderly investor
confidence in the energy industries there must be
standardised practices, which are the same for all
participants and NERSA must maintain and safeguard
these standards. This will facilitate investment in the
energy industries, as investors and developers need
a sound regulatory framework to ensure that they
receive the expected returns for their investment.

4.6. Programme 6: Establishing NERSA as
an efficient and effective regulator
The programme purpose is to ensure that systems,
processes, procedures and resources are in place that
will put NERSA in the position to appropriately advise
policy makers on any matter relating to the effective
and efficient regulation of the electricity, piped-gas and
petroleum pipelines industries, thereby contributing
towards the broader government objectives aimed at
the economic development of the country. The purpose
includes the development to skills, both internally and
externally in energy regulation.

5.

Link between Strategic Objectives and Programmes

The following table indicates the link between the strategic objectives as defined in the Strategic Plan (2015/16 – 2019/20) and the programmes as discussed above:
Strategic Objective

Programme

Promote energy supply that is certain and secure for
current and future user needs

Setting and/or approval of tariffs and prices
Licensing and registration
Compliance monitoring and enforcement
Setting of rules, guidelines and codes for the regulation of the three energy industries
Establishing NERSA as an efficient and effective regulator

Create a regulatory environment that facilitates
investment in energy infrastructure

Setting and/or approval of tariffs and prices
Licensing and registration
Compliance monitoring and enforcement

Promote competition and competitiveness within the
energy industry

Setting and/or approval of tariffs and prices
Licensing and registration
Compliance monitoring and enforcement
Dispute resolution, including mediation, arbitration and handling of complaints
Setting of rules, guidelines and codes for the regulation of the three energy industries

Promote regulatory certainty within the energy industry

Setting and/or approval of tariffs and prices
Setting of rules, guidelines and codes for the regulation of the three energy industries
Establishing NERSA as an efficient and effective regulator

Promote accessible and affordable energy for all citizens Setting and/or approval of tariffs and prices
Licensing and registration
Compliance monitoring and enforcement
Dispute resolution, including mediation, arbitration and handling of complaints
Establish and position NERSA as a credible and reliable
regulator

Dispute resolution, including mediation, arbitration and handling of complaints
Setting of rules, guidelines and codes for the regulation of the three energy industries
Establishing NERSA as an efficient and effective regulator

The link between the programmes and the indicators are shown in the section below.
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6.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY REGULATION

6.1. Electricity Industry Regulation Programme 1: Setting and/or approval of tariffs and prices
6.1.1. Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme Strategic
objective
1.

114

To ensure financially
sustainable supply
of electricity by
municipalities and
private distributors

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

100% of tariff applications
of licensed distributors
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days of receipt of
complete application.

100% of tariff applications
of licensed distributors
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days of receipt of
complete application.

100% of tariff applications
of licensed distributors
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days of receipt of
complete application.

100% of tariff applications
of licensed distributors
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days of receipt of
complete application.

100% of tariff applications
of licensed distributors
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days of receipt of
complete application.

Published Guidelines for
Municipal tariff increases
and Benchmarks for
2014/15

Published Guidelines for
Municipal tariff increases
and Benchmarks for
2015/16

Published Guidelines for
Municipal tariff increases
and Benchmarks for
2016/17

Published Guidelines for
Municipal tariff increases
and Benchmarks for
2017/18

Published Guidelines for
Municipal tariff increases
and Benchmarks for
2018/19

-

-

Cost of Supply study
framework for guidance
to municipal distributors
developed and approved
by the relevant
Subcommittee

-

-

-

-

-

100% of submitted cost
of supply studies by
municipal distributors
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 90 days of receipt
of complete submission

100% of submitted cost
of supply studies by
municipal distributors
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 90 days of receipt
of complete submission
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Medium-term targets

Programme Strategic
objective
2.

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

One report on the
monitoring of the
implementation of IBTs
by licenced distributors
in South Africa eligible
for ITB implementation,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on the
monitoring of the
implementation of IBTs
by licensed distributors
in South Africa eligible
for IBT implementation
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on the
monitoring of the
implementation of IBTs
by licensed distributors
in South Africa eligible
for IBT implementation
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on the
monitoring of the
implementation of IBTs
by licensed distributors
in South Africa eligible
for IBT implementation
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Approved and
communicated Free Basic
Electricity (FBE) rate for
2013/14 and reviewed FBE
rate methodology

FBE Rate for 2014/15
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee and
communicated

FBE Rate for 2015/16
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee and
communicated

FBE Rate for 2016/17
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee and
communicated

FBE Rate for 2017/18
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee and
communicated

-

One report on FBE
offering by municipalities,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on FBE
offering by municipalities,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on FBE
offering by municipalities,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on FBE
offering by municipalities,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Approved Inclining Block
To ensure affordability
Tariffs (IBTs) for 75% of
of electricity supply to
low-income households licensed distributors for
residential customers
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Programme Strategic
objective
3.

116

To facilitate the
sustainability of
electricity supply by
Eskom

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Two reports on the
analysis of Eskom’s actual
performance against the
Regulator’s decision of
the MYPD 2, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Two reports on the
analysis of Eskom’s actual
performance against the
Regulator’s decision of
the MYPD 3, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Two reports on the
analysis of Eskom’s actual
performance against the
Regulator’s decision of
the MYPD 3, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Two reports on the
analysis of Eskom’s actual
performance against the
Regulator’s decision of
the MYPD 3, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Two reports on the
analysis of Eskom’s actual
performance against the
Regulator’s decision of
the MYPD 3, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Approved Electricity
Retail Tariff Structural
Adjustments (ERTSA) of
Eskom for 2014/15 in line
with statutory guidelines
for tabling in Cabinet by
15 March 2014

Approved Electricity
Retail Tariff Structural
Adjustments (ERTSA) of
Eskom for 2015/16 in line
with statutory guidelines
for tabling in Cabinet by
15 March 2015

Eskom’s submission on
ERTSA reviewed and
approved by the relevant
subcommittee for tabling
in Cabinet by 15 March
2016

Eskom’s submission on
ERTSA reviewed and
approved by the relevant
subcommittee for tabling
in Cabinet by 15 March
2017

Eskom’s submission on
ERTSA reviewed and
approved by the relevant
subcommittee for tabling
in Cabinet by 15 March
2018

MYPD3 mechanism
approved

Documented RfD for
MYPD2 and MYPD3
Regulatory Clearing
Account reviews

Revised MYPD
mechanism approved
by the relevant
subcommittee

-

-
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Medium-term targets

6.1.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Medium-term targets

1.

% of tariff applications
of licensed distributors
approved by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days of receipt
of complete application

100% of tariff applications
of licensed distributors
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days of receipt of
complete application.

100% of tariff applications
of licensed distributors
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days of receipt of
complete application.

100% of tariff applications
of licensed distributors
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days of receipt of
complete application.

100% of tariff applications
of licensed distributors
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days of receipt of
complete application.

100% of tariff applications
of licensed distributors
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days of receipt of
complete application.

2.

Annually published
Guidelines for Municipal
tariff increases and
benchmarks

Published Guidelines for
Municipal tariff increases
and Benchmarks for
2014/15

Published Guidelines for
Municipal tariff increases
and Benchmarks for
2015/16

Published Guidelines for
Municipal tariff increases
and Benchmarks for
2016/17

Published Guidelines for
Municipal tariff increases
and Benchmarks for
2017/18

Published Guidelines for
Municipal tariff increases
and Benchmarks for
2018/19

3.

Cost of Supply
study framework for
guidance to municipal
distributors developed
and approved by the
relevant Subcommittee

-

-

Cost of Supply study
framework for guidance
to municipal distributors
developed and approved
by the relevant
Subcommittee

-

-

4.

% of submitted cost
of supply studies by
municipal distributors
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 90 days of receipt
of complete submission

-

-

100% of submitted cost
of supply studies by
municipal distributors
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 90 days of receipt
of complete submission

100% of submitted cost
of supply studies by
municipal distributors
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 90 days of receipt
of complete submission

5.

Number of monitoring
reports of the
implementation of
Inclining Block Tariffs
(IBTs) by licensed
distributors in South
Africa, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

One report on the
monitoring of the
implementation of IBTs
by licensed distributors
in South Africa eligible
for IBT implementation
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on the
monitoring of the
implementation of IBTs
by licensed distributors
in South Africa eligible
for IBT implementation
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on the
monitoring of the
implementation of IBTs
by licensed distributors
in South Africa eligible
for IBT implementation
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on the
monitoring of the
implementation of IBTs
by licensed distributors
in South Africa eligible
for IBT implementation
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Approved Inclining Block
Tariffs (IBTs) for 75% of
licensed distributors for
residential customers
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Programme
performance indicator
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Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

6.

Annual Free Basic
Electricity (FBE) Rate
for Eskom approved
by the relevant
Subcommittee and
communicated

Approved and
communicated Free Basic
Electricity (FBE) rate for
2013/14 and reviewed FBE
rate methodology

FBE rate for 2014/15
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee and
communicated

FBE Rate for 2015/16
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee and
communicated

FBE Rate for 2016/17
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee and
communicated

FBE Rate for 2017/18
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee and
communicated

7.

Number of reports
on FBE offering
by municipalities,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

-

One report on FBE
offering by municipalities,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on FBE
offering by municipalities,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on FBE
offering by municipalities,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on FBE
offering by municipalities,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

8.

Number of Reports on
the analysis of Eskom’s
actual performance
against the Regulator’s
decision of the MYPD3,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Two reports on the
analysis of Eskom’s actual
performance against the
Regulator’s decision of
the MYPD 2, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Two reports on the
analysis of Eskom’s actual
performance against the
Regulator’s decision of
the MYPD 3, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Two reports on the
analysis of Eskom’s actual
performance against the
Regulator’s decision of
the MYPD 3, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Two reports on the
analysis of Eskom’s actual
performance against the
Regulator’s decision of
the MYPD 3, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Two reports on the
analysis of Eskom’s actual
performance against the
Regulator’s decision of
the MYPD 3, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

9.

Annual retail tariffs
(ERTSA) of Eskom
approved by the
relevant subcommittee
for tabling in Cabinet
by 15 March

Approved Electricity
Retail Tariff Structural
Adjustments (ERTSA) of
Eskom for 2014/15 in line
with statutory guidelines
for tabling in Cabinet by
15 March 2014

Approved Electricity
Retail Tariff Structural
Adjustments (ERTSA) of
Eskom for 2015/16 in line
with statutory guidelines
for tabling in Cabinet by
15 March 2015

Eskom’s submission on
ERTSA reviewed and
approved by the relevant
subcommittee for tabling
in Cabinet by 15 March
2016

Eskom’s submission on
ERTSA reviewed and
approved by the relevant
subcommittee for tabling
in Cabinet by 15 March
2017

Eskom’s submission on
ERTSA reviewed and
approved by the relevant
subcommittee for tabling
in Cabinet by 15 March
2018

10.

Revised mechanism
for the determination
of Eskom’s revenues
and prices (MYPD)
approved by the
relevant subcommittee

MYPD3 mechanism
approved

Documented RfD for
MYPD2 and MYPD3
Regulatory Clearing
Account reviews

Revised MYPD
mechanism approved
by the relevant
subcommittee
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6.1.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

1.

Annually
% of tariff applications
of licensed distributors
approved by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days of receipt
of complete application

100% of tariff applications
of licensed distributors
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days of receipt of
complete application.

100% of tariff
applications for
2015/16 received
from licensed
distributors
analysed, approved
and communicated
within 60 days of
receipt of complete
application.

-

-

2.

Annually
Annually published
Guidelines for Municipal
tariff increases and
benchmarks

Published Guidelines for
Municipal tariff increases
and Benchmarks for
2016/17

Draft analysis on
the Guidelines for
Municipal tariff
increases and
Benchmarks for
2016/17

Public Hearings held for the determination
of the Guidelines
for Municipal tariff
increases and
Benchmarks for
2016/17

3.

Cost of Supply
study framework for
guidance to municipal
distributors developed
and approved by the
relevant Subcommittee

Annually

Cost of Supply study
framework for guidance
to municipal distributors
developed and approved
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Public hearings
on Cost of Supply
study framework
for guidance
to municipal
distributors held

Cost of Supply
study framework
for guidance
to municipal
distributors
approved by
the relevant
subcommittee

-

4th
100% of tariff
applications for
2016/17 received
from licensed
distributors
analysed, approved
and communicated
within 60 days of
receipt of complete
application
Published Guidelines
for Municipal tariff
increases and
Benchmarks for
2016/17

-
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Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

4.

Number of monitoring
reports of the
implementation of
Inclining Block Tariffs
(IBTs) by licensed
distributors in South
Africa, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Annually

One report on the
monitoring of the
implementation of IBTs
by licensed distributors
in South Africa eligible
for IBT implementation
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

-

Report on the
monitoring of the
implementation of
IBTs by licensed
distributors in South
Africa eligible for
IBT implementation
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

-

-

5.

Annual Free Basic
Electricity (FBE) Rate
for Eskom approved
by the relevant
Subcommittee and
communicated

Annually

FBE Rate for 2015/16
approved by the relevant
Subcommittee and
communicated

Free Basic
Electricity Rate for
the compensation
of Eskom for
implementation on 1
July 2015 approved
by the relevant
Subcommittee and
communicated

-

-

-

6.

Number of reports
on FBE offering
by municipalities,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Annually

One report on FBE
offering by municipalities,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

-

Report on FBE
offering by
municipalities
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

-

-
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Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd
Second report on the analysis of Eskom’s
actual performance
against the
Regulator’s decision
of the MYPD3
relating to 6 months
ending 31 March
2015 considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

7.

Number of Reports on
the analysis of Eskom’s
actual performance
against the Regulator’s
decision of the MYPD3,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Biannually

Two reports on the
analysis of Eskom’s actual
performance against the
Regulator’s decision of
the MYPD 3, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

First report on the
analysis of Eskom’s
actual performance
against the
Regulator’s decision
of the MYPD relating
to 6 months ending
30 September
2014 considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

-

8.

Annual retail tariffs
(ERTSA) of Eskom
approved by the
relevant subcommittee
for tabling in Cabinet
by 15 March

Annually

Eskom’s submission on
ERTSA reviewed and
approved by the relevant
subcommittee for tabling
in Cabinet by 15 March
2016

-

Draft ERTSA for the
2016/17 financial year

9.

Revised mechanism
for the determination
of Eskom’s revenues
and prices (MYPD)
approved by the
relevant subcommittee

Annually

Revised MYPD
mechanism approved
by the relevant
subcommittee

-

Draft revised
MYPD mechanism
approved for
stakeholder
consultation

6.1.4.

4th

-

Eskom’s submission
on ERTSA reviewed
and approved
by the relevant
subcommittee for
tabling in Cabinet by
15 March 2016
Revised MYPD
mechanism
approved by
the relevant
subcommittee

Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans

Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of electricity. Electricity is a necessary precondition to social and
economic development. The successful supply of electricity ata an appropriate price is one of NERSA’s objectieves; a necessary precondition to obtain security of supply.
This programme also links directly to the build programme of generation capacity as the tariffs and prices that are set and/or approved must ensure an environment conducive
for the licencees securing the necessary capital in order to embark / continue with this programme - another precondition for security of supply going into the future.
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6.2. Electricity Industry Regulation Programme 2: Licensing and registration
6.2.1. Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme Strategic
objective
1.

To control entry
and ensure orderly
development of the
Electricity industry

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14
100% of licence
applications processed
within 120 days from
receipt of all required
information

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

100% of licence
applications processed
within 120 days from
receipt of all required
information

2016/17

2017/18

100% of licence
applications processed
within 120 days from
receipt of all required
information

100% of licence
applications processed
within 120 days from
receipt of all required
information

100% of licence
applications processed
within 120 days from
receipt of all required
information

6.2.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator
1.

% of licence
applications processed
within 120 days from
receipt of all required
information

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14
100% of licence
applications processed
within 120 days from
receipt of all required
information

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

100% of licence
applications processed
within 120 days from
receipt of all required
information

2016/17

2017/18

100% of licence
applications processed
within 120 days from
receipt of all required
information

100% of licence
applications processed
within 120 days from
receipt of all required
information

100% of licence
applications processed
within 120 days from
receipt of all required
information

6.2.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

1.

122

% of licence applications
processed within 120
days from receipt of all
required information

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)
Quarterly

Annual Performance Plan

Annual target

100% of licence
applications processed
within 120 days from
receipt of all required
information

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

100% of licence
applications
processed within 120
days from receipt
of all required
information

100% of licence
applications
processed within 120
days from receipt
of all required
information

100% of licence
applications
processed within 120
days from receipt
of all required
information

100% of licence
applications
processed within 120
days from receipt
of all required
information

6.2.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of electricity. Electricity is a necessary precondition to social and
economic development. The licensing of electricity infrastructure across the value chain is one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary precondition to obtain security of supply.
The licensing of the Independent Power Producers will also fit in with the macro and infrastructure plans as the move towards renewable energy sources has been identified
as a priority in order to assure sustainability of the industry into the future. To this end, NERSA is participating in the competitive bidding process led by Government.

6.3. Electricity Industry Regulation Programme 3: Compliance monitoring and enforcement
6.3.1. Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme Strategic
objective
1.

To promote the quality
and reliability level of
electricity supply

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

8 distribution audit
reports on the state of
compliance of licensees
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

10 distribution audit
reports on the state of
compliance of licensees
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

10 distribution audit
reports on the state of
compliance of licensees
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

12 distribution audit
reports on the state of
compliance of licensees
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

15 distribution audit
reports on the state of
compliance of licensees
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

5 generation audit
reports on the state of
compliance of power
stations with licence
conditions considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

6 generation audit
reports on the state of
compliance of power
stations with licence
conditions considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

8 generation audit
reports on the state of
compliance of power
stations with licence
conditions considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

10 generation audit
reports on the state of
compliance of power
stations with licence
conditions considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

12 generation audit
reports on the state of
compliance of power
stations with licence
conditions considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

2 transmission audit
reports on the state of
compliance of licensees
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

6 transmission audit
reports on the state
of compliance of Main
Transmission Substations
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

8 transmission audit
reports on the state
of compliance of Main
Transmission Substations
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

10 transmission audit
reports on the state
of compliance of Main
Transmission Substations
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

12 transmission audit
reports on the state
of compliance of Main
Transmission Substations
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee
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Programme Strategic
objective
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Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2 progress reports on
the monitoring of the
implementation of the
corrective action plans by
non-complying licensees
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

2 progress reports on
the monitoring of the
implementation of the
corrective action plans by
non-complying licensees
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

3 progress reports on
the monitoring of the
implementation of the
corrective action plans by
non-complying licensees
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

3 progress reports on
the monitoring of the
implementation of the
corrective action plans by
non-complying licensees
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

3 progress reports on
the monitoring of the
implementation of the
corrective action plans by
non-complying licensees
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

1 generation and 1
distribution report on
state of compliance in
the electricity industry
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2012/13 for
publication on NERSA
website

1 generation, 1
transmission and 1
distribution report on
state of compliance in
the electricity industry
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2013/14 for
publication on NERSA
website

1 generation, 1
transmission and 1
distribution report on
state of compliance in
the electricity industry
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2014/15 for
publication on NERSA
website

1 generation, 1
transmission and 1
distribution report on
state of compliance in
the electricity industry
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2015/16 for
publication on NERSA
website

1 generation, 1
transmission and 1
distribution reports on
state of compliance in
the electricity industry
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2016/17 for
publication on NERSA
website

One audit report on the
review of the annual
performance of IDM for
2012/13 considered by the
Energy Regulator

One audit report on the
review of the annual
performance of IDM for
2013/14 considered by the
Energy Regulator

One audit report on the
review of the annual
performance of IDM for
2014/15 considered by the
Energy Regulator

One audit report on
the review the annual
performance of IDM for
2015/16 considered by the
Energy Regulator

One audit report on
the review the annual
performance of IDM for
2016/17 considered by the
Energy Regulator

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from Eskom
based on the audit
finding of 2011/12 IDM
performance considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from Eskom
based on the audit
finding of 2012/13 IDM
performance considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from Eskom
based on the audit
finding of 2013/14 IDM
performance considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from Eskom
based on the audit
finding of 2014/15 IDM
performance considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

One monitoring g report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from Eskom
based on the audit
finding of 2015/16 IDM
performance considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Annual Performance Plan

Medium-term targets

Programme Strategic
objective

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

One audit report on
Eskom’s Transmission
Network Development
2012/13 projects for
compliance with the
South African Grid
Code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on NERSA
website

One audit report on
Eskom’s Transmission
Network Development
2013/14 projects for
compliance with the
South African Grid
Code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on NERSA
website (subject to all
information available)

One audit report on
Eskom’s Transmission
Network Development
2014/15 projects for
compliance with the
South African Grid,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on NERSA
website (subject to all
information available)

One audit report on
Eskom’s Transmission
Network Development
2015/16 projects for
compliance with the
South African Grid,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on NERSA
website (subject to all
information available)

One audit report on
Eskom’s Transmission
Network Development
2016/17 projects for
compliance with the
South African Grid,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on NERSA
website (subject to all
information available)

-

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from Eskom
based on the audit finding
for the 2013/14 network
projects considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from Eskom
based on the audit finding
for the 2014/15 network
projects considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee (subject to
the approval of the audit
report in 2014/15)

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from Eskom
based on the audit finding
for the 2015/16 network
projects considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee (subject to
the approval of the audit
report in 2015/16)

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from Eskom
based on the audit finding
for the 2016/17 network
projects considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee (subject to
the approval of the audit
report in 2016/17)

Two monitoring reports
on the performance and
progress of Renewable
Energy projects
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2013/14,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

Two monitoring reports
on the performance and
progress of Renewable
Energy projects
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2014/15,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

Two monitoring reports
on the performance and
progress of Renewable
Energy projects
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2015/16,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

Two monitoring reports
on the performance and
progress of Renewable
Energy projects
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2016/17,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

Two monitoring reports
on the performance and
progress of Renewable
Energy projects
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2017/18,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

Medium-term targets
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6.3.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator
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Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

1.

Number of distribution
audit reports on the state
of compliance of licencees
with license conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

8 distribution audit
reports on the state of
compliance of licensees
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

10 distribution audit
reports on the state of
compliance of licensees
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

10 distribution audit
reports on the state of
compliance of licensees
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

12 distribution audit
reports on the state of
compliance of licensees
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

15 distribution audit
reports on the state of
compliance of licensees
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

2.

Number of generation
audit reports on the state
of compliance of power
stations with license
conditions considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

5 generation audit
reports on the state of
compliance of power
stations with licence
conditions considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

6 generation audit
reports on the state of
compliance of power
stations with licence
conditions considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

8 generation audit
reports on the state of
compliance of power
stations with licence
conditions considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

10 generation audit
reports on the state of
compliance of power
stations with licence
conditions considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

12 generation audit
reports on the state of
compliance of power
stations with licence
conditions considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

3.

Number of transmission
audit reports on the state
of compliance of Main
Transmission Substations
with license conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

2 transmission audit
reports on the state of
compliance of licensees
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

6 transmission audit
reports on the state
of compliance of Main
Transmission Substations
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

8 transmission audit
reports on the state
of compliance of Main
Transmission Substations
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

10 transmission audit
reports on the state
of compliance of Main
Transmission Substations
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

12 transmission audit
reports on the state
of compliance of Main
Transmission Substations
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

4.

Number of progress
reports on the monitoring
of the implementation
of the corrective action
plans by non-complying
licensees considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

2 progress reports on
the monitoring of the
implementation of the
corrective action plans by
non-complying licensees
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

2 progress reports on
the monitoring of the
implementation of the
corrective action plans by
non-complying licensees
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

3 progress reports on
the monitoring of the
implementation of the
corrective action plans by
non-complying licensees
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

3 progress reports on
the monitoring of the
implementation of the
corrective action plans by
non-complying licensees
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

3 progress reports on
the monitoring of the
implementation of the
corrective action plans by
non-complying licensees
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

Annual Performance Plan

Programme
performance indicator

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Medium-term targets

5.

Number of generation,
transmission and
distribution reports on
state of compliance in
the electricity industry
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2012/13 for
publication on NERSA
website

1 generation and 1
distribution report on
state of compliance in
the electricity industry
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2012/13 for
publication on NERSA
website

1 generation, 1
transmission and 1
distribution report on
state of compliance in
the electricity industry
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2013/14 for
publication on NERSA
website

1 generation, 1
transmission and 1
distribution report on
state of compliance in
the electricity industry
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2014/15 for
publication on NERSA
website

1 generation, 1
transmission and 1
distribution report on
state of compliance in
the electricity industry
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2015/16 for
publication on NERSA
website

1 generation, 1
transmission and 1
distribution reports on
state of compliance in
the electricity industry
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2016/17 for
publication on NERSA
website

6.

Number of audit reports
on the review of the
annual performance of
IDM considered by the
Energy Regulator

One audit report on the
review of the annual
performance of IDM for
2012/13 considered by
the Energy Regulator

One audit report on the
review of the annual
performance of IDM for
2013/14 considered by
the Energy Regulator

One audit report on the
review of the annual
performance of IDM for
2014/15 considered by
the Energy Regulator

One audit report on
the review the annual
performance of IDM for
2015/16 considered by
the Energy Regulator

One audit report on
the review the annual
performance of IDM for
2016/17 considered by
the Energy Regulator

7.

Number of monitoring
reports on the
implementation of the
corrective action plan
received from Eskom
based on the audit finding
of IDM performance
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One monitoring report
on the implementation of
the corrective action plan
received from Eskom
based on the audit
finding of 2011/12 IDM
performance considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

One monitoring report
on the implementation of
the corrective action plan
received from Eskom
based on the audit
finding of 2012/13 IDM
performance considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

One monitoring report
on the implementation of
the corrective action plan
received from Eskom
based on the audit
finding of 2013/14 IDM
performance considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

One monitoring report
on the implementation of
the corrective action plan
received from Eskom
based on the audit
finding of 2014/15 IDM
performance considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

One monitoring g report
on the implementation of
the corrective action plan
received from Eskom
based on the audit
finding of 2015/16 IDM
performance considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

8.

Number of audit
reports on Eskom’s
Transmission Network
Development projects
for compliance with
the South African Grid
Code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on NERSA
website (subject to all
information available)

One audit report on
Eskom’s Transmission
Network Development
2012/13 projects for
compliance with the
South African Grid
Code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on NERSA
website

One audit report on
Eskom’s Transmission
Network Development
2013/14 projects for
compliance with the
South African Grid
Code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on NERSA
website (subject to all
information available)

One audit report on
Eskom’s Transmission
Network Development
2014/15 projects for
compliance with the
South African Grid,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on NERSA
website (subject to all
information available)

One audit report on
Eskom’s Transmission
Network Development
2015/16 projects for
compliance with the
South African Grid,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on NERSA
website (subject to all
information available)

One audit report on
Eskom’s Transmission
Network Development
2016/17 projects for
compliance with the
South African Grid,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on NERSA
website (subject to all
information available)
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Programme
performance indicator
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Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

9.

Number of monitoring
reports on the
implementation of the
corrective action plan
received from Eskom
based on the audit finding
for the network projects
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
(subject to the approval
of the audit report in the
previous financial year)

10.

Number of monitoring
reports on the
performance and progress
of Renewable Energy
projects considered by
the Energy Regulator,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

Two monitoring reports
on the performance and
progress of Renewable
Energy projects
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2013/14,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

Annual Performance Plan

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from
Eskom based on the
audit finding for the
2013/14 network projects
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from
Eskom based on the
audit finding for the
2014/15 network projects
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
(subject to the approval
of the audit report in
2014/15)

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from
Eskom based on the
audit finding for the
2015/16 network projects
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
(subject to the approval
of the audit report in
2015/16)

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from
Eskom based on the
audit finding for the
2016/17 network projects
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
(subject to the approval
of the audit report in
2016/17)

Two monitoring reports
on the performance and
progress of Renewable
Energy projects
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2014/15,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

Two monitoring reports
on the performance and
progress of Renewable
Energy projects
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2015/16,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

Two monitoring reports
on the performance and
progress of Renewable
Energy projects
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2016/17,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

Two monitoring reports
on the performance and
progress of Renewable
Energy projects
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2017/18,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

6.3.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

1.

Number of distribution
audit reports on the
state of compliance of
licencees with license
conditions considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

Annually

10 distribution audit
reports on the state of
compliance of licensees
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

2.

Number of generation
audit reports on the
state of compliance
of power station with
license conditions
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Annually

8 generation audit
reports on the state of
compliance of power
stations with licence
conditions considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

3.

Number of transmission Annually
audit reports on the
state of compliance
of Main Transmission
Substations with
license conditions
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

8 transmission audit
reports on the state
of compliance of Main
Transmission Substations
with licence conditions
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

-

-

2nd

3rd

4th

5 distribution audit
reports on the
state of compliance
of licensees with
licence conditions
considered by
the relevant
subcommittee

5 distribution audit
reports on the
state of compliance
of licensees with
licence conditions
considered by
the relevant
subcommittee

-

4 generation audit
reports on the state
of compliance of
power stations with
licence conditions
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

4 generation audit
reports on the state
of compliance of
power stations with
licence conditions
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

-

4 transmission audit
reports on the state
of compliance of
Main Transmission
Substations with
licence conditions
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

4 transmission audit
reports on the state
of compliance of
Main Transmission
Substations with
licence conditions
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

-
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Performance indicator
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Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

4.

Number of progress
reports on the
monitoring of the
implementation of the
corrective action plans
by non-complying
licensees considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

Annually

3 progress reports on
the monitoring of the
implementation of the
corrective action plans by
non-complying licensees
considered by the
relevant subcommittee

-

-

-

3 progress reports
on the monitoring of
the implementation
of the corrective
action plans by
non-complying
licensees considered
by the relevant
subcommittee

5.

Number of generation,
transmission and
distribution reports on
state of compliance in
the electricity industry
considered by the
Energy Regulator for
2012/13 for publication
on NERSA website

Annually

1 generation, 1
transmission and 1
distribution report on
state of compliance in
the electricity industry
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2014/15 for
publication on NERSA
website

-

1 generation, 1
transmission and
1 distribution
report on state of
compliance in the
electricity industry
considered by the
Energy Regulator
for 2014/15 for
publication on
NERSA website

-

-

6.

Number of audit
reports on the
review of the annual
performance of IDM
considered by the
Energy Regulator

Annually

One audit report on the
review of the annual
performance of IDM for
2014/15 considered by the
Energy Regulator

-

-

One audit report
on the annual IDM
performance for
2014/15 considered
by the Energy
Regulator

Annual Performance Plan

Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

7.

Number of monitoring
reports on the
implementation of
the corrective action
plan received from
Eskom based on
the audit finding of
IDM performance
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Annually

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from Eskom
based on the audit
finding of 2013/14 IDM
performance considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

-

Analysis report on
the implementation
of the corrective
action plan received
from Eskom based
on the audit finding
of 2013/14 IDM
performance

One monitoring
report on the
implementation
of the corrective
action plan received
from Eskom based
on the audit
finding of 2013/14
IDM performance
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

-

8.

Number of audit
reports on Eskom’s
Transmission Network
Development projects
for compliance with
the South African
Grid Code, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee and
published on NERSA
website (subject to all
information available)

Annually

One audit report on
Eskom’s Transmission
Network Development
2014/15 projects for
compliance with the
South African Grid,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on NERSA
website (subject to all
information available)

-

-

Draft analysis
report submitted to
Eskom Transmission
management for
comment

One audit report
on Eskom’s
Transmission
Network
Development
2014/15 projects for
compliance with
the South African
Grid, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee and
published on NERSA
website (subject
to all information
available)
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Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

9.

Number of monitoring
reports on the
implementation of the
corrective action plan
received from Eskom
based on the audit
finding for the network
projects considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee (subject
to the approval of the
audit report in the
previous financial year)

Annually

One monitoring report
on the implementation
of the corrective action
plan received from Eskom
based on the audit finding
for the 2014/15 network
projects considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee (subject to
the approval of the audit
report in 2014/15)

10.

Number of monitoring
reports on the
performance and
progress of Renewable
Energy projects
considered by the
Energy Regulator,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

Biannually

Two monitoring reports
on the performance and
progress of Renewable
Energy projects
considered by the Energy
Regulator for 2015/16,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

-

2nd

3rd

4th

Analysis of the
received Eskom
Transmission
progress report on
the implementation
of the corrective
action plans based
on the audit
findings for 2014/15
network projects
performance
(subject to the
approval of the audit
report in 2014/15)

Monitoring report
on the Transmission
implementation
of the corrective
action plans based
on the audit
finding for 2014/15
network projects
performance
considered by the
Energy Regulator
(subject to the
approval of the audit
report in 2014/15)

-

First monitoring
report on the
performance
and progress of
Renewable Energy
projects considered
by the Energy
Regulator for
2015/16, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee and
published on the
NERSA website

-

Second monitoring
report on the
performance
and progress of
Renewable Energy
projects considered
by the Energy
Regulator for
2015/16, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee and
published on the
NERSA website

6.3.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of electricity. Electricity is a necessary precondition to social
and economic development. The monitoring of compliance to licence conditions is one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary concurrent activity to obtain security of supply.
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6.4. Electricity Industry Regulation Programme 4: Dispute resolution, including mediation, arbitration and handling of complaints
6.4.1.

Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18

Programme Strategic
objective
1.

To create a fair balance
between the needs of all
stakeholders

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

75% of disputes/
complaints closed within
120 days from receipt

80% of disputes/
complaints closed within
180 days from receipt

80% of disputes/
complaints closed within
180 days from receipt

80% of disputes/
complaints closed within
180 days from receipt

80% of disputes/
complaints closed within
180 days from receipt

One report on the trends
regarding to the status of
disputes and complaints
in the electricity industry
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

One report on the trends
regarding to the status of
disputes and complaints
in the electricity industry
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

One report on the trends
regarding to the status of
disputes and complaints
in the electricity industry
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

One report on the trends
regarding to the status of
disputes and complaints
in the electricity industry
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

One report on the trends
regarding to the status of
disputes and complaints
in the electricity industry
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

Medium-term targets

6.4.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Medium-term targets

1.

% of disputes/ complaints
closed within stated
timelines

75% of disputes/
complaints closed within
120 days from receipt

80% of disputes/
complaints closed within
180 days from receipt

80% of disputes/
complaints closed within
180 days from receipt

80% of disputes/
complaints closed within
180 days from receipt

80% of disputes/
complaints closed within
180 days from receipt

2.

Number of reports on
the trends regarding to
the status of disputes
and complaints in the
electricity industry
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

One report on the trends
regarding to the status of
disputes and complaints
in the electricity industry
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

One report on the trends
regarding to the status of
disputes and complaints
in the electricity industry
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

One report on the trends
regarding to the status of
disputes and complaints
in the electricity industry
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

One report on the trends
regarding to the status of
disputes and complaints
in the electricity industry
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

One report on the trends
regarding to the status of
disputes and complaints
in the electricity industry
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website
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6.4.3.Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

1.

Quarterly
% of disputes/
complaints closed within
stated timelines

2.

Number of reports on
the trends regarding to
the status of disputes
and complaints in the
electricity industry
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

Annually

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

80% of disputes/
complaints closed within
180 days from receipt

80% of disputes/
complaints closed
within 180 days from
receipt

80% of disputes/
complaints closed
within 180 days from
receipt

80% of disputes/
complaints closed
within 180 days from
receipt

80% of disputes/
complaints closed
within 180 days from
receipt

One report on the trends
regarding to the status of
disputes and complaints
in the electricity industry
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
and published on the
NERSA website

-

-

-

One report on the
trends regarding
to the status of
disputes and
complaints in
the electricity
industry considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee and
published on the
NERSA website

6.4.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of electricity. Electricity is a necessary precondition to social and
economic development. The resolution of disputes is one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary concurrent activity to obtain security of supply.
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6.5.

Electricity Industry Regulation Programme 5: Setting of rules, guidelines and codes for the regulation of the electricity industry

6.5.1.

Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18

Programme Strategic
objective
1.

To ensure nondiscriminatory access
to as well as safe and
reliable operation of the
electricity infrastructure

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

100% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
exemptions to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 90 days from
receipt of application
100% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendments from the
South African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 90 days from
receipt of application

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

100% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
exemptions to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 90 days from
receipt of application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
exemptions to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
exemptions to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
exemptions to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendments from the
South African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 90 days from
receipt of application

100% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendments from the
South African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of application

100% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendments from the
South African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of application

100% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendments from the
South African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of application
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6.5.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator
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Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

1.

% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
exemptions to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within stated timeline

100% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
exemptions to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 90 days from
receipt of application

100% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
exemptions to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 90 days from
receipt of application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
exemptions to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
exemptions to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
exemptions to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

2.

% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendment to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within stated timeline

100% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendment to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 90 days from
receipt of application

100% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendment to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 90 days from
receipt of application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendment to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendment to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendment to the South
African distribution
and transmission grid
code, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application
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6.5.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

1.

% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure
requiring exemptions
to the South African
distribution and
transmission grid
code, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
stated timeline

Quarterly

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure
requiring exemptions
to the South African
distribution and
transmission grid code,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure
requiring exemptions
to the South African
distribution and
transmission grid code,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure
requiring exemptions
to the South African
distribution and
transmission grid code,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure
requiring exemptions
to the South African
distribution and
transmission grid code,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure
requiring exemptions
to the South African
distribution and
transmission grid code,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

2.

Quarterly
% of applications
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure
requiring amendment
to the South African
distribution and
transmission grid
code, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
stated timeline

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendment to
the South African
distribution and
transmission grid code,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendment to
the South African
distribution and
transmission grid code,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendment to
the South African
distribution and
transmission grid code,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendment to
the South African
distribution and
transmission grid code,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

100% of application
from the ESI relating
to fair and equitable
access to electricity
infrastructure requiring
amendment to
the South African
distribution and
transmission grid code,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
receipt of complete
application

6.5.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of electricity. Electricity is a necessary precondition to social and
economic development. The setting of rules, guidelines and codes is one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary concurrent activity to obtain security of supply.
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7.

PIPED-GAS INDUSTRY REGULATION

7.1. Piped-Gas Industry Regulation Programme 1: Setting and/or approval of tariffs and prices
7.1.1.

Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme Strategic
objective

138

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

1.

To provide piped-gas
price certainty

100% of maximum
price applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 150 days of receipt
of complete maximum
price application

100% of maximum
price applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of maximum price
application

100% of maximum
price applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of maximum price
application

100% of maximum
price applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of maximum price
application

100% of maximum
price applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of maximum price
application

2.

To provide piped-gas
tariff certainty (to
approve and monitor gas
transmission tariffs)

100% of transmission
tariff applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 150 days of receipt
of complete transmission
tariff application

100% of transmission
tariff applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of tariff application

100% of transmission
tariff applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of tariff application

100% of transmission
tariff applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of tariff application

100% of transmission
tariff applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of tariff application

3.

To provide piped-gas
tariff certainty (to
calculate and publish
the ROMPCO tariff for
volumes below 120
Gigajoule)

4 calculations and
publication on the
NERSA website of the
ROMPCO tariff for
volumes below 120
Gigajoule

4 calculations and
publication on the
NERSA website of the
ROMPCO tariff for
volumes below 120
Gigajoule

4 calculations and
publication on the
NERSA website of the
ROMPCO tariff for
volumes below 120
Gigajoule

4 calculations and
publication on the
NERSA website of the
ROMPCO tariff for
volumes below 120
Gigajoule

4 calculations and
publication on the
NERSA website of the
ROMPCO tariff for
volumes below 120
Gigajoule
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7.1.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

1.

Number of days from
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of maximum price
application, within
which the maximum
prices for all licensees
are considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

100% of maximum
price applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 150 days of receipt
of complete maximum
price application

100% of maximum
price applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of maximum price
application

100% of maximum
price applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of maximum price
application

100% of maximum
price applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of maximum price
application

100% of maximum
price applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of maximum price
application

2.

Number of days from
date of publication of
preliminary assessment of
tariff application, within
which the transmission
tariff applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

100% of transmission
tariff applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 150 days of receipt
of complete transmission
tariff application

100% of transmission
tariff applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of tariff application

100% of transmission
tariff applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of tariff application

100% of transmission
tariff applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of tariff application

100% of transmission
tariff applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of tariff application

3.

Number of calculations
and publication on
the NERSA website
of the ROMPCO tariff
for volumes below 120
Gigajoule

4 calculations and
publication on the
NERSA website of the
ROMPCO tariff for
volumes below 120
Gigajoule

4 calculations and
publication on the
NERSA website of the
ROMPCO tariff for
volumes below 120
Gigajoule

4 calculations and
publication on the
NERSA website of the
ROMPCO tariff for
volumes below 120
Gigajoule

4 calculations and
publication on the
NERSA website of the
ROMPCO tariff for
volumes below 120
Gigajoule

4 calculations and
publication on the
NERSA website of the
ROMPCO tariff for
volumes below 120
Gigajoule
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7.1.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator
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Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

1.

Number of days from
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of maximum price
application, within
which the maximum
prices for all licensees
are considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Quarterly

100% of maximum
price applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of maximum price
application

100% of maximum
price applications
are considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication
of preliminary
assessment of
maximum price
application

100% of maximum
price applications
are considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication
of preliminary
assessment of
maximum price
application

100% of maximum
price applications
are considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication
of preliminary
assessment of
maximum price
application

100% of maximum
price applications
are considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication
of preliminary
assessment of
maximum price
application

2.

Number of days from
date of publication of
preliminary assessment
of tariff application,
within which the
transmission tariff
applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Quarterly

100% of transmission
tariff applications are
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication of
preliminary assessment of
tariff application

100% of transmission
tariff applications
are considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication
of preliminary
assessment of tariff
application

100% of transmission
tariff applications
are considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication
of preliminary
assessment of tariff
application

100% of transmission
tariff applications
are considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication
of preliminary
assessment of tariff
application

100% of transmission
tariff applications
are considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee
within 120 days after
date of publication
of preliminary
assessment of tariff
application

3.

Number of calculations
and publication on
the NERSA website
of the ROMPCO tariff
for volumes below 120
Gigajoule

Quarterly

4 calculations and
publication on the NERSA
website of the ROMPCO
tariff for volumes below
120 Gigajoule

1 calculation and
publication on the
NERSA website of
the ROMPCO tariff
for volumes below
120 Gigajoule

1 calculation and
publication on the
NERSA website of
the ROMPCO tariff
for volumes below
120 Gigajoule

1 calculation and
publication on the
NERSA website of
the ROMPCO tariff
for volumes below
120 Gigajoule

1 calculation and
publication on the
NERSA website of
the ROMPCO tariff
for volumes below
120 Gigajoule
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7.1.4.

Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans

Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of energy. Energy is a necessary precondition to social and
economic development. The successful supply of piped-gas at an appropriate price is one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary precondition to obtain security of supply.
This will also assist in obtaining investor confidence; a necessary precondition to ensure the growth of the gas market.

7.2. Piped-Gas Industry Regulation Programme 2: Licensing and registration
7.2.1. Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme Strategic
objective

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Medium-term targets

1.

To ensure orderly
development of the
piped-gas industry by
efficient licensing

100% of licence
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days from date of
close of public comment
period, subject to no
objections received

100% of licence
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days from date of
close of public comment
period or period of
applicant’s response to
objections received

100% of licence
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days from date of
close of public comment
period or period of
applicant’s response to
objections received

100% of licence
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days from date of
close of public comment
period or period of
applicant’s response to
objections received

100% of licence
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days from date of
close of public comment
period or period of
applicant’s response to
objections received

2.

To ensure orderly
development of the
piped-gas industry by
efficient registration
of gas imports and
production

100% of registration
applications of gas
imports and production
are processed and
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days from date
of receipt of complete
application.

100% of registration
applications of gas
imports and production
are processed and
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days from date
of receipt of complete
application.

100% of registration
applications of gas
imports and production
are processed and
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days from date
of receipt of complete
application.

100% of registration
applications of gas
imports and production
are processed and
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days from date
of receipt of complete
application.

100% of registration
applications of gas
imports and production
are processed and
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days from date
of receipt of complete
application.
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7.2.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/188
Programme
performance indicator
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Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Medium-term targets

1.

% of licence applications
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
date of close of public
comment period or
period of applicant’s
response to objections
received

100% of licence
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days from date of
close of public comment
period, subject to no
objections received

100% of licence
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days from date of
close of public comment
period or period of
applicant’s response to
objections received

100% of licence
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days from date of
close of public comment
period or period of
applicant’s response to
objections received

100% of licence
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days from date of
close of public comment
period or period of
applicant’s response to
objections received

100% of licence
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
60 days from date of
close of public comment
period or period of
applicant’s response to
objections received

2.

Number of days taken
from date of receipt of
complete application, to
process and consider the
registration applications
of gas imports and
production by the
relevant Subcommittee

100% of registration
applications of gas
imports and production
are processed and
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days from date
of receipt of complete
application.

100% of registration
applications of gas
imports and production
are processed and
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days from date
of receipt of complete
application.

100% of registration
applications of gas
imports and production
are processed and
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days from date
of receipt of complete
application.

100% of registration
applications of gas
imports and production
are processed and
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days from date
of receipt of complete
application.

100% of registration
applications of gas
imports and production
are processed and
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days from date
of receipt of complete
application.
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7.2.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

1.

% of licence applications
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 60 days from
date of close of public
comment period or
period of applicant’s
response to objections
received

Quarterly

100% of licence
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within 60
days from date of close
of public comment period
or period of applicant’s
response to objections
received

100% of licence
applications
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
within 60 days
from date of close
of public comment
period or period of
applicant’s response
to objections
received

100% of licence
applications
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
within 60 days
from date of close
of public comment
period or period of
applicant’s response
to objections
received

100% of licence
applications
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
within 60 days
from date of close
of public comment
period or period of
applicant’s response
to objections
received

100% of licence
applications
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
within 60 days
from date of close
of public comment
period or period of
applicant’s response
to objections
received

2.

Quarterly
Number of days taken
from date of receipt of
complete application,
to process and consider
the registration
applications of gas
imports and production
by the relevant
Subcommittee

100% of registration
applications of gas
imports and production
are processed and
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 120 days from date
of receipt of complete
application.

100% of registration
applications
of gas imports
and production
are processed
and considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee
within 120 days
from date of
receipt of complete
application.

100% of registration
applications
of gas imports
and production
are processed
and considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee
within 120 days
from date of
receipt of complete
application.

100% of registration
applications
of gas imports
and production
are processed
and considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee
within 120 days
from date of
receipt of complete
application.

100% of registration
applications
of gas imports
and production
are processed
and considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee
within 120 days
from date of
receipt of complete
application.

7.2.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of energy. Energy is a necessary precondition to social and
economic development. The licensing and registration of piped-gas activities is one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary precondition to obtain security of supply.
This will also assist in obtaining investor confidence; a necessary precondition to ensure the growth of the gas market.

Annual Performance Plan
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7.3. Piped-Gas Industry Regulation Programme 3: Compliance monitoring and enforcement
7.3.1. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/188
Programme Strategic
objective
1.

144

To ensure the supply
of 120m GJ p.a. from
Mozambique to South
Africa (in terms of
Schedule One of the
Agreement)

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

12 monthly volume
balance reports assessed
and analysis reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

12 monthly volume
balance reports assessed
and analysis reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

12 monthly volume
balance reports assessed
and analysis reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

12 monthly volume
balance reports assessed
and analysis reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

12 monthly volume
balance reports assessed
and analysis reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

2 audits conducted on
the ROMPCO pipeline
according to the
compliance framework,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary) and
audit reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

2 audits conducted on
the ROMPCO pipeline
according to the
compliance framework,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary) and
audit reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

2 audits conducted on
the ROMPCO pipeline
according to the
compliance framework,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary) and
audit reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

2 audits conducted on
the ROMPCO pipeline
according to the
compliance framework,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary) and
audit reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

2 audits conducted on
the ROMPCO pipeline
according to the
compliance framework,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary) and
audit reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Medium-term targets

2.

To create a reputable
competitive, sustainable
and safe industry by
enforcing compliance
with licence conditions

4 inspections conducted,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary) and
reported to the relevant
Subcommittee

4 inspections conducted,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

15 inspections conducted,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

17 inspections conducted,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

20 inspections
conducted, noncompliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

3.

To advise government
on the impact of the
implementation of the
Regulatory Agreement

-

Agreed scope for impact
analysis of the provisions
of the Regulatory
Agreement

Final impact
assessment report
with recommendations
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

-

-

Annual Performance Plan

7.3.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Medium-term targets

1.

Number of monthly
volume balance reports
assessed and analysis
reports considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

12 monthly volume
balance reports assessed
and analysis reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

12 monthly volume
balance reports assessed
and analysis reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

12 monthly volume
balance reports assessed
and analysis reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

12 monthly volume
balance reports assessed
and analysis reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

12 monthly volume
balance reports assessed
and analysis reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

2.

Number of audits
conducted on the
ROMPCO pipeline
according to the
compliance framework,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary) and
audit reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

2 audits conducted on
the ROMPCO pipeline
according to the
compliance framework,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary) and
audit reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

2 audits conducted on
the ROMPCO pipeline
according to the
compliance framework,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary) and
audit reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

2 audits conducted on
the ROMPCO pipeline
according to the
compliance framework,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary) and
audit reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

2 audits conducted on
the ROMPCO pipeline
according to the
compliance framework,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary) and
audit reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

2 audits conducted on
the ROMPCO pipeline
according to the
compliance framework,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary) and
audit reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

3.

Number of inspections
conducted, noncompliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

4 inspections conducted,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary) and
reported to the relevant
Subcommittee

4 inspections conducted,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

15 inspections conducted,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

17 inspections conducted,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

20 inspections
conducted, noncompliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

4.

Impact assessment
report on the Regulatory
Agreement considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

-

Agreed scope for impact
analysis of the provisions
of the Regulatory
Agreement

Final impact
assessment report
with recommendations
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

-

-

Annual Performance Plan
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7.3.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator
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Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)
Quarterly

Annual target
2015/16
12 monthly volume
balance reports
assessed and analysis
reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

3 monthly volume
balance reports
assessed and analysis
reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

3 monthly volume
balance reports
assessed and analysis
reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

3 monthly volume
balance reports
assessed and analysis
reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

3 monthly volume
balance reports
assessed and analysis
reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

-

-

2 audits conducted
on the ROMPCO
pipeline according
to the compliance
framework, noncompliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and audit reports
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

4 inspections
conducted, noncompliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection
reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

4 inspections
conducted, noncompliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection
reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

4 inspections
conducted, noncompliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection
reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Stakeholder
Consultation Report

Final impact
assessment
report with
recommendations
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

1.

Number of monthly
volume balance reports
assessed and analysis
reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

2.

Annually
Number of audits
conducted on the
ROMPCO pipeline
according to the
compliance framework,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and audit reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

3.

Number of inspections
conducted, noncompliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Quarterly

15 inspections
conducted, noncompliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

3 inspections
conducted, noncompliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and inspection
reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

4.

Impact assessment
report on the
Regulatory Agreement
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Annual

Final impact
assessment report
with recommendations
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Data collection report Analysis and
interpretation of
results report

Annual Performance Plan

2 audits conducted on
the ROMPCO pipeline
according to the
compliance framework,
non-compliance notices
issued (if necessary)
and audit reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

7.3.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of energy. Energy is a necessary precondition to social and
economic development. The monitoring of compliance to licence conditions by piped-gas licencees is one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary concurrent activity to obtaining
security of supply.

7.4. Piped-Gas Industry Regulation Programme 4: Dispute Resolution including mediation, arbitration and the handling of complaints
7.4.1. Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme Strategic
objective
1.

To ensure fairness and
equity in the piped-gas
market

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

50% of received
complaints investigated
within 12 months and
non-compliance notices
issued where applicable

50% of complaint
investigations completed
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of complaint
investigations completed
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of complaint
investigations completed
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of complaint
investigations completed
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of initiated
investigations completed
within 12 months and
non-compliance notices
issued where applicable.

50% of initiated
complaints investigated
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of initiated
complaints investigated
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of initiated
complaints investigated
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of initiated
complaints investigated
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Medium-term targets

Annual Performance Plan
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7.4.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator
1.

148

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Medium-term targets

% of complaint
investigations completed
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of received
complaints investigated
within 12 months and
non-compliance notices
issued where applicable

50% of complaint
investigations completed
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of complaint
investigations completed
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of complaint
investigations completed
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of complaint
investigations completed
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

% of initiated complaints
investigated within 12
months and a report
on findings considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

50% of initiated
investigations completed
within 12 months and
non-compliance notices
issued where applicable.

50% of initiated
complaints investigated
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of initiated
complaints investigated
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of initiated
complaints investigated
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of initiated
complaints investigated
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Annual Performance Plan

7.4.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)
Quarterly

1.

% of complaint
investigations
completed within 12
months and a report
on findings considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

2.

Quarterly
% of initiated
complaints investigated
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

50% of complaint
investigations completed
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of complaint
investigations
completed within
12 months and a
report on findings
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

50% of complaint
investigations
completed within
12 months and a
report on findings
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

50% of complaint
investigations
completed within
12 months and a
report on findings
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

50% of complaint
investigations
completed within
12 months and a
report on findings
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

50% of initiated
complaints investigated
within 12 months and
a report on findings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

50% of initiated
complaints
investigated
within 12 months
and a report on
findings considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

50% of initiated
complaints
investigated
within 12 months
and a report on
findings considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

50% of initiated
complaints
investigated
within 12 months
and a report on
findings considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

50% of initiated
complaints
investigated
within 12 months
and a report on
findings considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

7.4.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of energy. Energy is a necessary precondition to social and
economic development. The resolution of disputes in the piped-gas industry is one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary concurrent activity to obtaining security of supply.
This will also assist in obtaining investor confidence; a necessary precondition to ensure the growth of the gas market

Annual Performance Plan
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7.5. Piped-Gas Industry Regulation Programme 6: Establishing NERSA as an efficient and effective regulator
7.5.1. Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18

Programme Strategic
objective
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Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

1.

To engage in the debate
on gas policy and
legislation

Continued engagement
with policy makers and
comment on proposed
legislative amendments
where applicable

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee inputs/
comments made
regarding further
amendments to the Gas
Act

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on gas
advocacy / infrastructure
investments or inputs
/ comments made on
policy / legislation as part
of regulatory advocacy,
where necessary

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on gas
advocacy / infrastructure
investments or inputs
/ comments made on
policy / legislation as part
of regulatory advocacy,
where necessary

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on gas
advocacy / infrastructure
investments or inputs
/ comments made on
policy / legislation as part
of regulatory advocacy,
where necessary

2.

To facilitate
understanding of the
regulatory framework by
stakeholders

4 stakeholder workshops
/ meetings

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
stakeholder workshops /
meetings

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
stakeholder workshops /
meetings

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
stakeholder workshops /
meetings

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
stakeholder workshops /
meetings

Annual Performance Plan

7.5.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14
Continued engagement
with policy makers and
comment on proposed
legislative amendments
where applicable

1.

Number of reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on gas advocacy /
infrastructure investments
or inputs / comments
made on policy /
legislation as part of
regulatory advocacy,
where necessary

2.

4 stakeholder workshops
Number of reports
/ meetings
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee on
stakeholder workshops /
meetings

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee inputs/
comments made
regarding further
amendments to the Gas
Act

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on gas
advocacy / infrastructure
investments or inputs
/ comments made on
policy / legislation as part
of regulatory advocacy,
where necessary

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on gas
advocacy / infrastructure
investments or inputs
/ comments made on
policy / legislation as part
of regulatory advocacy,
where necessary

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on gas
advocacy / infrastructure
investments or inputs
/ comments made on
policy / legislation as part
of regulatory advocacy,
where necessary

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
stakeholder workshops /
meetings

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
stakeholder workshops /
meetings

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
stakeholder workshops /
meetings

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
stakeholder workshops /
meetings

Annual Performance Plan
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7.5.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

1.

Number of reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on gas advocacy
/ infrastructure
investments or inputs
/ comments made
on policy / legislation
as part of regulatory
advocacy, where
necessary

Annually

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on gas
advocacy / infrastructure
investments or inputs
/ comments made on
policy / legislation as part
of regulatory advocacy,
where necessary

-

-

-

One report
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
on gas advocacy
/ infrastructure
investments or
inputs / comments
made on policy /
legislation as part of
regulatory advocacy,
where necessary

2.

Number of reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on stakeholder
workshops / meetings

Annually

One report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
stakeholder workshops /
meetings

-

-

-

One report
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
on stakeholder
workshops /
meetings

7.5.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of energy. Energy is a necessary precondition to social and
economic development. The setting of rules, guidelines and codes for the piped-gas industry is one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary concurrent activity to obtaining
security of supply.
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8.

PETROLEUM PIPELINES INDUSTRY

8.1. Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation Programme 1: Setting and/or approval of tariffs and prices
8.1.1. Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme Strategic
objective
1.

To promote access to
petroleum products,
security of supply
and investment in the
petroleum pipelines
industry

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14
•
•
•

Set tariffs for
Transnet pipelines
Set tariffs for
Chevron
Within 120 days
after publication of
the applications, all
received storage
and loading facilities
tariff applications are
considered

Estimated
performance
2014/15
60% of pipeline, storage
and loading facility tariff
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
8 months of receipt of
complete application

Medium-term targets
2015/16
60% of pipeline, storage
and loading facility tariff
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
8 months of receipt of
complete application

2016/17

2017/18

60% of pipeline, storage
and loading facility tariff
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
8 months of receipt of
complete application

60% of pipeline, storage
and loading facility tariff
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
8 months of receipt of
complete application

8.1.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator
1.

% of pipeline, storage
and loading facility tariff
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
8 months of receipt of
complete application

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14
•
•
•

Set tariffs for
Transnet pipelines
Set tariffs for
Chevron
Within 120 days
after publication of
the applications, all
received storage
and loading facilities
tariff applications are
considered

Estimated
performance
2014/15
60% of pipeline, storage
and loading facility tariff
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
8 months of receipt of
complete application

Medium-term targets
2015/16
60% of pipeline, storage
and loading facility tariff
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
8 months of receipt of
complete application

2016/17

2017/18

60% of pipeline, storage
and loading facility tariff
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
8 months of receipt of
complete application

60% of pipeline, storage
and loading facility tariff
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
8 months of receipt of
complete application

Annual Performance Plan
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8.1.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

1.

% of pipeline, storage
and loading facility tariff
applications considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee within
8 months of receipt of
complete application

8.1.4.

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)
Quarterly

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

60% of pipeline and
storage tariff applications
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
within 8 months of receipt
of complete application

60% of pipeline,
storage and
loading facility
tariff applications
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
within 8 months of
receipt of complete
application

2nd
60% of pipeline,
storage and
loading facility
tariff applications
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
within 8 months of
receipt of complete
application

3rd
60% of pipeline,
storage and
loading facility
tariff applications
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
within 8 months of
receipt of complete
application

4th
60% of pipeline,
storage and
loading facility
tariff applications
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
within 8 months of
receipt of complete
application

Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans

Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of petroleum products to the inland market. Petroleum products
are a necessary precondition to social and economic development. The successful supply of petroleum products by pipeline and storage at an appropriate tariff is one of
NERSA’s objectives; a necessary precondition to obtain security of supply.
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8.2. Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation Programme 2: Licensing and registration
8.2.1. Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme Strategic
objective
1.

To promote the efficient,
effective, sustainable and
orderly development,
operation and use of
petroleum pipelines
infrastructure

Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

Within 60 days after date
of letter to applicant
on confirmation
of completeness of
application, 100% of
licence applications are
considered

100% of licence
applications will be
decided upon within the
timelines as prescribed
in Section 19(1) of the
Petroleum Pipelines Act

100% of licence
applications will be
decided upon within the
timelines as prescribed
in Section 19(1) of the
Petroleum Pipelines Act

100% of licence
applications will be
decided upon within the
timelines as prescribed
in Section 19(1) of the
Petroleum Pipelines Act

100% of licence
applications will be
decided upon within the
timelines as prescribed
in Section 19(1) of the
Petroleum Pipelines Act

Within 60 days after
being identified,
unlicensed facilities
are investigated and
considered (determined
licensable or not)

Within 60 days after
being identified,
unlicensed facilities
are investigated and
considered (determined
licensable or not)

Four reports on
investigations done into
suspected unlicenced
activities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Four reports on
investigations done into
suspected unlicenced
activities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Four reports on
investigations done into
suspected unlicenced
activities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Annual Performance Plan
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8.2.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator
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Audited/Actual
performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

1.

% of licence applications
that will be decided upon
within the timelines as
prescribed in Section 19(1)
of the Petroleum Pipelines
Act

Within 60 days after date
of letter to applicant
on confirmation
of completeness of
application, 100% of the
licence applications are
considered

100% of licence
applications will be
decided upon within the
timelines as prescribed
in Section 19(1) of the
Petroleum Pipelines Act

100% of licence
applications will be
decided upon within the
timelines as prescribed
in Section 19(1) of the
Petroleum Pipelines Act

100% of licence
applications will be
decided upon within the
timelines as prescribed
in Section 19(1) of the
Petroleum Pipelines Act

100% of licence
applications will be
decided upon within the
timelines as prescribed
in Section 19(1) of the
Petroleum Pipelines Act

2.

Number of reports on
investigations done into
suspected unlicenced
activities considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Within 60 days after
being identified
unlicensed facilities
are investigated and
considered (determined
licensable or not)

Within 60 days after
being identified,
unlicensed facilities
are investigated and
considered (determined
licensable or not)

Four reports on
investigations done into
suspected unlicenced
activities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Four reports on
investigations done into
suspected unlicenced
activities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Four reports on
investigations done into
suspected unlicenced
activities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee
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8.2.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

1.

% of licence
applications that will
be decided upon
within the timelines as
prescribed in Section
19(1) of the Petroleum
Pipelines Act

Quarterly

100% of licence
applications will be
decided upon within the
timelines as prescribed
in Section 19(1) of the
Petroleum Pipelines Act

100% of licence
applications will be
decided upon within
the timelines as
prescribed in Section
19(1) of the Petroleum
Pipelines Act

100% of licence
applications will be
decided upon within
the timelines as
prescribed in Section
19(1) of the Petroleum
Pipelines Act

100% of licence
applications will be
decided upon within
the timelines as
prescribed in Section
19(1) of the Petroleum
Pipelines Act

100% of licence
applications will be
decided upon within
the timelines as
prescribed in Section
19(1) of the Petroleum
Pipelines Act

2.

Quarterly
Number of reports on
investigations done into
suspected unlicenced
activities considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Four reports on
investigations done into
suspected unlicenced
activities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

One report on
investigations done
into suspected
unlicenced activities,
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

One report on
investigations done
into suspected
unlicenced activities,
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

One report on
investigations done
into suspected
unlicenced activities,
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

One report on
investigations done
into suspected
unlicenced activities,
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee

8.2.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of petroleum products to the inland market. Petroleum products
are a necessary precondition to social and economic development. The licensing of petroleum pipelines and storage facilities is one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary
precondition to obtain security of supply.
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8.3. Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation Programme 3: Compliance monitoring and enforcement
8.3.1. Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme Strategic
objective

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

1.

To monitor infrastructure
utilisation and 3rd party
access

2 reports (every six months)
on status of infrastructure
utilisation

One report on trends
regarding utilisation of
storage facilities and 3rd
party access, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

One report on trends
regarding utilisation
of storage facilities
and 3rd party access,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on trends
regarding utilisation
of storage facilities
and 3rd party access,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on trends
regarding utilisation
of storage facilities
and 3rd party access,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

2.

To monitor the
development of
infrastructure

Within 60 days of receipt,
the reports on the analysis of
construction status reports
are considered

4 reports on the
construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

4 reports on the
construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

4 reports on the
construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

4 reports on the
construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

3.

To monitor licencees’
compliance with statutory
reporting requirements

•

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
licencees’ compliance
with statutory reporting
requirements

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
licencees’ compliance
with statutory reporting
requirements

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
licencees’ compliance
with statutory reporting
requirements

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
licencees’ compliance
with statutory reporting
requirements

•

•
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Estimated
performance
2014/15

Annual Performance Plan

Within 60 days of
receipt, the report on
the analysis of HDSA
indicators is considered
Within 14 days after
consideration, all noted
storage allocation
mechanisms are
published on NERSA
website
Annual report on
all received access
principles from licensees
who received operation
licences in the preceding
year for their pipelines
and loading facilities

8.3.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

1.

Number of reports
on trends regarding
utilisation of storage
facilities and 3rd party
access, considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

2 reports (every six months)
on status of infrastructure
utilisation

One report on trends
regarding utilisation of
storage facilities and 3rd
party access, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

One report on trends
regarding utilisation
of storage facilities
and 3rd party access,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on trends
regarding utilisation
of storage facilities
and 3rd party access,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

One report on trends
regarding utilisation
of storage facilities
and 3rd party access,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

2.

Number of reports on
the construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Within 60 days of receipt,
the reports on the analysis of
construction status reports
are considered

4 reports on the
construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

4 reports on the
construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

4 reports on the
construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

4 reports on the
construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

3.

Number of reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on licencees’ compliance
with statutory reporting
requirements

•

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
licencees’ compliance
with statutory reporting
requirements

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
licencees’ compliance
with statutory reporting
requirements

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
licencees’ compliance
with statutory reporting
requirements

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
licencees’ compliance
with statutory reporting
requirements

•

•

Within 60 days of
receipt, the report on
the analysis of HDSA
indicators is considered
Within 14 days after
consideration, all noted
storage allocation
mechanisms are
published on NERSA
website
Annual report on
all received access
principles from licensees
who received operation
licences in the preceding
year for their pipelines
and loading facilities
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8.3.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)
Annually

1.

Number of reports
on trends regarding
utilisation of storage
facilities and 3rd party
access, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

2.

Quarterly
Number of reports on
the construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

3.

Number of reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on licencees’
compliance with
statutory reporting
requirements

Quarterly

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

One report on trends
regarding utilisation of
storage facilities and 3rd
party access, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

-

-

One report on trends regarding utilisation
of storage facilities
and 3rd party
access, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

4 reports on the
construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

1 report on the
construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

1 report on the
construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

1 report on the
construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

1 report on the
construction of new
facilities, considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
licencees’ compliance
with statutory reporting
requirements

One report
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
on licencees’
compliance with
statutory reporting
requirements

One report
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
on licencees’
compliance with
statutory reporting
requirements

One report
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
on licencees’
compliance with
statutory reporting
requirements

One report
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee
on licencees’
compliance with
statutory reporting
requirements

8.3.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of petroleum products to the inland market. Petroleum products
are a necessary precondition to social and economic development. The monitoring of compliance to license conditions by the petroleum pipelines and storage licencees is
one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary concurrent activity to obtain security of supply.
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8.4. Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation Programme 4: Dispute resolution including mediation, arbitration and the handling of
complaints
8.4.1. Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme Strategic
objective

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14

1.

To promote the efficient,
effective, sustainable and
orderly development,
operation and use of
petroleum pipelines
infrastructure

Within 60 days of receipt, all
complaints are investigated
and reported on

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

One report on trends
regarding utilisation
of storage facilities
and 3rd party access,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

Within 60 days of
receipt, all complaints
are investigated and
considered

One report on trends
regarding utilisation
of storage facilities
and 3rd party access,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

2017/18
One report on trends
regarding utilisation
of storage facilities
and 3rd party access,
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee

8.4.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14

1.

Number of days taken to
investigate and report on
complaints received

Within 60 days of receipt, all
complaints are investigated
and considered

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

Within 60 days of
receipt, all complaints
are investigated and
considered

Within 60 days of
receipt, all complaints
are investigated and
considered

Within 60 days of
receipt, all complaints
are investigated and
considered

2017/18
Within 60 days of
receipt, all complaints
are investigated and
considered

8.4.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

1.

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Quarterly
Number of days taken
to investigate and report
on complaints received

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

Within 60 days of
receipt, all complaints
are investigated and
considered

Within 60 days
of receipt, all
complaints are
investigated and
considered

2nd
Within 60 days
of receipt, all
complaints are
investigated and
considered

3rd
Within 60 days
of receipt, all
complaints are
investigated and
considered

4th
Within 60 days
of receipt, all
complaints are
investigated and
considered
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8.4.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of petroleum products to the inland market. Petroleum products
are a necessary precondition to social and economic development. The resolution of disputes in the petroleum pipelines industry is one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary
concurrent activity to obtain security of supply.

8.5. Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation Programme 5: Setting of rules, guidelines and codes for the regulation of the three
industries
8.5.1.

Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme Strategic
objective

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14
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Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

1.

To enhance regulatory
certainty

Tariff methodologies
published and reviewed
when necessary

Tariff methodologies
published and reviewed
when necessary

Tariff methodologies
published and reviewed
when necessary

Tariff methodologies
published and reviewed
when necessary

Tariff methodologies
published and reviewed
when necessary

2.

Enhancing the regulatory
dispensation

One report on contributions
towards alignment between
relevant Petroleum legislation
and regulations and
government policies

One report on
contributions
towards alignment
between relevant
Petroleum legislation
and regulations and
government policies

One report on
contributions
towards alignment
between relevant
Petroleum legislation
and regulations and
government policies

One report on
contributions
towards alignment
between relevant
Petroleum legislation
and regulations and
government policies

One report on
contributions
towards alignment
between relevant
Petroleum legislation
and regulations and
government policies
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8.5.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

1.

Tariff methodologies
published and reviewed
when necessary

Tariff methodologies
published and reviewed
when necessary

Tariff methodologies
published and reviewed
when necessary

Tariff methodologies
published and reviewed
when necessary

Tariff methodologies
published and reviewed
when necessary

Tariff methodologies
published and reviewed
when necessary

2.

Number of reports on
contributions towards
alignment between
relevant Petroleum
legislation and regulations
and government policies

One report on contributions
towards alignment between
relevant Petroleum legislation
and regulations and
government policies

One report on
contributions
towards alignment
between relevant
Petroleum legislation
and regulations and
government policies

One report on
contributions
towards alignment
between relevant
Petroleum legislation
and regulations and
government policies

One report on
contributions
towards alignment
between relevant
Petroleum legislation
and regulations and
government policies

One report on
contributions
towards alignment
between relevant
Petroleum legislation
and regulations and
government policies

8.5.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

1.

Tariff methodologies
published and reviewed
when necessary

Quarterly

Tariff methodologies
published and reviewed
when necessary

Tariff methodologies
published and
reviewed when
necessary

Tariff methodologies
published and
reviewed when
necessary

Tariff methodologies
published and
reviewed when
necessary

Tariff methodologies
published and
reviewed when
necessary

2.

Number of reports
on contributions
towards alignment
between relevant
Petroleum legislation
and regulations and
government policies

Annually

One report on
contributions towards
alignment between
relevant Petroleum
legislation and regulations
and government policies

-

-

-

One report on
contributions
towards alignment
between relevant
Petroleum legislation
and regulations and
government policies

8.5.4.Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of petroleum products to the inland market. Petroleum products
are a necessary precondition to social and economic development. The setting of rules, guidelines and codes for the petroleum pipelines industry is one of NERSA’s
objectives; a necessary concurrent activity to obtain security of supply.
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8.6. Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation Programme 6: Establishing NERSA as an efficient and effective regulator
8.6.1.

Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18

Programme Strategic
objective

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14

1.

To promote Security of
Supply

Two reports on the inland
supply forecast

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

Two reports on the inland Two reports on the
supply forecast
inland supply forecast

Two reports on the
inland supply forecast

2017/18
Two reports on the
inland supply forecast

8.6.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14

1.

Number of reports on the
inland supply forecast

Two reports on the inland
supply forecast

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

Two reports on the inland Two reports on the
supply forecast
inland supply forecast

Two reports on the
inland supply forecast

2017/18
Two reports on the
inland supply forecast

8.6.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

1.

Number of reports
on the inland supply
forecast

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)
Biannually

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

Two reports on the inland
supply forecast

-

2nd
One report on
the inland supply
forecast

3rd
-

4th
One report on
the inland supply
forecast

8.6.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of petroleum products to the inland market. Petroleum products
are a necessary precondition to social and economic development. The establishment of NERSA as an effective and efficient regulator is one of NERSA’s objectives; a
necessary concurrent activity to obtain security of supply.
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9.

Transversal REGULATORY

9.1. Transversal Programme 6: Establishing NERSA as an efficient and effective regulator
9.1.1.

Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme Strategic
objective

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2017/18

2016/17

1.

To determine the impact
of regulatory decisions

Approved framework
for conducting impact
assessment

Conduct impact
assessment of regulatory
decisions

Impact assessment
report

-

-

2.

To empower stakeholders
with relevant energy
industry as well as
economic regulatory
knowledge and
information

-

Approved concept
for the publication of
the NERSA Economic
Regulation Journal (name
of Journal still to be
finalised)

One NERSA Economic
Regulation Journal
published (name of
Journal still to be
finalised)

One NERSA Economic
Regulation Journal
published (name of
Journal still to be
finalised)

One NERSA Economic
Regulation Journal
published (name of
Journal still to be
finalised)

Quarterly newsletters
published

Quarterly newsletters
published

Quarterly newsletters
published

Quarterly newsletters
published

Quarterly newsletters
published

Undertake 25 stakeholder
engagement and education
programmes

Undertake 30
stakeholder engagement
and education
programmes

Undertake 35
stakeholder
engagement and
education programmes

Undertake 40
stakeholder
engagement and
education programmes

Undertake 45
stakeholder
engagement and
education programmes
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9.1.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14
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Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2017/18

2016/17

1.

Report on the impact of
regulatory decisions

Approved framework
for conducting impact
assessment

Conduct impact
assessment of regulatory
decisions

Impact assessment
report

-

-

2.

Publication of the NERSA
Economic Regulation
Journal (name of Journal
still to be finalised)

-

Approved concept
for the publication of
the NERSA Economic
Regulation Journal (name
of Journal still to be
finalised)

One NERSA Economic
Regulation Journal
published (name of
Journal still to be
finalised)

One NERSA Economic
Regulation Journal
published (name of
Journal still to be
finalised)

One NERSA Economic
Regulation Journal
published (name of
Journal still to be
finalised)

3.

Published quarterly
newsletters

Quarterly newsletters
published

Quarterly newsletters
published

Quarterly newsletters
published

Quarterly newsletters
published

Quarterly newsletters
published

4.

Number of stakeholder
engagement and
education programmes
conducted

Undertake 25 stakeholder
engagement and education
programmes

Undertake 30
stakeholder engagement
and education
programmes

Undertake 35
stakeholder
engagement and
education programmes

Undertake 40
stakeholder
engagement and
education programmes

Undertake 45
stakeholder
engagement and
education programmes
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9.1.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

1.

Report on the impact of
regulatory decisions

Annually

Impact assessment report

-

-

-

Impact assessment
report approved
by the Energy
Regulator

2.

Publication of the
NERSA Economic
Regulation Journal
(name of Journal still to
be finalised)

Annually

One NERSA Economic
Regulation Journal
published (name of
Journal still to be
finalised)

-

-

-

One NERSA
Economic Regulation
Journal published
(name of Journal still
to be finalised)

3.

Published quarterly
newsletters

Quarterly

Quarterly newsletters
published

Quarterly newsletter
published

Quarterly newsletter
published

Quarterly newsletter
published

Quarterly newsletter
published

4.

Number of stakeholder
engagement and
education programmes
conducted

Quarterly

Undertake 35 stakeholder
engagement and
education programmes

Undertake 8
stakeholder
engagement
and education
programmes

Undertake 10
stakeholder
engagement
and education
programmes

Undertake 7
stakeholder
engagement
and education
programmes

Undertake 10
stakeholder
engagement
and education
programmes

9.1.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of energy. Energy is a necessary precondition to social and
economic development. The establishment of NERSA as an effective and efficient regulator is one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary concurrent activity to obtain security
of supply
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10. ORGANISATIONAL
10.1. Organisational Programme 6: Establishing NERSA as an efficient and effective regulator
10.1.1. Strategic objective annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme Strategic
objective

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14

1.

168

To create an efficient
and effective world class
organisation

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2017/18

2015/16

2016/17

Four progress reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on progress made
with regards to the
implementation
of the approved
implementation plan
from the organisational
review

Implementation
of the approved
implementation plan
from the organisational
review completed

-

-

Approved organisational
review report with a
detailed implementation
plan

80% of staff undergoing
training and development

85% of staff undergoing
90% of staff
training and development undergoing training and
development

95% of staff undergoing
training and
development

95% of staff undergoing
training and
development

-

Conducted a
comprehensive
Information and
Communication
Technology (ICT)
systems review

Four progress reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on the implementation
of the recommendations
from the comprehensive
ICT systems review

Implementation of all
the recommendations
from the comprehensive
ICT systems review
completed

Conducted a
comprehensive
Information and
Communication
Technology (ICT)
systems review

Developed “to be” business
processes that will assist in
obtaining ISO certification

Implementation of
selected “to be” business
processes that will
assist in obtaining ISO
certification

Four progress reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on the progress made
regarding obtaining ISO
certification

ISO certification
obtained

-

Annual Performance Plan

Programme Strategic
objective

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2.

To position and promote
the good image of
NERSA

-

Approved report on the
comprehensive customer
and stakeholder
perception and
satisfaction survey with
baseline values

X% improvement on
the customer and
stakeholder perception
and satisfaction level
(% improvement to
be determined once
baseline has been
established)

X% improvement on
the customer and
stakeholder perception
and satisfaction level
(% improvement to
be determined once
baseline has been
established)

X% improvement on
the customer and
stakeholder perception
and satisfaction level
(% improvement to
be determined once
baseline has been
established)

3.

To improve the
effectiveness of the
financial processes,
systems and procedures

Unqualified audit

Unqualified audit

Unqualified audit

Unqualified audit

Unqualified audit

99% of creditors paid within
30 days after all relevant
documentation have been
received

100% of creditors paid
within 30 days after all
relevant documentation
have been received

100% of creditors paid
within 30 days after all
relevant documentation
have been received

100% of creditors paid
within 30 days after all
relevant documentation
have been received

100% of creditors paid
within 30 days after all
relevant documentation
have been received

Approved proposals /
comments on policy
changes (if and when
necessary)

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
regulatory and policy
advocacy

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
regulatory and policy
advocacy

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
regulatory and policy
advocacy

4.

To influence energy sector Approved proposals /
comments on policy changes
policy development and
amendments to legislation (if and when necessary)
through regulatory and
policy advocacy
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10.1.2. Programme performance indicators and annual targets for 2015/16 - 2017/18
Programme
performance indicator

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14
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Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2017/18

2015/16

2016/17

Four progress reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on progress made
with regards to the
implementation
of the approved
implementation plan
from the organisational
review

Implementation
of the approved
implementation plan
from the organisational
review completed

-

1.

Number of progress
reports considered by the
relevant Subcommittee on
the implementation of the
recommendations from
the organisational review

Approved organisational
review report with a
detailed implementation
plan

2.

% of staff undergoing
training and development

80% of staff undergoing
training and development

85% of staff undergoing
90% of staff
training and development undergoing training and
development

95% of staff undergoing
training and
development

95% of staff undergoing
training and
development

3.

Number of progress
reports considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on the implementation
of the recommendations
from the comprehensive
Information and
Communication
Technology (ICT) systems
review

-

Conducted a
comprehensive
Information and
Communication
Technology (ICT)
systems review

Four progress reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on the implementation
of the recommendations
from the comprehensive
ICT systems review

Implementation of all
the recommendations
from the comprehensive
ICT systems review
completed

Conducted a
comprehensive
Information and
Communication
Technology (ICT)
systems review

4.

Number of progress
reports considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on the progress made
regarding obtaining ISO
certification

Developed “to be” business
processes that will assist in
obtaining ISO certification

Implementation of
selected “to be” business
processes that will
assist in obtaining ISO
certification

Four progress reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on the progress made
regarding obtaining ISO
certification

ISO certification
obtained

-
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Programme
performance indicator

Audited/Actual performance
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2014/15

Medium-term targets
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

5.

% improvement on
the customer and
stakeholder perception
and satisfaction level
(% improvement to be
determined once baseline
has been established)

-

Approved report on the
comprehensive customer
and stakeholder
perception and
satisfaction survey with
baseline values

X% improvement on
the customer and
stakeholder perception
and satisfaction level
(% improvement to
be determined once
baseline has been
established)

X% improvement on
the customer and
stakeholder perception
and satisfaction level
(% improvement to
be determined once
baseline has been
established)

X% improvement on
the customer and
stakeholder perception
and satisfaction level
(% improvement to
be determined once
baseline has been
established)

6.

Result of annual audit

Unqualified audit

Unqualified audit

Unqualified audit

Unqualified audit

Unqualified audit

7.

% of creditors paid within
30 days after all relevant
documentation have been
received

99% of creditors paid within
30 days after all relevant
documentation have been
received

100% of creditors paid
within 30 days after all
relevant documentation
have been received

100% of creditors paid
within 30 days after all
relevant documentation
have been received

100% of creditors paid
within 30 days after all
relevant documentation
have been received

100% of creditors paid
within 30 days after all
relevant documentation
have been received

8.

Number of reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on regulatory and policy
advocacy

Approved proposals /
comments on policy changes
(if and when necessary)

Approved proposals /
comments on policy
changes (if and when
necessary)

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
regulatory and policy
advocacy

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
regulatory and policy
advocacy

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
regulatory and policy
advocacy
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10.1.3. Quarterly targets for 2015/16
Performance indicator
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Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

1.

Number of progress
reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on the
implementation of
the recommendations
from the organisational
review

Quarterly

Four progress reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on progress made
with regards to the
implementation of the
approved implementation
plan from the
organisational review

One progress
report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
progress made
with regards to the
implementation
of the approved
implementation
plan from the
organisational review

One progress
report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
progress made
with regards to the
implementation
of the approved
implementation
plan from the
organisational review

One progress
report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
progress made
with regards to the
implementation
of the approved
implementation
plan from the
organisational review

One progress
report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
progress made
with regards to the
implementation
of the approved
implementation
plan from the
organisational review

2.

% of staff undergoing
training and
development

Quarterly

90% of staff undergoing
training and development

22% of staff
undergoing training
and development

22% of staff
undergoing training
and development

22% of staff
undergoing training
and development

24% of staff
undergoing training
and development

3.

Number of progress
reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on the
implementation of the
recommendations from
the comprehensive
Information and
Communication
Technology (ICT)
systems review

Quarterly

Four progress reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee on
the implementation of the
recommendations from
the comprehensive ICT
systems review

One progress
report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
the implementation
of the
recommendations
from the
comprehensive ICT
systems review

One progress
report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
the implementation
of the
recommendations
from the
comprehensive ICT
systems review

One progress
report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
the implementation
of the
recommendations
from the
comprehensive ICT
systems review

One progress
report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
the implementation
of the
recommendations
from the
comprehensive ICT
systems review

4.

Number of progress
reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
the progress made
regarding obtaining
ISO certification

Quarterly

Four progress reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on the progress made
regarding obtaining ISO
certification

One progress
report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
the progress made
regarding obtaining
ISO certification

One progress
report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
the progress made
regarding obtaining
ISO certification

One progress
report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
the progress made
regarding obtaining
ISO certification

One progress
report considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
the progress made
regarding obtaining
ISO certification
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Performance indicator

Reporting period
(Quarterly,
Biannual, Annual)

Annual target
2015/16

Quarterly targets
1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5.

% improvement on
the customer and
stakeholder perception
and satisfaction level
(% improvement to
be determined once
baseline has been
established)

Quarterly

X% improvement on
the customer and
stakeholder perception
and satisfaction level
(% improvement to be
determined once baseline
has been established)

% improvement
on the customer
and stakeholder
perception and
satisfaction level
(% improvement to
be determined once
baseline has been
established)

% improvement
on the customer
and stakeholder
perception and
satisfaction level
(% improvement to
be determined once
baseline has been
established)

% improvement
on the customer
and stakeholder
perception and
satisfaction level
(% improvement to
be determined once
baseline has been
established)

% improvement
on the customer
and stakeholder
perception and
satisfaction level
(% improvement to
be determined once
baseline has been
established)

6.

Result of annual audit

Annually

Unqualified audit

-

Unqualified audit

-

-

7.

Quarterly
% of creditors paid
within 30 days after all
relevant documentation
have been received

100% of creditors paid
within 30 days after all
relevant documentation
have been received

100% of creditors
paid within 30 days
after all relevant
documentation have
been received

100% of creditors
paid within 30 days
after all relevant
documentation have
been received

100% of creditors
paid within 30 days
after all relevant
documentation have
been received

100% of creditors
paid within 30 days
after all relevant
documentation have
been received

8.

Number of reports
considered by the
relevant Subcommittee
on regulatory and
policy advocacy

Quarterly

Four reports considered
by the relevant
Subcommittee on
regulatory and policy
advocacy

One report
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee on
regulatory and policy
advocacy

One report
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee on
regulatory and policy
advocacy

One report
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee on
regulatory and policy
advocacy

One report
considered by
the relevant
Subcommittee on
regulatory and policy
advocacy

10.1.4. Linkage with other macro or infrastructure plans
Government’s developmental objectives and its strategy to expand infrastructure rely upon a secure supply of energy. Energy is a necessary precondition to social and
economic development. The establishment of NERSA as an effective and efficient regulator is one of NERSA’s objectives; a necessary concurrent activity to obtaining
security of supply.
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Appendix A

Organisational

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Risk Name
Critical skills
attraction and
retention.

Risk
Owner
CHO

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Inability to
attract, develop,
motivate and
retain experienced
regulatory staff.

Performance
management.

Loss of skilled
individuals.

Remuneration of
employees.

Not attracting the best
talent.

Salaries not being
market related.

Inability to perform
mandated functions.

Credibility of NERSA.

Poor service delivery.

Opportunities
for continuous
professional
development.

Loss of credibility.

Talent Management
(Recruitment,
Development,
Retention,
Deployment and
Separation).

Inadequate
development,
motivation and
retention of
experienced staff.
Inadequate training.

Inadequate knowledge
within NERSA on
energy sector
regulation.

Residual Risk
Gap

1.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A: Strategic Risk Register

74.00
Extreme

43.20
Medium

9.00
Very low

34.40
Medium

Controls

Task Details

Targeted recruitment

Implementation of the
revised Training and
Development Policy

Performance Contracts
and Personal
Development Plans
Implementation
of approved
organisational structure
International exchange
/ training programmes.

Implementation of the
remuneration policy
and model.

Continuous recruitment
of required skills

Implementation of the
Organisational Review

Performance
measurement criteria
and related bonuses
are in place.

More rigorous
selection procedure

Implementation of
market related salaries.
Training in accordance
with PDP &WSP
Internal capacity
building on industry
and regulatory matters
Implementation of
Employee Wellness
Programme
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Implementation of
dual career path and
scarcity premium
policies

3.

Organisational

Fair competition
exists within the
energy industry
Regulatory
certainty exist
within the energy
industry
Energy is
accessible and
affordable for all
citizens

Existence of
unlicensed
activities /
operators

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Safeguarding
and retention
of institutional
information.

Risk
Owner
EM: ELR
EM: PPR
EM: GAR

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Due to
shortcomings in the
three industry Acts
being administered
by NERSA,
unlicensed activities
cannot be regulated

Entities engaging in
unlicensed activities
can do what they
want.

Reputational risk.
End users are not
protected.

58.60
High

41.60
Medium

13.40
Low

Residual Risk
Gap

Transversal

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

2.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

28.20
Medium

Cumbersome
processes
for accessing
information.

Lack of regulations for
e.g. Resellers.

Hacking of
confidential
information
No historical
information
available

Information stored on
laptops and not the
servers.

53.40
Failure to locate
critical documentation. High

Inability to defend
Loss of documentation NERSA in litigation.
and business records
Financial losses.
due to discontinuation
of IDMS
Penalties and fines.
Staff leaving
the organisation
without transferring
information back to
NERSA.
Failure to document
institutional
knowledge contained
in key individuals.

Reputational damage.
Damage to business

Task Details
Regulatory advocacy

Identifies and
investigate all
suspected unlicensed
activities (petroleum
pipelines)

Regulations become a
complex issue due to
inadequate legislation
EM: COS

Controls
Lobbying for changes
to legislation

32.20
Medium

6.40
Very low

26.00
Low

Automated backups
from laptops.

Implementation of the
Security Policy

SharePoint is being
implemented.

Implementation of the
records management
policy.

Records management
policy is in place.

Implementation of the
File Plan

Disaster Recovery Plan
Implementation
developed
of the Knowledge
Draft File Plan
Management Policy
developed and
implemented
Compliance with the
Promotion of Access to
Information Act

Failure to archive
(hard and soft copy)
information effectively.
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Organisational

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Risk Name
Timeous
procurement
of goods and
services at fair
value.

Risk
Owner
CFO

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Supply chain
management.

Frequent review of the
supplier database.

Financial losses.

Inability to perform
duties

Bureaucratic approval
processes.
Inadequate adherence
to procurement
policies and
procedures.
Ineffective supply
chain management
practices.
Lack of training on
SCM policies and
procedures.
SCM structure not
able to respond to the
needs of NERSA.

Loss of credibility.
Litigation and disputes
in the awarding of
tenders.
Poor quality goods and
services.
Impacts on NERSA’s
ability to deliver on its
mandate.

63.20
High

35.20
Medium

9.60
Low

Residual Risk
Gap

4.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

25.60
Low

Controls

Task Details

Legal Advisory Services
Department is involved
in drafting of contracts

Development of an
integrated Demand
Plan

Project leaders take
responsibility for
contracted services

Implement the
electronic ordering
system.

Supply Chain Manager
has been appointed.

Implementation of
the SLA between
SCM Unit and rest of
organisation.

Bid Adjudication
Committees are in
place.
Delegation of authority
matrix is in place.
Supply Chain
Management Policy
and Procedures are in
place

Implementation of
the Supply Chain
Management
Procedures
Streamlining approval
process
Implementation of the
Organisational review
Implementation of
the Business process
analysis
Quarterly update of
supplier database
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6.

Organisational

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Adequacy of
IT systems
to support
operations.

Institutional
memory.

Risk
Owner
EM:
COS

EM:
COS
SM:
SPM

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Inappropriate
or inadequate
technology
platforms solutions
and equipment may
lead to ineffective
data capture
and analysis and
delayed or incorrect
decision making
due to a lack of
information

Lack of input from
business on systems
requirements.

Difficulty in accessing
documents and
information.

Frequent changes
in scope of
requirements.

Quality and timeliness
of reporting.

Information
contained in
individuals
which are not
documented.
Dependence on
knowledge and
experience of
individuals.

59.80
High

35.40
Medium

7.80
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

Organisational

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

5.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

27.40
Low

Loss of intellectual
property.

Business disruption.
Loss of documentation
and business records Financial losses.
due to discontinuation
Litigation.
of IDMS.
Penalties and fines.
Physical access
security.
Inadequate
information
management policies
and procedures.
Information collection.
Lack of a proper
Management
Information System.

IT governance
framework is in place.

Develop demand
plan for acquisition
of IT equipment and
software.

As part of the
implementation of the
Regulatory Reporting
Manuals, a Regulatory
Reporting System was
developed

Lack of uniformity in
naming and saving
conventions.

Information security.

Task Details
Annual review of the
ICT Strategy.

Approved IT policies
and procedures.

Hacking into system

Incomplete
descriptions of system
requirements.

IT Infrastructure.

Controls
SharePoint is being
implemented.

52.60
High

32.60
Medium

5.60
Very low

24.80
Low

Implementation of
Regulatory Reporting
System.
Develop Regulatory
Reporting System for
non-financial data

Regulatory Executive
Committee responsible
for IT.

Implementation of
standard profiling of
documents

All Regulatory Business
Processes documented
and available on
electronic portal

Implementation
of the Knowledge
Management Policy

Records Management
Policy and Procedures
are in place
Draft File Plan
implemented
SharePoint being rolled
out
Compliance with the
Promotion of Access to
Information Act

Implementation of the
File Plan
Implementation of
the Business Process
Analysis
Implementation of
SharePoint
Centralisation of
storage of hardcopy documents
in Registry and
electronic documents
on SharePoint

Decentralisation of
document storage
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Transversal

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Risk Name
Coordination
and synergy
within NERSA.

Risk
Owner

Risk Description

SM: COO Lack of coordination
and synergy within
NERSA leads to
SM:
suboptimal use
SPM
of resources
and possible
inefficiencies

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Bureaucratic
behaviour.

Suboptimal use of
resources.

Lack of cooperation.

Financial losses.

Silo mentality.

Inefficient service
delivery.

Organisational
structure.
Insufficient use of the
Team Based Network
Structure (TBNS)
Policy

Overlap of roles and
responsibilities.
Duplication of effort.
Inconsistent messages
to stakeholders

54.00
High

30.40
Medium

8.60
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

7.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

21.60
Low

Controls

Corporate governance
handbook which
includes all NERSA
policies is in place
Developed integrated
communication
strategy.
Team Based Network
Structure Policy in
place
Development of project
charters and project
plans that indicate
tasks as well as roles
and responsibilities
Proposed revised
regulatory processes
taking possible
synergies into account
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Task Details

Regular EXCO meetings Revise Team Based
Network Structure
Implementation
Policy
of approved
organisational structure Implement revised
regulatory Business
Campaign to create
Processes
awareness of the
Implementation of the
NERSA values.
Organisational review
A code of conduct for
the Energy Regulator is
in place

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Business
Continuity
and Disaster
Recovery.

Risk
Owner
SM:
SPM
EM:
COS

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Outdated business
continuity plan
which may lead to
failure to continue
with critical
business activities
in case of a
disaster.

Outdated business
continuity plan.
Adequacy of testing
and simulations.

Complete loss of
ability to operate.

53.00
High

26.00
Low

6.00
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

Organisationa

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

8.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

20.00
Low

Loss of life.

Controls

Approved Emergency
Response Plan.

Loss of critical data
and systems.

Task Details

Annual testing and
Approved Business
Continuity Management updating of Business
Continuity Plan
Policy
Conduct disaster
recovery tests

Approved Disaster
Recovery Plan.

Loss of credibility.
Financial losses.

Approved Crisis
Management Plan.

Prolonged business
disruption.

Business Continuity
Management
Procedures.
Approved Disaster
Recovery Plan.

9.

Organisational

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Confidentiality
and security of
information.

EM:
COS

Access to
confidential
information.

Staff leaving sensitive
information on desks
or public places.
External threats.
Staff not following
access to information
procedures when
requests for
information are
received.

Loss of critical
information.
Dissemination
of critical and
confidential
information to the
media.
Reputational damage.

54.00
High

26.40
Low

5.80
Very low

20.60
Low

Security of Information
Policy is in place.
Applications process
for access to
information.

Implementation of
the Security Policy
which includes a
classification system
for confidential
documents.
Conduct training
on policies and
procedures.

Misrepresentation.
Litigation.
Penalties and fines.
Financial losses
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Organisational

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Risk Name
Health,
security and
safety

Risk
Owner
CHO

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

OHS Act
compliance.

Location of the office
in a high crime area.

Injuries / staff
fatalities.

Security of facilities.

Insufficient parking
for staff

Penalties and fines.

Safety of personnel.

50.40
High

27.20
Low

8.60
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

10.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

18.60
Low

Task Details
Regular training for
Health and Safety
Reps

Health and Safety
Committee in Place

Litigation.

Evacuation Procedures
in all meeting rooms
and at all floor
entrances

Loss of key staff.

Adequacy of
facilities.

Controls
Health and Safety
Policy in Place

Implementation of
the Health and Safety
Policy

First Aid Kits on all
floors
Regular evacuation
drills
11.

Organisational

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Reliability and
accuracy of
information.

EM:
COS

Reliability and
accuracy of
information on
which NERSA base
decisions and is
used for reporting.
Insufficient
information
management may
lead to ineffective
and inefficient
decision-making.

Quality of information
received from
stakeholders.
Accuracy and
completeness of
information from
Licensees (Tariffs,
Licenses, Applications,
etc.)
Difficulty in verifying
information.
Fraudulent
information.
Collusion.
Verification of
information in
submitted applications
and supporting
documentation.
Clarity of information
requirements.
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Inaccurate information
on systems
Loss of credibility.
Incorrect decisions
being made.
Financial losses.
Litigation.
Penalties and fines.

51.60
High

27.00
Low

8.00
Very low

19.00
Low

Licensee Management
System for electricity
licencees

Further roll-out of
RRMs for financial
data

Regulatory Reporting
Manuals and
Regulatory Reporting
System for financial
data

Development of RRM
and RRS for nonfinancial data

Implementation of
SharePoint.
Information criteria
for submission from
Licensees.
Verification of received
information

Review of information
requirements for
Licensees.
Ensure training is
conducted to all staff
on all information
management
systems.
Conduct training to
staff on SharePoint.
Implementation of the
information policy and
procedures.

Energy is
accessible and
affordable for all
citizens
NERSA is
established and
positioned as
a credible and
reliable regulator

Risk
Owner

Electricity
price path.

EM:
ELR

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Impact of funding
of infrastructure on
tariffs.

Cost of infrastructure
expansion.

Unsustainable
electricity price
increases.

Direct government
funding and
interference.

Country credit rating.
Cost of borrowing.
Interference.

Green power and
carbon tax.

Carbon Tax.

Affordability of
electricity and
sustainability

Introduction of
renewable energy.

Environmental Tax.

Inadequate price
analysis.
Availability of skills
and capacity.
Political interference

Consumer activism.
Community unrest.
Deteriorating socio
economic conditions.
Reputational loss.
Illegal connections to
infrastructure.
Non-payment for
services.
Bad debt and
economic losses.
Industry will become
less competitive.

61.60
High

27.00
Low

8.40
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

Electricity
Industry

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

12.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

18.60
Low

Controls

Task Details

International best
practice methodology
for determining Eskom
revenue requirements.

Strengthen training
of staff.

Introduction of pricing
methodology.
Benchmarking
methodology
implemented for
municipal tariffs.

Implement Regulatory
Reporting Manuals.
Ensure that licensees
comply with license
conditions

Stakeholder
participation in
determining tariff
structures and levels
for Eskom
Ensure that licensees
are efficient in their
operations.

Some small
municipalities
may become
unsustainable.
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Organisational

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Risk Name
Leadership
and
Management.

Risk
Owner

Risk Description

SM: COO Lack of leadership
and management
development may
CHO
lead to NERSA
not meeting its
objectives or not
motivating and
retaining staff.

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Inadequate
implementation
of Performance
Management System
Policy and Disciplinary
Code

Lack of leadership
and management
development may
lead to NERSA not
meeting its objectives
or not motivating and
retaining staff.

Lack of shared vision
and commitment by
managers

63.20
High

28.20
Low

10.00
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

13.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

18.20
Low

Low staff morale.

Controls

Task Details

Revised Organisational
Structure

Executive Mentoring
and Coaching.

Approved Disciplinary
Code and Grievance
Procedure

Leadership
development
programme

Approved Performance
Management System
Policy

Values based
leadership

Continuous
professional
development.
Management and
Leadership training
Culture of performance
14.

Organisational

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Operational
and strategic
alignment.

SM:
SPM

Alignment of
operations of
NERSA with
strategy

Support functions not
aligned to the strategy
of the organisation
Planning not being
taken seriously
Disjuncture between
planning and
implementation

Operations may not
operate as intended.
NERSA may not be
able to successfully
implement its
mandate

54.80
High

25.00
Low

8.00
Very low

17.00
Low

Planning activities
carried out at different
levels within the
organisation
Approved Strategic
Plan and Annual
Performance Plan
Development
of detailed
Implementation Plans
for every department
Approved Team Based
Network Structure
Policy in place
Development of project
charters and project
plans
Approved Performance
Management System
Policy
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Revise and relaunch
Team Based Network
Structure Policy
Develop Operational
Plan before start of
financial year
Ensure alignment
between Annual
Performance Plan,
Operational Plan
and individual
Performance
Contracts

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Organisational
culture.

Risk
Owner
CHO

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

An organisational
culture which is
not conducive
to optimal
performance.

Management style.

Poor productivity.

Silo mentality.

Loss of credibility.

Professional ethics.

NERSA not meeting its
mandate.

57.60
High

30.00
Medium

12.40
Low

Residual Risk
Gap

Organisational

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

15.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

17.60
Low

Controls

Task Details

Weekly news bulletin

Implementation of the
Organisational Review

Information sharing
Code of conduct.
Monthly staff socials.

Loss of cooperation
and synergy.

Regular EXCO meetings
Approved Values

16.

17.

Electricity
Industry

Piped-gas
Industry

Energy supply
is certain and
secure for
current and
future users
Fair competition
exists within the
energy industry
Energy is
accessible and
affordable for all
citizens

Compliance
of licencees
with license
conditions.

Energy supply
is certain and
secure for
current and
future users
Fair competition
exists within the
energy industry
Energy is
accessible and
affordable for all
citizens

Compliance
of licencees
with license
conditions

EM:
ELR

EM:
GAR

Collapse of
municipal electricity
distribution
infrastructure

Non-adherence of
licencees to licence
conditions

Internal capacity to
monitor all licensees
at all times.

Deterioration in terms
of quality of supply
and service.

Belief by
municipalities that
NERSA should not
regulate them.

Municipalities
implementing illegal
tariffs to the detriment
of customers.

Lack of capacity skills
within municipalities.

Affects security of
supply.

Lack of teeth to
enforce licence
compliance in the
electricity industry

Inflated prices.

Internal capacity to
monitor all licensees
at all times.

Deterioration of
gas pipelines
infrastructure.
Massive disasters
caused by explosions.
Deter entry for
competition.
Inhibit investment.
Affects security of
supply.
Inflated prices.

50.60
High

24.80
Low

9.00
Very low

15.80
Low

Approved Compliance
monitoring framework
Electricity compliance
monitoring programme.

Employ fixed term
contractors to assist
with compliance
monitoring.

Approved audit
schedule for next 3
years

52.80
High

26.00
Low

9.40
Very low

16.60
Low

Investigate complaints
Monitoring of
construction processes.
Proactive compliance
monitoring
Quarterly compliance
inspections.
Issue noncompliance
notices to enforce
compliance.
Conduct proactive
investigations into
prices, supply, tariff
compliance etc.
Approved Compliance
monitoring framework
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Petroleum
Pipelines
Industry

Energy supply
is certain and
secure for
current and
future users

Risk Name
Compliance
of licencees
with license
conditions.

Risk
Owner
EM:
PPR

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Non-adherence of
licencees to licence
conditions

Internal capacity to
monitor all licensees
at all times.

Deterioration in terms
of quality of supply
and service.

Lack of teeth to
enforce licence
compliance in the
petroleum industry.

Massive disasters
caused by explosions.

Fair competition
exists within the
energy industry

Failure by licensees
to provide 3rd
party access to
infrastructure.

Energy is
accessible and
affordable for all
citizens

Residual Risk
Gap

18.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

Controls

Task Details

51.20
High

25.00
Low

9.20
Very low

15.40
Low

Investigate complaints
Monitoring of
construction processes.
Request information
from licencees in
Quarterly compliance
compliance with
inspections.
Petroleum Pipelines
Issue noncompliance
Act and Regulations
notices to enforce
such as allocation
compliance.
mechanism etc.
Approved Compliance
Conduct compliance
monitoring framework
audits
Inspections conducted
at petroleum licensees.

39.60
Medium

21.80
Low

7.00
Very low

14.80
Low

Implement a central
Approved Travel and
Accommodation Policy travel coordination
where this is addressed function.

Deter entry for
competition.
Inhibit investment /
encourage investment
Affects security of
supply.
Inflated prices.

19.

Organisational

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Concentration
of travel risk.

CFO

Plane crash.
Shuttle.
Concentration of
officials in one
mode of transport.

Key individuals
and management
personnel travelling
together.

Loss of entire
management team.
Business disruption.

Provide training /
awareness campaign
on the Travel and
Accommodation to all
NERSA staff

Proper planning for
meetings.
Lack of a central
travel coordination
point.

20.

Transversal

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Regulatory
decisions
impact
assessment.

SM:
RAR

NERSA may be
taking decisions
without realising
the full extent of
the impact of these
decisions

Complex process.
High cost of impact
assessments.
Lack of methodology.

Unintended
consequences.
Loss of credibility

40.80
Medium

19.40
Low

6.00
Very low

13.40
Low

Economic impact
studies are being
conducted.
Monitoring customer
complaints.
Conduct surveys.
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Implement the impact
assessment.
To organise high level
reports and release
them in a news
worthy manner

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Risk
Owner

Stakeholder
relations.

EM:
COS

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Inadequate
stakeholder and
shareholder
relationship
management
may damage the
credibility of NERSA
in the eyes of the
stakeholders and
shareholders.

Maintain credibility to
the public, investors
and stakeholders:
Poor management
of stakeholder
relationship

Inadequate
stakeholder and
shareholder
relationship
management may
damage the credibility
of NERSA in the eyes
of the stakeholders
and shareholders.

Four groups
identified in NERSA.
Intra departmental
(government)
relations.

Public Private
Partnerships form part
of Government policy
to ensure delivery:
Reactive response by
Energy Regulator
Different
interpretations of the
Acts between NERSA
and stakeholders
Inadequate networking
with international
regulators due
to inadequate
communication
strategy

Reputation of NERSA.
Stakeholders
considering NERSA as
irrelevant.

49.20
High

21.80
Low

7.60
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

Organisational

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

21.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

14.20
Low

Controls

Task Details

Stakeholder
Communication
Strategy in place.

Implementation of
the international
exchange and training
programmes.

Engagement with the
heads of stakeholder
organisations.
International
Coordination
and Partnerships
department.
Public participation
processes.
Regular interaction with
shareholders.

Annual review
of international
exchange / training
programmes.
Continued
participation in AFUR
and RERA
Customer satisfaction
surveys

International exchange
/ training programmes.
Member of AFUR and
RERA

Development of
National Energy Bill by
Government: Failure
to timeously react to
gaps identified
Inadequate
consultation
processes

Annual Performance Plan
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Organisational

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Risk Name
Industrial
relations.

Risk
Owner
CHO

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Poor industrial
relations
management
can lead to unfair
treatment of staff,
low staff morale
and high staff
turnover

Inappropriate HR

CCMA cases.

practices.

Litigation.

Staff misconduct.

Loss of credibility.

Constructive
dismissals.

Penalties and fines.

Poor productivity
Poor management

Staff grievances.

53.40
High

23.80
Low

10.60
Low

Residual Risk
Gap

22.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

13.20
Low

Controls

Task Details

Regular meetings with
union office bearers

Implementing
coaching and
mentoring for staff.

Performance Contracts
and Personal
Development Plans
Performance
Management System
in Policy in place
Approved Disciplinary
Code and Grievance
Procedure
A code of conduct for
the Energy Regulator is
in place
Management and
Leadership training
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NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Minimising
Regulatory
burden.

Risk
Owner
EM:
ELR
EM:
GAR
EM:
PPR

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

NERSA is one of
several regulators
who are involved in
the regulation of the
value chain

Some of licensees
are also regulated by
other entities such
as National Treasury
and DoE.

Cost of compliance
for licensees is high
in terms of time spent
and resources utilised.

Fragmented
processes required
for compliance to
different regulatory
bodies.
The Minister of
Mineral Resources
regulates the
upstream gas
and has gazetted
the Mineral and
Petroleum Resources
Development Act
(MPRDA)

Inhibits investment.
Confusion to parties
that need to comply.

42.60
Medium

19.40
Low

6.80
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

Transversal

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

23.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

12.40
Low

Controls

Task Details

Implement the
Development of
Regulatory Reporting
regulatory processes
that is less prescriptive. System.
Engagement with
National Treasury trying
to align reporting.

Finalise the data
warehouse in the RRS
system.

Regulatory advocacy
and coordination.

Finalise industry
reporting standards.

Approved Minimum
Information
Requirements for Tariff
Applications

Develop and
implement the
Regulatory Reporting
System for nonfinancial data

Approved financial
Regulatory Reporting
Manuals
Some MoUs and MoAs
in place with regulators
wit concurrent
jurisdiction

Regular
communication with
other regulators
Implementation of
the MoUs and MoAs
with regulators with
concurrent jurisdiction
Assess regulatory
burden before any
additional major
information request is
implemented

Annual Performance Plan
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Organisational

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Risk Name
Application
of sound
Corporate
Governance.

Risk
Owner
SM:
RSU

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Lack of a single
NERSA is one of
driver for corporate
several regulators
who are involved in governance.
the regulation of the
value chain.
If sound Corporate
Governance is
not applied it can
lead to loss of
credibility and an
organisation that
is not functioning
effectively and
efficiently

Consequence(s)

Lack of timely decision 47.20
Medium
making by Energy
Regulator.

19.40
Low

7.60
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

24.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

12.00
Low

Loss of credibility due
to non-conformance
to good governance
principles.

Controls

Task Details

Deadlines for
submissions are set
allowing sufficient
time to study
documentation.

Review delegation of
authority annually

Annual review of the
Terms of Reference of
the Subcommittees of
the Energy Regulator.
Approved schedule of
all Energy Regulator
and Subcommittee
meetings.
Consideration by
regulator members
of regulator
memorandums.
Code of conduct.

25.

190

Electricity
Industry

Energy is
accessible and
affordable for all
citizens

Accuracy in
processing
tariff
applications.

Annual Performance Plan

EM:
ELR

Errors in processing
price and tariff
applications can
lead to incorrect
determinations

Lack of attention to
detail.

Delays in the approval
applications.

Complacency.

Insufficient staff.

Approval of
applications that
do not adhere with
requirements.

Inappropriate skills

Loss of credibility.

High application load.

Financial losses.

Inadequate / incorrect
information from
licensee.

Litigation.

Lack of supervision.

58.20
High

25.00
Low

10.20
Very low

14.60
Low

Review Terms
of Reference of
Subcommittees
annually
Implementation of the
Operating procedures
on supporting Energy
Regulator and its
Subcommittees
Code of Conduct is to
be reviewed annually
Consultation, review
and approval of
schedule of meetings
annually
Implementation of the
Organisational Review
to be

Benchmarking
methodology
implemented for
municipal tariffs.

All determinations to
be double checked
by different staff
members

International best
practice methodology
for determining Eskom
revenue requirements.

Annual audit of
sample of price and
tariff determinations

27.

Piped-Gas
industry

Energy is
accessible and
affordable for all
citizens

Accuracy in
processing
tariff
applications

Energy is
accessible and
affordable for all
citizens

Accuracy in
processing
tariff and
maximum
price
applications

Risk
Owner
EM:
PPR

EM:
GAR

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Errors in
processing tariff
applications can
lead to incorrect
determinations

Lack of attention to
detail.

Delays in the approval
applications.

Complacency.

Insufficient staff.

Approval of
applications that
do not adhere to
requirements.

Inappropriate skills

Loss of credibility.

High application load.

Financial losses.

Inadequate / incorrect
information from
licensee.

Litigation.

Lack of attention to
detail.

Delays in the approval
applications.

Complacency.

Insufficient staff.

Approval of
applications that
do not adhere to
requirements.

Inappropriate skills

Loss of credibility.

High application load.

Financial losses.

Inadequate / incorrect
information from
licensee

Litigation.

Errors in processing
price and tariff
applications can
lead to incorrect
determinations

Lack of supervision.

Lack of supervision.

56.20
High

21.60
Low

9.80
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

Petroleum
Pipelines
industry

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

26.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

11.80
Low

Controls

Task Details

Approved tariff
methodologies

Review of tariff
methodologies as and
when required
All determinations to
be double checked
by different staff
members
Annual audit of
sample of and tariff
determinations

55.20
High

20.20
Low

9.20
Very low

11.00
Low

Approved Maximum
pricing methodology
Approved tariff
guidelines

Review Maximum
pricing methodology
as and when required
All determinations to
be double checked
by different staff
members
Annual audit of
sample of price and
tariff determinations

Annual Performance Plan
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Cross cutting

Risk Name

Independence
Regulatory
of Energy
certainty exists
within the energy Regulator.
industry
Regulatory
environment
facilitates
investment
in energy
infrastructure
NERSA is
established and
positioned as
a credible and
reliable regulator

Annual Performance Plan

Risk
Owner
SM:
RSU

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Failure to act
independently from
stakeholders may
lead to investor
and customer
uncertainty in
regulated industries
as well as the
Energy Regulator
not being taken
seriously.
Regulatory capture
or corruption of
NERSA by but not
limited to regulated
entities may lead to
decisions that may
not stand the test of
independence and
fairness when taken
on review.

Interference by
Government.

Failure to act
independently from
stakeholders may
lead to investor and
customer uncertainty
in regulated industries
as well as the Energy
Regulator not being
taken seriously.
Mandate creep.

Regulatory capture by
licensees.
Political interests /
influence.

53.80
High

18.20
Low

5.60
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

28.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

12.60
Low

Controls

Task Details

Declaration of interest

Implementation of
the MOUs and MOAs
with regulators
with concurrent
jurisdiction

Awareness workshops.
National Energy
Regulator Act
Code of conduct.
Some MOUs and MOAs
with Government
Departments and other
regulators in place
Regular communication
with all stakeholders
Published rules for the
regulation of the three
industries

Continuous
awareness
campaigns
Regulatory advocacy

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Irregular,
unauthorised,
fruitless and
wasteful
expenditure.

Risk
Owner
CFO

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Budget and
Financial
Management.

Non-compliance to
financial legislation,
processes, policies
and procedures,
including the PFMA.

Financial losses.

Inadequate
development and
non-adherence
to policies and
procedures relating
to budgeting
and financial
management
may lead to
inappropriate
budgeting and
spending in NERSA.

Insufficient credit
policies and
procedures.
Inadequate resources
within Finance and
Administration to
allow for adequate
and accurate financial
reporting.
Maintenance of
documentation.

Audit qualifications.
Loss of credibility

43.60
Medium

19.20
Low

7.00
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

Organisational

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

29.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

12.20
Low

Controls

Task Details

Internal audit review of
financial compliance

Strengthen demand
management
planning.

Cost Recovery
mechanism in place
Demand management
planning.
Delegation of authority
metrics is in place.
Supply Chain manager
has been appointed.
Corporate governance
handbook which
includes all NERSA
policies is in place

Implement centralised
Travel coordination
function.
Training on SCM
Policy and procedures
Centralisation of SCM
functions
Review of delegation
of authority as and
when required
Segregation of duties

Budget and financial
management not
part of managers’
performance
contracts.
Unplanned
procurement.
“Emergency”
expenditure.

Annual Performance Plan
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Organisational

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Risk Name
Legal and
Regulatory
Compliance.

Risk
Owner
SM:
RSU

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Non-compliance
with Legislation,
Regulations and
Rules by NERSA will
mean that NERSA
is acting ultra vires
which can threaten
NERSA’s existence
in future.

Government policy on
expanding access to
affordable energy.

AAchieving universal
access to energy by
2012.

Requirement of legislation
to open access networks.

Litigation.

Compliance with
umbrella legislation
in National Energy
Regulator Act.
Compliance with
Sectorial Legislation
(Electricity
Regulation Act, Gas
Act and Petroleum
Pipelines Act).
Compliance with
levies Legislation
(Section 5B of the
Electricity Act, Gas
Regulator Levies
Act, Petroleum
Pipeline Levies Act).
Compliance
with facilitating
Legislation (PFMA,
PAIA, PAJA).

Requirement of legislation
to third party access.

Annual Performance Plan

Penalties and fines.

Financial losses.
Conflicting legislation may
result in non-compliance or Audit qualifications.
non-delivery on mandate
Audit queries.
e.g. MFMA, MSA and
Electricity Regulation
Amendment Act.
Different interpretations of
the Acts between NERSA
and stakeholders.
Under performance by the
Energy Regulator and staff.
Conflict between policy and
legislation.
Agreements between
Government and licensees
that supersede the Act
e.g. Schedule One of the
Agreement between the
Minister of Minerals and
Energy, Minister of Trade
and Industry and Sasol
Limited.
There is concurrent
jurisdiction in terms of
legislation
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Loss of credibility.

48.00
Medium

17.40
Low

6.80
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

30.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

10.40
Low

Controls

Task Details

Some MOU’s
with Government
Departments and
other regulators
in place

Implementation
of the compliance
register to enable
proper compliance
monitoring and
reporting.

Completion
and submission
on quarterly
basis of PFMA
and Treasury
Regulations
checklist
Fully functioning
Internal Audit
Unit that audits
compliance
Approved risk
based Audit Plan

Annual Audit Plan
approved
Implementation of
the MOUs and MOAs
with regulators with
concurrent jurisdiction

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Positioning
of NERSA in
the Economy
as the Energy
Regulator

Risk
Owner
EM:
COS

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

If there is
insufficient
awareness of the
role and mandate
of NERSA amongst
stakeholders it
may lead to NERSA
being declared as
non-essential and
closed down

Lack of awareness
of NERSA role and
mandate by all
stakeholders.

Loss of integrity and
respect for the Energy
Regulator.

Inconsistent
legislation.
Overlap in
mandates.

43.40
Medium

17.60
Low

6.60
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

Organisational

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

31.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

11.00
Low

Controls

Task Details

Public participation
processes.

Promote the image
of NERSA through
communication with
internal and external
stakeholders.

Public awareness
campaigns.

Credibility of the
Energy Regulator
being questioned.

Developed integrated
communication
strategy.

Lack of investment.
Lack of awareness of
NERSA decisions.
Lack of public
awareness.

32.

Transversal

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

EM:
Changing
legislation and COS
policy.

Regulatory
uncertainty caused
by Government’s
restructuring
initiatives leads
to inaction by the
industry and the
Energy Regulator

Review of the
NERSA Act.

Inaction by the
industry and the
Energy Regulator.

Review of the
Electricity Regulation Projects being placed
on hold until clarity are
Amendment Act
received.
Tabling of the ISMO
Bill.
Review of the
Electricity Pricing
Policy

49.80
High

18.00
Low

8.20
Very low

9.80
Very Low

Engaging with policy
makers.
Monitoring of
developments in terms
of Legislative changed.

Implementation of
the mechanism to
enforce the living of
the NERSA values.
Increase public
awareness of NERSA.

Continued
participation in
amendment task
teams
Provide comments on
draft legislation if and
when requested
Drafting appropriate
Rules on the ISMO Bill
(once promulgated).

Review of the Gas
Act

Participate in
public consultation
processes

Review of the
Standard of the
Policy.

Implementation of the
Organisational review

Policies not regularly
updated

Annual Performance Plan
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Organisational

Regulatory
certainty exists
within the
energy industry

Risk Name

Risk
Owner

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Mandate
overlap

EM:
COS

DOE/NERSA
overlap/ confusion.

Overlap in NERSA
governing legislation
with those of other
entities.

Possible impact on
NERSA’s regulatory
mandate.

Competition
authority.
NCA.
Clarity of role of
Energy Regulator
by industry
stakeholders.
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Interpretation of
legislation.
Inconsistencies in
legislation.
The Minister of
Mineral Resources
regulates the
upstream gas
and has gazetted
the Mineral
and Petroleum
Resources
Development Act
(MPRDA)

46.00
Medium

16.20
Low

Residual Risk
Gap

33.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

7.00
Very low

9.40
Very Low

Controls

Task Details

Regular interaction with Implementation of
the Memorandums
relevant stakeholders
of Understanding
Comments made on
and Memorandums
proposed legislation
of Agreement
impacting on the role
with regulators
of NERSA
with concurrent
jurisdiction.
Proactive proposals
for amendments
to legislation and
participation in review
task teams.
Review alignment of
legislation.

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Fraud and
corruption.

Risk
Owner
SM: SPM

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Potential for
fraudulent activity
within the awarding
of licenses, tenders,
etc.

Collusion.

Inappropriate
awarding of licenses.

Conflict of interest.
Poor professional
ethics.
Leaking of tender
documentation and
information.
Breach of
confidentiality.
Theft of
organisational
resources (cash,
time, information,
etc.)
Personal
enrichment.

Loss of credibility.
Litigation.
Penalties and fines.
Loss of resources.
Poor quality goods and
services.

43.00
Medium

15.60
Low

Residual Risk
Gap

Organisational

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

34.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

6.40
Very low

9.20
Very Low

Controls

Task Details

Approved Fraud
Management Policy

Implement a
procurement system
linked to the supplier
database.

Approved Fraud
Prevention Plan.
Segregation of duties.
Demand planning.
Fraud Committee.
Fraud hotline
Developed broad
evaluation criteria for
licence applications

Annual review and
updates of demand
plans.
Fraud Awareness
campaigns
Declaration of interest

Code of conduct.
Documented licensing
processes,
Detailed procurement
process in place
Declaration of interest
Delegation of authority
metrics is in place

Annual Performance Plan
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Electricity
Industry

Energy supply is
certain and
secure for
current and
future user
needs

Risk Name
Enabling and
monitoring of
the Security of
energy supply.

Risk
Owner
EM: ELR

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Sustained Power
station outage

Demand increase
exceeding capacity
increase

Load shedding.

Weather conditions
impacting on coal
supply.
Lack of planning by
energy producers.
Unplanned plant
outages.
Sabotage /
terrorism.
Industrial action.
Copper cable theft.
Electricity theft.

Loss of credibility
of the Country
as an investment
destination.
Community unrest.
Large scale financial
and production losses
in the economy.
Loss of NERSA
Credibility.
Damage to the local
economic growth.

46.20
Medium

16.00
Low

Residual Risk
Gap

35.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

11.20
Very low

4.80
Very Low

Controls

Task Details

Multi-Year Price
Determination

Review the EEDSM
framework.

Monitoring of the build
programme.

Licensing of
Independent Power
Producers

Allowing municipalities
revenue for
maintenance of
networks.
Compliance monitoring.
Monitoring of the
supply and demand
balance.
Electricity infrastructure
analysis and Integrated
Resource Plan
New electricity
legislation provides
detailed and advanced
license conditions.
International best
practice methodology
for determining Eskom
revenue requirements.
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Participation in the
finalisation of the
ISMO Bill as far as
possible
Licensing of ISMO
if and when the
ISMO Bill comes into
operation

Energy supply is
certain and
secure for
current and
future user
needs

Enabling and
monitoring of
the Security of
energy supply.

Risk
Owner
EM:
PPR

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Economy grinds
to a halt if there is
no fuel

Pipeline failure /
leakage.

Not enough petroleum
products in especially
the inland market

Sabotage /
terrorism.
Industrial action.

40.40
Medium

16.00
Low

Residual Risk
Gap

Petroleum
Pipelines
Industry

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

36.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

8.40
Very low

7.60
Very Low

Controls

Task Details

Review supply and
demand balance for
Petroleum supply.

Continued modelling
of demand forecast

Tariff methodology in
place

Participate in the
finalisation of the
Infrastructure
Development Bill

Continued updating
Compliance monitoring. and enhancement of
the security of supply
Capacity adequacy
model
reports.
Process licence
Security of Supply
applications as soon
Model
as possible

Loss of credibility
of the Country
as an investment
destination.
Large scale financial
and production losses
in the economy.
Loss of NERSA
Credibility.
Damage to the local
economic growth.

37.

Petroleum
Pipelines
Industry

Regulatory
Environment
facilitates
investment
in energy
infrastructure
Regulatory
certainty exists
within the
energy industry
NERSA is
established and
positioned as
a credible and
reliable regulator

NERSA’s role
in Country
Infrastructure
rollout and
funding plan

EM:
PPR

Perceived role
and relevance of
NERSA.
Massive National
infrastructure
planned spending
impacting on
petroleum pipelines.
Clarity of role of
Energy Regulator
by industry
stakeholders.

Overlap in
jurisdictions.

Uncertainty in
investors as to
the regulatory
environment for
investment.

41.80
Medium

17.60
Low

9.80
Very low

7.80
Very Low

Monitor tariff
applications for
possible crosssubsidies
Liaise with
stakeholders as and
when necessary

Annual Performance Plan
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Electricity
Industry

39.

Petroleum
Pipelines
Industry

Risk Name

Regulatory
Environment
facilitates
investment
in energy
infrastructure
Regulatory
certainty exists
within the
energy industry
NERSA is
established and
positioned as
a credible and
reliable regulator

NERSA’s role
in Country
Infrastructure
rollout and
funding plan

Regulatory
environment
facilitates
investment in
energy
infrastructure

Evaluating
competing
licence
applications.

Risk
Owner
EM:
ELR

EM:
PPR

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

Perceived role
and relevance of
NERSA.
Massive National
infrastructure
planned spending
impacting on
electricity industry.
Clarity of role of
Energy Regulator
by industry
stakeholders.

Overlap in
jurisdictions.

Uncertainty in
investors as to
the regulatory
environment for
investment.

NERSA may in
future be faced
with the evaluation
of more than one
competing licence
application. These
will have to be
evaluated and the
licence granted to
the most deserving
applicant

Petroleum Pipelines
Act encourage
competition in the
market

Annual Performance Plan

16.80
Low

9.40
Very low

7.40
Very Low

Controls

Task Details

Multi-Year Price
Determination

Participate in the
finalisation of the
Infrastructure
Development Bill

Monitoring of new build
programme

Continuous
monitoring of new
build programme
Monitoring
implementation of the
MYPD

Reputational risk.
Loss of investors.
Annoyed investors
which have met the
requirements but
have been declined a
license.
Deter entry to
competitors.
Lack of competition.
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42.20
Medium

Residual Risk
Gap

38.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

38.20
Medium

13.20
Low

6.40
Very low

6.80
Very Low

Energy Regulator
and Subcommittee
meetings open to the
public
Public consultation
process
Rules, guidelines and
selection criteria are
in place.
Developed and
approved broad
evaluation criteria for
licence applications

Ensure consistency
in Energy Regulator
decisions
Recommend
amendment to the
Petroleum Pipelines
Act to allow for
competitive bidding

Regulatory
environment
facilitates
investment in
energy
infrastructure

Evaluating
competing
licence
applications

Risk
Owner
EM: GAR

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Consequence(s)

NERSA may in
future be faced
with the evaluation
of more than one
competing licence
application. These
will have to be
evaluated and the
licence granted to
the most deserving
applicant.

Gas Act encourage
competition in the
market

Reputational risk.
Loss of investors.

38.20
Medium

13.00
Low

Residual Risk
Gap

Piped-Gas
Industry

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

40.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

6.40
Very low

6.80
Very Low

Annoyed investors
which have met the
requirements but
have been declined a
license.

Piped-Gas
Industry

Fair competition
exists within the
energy industry

Creating an
enabling
environment
for
competition in
the piped-gas
industry.

EM:
GAR

NERSA’s limitations
relative to the
objectives of the
Gas Act

Rules, guidelines and
selection criteria are
in place.

Deter entry into the
gas market.

Lack of enabling
legislative tools.

High cost of business
for rivals.

Lack of sufficient
investment in
infrastructure.

High prices for
consumers.

High entry barriers.
Single supplier in
the market.
Market structure
characterised by
vertically integrated
supplier.

Lack of growth in the
gas industry.
Discriminatory prices.
Lack of job creation.

Task Details
Ensure consistency
in Energy Regulator
decisions

Public consultation
process

Developed broad
evaluation criteria for
licence applications

Lack of competition
41.

Controls
Energy Regulator
and Subcommittee
meetings open to the
public

46.20
Medium

15.60
Low

11.20
Low

4.40
Very Low

Stakeholder and
investor engagement.
Pro investment tariff
methodology and
structures.
Approved Maximum
Prices for Gas
Methodology
Regulatory advocacy
with government and
key stakeholders.

Regulatory advocacy
regarding the
amendment of
the Gas Act and
Regulations.
Licence conditions
to provide limited
exclusivity where
applicable
Advocacy and
communication by
NERSA

Licensing of new or
Enforce third party
potential entrants in the
access
gas market.
Conduct periodic
competition
assessment.
Approving maximum
prices for gas.
Monitor and approve
gas tariffs.
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Piped-Gas
Industry

Energy is
accessible and
affordable for all
citizens

Risk Name
Tariff
and price
determination

Risk
Owner
EM;
GAR

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Incorrect
determination of
prices and tariffs
which may result
in windfall profits
for licensees;
unaffordable
prices; financial
unsustainability of
the industry; and
diminished investor
appetite.

Incorrect information Unaffordable tariffs.
provided by
Unsustainability of the
licensees.
licensee.
Incorrect
The credibility of
assessment by
NERSA is at risk.
NERSA.
Deters investment
Availability of
correct skills and
competency to
assess applications.

Benefit of higher
tariffs can flow to
unintended people.
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Setting tariffs
not conducive to
investment.
Information
asymmetry.

Consequence(s)

52.80
High

11.20
Low

Residual Risk
Gap

42.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

6.40
Very low

4.80
Very Low

Controls

Task Details

Regulatory reporting
manuals.

Enforcement of
compliance with
regards to Regulatory
Reporting Manuals

Public hearings.
Approved Maximum
Price Methodology

Consistent decisions
Ensure compliance
with the Maximum
Price Methodology

Energy is
accessible and
affordable for all
citizens

Tariff
and price
determination.

Risk
Owner
EM:
PPR

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Incorrect
determination of
prices and tariffs
which may result
in windfall profits
for licensees;
unaffordable
prices; financial
unsustainability of
the industry; and
diminished investor
appetite.

Incorrect information Unaffordable tariffs.
provided by
Unsustainability of the
licensees.
licensee.
Incorrect
The credibility of
assessment by
NERSA is at risk.
NERSA.
Deters investment
Availability of
correct skills and
competency to
assess applications.

Benefit of higher
tariffs can flow to
unintended people.

Inappropriate /
incomplete tariff
applications for
petroleum pipelines
facilities (storage
and loading
facilities still largely
outstanding).

Consequence(s)

53.80
High

12.00
Low

Residual Risk
Gap

Petroleum
Pipelines
Industry

Risk Name

Residual Risk
(Desired)

43.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Current)

Context

Inherent Risk
Score

No.

7.40
Very low

4.60
Very Low

Controls

Task Details

Regulatory reporting
manuals.

Enforcement of
compliance with RRM
and MIRTA

Minimum information
requirements for tariff
applications.
Public hearings.
Approved tariff
methodologies for
pipelines and storage
facilities

Consistent decisions
Consultation with and
information provided
to government
departments and
stakeholders
Following of a public
participative approach
Try to ensure that
the DoE follows a
public participative
approach if changes
to the regulations are
decided upon.

Setting and/or
approving tariffs
not conducive to
investment.
Information
asymmetry.
Department of
Energy (DoE)
changing regulations
pertaining to tariff
setting for the
industry due to:
Transnet Limited
in discussions with
DoE regarding
changing the
regulations.
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Electricity
Industry

Energy is
accessible and
affordable for all
citizens

Risk Name
Tariff
and price
determination

Risk
Owner
EM:
ELR

Risk Description

Root Cause(s)

Incorrect
determination of
prices and tariffs
which may result
in windfall profits
for licensees;
unaffordable
prices; financial
unsustainability of
the industry; and
diminished investor
appetite.

Incorrect information Unaffordable tariffs.
provided by
Unsustainability of the
licensees.
licensee.
Incorrect
The credibility of
assessment by
NERSA is at risk
NERSA.

Benefit of higher
tariffs can flow to
unintended people.

Consequence(s)

53.00
High

11.60
Low

7.20
Very low

Residual Risk
Gap

44.

Strategic
Objective

Residual Risk
(Desired)

Context

Residual Risk
(Current)

No.

Inherent Risk
Score

Appendix A

4.40
Very
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Organisational

NERSA is
established and
positioned as a
credible and
reliable
regulator

Security of
income.

Annual Performance Plan

CFO

Late approval of
levies by

International best
practice methodology
for determining Eskom
revenue requirements

Availability of
correct skills and
competency to
assess applications.

Multi-Year Price
Determination

Setting tariffs
not conducive to
investment.

MYPD allows for
“re-opening” to correct
for any over or under
recovery

Information
asymmetry.

the Minister
of Energy in
consultation with
the Minister of
Finance.

Delays by the
Minister to approve
the levies.

Task Details
Enforcement
of compliance
with regards to
RRMs, MIRTA and
submission of
information

Minimum information
requirements for tariff
applications.

Consultation with and
information provided
to government
departments and
stakeholders
Following of a public
participative approach
Implementing he
Pricing Policy

Stakeholder
participation in
determining tariffs
structures and levels
for Eskom

Department of
Energy (DoE)
changing regulations
pertaining to tariff
setting for the
industry due to
inadequate ringfencing (amongst
others).
45.

Controls
Regulatory reporting
manuals.

A more robust
pricing methodology
introduced for Metros

Cash flow constraints.
Financial losses.

25.20
Low

6.60
Very low

3.80
Very low

2.60
Very Low

Lobbying / Advocacy
with relevant
shareholders.
Collection of levies
Ensuring accuracy of
levies

Strengthen
engagement with
Minister of Energy
and National Treasury.

Appendix B: Budget Assumptions and Parameters
The budget assumptions and parameters that are to be utilised in preparing the NERSA budget for 2015/16 and forecasts for 2016/17 and 2017/18.

1.

Introduction

1.1 Annual budget and Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF)
PURPOSE
The annual budget sets out what funds an institution is allocated to deliver services. The Annual Performance Plan shows funded service-delivery targets or projections.
FOCUS
The annual budget indicates the resources envelope for the year ahead, and sets indicative future budgets over the MTEF.
TIME FRAMES
The budget covers the 2015/16 financial year and the following two years.
UPDATING
After submission of the proposed budget to the Minister of Energy, NERSA must publish the proposed piped-gas and petroleum pipelines levies and submit a revised
budget, taking public comments into consideration to the Minister of Energy for approval. Once this has been done, the accounting authority cannot revise the budget
for the financial year unless so directed by the Minister of Energy and/or the Minister of Finance.
LINKED TO
The annual budget is developed within the framework of the Strategic Plan, and must inform and be informed by its Annual Performance Plan. In-year implementation
and monitoring of the budget is conducted through the quarterly financial reports, while year-end reporting is made through annual financial statements, which are
included in the annual report.
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS
Chapter 4 of the Public Finance Management Act, 1999, (Act No. 1 of 1999) (PFMA) and Chapter 6 of the Treasury Regulations set out the legal requirements for annual
budgets. Section 53 of the PFMA deals with the legal requirements for annual budgets and the MTEF budgets of public entities.
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1.2 Budgeting Principles
•

The budget is aimed at achieving NERSA’s objectives as contained in the Strategic Plan.

•

The budget is linked to programmes and Key performance indicators in the Strategic Plan and Annual Performance Plan.

•

Expense items are justified based on legal requirements, NERSA policies and NERSA’s regulatory mandate.

•

Costs that can be directly attributable to an industry-specific regulatory function are charged directly to that function.

•

Costs that are not directly attributable to an industry-specific regulatory function, but are incurred as common costs in order to support the three industry-specific
regulatory functions, are allocated between the three industry-specific regulatory functions using the ring-fencing methodology.

•

The ring-fencing ratio is based on the approved staff complement attributable to the industry-specific function. The current allocation ratio is 58% for the electricity
industry regulation; 21% for the petroleum pipelines industry regulation; and 21% for the piped-gas industry regulation. There were no significant changes to NERSA’s
organisational structure and staff complement since the approval of the ratio. It is recommended that the review of this ratio be completed once the organisational review
that is currently underway is finalised.

•

A cash-flow risk mitigation reserve is held by NERSA to overcome timing differences between the start of the financial year and the start of the approved levy payments
by the licensees. The reserve margin consists of 3 months employment cost for the electricity, piped-gas and petroleum pipelines industry and 4.5% of the annual
operating expenditure budget less employment costs.

•

The funding requirement from each industry is determined for each year to cover the following:
total expenditure allocated to the regulation of the industry (operating and capital)
minus surplus funds from the funding of the previous year/s.

•

Employment costs are budgeted at full staff complement and based on the projected salary increase as per National Treasury.

•

The National Treasury issued an Instruction on Cost Containment Measures on 19 December 2013. This instruction is effective from 1 January 2014. The impact of the
cost containment on the 2015/16 budget is mainly on travel and accommodation, breakaways, catering and consultant fees.

2. Economic Factors
The economic factors impact the budget process in the following ways:
•

•
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The inflation rate is used to determine the level at which recurrent expenditure items increase. However it is expected that non-essential expenditure (travel,
accommodation etc.) should grow at a rate below inflation. The consultant’s fees, catering, breakaways, travel and accommodation are expected to decline in line with
the cost containment Treasury instruction.
The exchange rate is used when calculating the budget for international travel as well as other expenses where payments are made in foreign currency.
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Financial Year
Inflation rate – CPI
Exchange Rate of the Rand (R/USD)

2012/13
Actual

2013/14
Actual

2014/15
Budget

2015/16
Budget

2016/17
Forecast

2017/18
Forecast

6.0

6.0

5.4

5.6

5.4

5.3

9.23

10.54

10.14

10.81

10.91

11.36

2.1 Inflation rate outlook
The outlook for consumer inflation (CPI) for the next three years is expected to be around an average of 5.4%. The CPI figures are provided by the National Treasury.

2.2 $/R Exchange rate outlook
This exchange rate forecast is based on the information provided by the Bureau for Economic Research as at 30 June 2014. The rand has been on a weakening trend since
May 2013. The currency lost further ground to trade at R10.68/$ on 30 June 2014. On average the rand declined by about 11% against the US dollar between the fourth quarter
of 2013 and the first quarter of 2014.

3. Industry volumes
Industry volumes are used in calculating the levies payable by each industry based on the required expenditure budget minus any refunds approved by the Energy Regulator.
ELECTRICITY
The electricity sent out volumes are based on the Eskom’s projected volumes for the 2014/15 to 2017/18 financial years. These include volumes from non-Eskom generators
and licensed Independent Power Producers.
Industry

Net electricity sent out from licensed power
stations (MWh)
Electricity volume growth %

2012/13
Actual
‘000

2013/14
Actual
‘000

2014/15
Budget
‘000

2014/15
Forecast
‘000

2015/16
Budget
‘000

2016/17
Forecast
‘000

2017/18
Forecast
‘000

237 373
(Bud 258 465)

228 378
(Bud 250 615)

258 151
(per MYPD3)

232 000
(10% less per
history)

235 638
(per MYPD3)

239 113
(per MYPD3)

244 026
(per MYPD3)

0.08%

(3.79%)

13.04%

1.59%

(8.72%)

1.47%

2.05%
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NET ELECTRICITY SENT OUT (Mwh)

PIPED-GAS VOLUMES (GJ)

265000000

195000000

260000000

190000000

255000000

185000000

250000000

180000000

245000000

175000000

240000000

170000000

235000000

165000000

230000000

160000000

225000000

155000000

220000000

150000000

150000000

145000000

210000000

2012/13
Budget

2012/13
Actual

2012/13
Budget

2013/14
Actual

2014/15
Budget

2014/15
Forecast

2015/16
Budget

2016/17 2017/18
Forecast Forecast

2012/13
Budget

2012/13
Actual

2012/13
Budget

2013/14
Actual

2014/15
Budget

2014/15
Forecast

2015/16
Budget

2016/17
Forecast

2017/18
Forecast

PIPED-GAS
The volumes for the 2014/15 to 2017/18 financial years are based on Sasol Gas’s projections.
Industry

Piped-gas volume delivered at inlet flange of
licensed pipelines (GJ) (Note 2)
Piped-gas volume growth %
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2012/13
Actual
‘000

2013/14
Actual
‘000

2014/15
Budget
‘000

2014/15
Forecast
‘000

2015/16
Budget
‘000

2016/17
Forecast
‘000

2017/18
Forecast
‘000

160 276
(Bud 135 000)

172 282
(Bud 161 800)

169 673

174 000

176 296

184 280

188 014

9.15%

7.49%

(1.51%)

1.00%

3.90%

4.53%

2.031%

PETROLEUM VOLUMES (kl)
18 500 000
18 000 000
17 500 000
17 000 000
16 500 000
16 000 000
15 500 000
15 000 000
14 500 000
14 000 000

2012/13
Budget

2012/13
Actual

2012/13
Budget

2013/14
Actual

2014/15
Budget

2014/15
Forecast

2015/16
Budget

2016/17
Forecast

2017/18
Forecast

PETROLEUM
The volumes for the 2014/15 to 2015/16 financial years are based on Transnet’s projections. However Transnet have not provide projections beyond 2015/16 due to the
extension of 3 months of their tariff application, hence the volumes as forecasted for 2015/16 are maintained.
Industry

Petroleum volumes delivered at inlet flange of
licensed pipelines (kl) (Note 3)
Petroleum pipelines volume growth %

2012/13
Actual
‘000

2013/14
Actual
‘000

2014/15
Budget
‘000

2014/15
Forecast
‘000

2015/16
Budget
‘000

2016/17
Forecast
‘000

2017/18
Forecast
‘000

15 415
(Bud 18 020)

16 445
(Bud 17 700)

16 354

16 500

16 500

16 500

16 500

(7.15%)

6.68%

(0.55%)

0.34%

0.89%

0.00%

0.00%
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4. Regulatory Factors
Please refer to section 1.1.3 National Environment of the Annual Performance Plan (APP) for regulatory Factor Risks and Challenges that may have an impact on the Budget
2015/16 and Forecast for 2016/17 and 2017/18.

5. Employee Costs
Industry

2011/12
Actual

2012/13
Actual

2013/14
Actual

2014/15
Budget

2015/16
Budget

2016/17
Forecast

2017/18
Forecast

Projected Salary Increase Percentage

5.7%

9.0%
(Bud 7.9%)

8.4%
(Bud 6.6%)

6.4%
(Act 8.4%)

7.1%

7.0%

6.5%

Projected bonus percentage as a function of total
employment cost

17.0%

17.0%

17.0%

17.0%
(Staff Act 18%)

17.0%

17.0%

17.0%

146

159

171

177

177

177

177

Employee numbers

5.1. As NERSA is a knowledge-based institution, the retention of staff is a priority and therefore it is important that the salary market for the skills necessary is understood
and taken into account.
5.2. The above estimated salary increase (CPI + 1.5%) is based on the National Treasury Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) Guidelines.
5.3. The performance bonus is based on previous year’s budget at cost to company.
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Appendix C: Funding for NERSA
FUNDING FOR THE NATIONAL ENERGY REGULATOR
1.

In terms of the National Energy Regulator Act, NERSA will be funded through
money appropriated by Parliament; levies imposed by or under separate
legislation; charges for dispute resolution and other services rendered in terms
of the Act; and licences. However, it suffices to say that the most prudent form
of funding for all three industries is through levies.

percentage contribution of each generation licensee to the levy as prescribed by
Section 5B of the Electricity Act.
7.

In order to calculate the levies the energy production figures for the previous
calendar year for every electricity generator are used. From the energy
production figures the net energy that has been sent out by every generator is
calculated (the difference between the gross energy produced and the amount
of energy used during the generation process). The unit for this figure is kilowatthour. The levy is determined by dividing the budget for the electricity industry
by the total amount of energy sent out. This provides a figure measured in cents
per kilowatt-hour. In order to determine the amount that every generator has to
pay to the Energy Regulator, the proportional contribution of every generator to
the total amount of energy sent out during the year is calculated. The electricity
budget is then divided between the generators in the same proportion.

2.

For electricity it is further provided that its funding will include donations or
contributions received from any person or entity and interest received on
investment, as provided for in section 5B of the Electricity Act, (Act No. 47
of 1987) since charges for disputes and other services are excluded for the
electricity industry.

3.

Levies from the petroleum pipelines industry and piped-gas industry are
imposed in terms of the Petroleum Pipelines Levies Act, 2004 (Act No.
28 of 2004) and the Gas Regulator Levies Act, 2002 (Act No. 75 of 2002)
respectively.

8.

Under Section 5B of the Electricity Act (which has not been repealed with the
operationalisation of the Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4 of 2006)),
the Minister of Energy prescribes the electricity licence fees by Notice in the
Government Gazette.

In the 2015/16 budget the licence fees payable by the licensed generators for the
electricity regulation industry will be effectively reduced by a refund of surplus
funds which existed at 31 March 2014 to the value of R5.5 million and interest
receivable from the bank of R 3.9 million at the average rate of 5.5% per annum.

9.

The licencee fee rate payable by licensed generators of electricity is estimated at
0.07625 cents per kWh based on recovering R179.7 million through an estimated
net generation of 235 638 GWh (1GWh = 1 million kWh) for the 2015/16 financial
year. This is a 13.65 % increase in the levy compared to the 2014/15 financial year

4.

5.

6.

Under the Petroleum Pipeline Levies Act and the Gas Regulator Levies Act,
the Energy Regulator first publishes the intended levies for the public to
make representations, considers the representation and submits a report to
the Minister of Energy on the representations and how the representations
affected the levies. After the approval by the Minister of Energy in concurrence
with the Minister of Finance, the Energy Regulator publishes a Notice in the
Government Gazette of the approved levies for at least thirty days before the
piped-gas and petroleum pipelines industries start paying the levies.
With regard to the electricity industry, the budget for regulating this industry
will use the variable of “net kilowatt-hour generated” to determine the relative

10. With regard to the piped-gas industry, the budget for regulating this industry
will use the variable of “gigajoules entered into the system” to determine the
relative percentage contribution of each pipeline licensee to the levy.
11.

For the piped-gas, the levy is payable by the holders of the title to gas as
it enters the system licensed by NERSA and is based on gigajoules. The
budgeted leviable amount for piped-gas for 2015/16 amounts to R57.7 million.
The projected volume of gas for 2015/16 amounts to 176.3 million GJ, giving a
levy rate of 32.730 cents per GJ. This is a 13.71% decrease in the levy compared
to the 2014/15 financial year
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12.

With regard to the petroleum pipelines industry, the budget for regulating this
industry will use the variable of “litres entered in the system” to determine the
relative percentage contribution of each owner of petroleum to the levy.

13.

For petroleum pipelines, the levy is payable by the holders of the title to
petroleum product as it enters the system licensed by NERSA and is based
on litres. The budgeted leviable amount for petroleum pipelines for 2015/16
amounts to R71.6 million. It is estimated that the total volume of petroleum
products transported by pipeline would amount to approximately 16.5 billion
litres, so the levy would be 0.4338 cents per litre. This is a 7.28% increase in the
levy compared to the 2014/15 financial year.

14. As mentioned, for both piped-gas and petroleum pipelines, the holder of the
title to the product must pay the levy. However, the piped-gas transmission
licensee is vertically integrated and therefore is also the holder to the title
of the piped-gas. On the other hand, the petroleum pipelines licensee is not
vertically integrated and is not the holder of the title to the petroleum. This
means that the petroleum pipelines levies will have to be collected from a
number of importers and refiners.
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Appendix D: NERSA Consolidated Budget
NATIONAL ENERGY REGULATOR
ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 2015/2016
CONSOLIDATED 							
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE BUDGET 2015/16 AND FORECAST FOR THE PERIOD 2016/17 AND 2017/18
NOTES

DESCRIPTION

CONSOLIDATED
BUDGET AFTER
VIREMENTS
A

2013/14
TOTAL INCOME

APPROVED
BUDGET
C

ACTUAL
B

2013/14

ESTIMATED
FORECAST
D

% VARIANCE
(D /B)

2014/15

2014/15

240 925 582 231 490 428 307 461 437

CONSOLIDATED
BUDGET E

% VARIANCE
(E / C)

% VARIANCE
(E / D)

2015/16

FORECAST
H

FORECAST
I

2016/17

2017/18

292 976 441

26,6%

315 692 722

2,7%

Levies from Electricity Industry

1

137 043 936

127 679 531

173 191 622

155 647 107

21,9%

179 665 887

3,7%

15,4%

166 333 396

Levies from Piped-Gas Industry

2

48 808 067

51 970 163

64 356 969

65 998 225

27,0%

57 701 785

-10,3%

-12,6%

57 842 517

65 119 358

Levies from Petroleum Pipelines
Industry

3

50 933 740

47 327 642

66 129 985

66 720 359

41,0%

71 577 104

8,2%

7,3%

66 470 619

71 509 106

Interest received

4

4 139 839

4 362 154

3 782 861

4 560 000

4,5%

6 693 359

76,9%

46,8%

6 693 359

6 693 359

-

150 938

-

50 750

-66,4%

54 587

0,0%

7,6%

57 316

60 182

Other income

7,8% 297 397 207 323 592 550
180 210 544

0,0%
TOTAL OPERATING
EXPENDITURE

252 827 606 222 059 702 272 353 635

252 417 091

13,7%

277 545 412

1,9%

10,0% 292 532 864 308 329 638

International initiatives

1 290 402

350 771

2 314 597

1 000 000

185,1%

1 743 711

-24,7%

74,4%

1 837 872

1 937 117

Publications, communications
and corporate communications

9 234 154

9 487 762

9 978 643

8 180 109

-13,8%

9 458 548

-5,2%

15,6%

9 969 310

10 507 652

Tribunals, hearings and inquiries
Advertising, Promotion and
Communication

5

584 325

150 524

580 000

480 000

218,9%

580 000

0,0%

20,8%

611 320

644 331

11 108 881

9 989 057

12 873 240

9 660 109

-3,3%

11 782 259

-8,5%

22,0%

12 418 501

13 089 100

Employment Costs - Staff

6.1

107 260 896

101 123 681

116 304 386

114 450 349

13,2%

120 335 142

3,5%

5,1%

126 833 239

133 682 234

Internship Allowance

6.2

-

36 240

-

-

-100,0%

881 496

0,0%

0,0%

929 097

979 268

Learnership Allowance

6.2

633 000

633 500

-

-

-100,0%

881 496

0,0%

0,0%

929 097

979 268

Leave pay

6.3

1 498 964

990 493

1 120 270

1 237 806

25,0%

981 893

-12,4%

-20,7%

1 034 915

1 090 800

Leave pay: Regulator Members

6.3

-

-

30 205

30 000

0,0%

84 479

179,7%

181,6%

89 041

93 850

Performance Bonus - Regulator
Members

6.4

-

-

1 552 710

1 500 000

0,0%

1 623 972

4,6%

8,3%

1 711 667

1 804 097

Performance Bonus - Staff

6.4

Remuneration - Regulator
Members
Salary temporary staff
UIF

6.5

19 728 115

17 422 982

19 771 746

19 824 456

13,8%

20 456 974

3,5%

3,2%

21 561 651

22 725 980

10 068 926

8 801 626

11 620 859

11 153 068

26,7%

11 898 520

2,4%

6,7%

12 541 040

13 218 256

9 294 121

9 278 898

15 257 350

13 440 200

44,8%

17 959 579

17,7%

33,6%

18 929 396

19 951 584

-

320 444

-

-

-100,0%

-

0,0%

0,0%

-

-
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Appendix D
NOTES

DESCRIPTION

CONSOLIDATED
BUDGET AFTER
VIREMENTS
A

2013/14
Employment cost
Motor vehicle maintenance costs

6
7.1

Other Operational Costs

ESTIMATED
FORECAST
D

2013/14

2014/15

2014/15

148 484 022 138 607 864

% VARIANCE
(D /B)

CONSOLIDATED
BUDGET E

% VARIANCE
(E / C)

% VARIANCE
(E / D)

2015/16

FORECAST
H

FORECAST
I

2016/17

2017/18
194 525 336

165 657 525

161 635 880

16,6%

175 103 551

5,7%

8,3%

184 559 143

288 000

173 106

216 035

242 321

40,0%

252 667

17,0%

4,3%

266 311

280 692

2 097 225

1 335 728

1 286 116

1 150 531

-13,9%

1 375 388

6,9%

19,5%

1 449 659

1 527 940

Rates and taxes

7.3

767 930

891 725

936 000

940 000

5,4%

992 490

6,0%

5,6%

1 046 085

1 102 573

Repairs and maintenance

7.2

3 624 000

2 223 276

3 819 696

3 576 491

60,9%

4 112 964

7,7%

15,0%

4 335 064

4 569 158

Water & Electricity

7.3

1 894 350

1 944 393

2 353 836

2 400 000

23,4%

2 520 000

7,1%

5,0%

2 656 080

2 799 508

7

8 671 506

6 568 227

8 611 683

8 309 343

26,5%

9 253 509

7,5%

11,4%

9 753 199

10 279 871

Facilities Maintenance
Insurance

8.1

615 985

428 003

664 730

571 381

33,5%

486 099

-26,9%

-14,9%

512 348

540 015

Office operational costs: Leases

8.2

2 159 600

2 085 780

2 300 000

2 085 780

0,0%

2 283 600

-0,7%

9,5%

2 406 914

2 536 888

Office Operational Costs:
Printing and stationery

8.3

1 809 861

1 819 789

2 428 500

2 075 176

14,0%

2 001 768

-17,6%

-3,5%

2 109 863

2 223 796

Postage and delivery costs

8.4

461 722

301 298

277 773

323 321

7,3%

323 005

16,3%

-0,1%

340 447

358 831

Software licenses

8.5

2 716 132

2 162 905

4 322 000

3 962 060

83,2%

3 259 833

-24,6%

-17,7%

3 435 864

3 621 400

Subscriptions

8.6

Office Administration

8

855 743

1 000 064

1 324 673

1 687 200

68,7%

1 245 199

-6,0%

-26,2%

1 312 439

1 383 311

8 619 042

7 797 840

11 317 676

10 704 918

37,3%

9 599 503

-15,2%

-10,3%

10 117 876

10 664 242

Consultant fees

9.1

26 520 699

20 019 576

25 291 893

20 422 340

2,0%

19 985 989

-21,0%

-2,1%

21 065 232

22 202 755

Co-sourced internal audit
function

9.2

3 400 000

1 947 310

2 000 000

2 000 000

2,7%

2 000 000

0,0%

0,0%

2 108 000

2 221 832

External auditors fees

9.3

2 337 115

2 299 087

1 536 000

1 768 887

-23,1%

2 117 316

37,8%

19,7%

2 231 651

2 352 160

Legal fees

9.4

4 840 000

1 905 158

2 512 871

2 376 313

24,7%

3 000 000

19,4%

26,2%

3 162 000

3 332 748

Recruitment costs

9.5

Professional fees

9

Learnership programme

10.2

Breakaways

214

APPROVED
BUDGET
C

ACTUAL
B

838 186

949 581

1 610 811

4 016 233

322,9%

2 523 333

56,6%

-37,2%

2 659 593

2 803 211

37 936 000

27 120 712

32 951 575

30 583 774

12,8%

29 626 638

-10,1%

-3,1%

31 226 476

32 912 706
1 110 916

526 291

376 654

1 320 969

1 029 836

173,4%

1 000 000

-24,3%

-2,9%

1 054 000

1 713 655

1 175 144

1 882 827

362 147

-69,2%

-

-100,0%

-100,0%

-

-

Study fees

10.1

1 914 727

663 905

1 922 464

885 354

33,4%

1 855 531

-3,5%

109,6%

1 955 730

2 061 339

Training and development Regulator Members

10.7

402 757

65 844

522 939

300 000

355,6%

535 433

2,4%

78,5%

564 347

594 822

Training and development Staff

10.7

7 098 141

7 312 818

5 233 697

5 458 730

-25,4%

5 415 081

3,5%

-0,8%

5 707 496

6 015 701

Travel and Accommodation Regulator Members

10.3

2 217 708

2 090 560

3 811 092

2 944 883

40,9%

3 634 310

-4,6%

23,4%

3 830 563

4 037 413

Travel and Accom - Regulator
Members (Training Related)

10.5

-

-

270 000

200 000

0,0%

1 335 866

394,8%

567,9%

1 408 003

1 484 035

Travel and Accommodation Staff

10.4

16 213 837

14 558 220

13 210 398

9 379 075

-35,6%

7 052 881

-46,6%

-24,8%

7 433 737

7 835 158
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DESCRIPTION

Travel, Accommodation and
Training

10

Bad Debts

CONSOLIDATED
BUDGET AFTER
VIREMENTS
A

APPROVED
BUDGET
C

ACTUAL
B

ESTIMATED
FORECAST
D

% VARIANCE
(D /B)

2013/14

2013/14

2014/15

2014/15

30 087 116

26 243 145

32 595 647

24 560 025

CONSOLIDATED
BUDGET
E

% VARIANCE
(E / C)

% VARIANCE
(E / D)

2015/16
-6,4%

33 018 980

1,3%

34,4%

FORECAST
H

FORECAST
I

2016/17

2017/18

34 802 005

36 681 313

-

-

-

-

0,0%

-

0,0%

0,0%

-

-

Bank charges

11.1

109 000

104 264

88 536

123 561

18,5%

116 046

31,1%

-6,1%

122 312

128 917

Catering

11.2

1 848 364

1 513 415

1 562 500

1 147 116

-24,2%

1 558 600

-0,2%

35,9%

1 642 764

1 731 474

Employee wellness

11.5

575 584

428 019

704 534

248 357

-42,0%

1 306 386

85,4%

426,0%

1 376 930

1 451 285

Health & Safety

11.5

10 000

-

91 824

50 000

0,0%

91 824

0,0%

83,6%

96 782

102 009

-

5 475

-

-

-100,0%

-

0,0%

0,0%

-

-

3 776 187

2 541 043

4 019 195

4 016 233

58,1%

4 600 037

14,5%

14,5%

4 848 439

5 110 254

Interest Paid
Knowledge Center

11.3

Telephone and fax

11.4

1 601 904

1 140 638

1 879 700

1 377 774

20,8%

1 488 079

-20,8%

8,0%

1 568 435

1 653 131

11

7 921 039

5 732 856

8 346 289

6 963 042

21,5%

9 160 971

9,8%

31,6%

9 655 664

10 177 070

(11 902 024)

9 430 727

35 107 802

40 559 350

330,1%

38 147 311

8,7%

-5,9%

4 864 343

15 262 911

Depreciation Building

-

1 058 822

-

1 492 196

40,9%

2 391 760

0,0%

60,3%

2 520 915

2 657 044

Depreciation Hardware
Depreciation Motor Vehicles
Depreciation Office
Equipment
Depreciation Software
Depreciation

-

1 140 367

-

1 472 742

29,1%

1 722 742

0,0%

17,0%

1 815 770

1 913 821

-

228 758

-

388 218

69,7%

448 218

0,0%

15,5%

472 422

497 933

-

489 957

-

594 054

21,2%

1 122 936

0,0%

89,0%

1 183 574

1 247 487

-

2 197 973

-

1 971 957

-10,3%

2 221 957

0,0%

12,7%

2 341 942

2 468 407

-

5 115 877

-

5 919 167

15,7%

7 907 612

0,0%

33,6%

8 334 624

8 784 693

(11 902 024)

4 314 850

35 107 802

34 640 183

702,8%

30 239 698

-13,9%

-12,7%

(3 470 280)

6 478 218

12

23 079 740

15 356 537

51 722 542

7 677 288

-66,7%

54 625 630

5,6%

611,5%

27 375 400

28 265 672

12.1

1 000 000

1 245 397

-

-

-100,0%

600 000

0,0%

0,0%

632 400

666 550

12.2

7 673 484

7 171 663

4 440 000

2 440 000

-68,2%

2 000 000

-55,0%

-18,0%

2 108 000

4 621 832

12.3

1 995 156

216 245

1 228 500

300 000

-85,0%

6 346 588

416,6%

2015,5%

2 000 000

200 000

12.4

10 000 000

4 498 370

43 179 042

3 062 288

-69,4%

43 179 042

0,0%

12.5

2 411 100

2 224 862

2 875 000

1 875 000

-22,2%

2 500 000

-13,0%

275 907 346

237 416 239

324 076 177 260 094 379

-5,7%

332 171 042
39 597 444

Other
NET SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT)
before Depreciation

NET SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT)
for the period
TOTAL CAPITAL
EXPENDITURE
Motor vehicles
Computer software
Office furniture and
equipment
Building improvements
Computer hardware
Funding Requirement
(Opex excl Dep + Capex)
Cash Flow Mitigating Reserve

33 220 125

35 575 374

1310,0% 20 000 000 20 000 000
33,3%

2 635 000

2 777 290

2,5%

27,7% 319 908 264

336 595 310

11,3%

0,0%

43 989 434

41 735 706
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Appendix E: Notes to the NERSA Budget
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Funding
Funding is obtained by charging levies to the relevant industries. Interest receivable from the banks, other income and a refund of surplus funds of previous financial years
have been calculated and deducted from the leviable amount in order to calculate the levy rate of the 2015/16 budget.
Total funding requirement for the 2015/16 budget is 2.7% more than the 2014/15 budget. The calculation was completed after taking into account the effects of refunds to the
industries and interest receivable.
The forecast funding requirement for the 2016/17 financial year decreased by 5.8% and increased by 8.8% in 2017/18 due to a reduction in capital expenditure in 2016/17 and
a reduction in surplus funds to be refunded in 2017/18.
The industry levies for 2015/2016 will change as follows compared to the previous year:
Increase / (Decrease) in refunds
Industry Levies

Amount

Expenditure % increase
on previous year

Percentage

% Increase / (Decrease)
Volume

Levy

Electricity

(812 328)

-12,8%

9,5%

-8,72%

13,65%

Piped-Gas

1 988 467

23,8%

-16,5%

3,90%

-13,71%

-68,2%

18,7%

0,89%

7,28%

Petroleum Pipelines

(1 312 560)

Operating Expenditure
The total operating expenditure budget for 2015/16 has increased by R5.2 million or 1.9% compared to the 2014/15 budget. This is mainly due to the increase in Employment
Cost of 5.7%, Facilities Maintenance of 7.5% and Other Cost of 9.8%. This is partly off-set by a decline in office administration of 15.2% and Professional Fees of 10.1%.

Capital expenditure
Capital expenditure has increased by R2.9 million or 5.6%. Capital expenditure is increasing due to the replacement of office furniture reaching its end of useful life.
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NOTES TO THE BUDGET
FUNDING
Total funding requirement for the 2015/16 budget is
2.7% more than the 2014/15 budget. The calculation
was done after taking into account the effects of
refunds to the industries and interest receivable.
1.

Licence fees from Electricity Industry

The licence fees from the electricity industry has
increased by 13.65% from 0.06709 cents per KwH
in 2014/15 to 0.07625 cents per KwH for 2015/16.
This is after taking into account refunds amounting
to R5.5 million in respect of surpluses from the
previous financial year, an increase of R5.3 million in
expenditure allocated to the electricity industry and
a decrease of 8.7% in budgeted volumes from 258.1
million MWh in 2014/15 to 235.6 million MWh in the
2015/16 budget.
2.

Levies from Piped-Gas Industry

The piped-gas levy has decreased by 13.71% from
37.93 c/Gj in 2014/15 to 32.730 c/Gj for 2015/16. This
decrease was calculated after taking into account
an increase of 3.9% in budgeted volumes from 169.7
million in 2014/15 to 176.3 million Gj in the 2015/16
budget, refunds amounting to R10.3 million in respect
of surpluses from the previous financial year and a
decrease of R4.6 million in expenditure allocated to
the piped-gas industry
3.

Levies from the Petroleum Pipelines Industry

The petroleum pipelines levy has increased by 7.28%
from 0.40437 cents per litre in 2014/15 to 0.4338

cents per litre for 2015/16. This is after taking into
account refunds amounting to R0.6 million in respect
of surpluses from the previous financial year, an
increase of R4.3 million in expenditure allocated to the
petroleum pipelines industry and an increase of 0.9%
in budgeted volumes from 16.3 million kilo litres in
2014/15 to 16.5 million kilo litres in the 2015/16 budget.
4.

Interest received

Interest received is budgeted at an average of just
over R121 million at 5.5% per annum compared to an
average of just over R80 million at 4.5% in the 2014/15
budget. Approximately R40 million of the capital
expenditure budget of 2014/15 will not be utilised in
2014/15 and thus a decrease in the cash outflow for
2014/15. The additional funds will be invested at the
Corporation for Public Deposits.

OPERATING EXPENDITURE
The total operating expenditure budget for 2015/16
has increased by R5.2 million or 1.9% compared to the
2014/15 budget.
5.

Advertising, Promotion and Communication

There is an overall decrease of 8.5% mainly due to
additional cost containment measures for advertising
for notices of public hearings and advertisements of
tenders, recruitment and other adverts.
		
6.
Employment Costs
Employment costs have increased by 5.7% mainly due
to the annual increase in line with National Treasure
guidelines of 5.6% plus 1.5%.

6.1 Staff Costs
Employment costs are based on an approved staff
complement of 177 positions. Nine out of 177 positions are
budgeted for at median packages as they were vacant.
The salary increase for 2014/15 has been approved at 8%
while for 2015/16 National Treasury guidelines provide for
a 5.6% increase plus 1.5% progression factor which results
in an increase of 7.1% for 2015/16.
6.2 Internship Allowance and Learnership Allowance
The number of learners and interns on the Learnership
and Internship Programmes has been limited to 24. The
budget for these allowances was previously included as
part of Learnership Programme
•
Learnership - 12 Learners at a remuneration of R 6
121.50 per month for 12 months amounting to R 881
496.
•
Internship - 12 Graduates at a stipend of R 6 121.50
per month amounting to R 881 496.
6.3 Leave pay – (Staff and Regulator Members)
This budgeted amount is in line with the actual expenditure
for 2013/14. This amount represents the movement in
opening and closing leave days balances for the financial
year. Depending on the number of leave days taken or
forfeited this amount may be positive or negative.
6.4 Performance Bonuses (Staff and Regulator
Members)
Performance bonuses are provided for at 17% of the
budget for Salaries in line with the approved Budget
Assumptions. The performance bonus is budgeted at 17%
for Full-time Regulatory Members.
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6.5 Employee costs – Temporary Staff

-

The 17.7% budget-on-budget increase is as a result of
the following new positions (we believe that the high
amount budgeted under Temporary staff Costs will move
to Permanent staff cost after the Organisational Review):

-

•

Electricity Division

Six Validation Analysts positions, which started during
2013/14 and are expected to continue in 2015/16. However
these positions were not included in the 2014/15 budget.
•

Piped-Gas Division

Two analyst positions, which started during 2013/14
and are expected to continue in 2015/16. However these
positions were not included in the 2014/15 budget.
•

Petroleum Pipelines Division
-

-

•

Two analyst positions, which started during
2013/14 and are expected to continue in 2015/16.
One tariff administrator position which started
during 2013/14 and are expected to continue in
2015/16.
However these positions were not included in
the 2014/15 budget.

•

Eight field workers positions in the data
analysis section, which started in 2013/14
and will be required in 2015/16.
Three data capturers’ positions which started
during 2013/14 and is expected to continue
in 2015/16.
However, some of these positions were not
included in the 2014/15 budget.

IT Section

The Information Technology section was previously
outsourced to a service provider. The following
positions have now been created for the provision of
IT services:
IT Governance and Service delivery manager
IT Desktop administrators (X2)
IT Helpdesk administrator
IT Security Infrastructure administrator
IT administrator
The IT Governance and Service delivery manager and
two IT Desktop administrators are also budgeted for
in 2014/15.
7.

Facilities Maintenance

Support Services

Facilities Maintenance has increased by 7.5% mainly
due to:

-

7.1.

7.2. Repairs and Maintenance
This budget item has increased by 7.7%. The increase
is attributed to the maintenance free period that will
expire by 2015/16 for both the generator and the lifts.
7.3.

Water, Electricity, rates and taxes

This budget item has increased. The increase is
slightly lower than the average electricity increase to
make provision for a saving due to energy efficiency.
8.

Office Administration

Office Administration decreased by 15.2% mainly
due to the impact of additional cost containment
measures implemented for printing and Stationery,
Software licences and Subscriptions and periodicals
8.1.

Insurance

The insurance budget has decreased by 26.9%
compared to the 2014/15 budget. This is based on the
premium paid in 2013/14. It is expected that the same
premium as in 2013/14 will be negotiated in 2015/16.
Insurance cover is for NERSA assets and officers and
directors (Regulator Members) liability.
8.2. Office operational costs – Leases
The budget item has decreased by 0.7%.

-

-
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One temporary receptionist position, which
started during 2013/14 and is expected to
continue in 2015/16.
One HOD: Special Projects position, which
started during 2013/14 and is expected to
continue in 2015/16.
Three temporary administrators two have already
started in 2013/14 and will be required in 2015/16.
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Motor Vehicle Maintenance Cost

This budget item has increased by 17.0%. This is due
to the replacement of two vehicles in 2013/14 and the
addition of one vehicle. The increase is mainly due to
the extension of the motor plan of the new vehicles
in order to extend the useful lives of the vehicles.

8.3. Office operational Costs: Printing and
Stationery
The budget has decreased by 17.6%. It is attributable
to the implementation of the additional cost
containment measures.

8.4. Postage and courier
The cost of postage and courier has increased slightly
above inflation as a result of expected increased
activates for posting and courier services
8.5. Software licenses
The Software licenses budget has decreased by 24.6%
compared to the 2014/15 budget due to an expected
review of all Software licences.

directly attributable to an industry are allocated to
that industry.
Table 1: Project Related Consulting Fees (2015/2016)
Cost Centre

Budgeted Amount Name of Project
R 1 300 000 IDM (EESDMSM) AUDIT

GLC

R 700 000 Industry Network code

R 700 000

R 800 000 New Multi-product pipeline

R 800 000

PPT
IRM

Professional fees decreased by 10.1% mainly due to the
decrease of 21% on consultant fees.
9.1. Consultant fees
The budget reflects a 21% decrease as compared to
the 2014/15 budget.
The use of consultants is unavoidable due to the technical
nature of the regulatory work which needs to be
performed coupled with the fact that in most instances
the projects undertaken are ground-breaking initiatives
where similar work has not yet been performed.
The consultant fees incurred for transversal
regulatory and organisational purposes have been
allocated to the three industries as per the approved
NERSA ring-fencing methodology; consultant fees

CSM

R 1 300 000

R 3 750 000 SharePoint Support

This budget item has decreased by 6% as a result
of less staff members being part of professional
associations. Included in the total budget is also
organisational subscriptions for AFUR and RERA.
Professional Fees

Amount per Project

EIP

8.6. Subscriptions

9.

The following tables provide a breakdown of consulting
projects included in the budget for 2015/16.

R 200 000

Customer Management System Upgrade

R 350 000

Geographical Information System

R 250 000

IT Disaster Recovery Maintenance

R 1 200 000

IT Licensee Management Systems

R 450 000

IT Security

R 450 000

Maintenance of data warehouse

R 600 000

NERSA website hosting and maintenance

R 250 000

R 600 000 Media Monitoring

R 300 000

Exhibition Stands designs
FAD

R 300 000

R 1 050 000 AccPac Support

R 850 000

Management of Suppliers Database
IAU
RAR

RSU
SPM

R 200 000

R 200 000 Fraud Hotline

R 200 000

R 2 900 000 Regulatory Impact Assessment

R 1 400 000

Energy Journal

R 500 000

Reporting Regulatory System

R 100 000

R 484 861 Evaluation of the Performance of the Energy
Regulators
R 1 100 000 Business Continuity Plan

R 500 000

R 500 000 Facilitation of the Strategic Planning Sessions
HRD

R 484 861

R 1 521 128 Job evaluations, VIP, Remuneration Surveys and
Industrial Relation

R 600 000
R 1 521 128

CHO

R 3 500 000 Organisational Review

R 3 500 000

TOTAL

R 17 905 989

R 17 905 989
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Table 2: Contingency Consulting Fees (2015/16)
Cost Centre

Budgeted Amount

10.2. Learnership Programme
Contingency

Amount per Project

ELR

R 1 000 000

Contingency

R 1 000 000

GAR

R 400 000

Contingency

R 400 000

PPR

R 400 000

Contingency

R 400 000

COO

R 210 000

Contingency

R 210 000

COS

R

Contingency

R

TOTAL

70 000

R 2 080 000

R 2 080 000

TOTAL CONSULTANTS BUDGET (TABLE 1 + TABLE 2)					

9.2. Co-sourced internal audit function

70 000

R 19 985 989

The co-sourced internal auditor’s budget is based on
service contract which will expire at the end of 2015/16

of reports. A provision is also made within this line
item for potential CCMA cases which can be lodged
against NERSA. Currently the budget is allocated
between HR, LAS and RSU.

9.3. External audit fees

9.5. Recruitment

The external audit fees have increased by 37.8%. This
is based on the R 2.3 million audit fees paid in 2013/14
which included an interim audit plus 11.3% inflation
for two years. This includes a pre-issuance review
budgeted for every 3 years. The previous pre-issuance
review was in 2012/13.

Recruitment expenditure has increased by 56.6%. This
is due to the planned vetting of all NERSA employees
and the appointment of a service provider for the
Response Handling. Advertisements for vacant post
are also accounted for in this line item.
10.

Travel, Accommodation and Training

9.4. Legal Fees
The budget has increased by 19.4%. This budget
caters for any potential litigation for and against
NERSA and legal opinions on the core regulatory
business of NERSA on the request of the NERSA
staff and the Energy Regulator. It also includes fees
required to engage external legal experts on the
processes of NERSA, contractual issues and reviews
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Travel, Accommodation and Training have remained
flat compared to budget of 2014/15 as we continue
with cost containment measures.
10.1. Study Fees
This budget item has decreased by 3.5%. The budget
is based on employees who are currently studying.

This budget item has decreased by 24.3% as a result of
better negotiations with a service provider to present the
programme.
10.3 Travel and Accommodation – Regulator Members
The decrease of 4.6% is due to a proper split of travel
and accommodation costs for training related. Included
in this budget amount is the local travel, travel to public
hearings for all Regulators Members and travel claims to
attend meetings by Part-Time Regulators Members.

10.4 Travel and accommodation - Staff
The decrease of 46.6% is due to compliance to National
Treasury cost containment measures and a proper split
of travel and accommodation cost for training related.
10.5 Travel and Accommodation – Regulator Members
(Training Related)
Previously this budget amount was not properly split
from normal travel and accommodation. It is anticipated
that as part of the induction process newly appointed
Regulator Members will be attending a lot of seminars
relevant to NERSA.
10.6 Travel and accommodation – Staff (Training
Related)
Previously this budget amount was not properly split
from normal travel and accommodation. Included in
this budget amount is travel and accommodation for
international course offered by The Institute for PublicPrivate Partnership (IP3) which is based in USA.

10.7 Training and development NERSA Staff and
Regulator members

international publications, which are paid for in
foreign currencies.

period of 3 years. New software will only be required in
2017/18.

The training budget represent 4.5% of the total
employee cost.

The Knowledge Centre’s budget has increased by
14.5% compared to the 2014/15 budget.
The increase is to cater for inflation increases for
acquisition of books, journals and other periodicals.

12.3 Office Furniture

11

Other

Other expenditure increased by 9.8% mainly due to
an increase in employee wellness and the Knowledge
Center.
11.1 Bank Charges

11.4 Telephone and Faxes
This budget item has decreased by 20.8% due to
lower activities in 2014/15 and efficient management
of telephone and internet services.

Bank charges are expected to increase above inflation
as a result of an increase in the number expected
foreign currency transactions.

11.5 Employee Wellness and Health and Safety

11.2 Catering

The subsidised canteen facility was previously
budgeted under consultant fees and therefor the
increase in the budgeted amount.

The budget has decreased 0.2%. This is due to
the implementation of National Treasury cost
containment measures. The remaining budget is for
those meetings with external stakeholders which
include AFUR and RERA meetings and hosting of
foreign delegations.

The high increase in the budget for 2015/16 is mainly
due to the Refurbishment project that is projected to be
delayed but new furniture would be purchased anyway
to accommodate all employees and replacing furniture
reaching the end of its useful life.
12.4 Building Improvements
The 2015/16 budget shows a 0% variance to the budget
due to the same budgeted amount of R43 million
budgeted in 2014/15 being moved over to 2015/16 as
the Refurbishment project is still going through internal
approval processes.
12.5 Computer hardware

12

Capital Expenditure

Capital expenditure has increased by R2.9 million or
5.6%. Capital expenditure is increasing due to the
replacement of office furniture reaching its end of
useful life

The decrease in computer hardware is mainly due to the
increase in the estimated useful life.

11.3 Knowledge Centre
12.1 Motor Vehicles
NERSA houses an internal library that provides
journals,
newspapers,
magazines
and
other
publications.
It is vital in NERSA’s role as a Regulatory Authority
and Knowledge Institution to keep abreast with the
required areas of expertise and one of the ways
of doing so is through obtaining the correct
literature. Most of the literature required is

The increase in motor vehicles is due to the
replacement of a pool vehicle reaching the end of its
useful life.
12.2 Computer Software
The decrease in computer software is mainly due
to the acquiring of Microsoft Office in 2013/14 for a
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Appendix F: NERSA Consolidated Budget
NATIONAL ENERGY REGULATOR
ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 2015/2016
ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE BUDGET 2015/16 AND FORECAST FOR THE PERIOD 2016/17 TO 2017/18
DESCRIPTION

APPROVED
ELECTRICITY BUDGET
A

ELECTRICITY
ACTUAL
B

ELECTRICITY
BUDGET
C

ELECTRICITY
FORECAST
D

2013/2014

2013/2014

2014/2015

2014/2015

TOTAL FUNDING

159 224 685

149 989 222

181 729 876

164 636 102

9.8%

183 548 035

1.0%

Levies from Electricity Industry

137 043 936

127 679 531

173 191 622

155 647 107

21.9%

179 665 887

3.7%

Levies from Piped-Gas Industry

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

Levies from Petroleum Pipelines
Industry

-

-

-

0.0%

-

-

-

% VARAIANCE
(E / C)

% VARAIANCE
(E / D)

2015/2016

FORECAST
H

FORECAST
I

2016/2017

2017/2018

11.5%

170 248 787

184 127 599

15.4%

166 333 396

180 210 544

0.0%

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

13 432 314

Refund of Surplus Funds

6 347 328

6 347 328

6 344 195

6 344 195

2 401 107

2 530 049

2 194 059

2 644 800

4.5%

3 882 148

76.9%

46.8%

3 882 148

3 882 148

29 435

-66.4%

31 660

0.0%

7.6%

33 243

34 906
68 083 743

Other income
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURE
International initiatives
Publications, communications and
corporate communications
Tribunals, hearings and inquiries
Advertising, Promotion and
Communication
Employment Costs - Staff

87 544
51 040 339

49 489 836

55 972 755

55 972 755

13.1%

61 286 130

9.5%

9.5%

64 595 581

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

1 260 715

1 153 630

1 831 197

1 831 197

58.7%

1 983 764

8.3%

8.3%

2 090 887

2 203 795

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

1 260 715

1 153 630

1 831 197

1 831 197

58.7%

1 983 764

8.3%

8.3%

2 090 887

2 203 795

32 825 876

31 774 893

35 545 978

35 545 978

11.9%

36 936 140

3.9%

3.9%

38 930 692

41 032 949

Internship Allowance

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Learnership Allowance

-

227 600

-

-

-100.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Leave pay

-

457 333

345 558

345 558

-24.4%

288 304

-16.6%

-16.6%

303 873

320 282

Leave pay: Regulator Members

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Performance Bonus - Regulator
Members

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

5 580 399

5 138 983

6 042 816

6 042 816

17.6%

6 279 144

3.9%

3.9%

6 618 218

6 975 601

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

864 276

818 020

3 340 832

3 340 832

308.4%

3 670 086

9.9%

9.9%

3 868 270

4 077 157

-

90 618

-

-

-100.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Performance Bonus - Staff
Remuneration - Regulator Members
Salary temporary staff
UIF
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BUDGET
E

Refund of Surplus Funds - Electricity
Industry - NER
Interest received

13 432 314

% VARAIANCE
(D /B)
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DESCRIPTION

ELECTRICITY
ACTUAL
B

ELECTRICITY
BUDGET
C

ELECTRICITY
FORECAST
D

2013/2014

2013/2014

2014/2015

2014/2015

2016/2017

2017/2018

39 270 551

38 507 448

45 275 184

45 275 184

17.6%

47 173 674

4.2%

4.2%

49 721 052

52 405 989

Motor vehicle maintenance costs

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Other Operational Costs

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Rates and taxes

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Repairs and maintenance

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Water & Electricity

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Facilities Maintenance

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Insurance

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Office operational costs: Lease of
Photocopiers

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Office Operational Costs: Printing
and stationery

13 942

17 977

-

-

-100.0%

480 424

0.0%

0.0%

506 367

533 711

2 392

2 014

2 521

2 521

25.2%

-

-100.0%

-100.0%

-

-

-

-

882 000

882 000

0.0%

-

-100.0%

-100.0%

-

-

37 959

21 452

45 651

45 651

112.8%

44 999

-1.4%

-1.4%

47 429

49 990

Employment cost

Postage and delivery costs
Software licenses
Subscriptions
Office Administration

APPROVED
ELECTRICITY BUDGET
A

% VARAIANCE
(D /B)

ELECTRICITY
BUDGET
E

% VARAIANCE
(E / C)

% VARAIANCE
(E / D)

2015/2016

FORECAST
H

FORECAST
I

54 293

41 442

930 172

930 172

2144.5%

525 423

-43.5%

-43.5%

553 796

583 700

2 232 782

1 312 911

1 150 000

1 150 000

-12.4%

2 300 000

100.0%

100.0%

2 424 200

2 555 107

Co-sourced internal audit function

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

External auditors fees

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Legal fees

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Recruitment costs

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

2 232 782

1 312 911

1 150 000

1 150 000

-12.4%

2 300 000

100.0%

100.0%

2 424 200

2 555 107
-

Consultant fees

Professional fees
Learnership programme
Seminars/conferences/breakaways
Study fees
Training and development Regulator Members
Training and development - Staff
Travel and Accommodation Regulator Members

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

368 959

408 492

367 238

367 238

-10.1%

-

-100.0%

-100.0%

-

-

493 917

315 280

421 646

421 646

33.7%

550 000

30.4%

30.4%

579 700

611 004

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

2 092 021

2 065 370

1 599 569

1 599 569

-22.6%

1 662 126

3.9%

3.9%

1 751 881

1 846 483

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-
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DESCRIPTION

APPROVED
ELECTRICITY BUDGET
A

ELECTRICITY
ACTUAL
B

ELECTRICITY
BUDGET
C

ELECTRICITY
FORECAST
D

% VARAIANCE
(D /B)

% VARAIANCE
(E / C)

2013/2014

2013/2014

2014/2015

2014/2015

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

Travel and Accommodation - Staff

5 032 770

5 520 340

3 261 285

3 261 285

-40.9%

2 350 758

Travel and Accommodation - Staff
(Training Related)

-

-

917 140

917 140

0.0%

4 195 386

7 987 668

8 309 482

6 566 878

6 566 878

-21.0%

8 758 270

Bad Debts

-

-

-

-

0.0%

Bank charges

-

-

-

-

0.0%

234 330

164 922

91 987

91 987

Employee wellness

-

-

-

Health & Safety

-

-

-

Interest Paid

-

-

Knowledge Center

-

Telephone and fax

Travel and Accommodation Regulator Members (Training
Related)

Travel, Accommodation and Training

Catering

Other
NET SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT) before
Support services

2015/2016

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
Motor vehicles
Computer software
Office furniture and equipment
Building improvements
Computer hardware

Annual Performance Plan

FORECAST
H

FORECAST
I

2016/2017

2017/2018

-

-

-27.9%

-27.9%

2 477 699

2 611 494

357.4%

357.4%

4 421 937

4 660 722

33.4%

263.9%

9 231 217

9 729 702

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

-44.2%

545 000

492.5%

492.5%

574 430

605 449

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

-

127 337

127 337

0.0%

-

-100.0%

-100.0%

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

234 330

164 922

219 324

219 324

33.0%

545 000

148.5%

148.5%

108 184 346 100 499 386

125 757 121

108 663 347

8.1%

122 261 905

-2.8%

95 758 046

Depreciation
NET SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT) for the
period

% VARAIANCE
(E / D)

0.0%

Support services
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ELECTRICITY
BUDGET
E

108 184 346 100 499 386
13 386 249

8 906 791

0.0%

574 430

605 449

12.5% 105 653 206

116 043 856

96 142 567

101 334 265

106 806 316

4 586 415

4 834 082

5 095 122

29 999 075

108 663 347

8.1%

21 532 923

-28.2%

-80.2%

(515 141)

4 142 418

29 999 075

4 452 827

-50.0%

31 682 866

5.6%

611.5%

15 877 732

16 394 090

580 000

722 330

-

-

-100.0%

348 000

0.0%

0.0%

366 792

386 599

4 450 621

4 159 565

2 575 200

1 415 200

-66.0%

1 160 000

-55.0%

-18.0%

1 222 640

2 680 663

1 157 190

125 422

712 530

174 000

38.7%

3 681 021

416.6%

2015.5%

1 160 000

116 000

5 800 000

2 609 055

25 043 845

1 776 127

-31.9%

25 043 845

0.0%

1310.0%

11 600 000

11 600 000

1 398 438

1 290 420

1 667 500

1 087 500

-15.7%

1 450 000

-13.0%

33.3%

1 528 300

1 610 828

Appendix G: Consolidated Piped-Gas Industry Regulation Budget
NATIONAL ENERGY REGULATOR
ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 2015/2016
PIPED-GAS INDUSTRY
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE BUDGET 2015/16 AND FORECAST FOR THE PERIOD 2016/17 TO 2017/18
DESCRIPTION

TOTAL FUNDING

APPROVED PIPED GAS
BUDGET
A

PIPED GAS
ACTUAL
B

PIPED GAS
BUDGET
C

PIPED GAS
FORECAST
D

2013/2014

2013/2014

2014/2015

2014/2015

56 942 381

60 151 163

73 497 604

75 302 059

25.2%

-

0.0%

65 998 225

27.0%

Levies from Electricity Industry
Levies from Piped-Gas Industry

% VARIANCE
(D /B)

48 808 067

51 970 163

64 356 969

Levies from Petroleum Pipelines
Industry
Refund of Surplus Fund - Prior years
Refund of Surplus Funds
Interest received

International initiatives
Publications, communications and
corporate communications
Tribunals, hearings and inquiries
Advertising, Promotion and
Communication
Employment Costs - Staff

% VARIANCE
(E / C)

-

-

-

% VARIANCE
(E / D)

2015/2016
59 107 391
57 701 785

0.0%

-19.6%

-21.5%

0.0%

0.0%

-10.3%

-12.6%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

FORECAST
H

FORECAST
I

2016/2017

2017/2018

59 260 159

66 537 602

57 842 517

65 119 358

7 264 948

7 264 948

8 346 234

8 346 234

14.9%

-100.0%

-100.0%

869 366

916 052

794 401

957 600

4.5%

1 405 605

76.9%

46.8%

1 405 605

1 405 605

10 657

-66.4%

11 463

0.0%

7.6%

12 036

12 638
25 742 071

Other income
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURE

PIPED GAS BUDGET
E

31 697
20 401 298

19 313 285

27 745 888

27 745 888

43.7%

23 171 933

-16.5%

-16.5%

24 423 217

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

1 375 730

1 345 851

2 043 054

2 043 054

51.8%

1 301 667

-36.3%

-36.3%

1 371 957

1 446 043

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

1 375 730

1 345 851

2 043 054

2 043 054

51.8%

1 301 667

-36.3%

-36.3%

1 371 957

1 446 043

12 409 548

10 375 438

14 543 579

14 543 579

40.2%

14 649 712

0.7%

0.7%

15 440 796

16 274 599

Internship Allowance

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Learnership Allowance

-

168 300

-

-

-100.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Leave pay

-

47 162

142 648

142 648

202.5%

106 893

-25.1%

-25.1%

112 665

118 749

Leave pay: Regulator Members

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Performance Bonus - Regulator
Members

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

2 766 682

Performance Bonus - Staff

2 250 385

1 611 990

2 472 408

2 472 408

53.4%

2 490 451

0.7%

0.7%

2 624 935

Remuneration - Regulator Members

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Salary temporary staff

-

134 196

-

-

-100.0%

405 616

0.0%

0.0%

427 519

450 605

UIF

-

27 155

-

-

-100.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-
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DESCRIPTION

APPROVED PIPED GAS
BUDGET
A

PIPED GAS
BUDGET
C

PIPED GAS
FORECAST
D

% VARIANCE
(D /B)

PIPED GAS BUDGET
E

% VARIANCE
(E / C)

% VARIANCE
(E / D)

FORECAST
I

2013/2014

2014/2015

2014/2015

2016/2017

2017/2018

14 659 934

12 364 241

17 158 635

17 158 635

38.8%

17 652 671

2.9%

2.9%

18 605 916

19 610 635

Motor vehicle maintenance costs

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Other Operational Costs

-

14 412

-

-

-100.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Rates and taxes

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Repairs and maintenance

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Water & Electricity

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Facilities Maintenance

-

14 412

-

-

-100.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Insurance

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Office operational costs: Lease of
Photocopiers

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Office Operational Costs: Printing
and stationery

-

9 098

3 500

3 500

-61.5%

186 832

5238.1%

5238.1%

196 921

207 555

5 839

1 570

5 050

5 050

221.7%

-

-100.0%

-100.0%

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Subscriptions

45 914

-

22 500

22 500

0.0%

3 000

-86.7%

-86.7%

3 162

3 333

Office Administration

51 754

10 667

31 050

31 050

191.1%

189 832

511.4%

511.4%

200 083

210 887

Postage and delivery costs
Software licenses

Consultant fees

2015/2016

FORECAST
H

2013/2014
Employment cost

2 017 000

2 523 060

4 000 000

4 000 000

58.5%

1 100 000

-72.5%

-72.5%

1 159 400

1 222 008

Co-sourced internal audit function

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

External auditors fees

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Legal fees

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Recruitment costs

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

2 017 000

2 523 060

4 000 000

4 000 000

58.5%

1 100 000

-72.5%

-72.5%

1 159 400

1 222 008
-

Professional fees
Learnership programme
Seminars/conferences/breakaways
Study fees
Training and development Regulator Members
Training and development - Staff
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PIPED GAS
ACTUAL
B

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

94 469

166 392

232 000

232 000

39.4%

-

-100.0%

-100.0%

-

-

168 446

19 226

375 000

375 000

1850.5%

200 000

-46.7%

-46.7%

210 800

222 183

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

736 502

990 968

654 461

654 461

-34.0%

659 237

0.7%

0.7%

694 836

732 357

Travel and Accommodation Regulator Members

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Travel and Accommodation Regulator Members (Training
Related)

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Travel and Accommodation - Staff

1 267 638

1 831 516

2 347 171

2 347 171

28.2%

407 696

-82.6%

-82.6%

429 711

452 916

Travel and Accommodation - Staff
(Training Related)

-

-

503 455

503 455

0.0%

1 630 830

223.9%

223.9%

1 718 894

1 811 715

Annual Performance Plan

DESCRIPTION

APPROVED PIPED GAS
BUDGET
A

PIPED GAS
ACTUAL
B

PIPED GAS
BUDGET
C

PIPED GAS
FORECAST
D

% VARIANCE
(D /B)

PIPED GAS BUDGET
E

% VARIANCE
(E / C)

% VARIANCE
(E / D)

FORECAST
I

2013/2014

2013/2014

2014/2015

2014/2015

2016/2017

2017/2018

2 267 055

3 008 103

4 112 087

4 112 087

36.7%

2 897 762

-29.5%

-4.6%

3 054 241

3 219 170

Bad Debts

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Bank charges

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

29 825

46 950

31 062

31 062

-33.8%

30 000

-3.4%

-3.4%

31 620

33 327

Employee wellness

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Health & Safety

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Interest Paid

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Knowledge Center

-

-

370 000

370 000

0.0%

-

-100.0%

-100.0%

-

-

Telephone and fax

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

29 825

46 950

401 062

401 062

754.2%

30 000

-92.5%

-92.5%

31 620

33 327

36 541 083

40 837 878

45 751 716

47 556 172

16.5%

35 935 458

-21.5%

-24.4%

34 836 942

40 795 531

34 810 240

36 689 993

38 671 252

1 660 599

1 750 271

1 844 786

Travel, Accommodation and Training

Catering

Other
NET SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT) before
Support services
Support services

2015/2016

FORECAST
H

34 889 982

Depreciation
NET SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT) for the
period
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

36 541 083

40 837 878

10 861 734

47 556 172

16.5%

(535 380)

-104.9%

-101.1%

(1 853 051)

2 124 279

4 846 745

3 224 873

10 861 734

1 612 230

-50.0%

11 471 382

5.6%

611.5%

5 748 834

5 935 791

Motor vehicles

210 000

261 533

-

-

-100.0%

126 000

0.0%

0.0%

132 804

139 975

Computer software

1 611 432

1 506 049

932 400

512 400

-66.0%

420 000

-55.0%

-18.0%

442 680

970 585

Office furniture and equipment
Building improvements
Computer hardware

418 983

45 411

257 985

63 000

38.7%

1 332 783

416.6%

2015.5%

420 000

42 000

2 100 000

944 658

9 067 599

643 080

-31.9%

9 067 599

0.0%

1310.0%

4 200 000

4 200 000

506 331

467 221

603 750

393 750

-15.7%

525 000

-13.0%

33.3%

553 350

583 231

Annual Performance Plan
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Appendix H: Consolidated Petroleum Pipelines Industry Regulation Budget
NATIONAL ENERGY REGULATOR
ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 2015/2016
PETROLEUM PIPELINES INDUSTRY
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE BUDGET 2015/16 AND FORECAST FOR THE PERIOD 2016/17 TO 2017/18
DESCRIPTION

TOTAL FUNDING

APPROVED
PETROLEUM
PIPELINES BUDGET
A

PETROLEUM
PIPELINES
ACTUAL
B

PETROLEUM
PIPELINES
BUDGET
C

PETROLEUM
PIPELINES
FORECAST
D

2013/2014

2013/2014

2014/2015

2014/2015

59 739 565

56 180 154

68 848 698

69 602 271

% VARIANCE
(D /B)

Levies from Electricity Industry

Refund of Surplus Fund - Prior years
Refund of Surplus Funds
Interest received

International initiatives
Publications, communications and
corporate communications
Tribunals, hearings and inquiries

2015/2016
23.9%

72 982 709

0.0%
71 577 104

4.9%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

8.2%

7.3%

0.0%

0.0%

FORECAST
I

2016/2017

2017/2018

67 888 261

72 927 349

66 470 619

71 509 106

47 327 642

66 129 985

66 720 359

-

-

-

-

7 936 459

7 936 459

1 924 312

1 924 312

-75.8%

-100.0%

-100.0%

869 366

916 052

794 401

957 600

4.5%

1 405 605

76.9%

46.8%

1 405 605

1 405 605

10 657

-66.4%

11 463

0.0%

7.6%

12 036

12 638
30 355 004

31 697

41.0%

6.0%

FORECAST
H

23 276 980

20 995 044

23 026 982

23 026 982

9.7%

27 324 302

18.7%

18.7%

28 799 815

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

1 440 000

2 443 720

990 000

990 000

-59.5%

1 993 297

101.3%

101.3%

2 100 935

2 214 386

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Advertising, Promotion and
Communication

1 440 000

2 443 720

990 000

990 000

-59.5%

1 993 297

101.3%

101.3%

2 100 935

2 214 386

Employment Costs - Staff

13 584 152

11 216 769

13 128 760

13 128 760

17.0%

15 324 366

16.7%

16.7%

16 151 882

17 024 084

Internship Allowance

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Learnership Allowance

-

178 200

-

-

-100.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Leave pay

-

125 607

39 109

39 109

-68.9%

131 164

235.4%

235.4%

138 247

145 713

Leave pay: Regulator Members

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Performance Bonus - Regulator
Members

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

2 139 306

1 592 274

2 231 889

2 231 889

40.2%

2 605 142

16.7%

16.7%

2 745 820

2 894 094

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

1 120 000

1 715 867

2 996 281

2 996 281

74.6%

3 149 493

5.1%

5.1%

3 319 565

3 498 822

Performance Bonus - Staff
Remuneration - Regulator Members
Salary temporary staff
UIF
Employment cost

228

% VARIANCE
(E / D)

50 933 740

Other income
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURE

% VARIANCE
(E / C)

0.0%

Levies from Piped-Gas Industry
Levies from Petroleum Pipelines
Industry

PETROLEUM
PIPELINES BUDGET
E

Annual Performance Plan

-

34 913

-

-

-100.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

16 843 458

14 863 630

18 396 038

18 396 038

23.8%

21 210 166

15.3%

15.3%

22 355 515

23 562 712

DESCRIPTION

APPROVED
PETROLEUM
PIPELINES BUDGET
A

PETROLEUM
PIPELINES
ACTUAL
B

PETROLEUM
PIPELINES
BUDGET
C

PETROLEUM
PIPELINES
FORECAST
D

% VARIANCE
(D /B)

PETROLEUM
PIPELINES BUDGET
E

% VARIANCE
(E / C)

% VARIANCE
(E / D)

FORECAST
I

2013/2014

2013/2014

2014/2015

2014/2015

2016/2017

2017/2018

Motor vehicle maintenance costs

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Other Operational Costs

-

2 350

-

-

-100.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Rates and taxes

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Repairs and maintenance

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Water & Electricity

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Facilities Maintenance

-

2 350

-

-

-100.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Insurance

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Office operational costs: Lease of
Photocopiers

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Office Operational Costs: Printing
and stationery

8 273

22 640

25 000

25 000

10.4%

195 729

682.9%

682.9%

206 298

217 438

Postage and delivery costs

25 116

3 055

6 500

6 500

112.8%

-

-100.0%

-100.0%

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

17 264

2 762

15 500

15 500

461.2%

18 074

16.6%

16.6%

19 050

20 079

Software licenses
Subscriptions
Office Administration

2015/2016

FORECAST
H

50 654

28 457

47 000

47 000

65.2%

213 803

354.9%

354.9%

225 348

237 517

2 486 000

1 073 576

1 210 000

1 210 000

12.7%

1 200 000

-0.8%

-0.8%

1 264 800

1 333 099

Co-sourced internal audit function

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

External auditors fees

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

311 700

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

2 797 700

1 073 576

1 210 000

1 210 000

12.7%

1 200 000

-0.8%

-0.8%

1 264 800

1 333 099

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Consultant fees

Legal fees
Recruitment costs
Professional fees
Learnership programme
Seminars/conferences/breakaways
Study fees
Training and development Regulator Members
Training and development - Staff

114 586

45 324

55 000

55 000

21.3%

-

-100.0%

-100.0%

-

-

370 000

172 150

195 000

195 000

13.3%

250 000

28.2%

28.2%

263 500

277 729

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

489 503

807 751

590 794

590 794

-26.9%

689 596

16.7%

16.7%

726 835

766 084

Travel and Accommodation Regulator Members

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Travel and Accommodation Regulator Members (Training
Related)

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Travel and Accommodation - Staff

1 064 066

1 523 020

514 304

514 304

-66.2%

335 505

-34.8%

-34.8%

353 623

372 718

Travel and Accommodation - Staff
(Training Related)

-

-

1 013 846

1 013 846

0.0%

1 416 934

39.8%

39.8%

1 493 449

1 574 095

Annual Performance Plan
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DESCRIPTION

PETROLEUM
PIPELINES
ACTUAL
B

PETROLEUM
PIPELINES
BUDGET
C

PETROLEUM
PIPELINES
FORECAST
D

2013/2014

2013/2014

2014/2015

2014/2015

2016/2017

2017/2018

2 038 155

2 548 245

2 368 944

2 368 944

-7.0%

2 692 036

13.6%

-50.1%

2 837 406

2 990 626

Bad Debts

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Bank charges

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

25 110

35 066

15 000

15 000

-57.2%

15 000

0.0%

0.0%

15 810

16 664

Travel, Accommodation and Training

Catering
Employee wellness

APPROVED
PETROLEUM
PIPELINES BUDGET
A

% VARIANCE
(D /B)

% VARIANCE
(E / C)

% VARIANCE
(E / D)

2015/2016

FORECAST
H

FORECAST
I

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

10 000

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Interest Paid

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Knowledge Center

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Telephone and fax

71 904

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

107 014

35 066

15 000

15 000

-57.2%

15 000

0.0%

0.0%

15 810

16 664

36 462 585

35 185 109

45 821 716

46 575 289

32.4%

45 658 407

-0.4%

-2.0%

39 088 446

42 572 345

34 810 240

36 689 993

38 671 252

1 660 599

1 750 271

1 844 786

Health & Safety

Other
NET SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT) before
Support services
Support services

34 959 982

Depreciation
NET SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT) for the
period
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

36 462 585

35 185 109

10 861 734

46 575 289

32.4%

9 187 568

-15.4%

-80.3%

2 398 454

3 901 093

4 846 745

3 224 873

10 861 734

1 612 230

-50.0%

11 471 382

5.6%

611.5%

5 748 834

5 935 791

Motor vehicles

210 000

261 533

-

-

-100.0%

126 000

0.0%

0.0%

132 804

139 975

Computer software

1 611 432

1 506 049

932 400

512 400

-66.0%

420 000

-55.0%

-18.0%

442 680

970 585

Office furniture and equipment
Building improvements
Computer hardware
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418 983

45 411

257 985

63 000

38.7%

1 332 783

416.6%

2015.5%

420 000

42 000

2 100 000

944 658

9 067 599

643 080

-31.9%

9 067 599

0.0%

1310.0%

4 200 000

4 200 000

506 331

467 221

603 750

393 750

-15.7%

525 000

-13.0%

33.3%

553 350

583 231

Appendix I: Consolidated Common Cost Budget
NATIONAL ENERGY REGULATOR
ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 2015/2016
SUPPORT SERVICES (COMMON COST)
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE BUDGET 2015/16 AND FORECAST FOR THE PERIOD 2016/17 TO 2017/18
DESCRIPTION

APPROVED SUPPORT
SERVICES BUDGET
A

2013/2014
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURE

SUPPORT
SERVICES
BUDGET
C

2013/2014

SUPPORT
SERVICES
FORECAST
D

% VARIANCE
(D /B)

2014/2015

2014/2015

132 261 536 165 608 010

SUPPORT SERVICES
BUDGET
E

% VARIANCE
(E / C)

% VARIANCE
(E / D)

2015/2016

FORECAST
H

FORECAST
I

2016/2017

2017/2018
184 148 820

165 608 010

25.2%

165 763 046

0.1%

0.1%

174 714 251

International initiatives

1 290 402

350 771

2 314 597

2 314 597

559.9%

1 743 711

-24.7%

-24.7%

1 837 872

1 937 117

Publications, communications and
corporate communications

5 157 709

4 544 561

5 114 392

5 114 392

12.5%

4 179 820

-18.3%

-18.3%

4 405 530

4 643 429

Tribunals, hearings and inquiries

158 108 989

SUPPORT
SERVICES
ACTUAL
B

584 325

150 524

580 000

580 000

285.3%

580 000

0.0%

0.0%

611 320

644 331

7 032 436

5 045 857

8 008 989

8 008 989

58.7%

6 503 531

-18.8%

-18.8%

6 854 722

7 224 877

48 441 320

47 756 581

53 086 069

53 086 069

11.2%

53 424 923

0.6%

0.6%

56 309 869

59 350 602

-

36 240

-

-

-100.0%

881 496

0.0%

0.0%

929 097

979 268

633 000

59 400

-

-

-100.0%

881 496

0.0%

0.0%

929 097

979 268

1 498 964

360 391

592 956

592 956

64.5%

455 531

-23.2%

-23.2%

480 130

506 057

Leave pay: Regulator Members

-

-

30 205

30 205

0.0%

84 479

179.7%

179.7%

89 041

93 850

Performance Bonus - Regulator
Members

-

-

1 552 710

1 552 710

0.0%

1 623 972

4.6%

4.6%

1 711 667

1 804 097
10 089 602

Advertising, Promotion and
Communication
Employment Costs - Staff
Internship Allowance
Learnership Allowance
Leave pay

Performance Bonus - Staff
Remuneration - Regulator Members
Salary temporary staff
UIF
Employment cost
Motor vehicle maintenance costs
Other Operational Costs
Rates and taxes

9 758 025

9 079 734

9 024 632

9 024 632

-0.6%

9 082 237

0.6%

0.6%

9 572 678

10 068 926

8 801 626

11 620 859

11 620 859

32.0%

11 898 520

2.4%

2.4%

12 541 040

13 218 256

7 309 845

6 610 814

8 920 237

8 920 237

34.9%

10 734 385

20.3%

20.3%

11 314 042

11 925 000

-

167 758

-

-

-100.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

77 710 079

72 872 545

84 827 668

84 827 668

16.4%

89 067 040

5.0%

5.0%

93 876 660

98 946 000

288 000

173 106

216 035

216 035

24.8%

252 667

17.0%

17.0%

266 311

280 692

2 097 225

1 318 966

1 286 116

1 286 116

-2.5%

1 375 388

6.9%

6.9%

1 449 659

1 527 940

767 930

891 725

936 000

936 000

5.0%

992 490

6.0%

6.0%

1 046 085

1 102 573

3 624 000

2 223 276

3 819 696

3 819 696

71.8%

4 112 964

7.7%

7.7%

4 335 064

4 569 158

Water & Electricity

1 894 350

1 944 393

2 353 836

2 353 836

21.1%

2 520 000

7.1%

7.1%

2 656 080

2 799 508

Facilities Maintenance

8 671 506

6 551 465

8 611 683

8 611 683

31.4%

9 253 509

7.5%

7.5%

9 753 199

10 279 871

615 985

428 003

664 730

664 730

55.3%

486 099

-26.9%

-26.9%

512 348

540 015

2 159 600

2 085 780

2 300 000

2 300 000

10.3%

2 283 600

-0.7%

-0.7%

2 406 914

2 536 888

Repairs and maintenance

Insurance
Office operational costs: Lease of
Photocopiers
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DESCRIPTION

APPROVED SUPPORT
SERVICES BUDGET
A

Office Operational Costs: Printing
and stationery
Postage and delivery costs
Software licenses
Subscriptions
Office Administration
Consultant fees
Co-sourced internal audit function
External auditors fees
Legal fees
Recruitment costs
Professional fees
Learnership programme

SUPPORT
SERVICES
BUDGET
C

SUPPORT
SERVICES
FORECAST
D

% VARIANCE
(D /B)

2013/2014

2013/2014

2014/2015

2014/2015

1 787 646

1 770 075

2 400 000

2 400 000

35.6%

SUPPORT SERVICES
BUDGET
E

% VARIANCE
(E / C)

% VARIANCE
(E / D)

2015/2016
1 138 783

-52.6%

-52.6%

FORECAST
H

FORECAST
I

2016/2017

2017/2018

1 200 277

1 265 092

428 374

294 659

263 702

263 702

-10.5%

323 005

22.5%

22.5%

340 447

358 831

2 716 132

2 162 905

3 440 000

3 440 000

59.0%

3 259 833

-5.2%

-5.2%

3 435 864

3 621 400

754 605

975 850

1 241 022

1 241 022

27.2%

1 179 126

-5.0%

-5.0%

1 242 799

1 309 910

8 462 342

7 717 273

10 309 454

10 309 454

33.6%

8 670 445

-15.9%

-15.9%

9 138 649

9 632 137
17 092 541

19 784 917

15 110 029

18 931 893

18 931 893

25.3%

15 385 989

-18.7%

-18.7%

16 216 832

3 400 000

1 947 310

2 000 000

2 000 000

2.7%

2 000 000

0.0%

0.0%

2 108 000

2 221 832

2 337 115

2 299 087

1 536 000

1 536 000

-33.2%

2 117 316

37.8%

37.8%

2 231 651

2 352 160

4 528 300

1 905 158

2 512 871

2 512 871

31.9%

3 000 000

19.4%

19.4%

3 162 000

3 332 748

838 186

949 581

1 610 811

1 610 811

69.6%

2 523 333

56.6%

56.6%

2 659 593

2 803 211

30 888 518

22 211 165

26 591 575

26 591 575

19.7%

25 026 638

-5.9%

-5.9%

26 378 076

27 802 492
1 110 916

526 291

376 654

1 320 969

1 320 969

250.7%

1 000 000

-24.3%

-24.3%

1 054 000

1 135 640

554 935

1 228 589

1 228 589

121.4%

-

-100.0%

-100.0%

-

-

Study fees

882 363

157 248

930 818

930 818

491.9%

855 531

-8.1%

-8.1%

901 730

950 423

Training and development Regulator Members

402 757

65 844

522 939

522 939

694.2%

535 433

2.4%

2.4%

564 347

594 822

Seminars/conferences/breakaways

Training and development - Staff

3 780 115

3 448 729

2 388 873

2 388 873

-30.7%

2 404 122

0.6%

0.6%

2 533 944

2 670 777

Travel and Accommodation Regulator Members

2 217 708

2 090 560

3 811 092

3 811 092

82.3%

3 634 310

-4.6%

-4.6%

3 830 563

4 037 413

Travel and Accommodation Regulator Members (Training
Related)

-

-

270 000

270 000

0.0%

1 335 866

394.8%

394.8%

1 408 003

1 484 035

Travel and Accommodation - Staff

8 849 363

5 683 344

7 087 639

7 087 639

24.7%

3 958 922

-44.1%

-44.1%

4 172 704

4 398 030

Travel and Accommodation - Staff
(Training Related)

-

-

1 986 820

1 986 820

0.0%

4 946 727

149.0%

149.0%

5 213 851

5 495 399

17 794 238

12 377 314

19 547 739

19 547 739

57.9%

18 670 912

-4.5%

365.6%

19 679 141

20 741 814

-

-

-

-

0.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

109 000

104 264

88 536

88 536

-15.1%

116 046

31.1%

31.1%

122 312

128 917

1 559 098

1 266 476

1 424 451

1 424 451

12.5%

968 600

-32.0%

-32.0%

1 020 904

1 076 033

575 584

428 019

704 534

704 534

64.6%

1 306 386

85.4%

85.4%

1 376 930

1 451 285

Health & Safety

-

-

91 824

91 824

0.0%

91 824

0.0%

0.0%

96 782

102 009

Interest Paid

-

5 475

-

-

-100.0%

-

0.0%

0.0%

-

-

Knowledge Center

3 776 187

2 541 043

3 521 858

3 521 858

38.6%

4 600 037

30.6%

30.6%

4 848 439

5 110 254

Telephone and fax

1 530 000

1 140 638

1 879 700

1 879 700

64.8%

1 488 079

-20.8%

-20.8%

1 568 435

1 653 131

Travel, Accommodation and Training
Bad Debts
Bank charges
Catering
Employee wellness
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DESCRIPTION

Other
NET SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT) before
depreciation

APPROVED SUPPORT
SERVICES BUDGET
A

SUPPORT
SERVICES
ACTUAL
B

SUPPORT
SERVICES
BUDGET
C

SUPPORT
SERVICES
FORECAST
D

% VARIANCE
(D /B)

SUPPORT SERVICES
BUDGET
E

% VARIANCE
(E / C)

% VARIANCE
(E / D)

2015/2016

FORECAST
H

FORECAST
I

2013/2014

2013/2014

2014/2015

2014/2015

7 549 869

5 485 917

7 710 903

7 710 903

40.6%

8 570 971

11.2%

11.2%

2016/2017

2017/2018

9 033 804

(158 108 989) (132 261 536) (165 608 010) (165 608 010)

0.0%

(165 763 046)

0.0%

0.0% (174 714 251) (184 148 820)

9 521 629

Depreciation Building

1 058 822

1 492 196

40.9%

2 391 760

0.0%

60.3%

2 520 915

2 657 044

Depreciation Hardware

1 140 367

1 472 742

29.1%

1 722 742

0.0%

17.0%

1 815 770

1 913 821

Depreciation Motor Vehicles

228 758

388 218

69.7%

448 218

0.0%

15.5%

472 422

497 933

Depreciation Office Equipment

489 957

594 054

21.2%

1 122 936

0.0%

89.0%

1 183 574

1 247 487

Depreciation Software
Depreciation
NET SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT) after
Depreciation
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

2 197 973
(158 108 989)

1 971 957

-10.3%

2 221 957

0.0%

12.7%

2 341 942

2 468 407

-

5 919 167

15.7%

7 907 612

0.0%

33.6%

8 334 624

8 784 693

(137 377 413) (165 608 010)

(171 527 177)

0.0%

(173 670 659)

0.0%

0.0% (183 048 874)

(192 933 513)

7 677 288

-50.0%

54 625 630

5.6%

5 115 877

23 079 740

15 356 537

Motor vehicles

1 000 000

1 245 397

-

-

-100.0%

600 000

0.0%

0.0%

632 400

666 550

Computer software

7 673 484

7 171 663

4 440 000

2 440 000

-66.0%

2 000 000

-55.0%

-18.0%

2 108 000

4 621 832

2015.5%

2 000 000

200 000

Office furniture and equipment
Building improvements
Computer hardware

51 722 542

1 995 156

216 245

1 228 500

300 000

38.7%

6 346 588

416.6%

10 000 000

4 498 370

43 179 042

3 062 288

-31.9%

43 179 042

0.0%

2 411 100

2 224 862

2 875 000

1 875 000

-15.7%

2 500 000

-13.0%

611.5%

27 375 400

28 265 672

1310.0% 20 000 000 20 000 000
33.3%

2 635 000

2 777 290
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Appendix J

Appendix J: Levies Calculation
NATIONAL ENERGY REGULATOR (NERSA)			
ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 2015/2016			

			

LEVY RATE INCREASE / (DECREASE):
ELECTRICITY

PIPED-GAS

PETROLEUM PIPELINES

2017/18 Forecast

6.16%

10.34%

7.58%

2016/17 Forecast

(8.8%)

(4.1%)

(7.1%)

2015/16 Draft Budget

13.65%

(13.7%)

7.28%

2014/15 Budget

22.69%

25.74%

40.52%

2013/14 Budget

22.33%

(13.8%)

5.49%

2012/13 Budget

56.00%

22.00%

43.00%

			
			

ASSUMPTIONS:
		
Draft Budget 2015/16			

- Refurbishment Cost of R43M			
- No costs for relocation or rental due to the Refurbishment project have been included			
- Refunds are based on the 50:30:20 for ALL industries			
			

FORECAST 2016/17
		
- Refurbishment Cost of R20M			
- No costs for relocation or rental due to the Refurbishment project have been included			
- Refunds are based on the 50:30:20 for ALL industries			
			

FORECAST 2017/18
		
- Refurbishment Cost of R20M			
- No costs for relocation or rental due to the Refurbishment project have been included			
- Refunds are based on the 50:30:20 for ALL industries
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LEVY RATE INCREASE / (DECREASE): 50/30/20 PRINCIPLE ONLY APPLICABLE TO PIPED-GAS
ELECTRICITY

PIPED-GAS

2017/18 Forecast

13.74%

10.34%

15.17%

2016/17 Forecast

(8.7%)

(4.1%)

(10.0%)

2015/16 Draft Budget

10.15%

(13.7%)

6.36%

2014/15 Budget

22.69%

25.74%

40.52%

2013/14 Budget

22.33%

(13.8%)

5.49%

56.00%

22.00%

43.00%

2012/13 Budget
			
			
2017/18 - LEVY RATE CALCULATION

ELECTRICITY
Expenditure

PIPED-GAS

68 083 743

Expenditure - Support services

PETROLEUM PIPELINES

PETROLEUM PIPELINES

25 742 071

30 355 004

TOTAL
124 180 818

106 806 316

38 671 252

38 671 252

184 148 820

174 890 059

64 413 323

69 026 257

308 329 638

Capital Expenditure

16 394 090

5 935 791

5 935 791

28 265 672

Total Expenditure

191 284 148

70 349 114

74 962 048

336 595 310

Less: Interest Received

(3 882 148)

(1 405 605)

(1 405 605)

(6 693 359)

Operating Expenditure

Less: Other Income

(34 906)

(12 638)

(12 638)

(60 182)

(7 156 549)

(3 811 513)

(2 034 698)

(13 002 760)

180 210 544

65 119 358

71 509 106

316 839 008

Less: Refund of Surplus Funds
Leviable amount
Projected Volumes

244 026 000

188 014 246

16 500 000

MWh

Gj

Kl

0.07385

Electricity Levy (c/kWh)

34.635

Piped-Gas levy (c/Gj)

0.43339

Petroleum Pipelines levy (c/litre)
Levy Increase / (Decrease)

6.16%

10.34%

7.58%
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Appendix J
2016/17 - LEVY RATE CALCULATION
ELECTRICITY
Expenditure
Expenditure - Support services
Total Operating Expenditure

PIPED-GAS

PETROLEUM PIPELINES

64 595 581

24 423 217

28 799 815

117 818 613

101 334 265

36 689 993

36 689 993

174 714 251

165 929 847

61 113 210

65 489 807

292 532 864

Capital Expenditure

15 877 732

5 748 834

5 748 834

27 375 400

Expenditure before Interest and surplus funding

181 807 579

66 862 044

71 238 641

319 908 264

Less: Interest Received

(3 882 148)

(1 405 605)

(1 405 605)

(6 693 359)

(33 243)

(12 036)

(12 036)

(57 316)

(11 558 791)

(7 601 885)

(3 350 380)

(22 511 057)

Leviable amount

166 333 396

57 842 517

66 470 619

290 646 531

Projected Volumes

239 113 000

184 279 820

16 500 000

Less: Other Income
Less: Refund of Surplus Funds

MWh

Gj

Kl

0.06956

Electricity Levy (c/kWh)

31.388

Piped-Gas levy (c/Gj)

0.40285

Petroleum Pipelines levy (c/litre)
Levy Increase / (Decrease)
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(8.77%)

(4.10%)

(7.13%)

2015/16 - LEVY RATE CALCULATION
ELECTRICITY

PIPED-GAS

PETROLEUM PIPELINES

TOTAL

Operating Expenditure

61 286 130

23 171 933

27 324 302

111 782 365

Expenditure - Support services allocated

96 142 567

34 810 240

34 810 240

165 763 046

157 428 697

57 982 173

62 134 542

277 545 412

Operating Expenditure
Capital Expenditure

31 682 866

11 471 382

11 471 382

54 625 630

Expenditure before Interest and surplus funding

189 111 563

69 453 555

73 605 924

332 171 042

Less: Interest Received

(3 882 148)

(1 405 605)

(1 405 605)

(6 693 359)

(31 660)

(11 463)

(11 463)

(54 587)

(5 531 867)

(10 334 701)

(611 752)

(16 478 320)

179 665 887

57 701 785

71 577 104

308 944 776

235 638 000

176 295 555

16 500 000

Less: Other Income
Less: Refund of Surplus Funds
Leviable amount
Projected Volumes

MWh

Gj

Kl

0.07625

Electricity Levy (c/kWh)

32.730

Piped-Gas levy (c/Gj)

0.43380

Petroleum Pipelines levy (c/litre)
Levy Increase / (Decrease)

13.65%

(13.71%)

7.28%

2015/16 - LEVY INCREASE / (DECREASE) DUE TO CHANGE IN:
Volumes

9.55%

(3.8%)

(0.9%)

Operating Expenditure

2.58%

(7.5%)

5.33%

Capital Expenditure

1.07%

0.91%

0.91%

Interest received

(0.1%)

(0.4%)

(0.0%)

Refurbishment

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Refund of surplus funds

0.51%

(3.0%)

1.97%

13.65%

-13.71%

7.28%

Total change
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APPROVED 2014/15 LEVY RATE CALCULATION
ELECTRICITY
TOTAL EXPENDITURE

PIPED-GAS

PETROLEUM PIPELINES

181 729 876

73 497 604

68 848 698

324 076 178

INTEREST RECEIVED

2 194 059

794 401

794 401

3 782 861

SURPLUS FUNDS

6 344 195

8 346 234

1 924 312

16 614 741

-

-

-

173 191 622

64 356 969

66 129 985

303 678 576

REFUND TO THE INDUSTRY
LEVIABLE AMOUNT
PROJECTED VOLUMES

258 151 000
MWh

169 672 935
Gj

16 354 000
Kl

0.06709

Electricity Levy (c/kWh)

37.930

Piped-Gas levy (c/Gj)

0.40437

Petroleum Pipelines levy (c/litre)
Levy Increase / (Decrease)

22.69%

25.74%

40.52%

2014/15 - LEVY INCREASE / (DECREASE) DUE TO CHANGE IN:
Volumes

(2.9%)

(4.6%)

8.23%

Net Expenditure incl Interest

16.09%

32.49%

19.51%

Refund of surplus funds

9.52%

(2.1%)

12.78%

22.69%

25.74%

40.52%

Total change
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Appendix K: Refunds to Industry
NATIONAL ENERGY REGULATOR (NERSA)					
ANNUAL BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 2015/2016		
REFUND PER INDUSTRY
									
The surplus funds will be refunded to the relevant industries through a reduction of the levy rate payable for the period 2015/2016 and onwards. The refunds per industry
are as follows:												

			

SURPLUS TO BE REFUNDED PER INDUSTRY

2018/2019

2017/2018

2016/2017

2015/2016

TOTAL

Electricity
Piped-Gas

2 901 489

2 901 489

1 586 283

2 379 424

3 965 707

Petroleum Pipelines
Electricity
Piped-Gas
Petroleum Pipelines
Electricity

2 212 747

3 319 120

5 531 867

Piped-Gas

2 021 515

3 032 273

5 053 788

244 701

367 051

611 752

Petroleum Pipelines
Electricity

3 295 868

4 943 803

8 239 671

Piped-Gas

1 193 332

1 789 998

2 983 329

Petroleum Pipelines

1 193 332

1 789 998

2 983 329

5 682 532

13 002 760

22 511 057

ELECTRICITY

PIPED-GAS

PETROLEUM
PIPELINES

2 2394 814

2 8412 659
16 478 320

TOTAL

Surplus Funds 2015/16

5 531 867

10 334 701

611 752

16 478 320

Surplus Funds 2016/17

11 558 791

7 601 885

3 350 380

22 511 057

Surplus Funds 2017/18

7 156 549

3 811 513

2 034 698

13 002 760

Surplus Funds 2018/19

3 295 868

1 193 332

1 193 332

5 682 532
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Appendix L

Appendix L: Programme Budgeting
NATIONAL ENERGY REGULATOR (NERSA)					
BUDGETED EXPENDITURE PER PROGRAMME 2015/16

Electricity

Programme 2

Programme 3

Programme 4

Programme 5

Programme 6

Setting and/or
approval of tariffs
and prices

Licensing and
Registration

Compliance
monitoring and
enforcement

Dispute resolution
including mediation,
arbitration and
the resolution of
complaints

Setting of rules,
guides and codes
for regulation

Establishing
NERSA as
an efficient
and effective
organisation

Total

17 921 303

12 520 844

7 565 239

6 484 491

16 794 253

96 142 566

157 428 696

Electricity Regulator

1 520 936

1 106 136

483 934

414 801

2 004 871

-

5 530 678

Electricity Pricing and Tariffs

13 374 914

-

-

-

3 343 728

-

16 718 642

-

7 081 305

7 081 305

6 069 690

-

-

20 232 300

2 290 004

2 862 505

-

-

6 297 512

-

11 450 021

735 449

1 470 898

-

-

5 148 142

-

7 354 489

-

-

-

-

-

96 142 566

96 142 566

3 321 512

4 805 368

6 576 517

3 027 063

-

40 251 712

57 982 173

383 415

766 830

1 150 245

1 150 245

-

4 217 564

7 668 299

2 938 097

-

2 285 187

979 366

-

326 455

6 529 105

Gas Licencing, Compliance and Dispute
Resolution

-

4 038 538

3 141 085

897 453

-

897 453

8 974 530

Support

-

-

-

-

-

34 810 240

34 810 240

7 229 475

6 111 092

5 446 231

844 283

5 141 745

37 361 717

62 134 542

2 010 150

2 010 150

2 010 150

502 537

2 010 150

1 507 612

10 050 748

-

4 100 942

2 392 216

341 745

-

-

6 834 904

5 219 325

-

1 043 865

-

3 131 595

1 043 865

10 438 650

-

-

-

-

-

34 810 240

34 810 240

28 472 290

23 437 304

19 587 987

10 355 837

21 935 998

173 755 995

277 545 411

Electricity Licencing, Compliance, and
Dispute Resolution
Electricity Infrastructure Planning
Electricity Regulatory Reform
Support
Piped-Gas
Piped Gas Regulation
Gas Pricing and Tariffs

Petroleum Pipelines
Petroleum Pipelines Regulation
Petroleum Licensing, Compliance and
Dispute Resolution
Petroleum Pipelines Tariffs
Support
Total per Programme
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